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PLATO : THE MAN
Wwdcix Thomas, 8. T. M., Ph. D.

Tmk

4 tall. athletic, handsome young mao of twenty-eigbt is standing
™ before the office of the chief judge in Athena on a Spring morn-

iog in the year 399 B C. A gentle breeze ooola the heal of the brilliant

eun. Green hilla and the golden marble templet of tho Acropolis are

set sharply against a clear bine sky. Beyond lies the wide-stretching

sea. The gaze of the young mao is intent on tho wall where a

parchment, recently posted, bean a peculiar public notice:

IJSDICniKXT

Socrates is guilty of crime: first, for not worshipping the gods

whom tbe city worships. but introducing new divinities of his own;

next, for corrupting tbe youth. Penalty: Death.

Passers-by pause a moment to wan tbe legend—among them
,
a

scholar with a book-roll in the folds of his mantle, a carpenter with

saw and 6quare, and a farmer with a basket of olives. Now comes a
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pair of dandies with rings on their fingers. They stop, read, and

smirk. One of them turns to the other :

“They're going to kill h:m talking too much I"

Just then he sees the athletic jcug man and subsides.

"By the gods,'
1 he mutters to bis companion as he leads him

away, "that's Plato, son of Anston and Penctione, one of Socrates'

friends. I'd hate to anger that lad—he can fight too well. I saw him

ip action once near the cod of the War, when he led a cavalry charge

against the Spartan raiders!”

Meanwhile, Artstoclc*. known as Plato, "the Broad,” is contem-

plating the inscription.

"Monstrous!" be snorts, "What a farce—why, Socrates is the

moet righteous man in Athens!”

Then, with bowed bead, be murmers, "My dear master—bis keen

wit has injured their pride." Theo a abock: "Will they get rid of

me too?" Like a drowning man be beholds bis entire past life flash

before him

:

Happy days as a child with mother aod nurses, tops and games,

older brothers Adoimantut and GUucon, sister Potooe, and then Anti-

phon, younger brother.. .to school at the age of aeveo. holding the hand

of the pedagogue; music in school on the lyre and zither; Homer's
Iliad, tolling its story of Achilles and Hector in shining armor wield-

ing deadly weapons on the plain below Troy; the Odyssey, with its

tale of Odysseus and his companions braving Poseidon’s wrath on

the sea; Hesiod's Thtogony, dopicting Zeus, the King of Olympus,

father of gods and men. and Apollo, the master of music and medicine,

common inceetor of the Athenians— then gymmastics on the wrestling

ground, with naked bodies gleaming in the sun, runuing, jumping,

boxing, hurling (he discus an I javelin, wrestling under Ariston, the

expert from Argos, wrestling for Uie laurel wreath in the Isthmian

games...

And all the while war with Sparta : Atbeos, ruler of Attica and
the colonies, mistress of the seas and the islands, against Sparta, ruler

of tho peninsula to the south, misuess of the land. Sparta with her

matchless phalanx of heavy-armed warriors who never retreat : the

Athenian countryside ravaged by Spartans, homes in ashes, shrines

desecrated, orchards destroyed, country folk packed with city folk

behind Athenian fortifications and the two long walls to the seaport
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Piraeus; the outbreak of pestilence, people moaning and dying, heaped

up in piles; stench, terror, hordes of verm in. prayers to Athena, cere-

monial sacrifices...then at eighteen the call to arm?: horses, javelins,

ambushes, onslaughts, retreats, battered armor, funeral rites.

At home his stepfather Pyrilampes urging him to enter politics to

anpport the strong imperisl policy of hi* friend Pericles, who had

made Athens splendid with templet and commerce; at the wrestling

ground, the wise man Cratylus expounding the teaching of Heraclitus

that the sense-world is only a procesa of conflict and change. ..and now

a dip into painting, and now a paasion for poetry: the tragic poets,

Aeschylus and Sophocles; the comic poets Epicharmus and Sophron—

Plato himself writes drama, be write* love lyrics -•

When he hesr* the teaching of his father's friend Socrates, he

consigns bis poems to the flames with a call to the god of fire

:

•Hither, Hephaestus: Plato needs thee now!”1

For Socrates elevates the sool higher tbsn poetry : with the face

of 8ilenu«, the heart of a saint, and the conviction that all virtue is

knowledge, he visits men at their homes, in the market -place, by the

wrestling ground, on the court boose steps, uoder a plane ltee by a

limpid stream, talking with boys about friendship, with a genc-.il about

courage, with a Sophist about teaching, ever inspired by hia good

genius to discover truth beneath the prejudice of the dogmatist and the

bombast of the skeptic...Here at last is a man whom the twenty-years-

old Plato can trust, a man bent on finding something solid and sure

amid the flux of strife and opinion.

After many years the war onde with Sparta triumphant, lu tho

consequent bloody confusion the Athenian politicians seem to be

madly bent on doing away with Socrates, tbe truest friend of

Athons.

"I've finished with public lifer' cr.es Plato.

With a deep breath he recovers from reverie. He is standing

alone. Perhaps the trial has already begun! He starts to go to his

master. He will stay with him through the trial, giving him aid in

spite of the danger...

Ten years have elapsed.

1. Thi. <HMtsl.ce b~o <*k*n fw*» leg***. Few (tett .re knows abojt PI • ’•

life. Tfce pr,«rt jlory i* cooWraeUd free. fed mod fttbsHG*.
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Plato is writing. With rapid strokes of stvlos on wax he is

making Socrates say : “Renouncing the honors at which the world

aims. I desire only to know the troth and to live as well as I can. ..And

to the utmost of my power I exhort all other men to do the

same."*

Soon Plato laya down tl.e stylus and leans back in triumph. The

Gorgias is finished, a dialogue in which Socrates defends the ideal of

health in soul and state. It the last of a series of a dozen or more

dialogues, including the CKsnnides, on temperance; the loaches, on

oourage; the Lain, on friendship; the Kuthyphro, on piety; the

Apology, describing Socrates' trial ; the Crito, describing his death; and

the Protagoras, ou the teaching of virtue. The disciple has now

fulfilled a vow of love—he has immortalised his master Socrates in art.

What to do next? Ah, that is the question!

Plato is tired—not so fatigued in body as wear) in soul. He is

nearing middle age, and the future looks blank.

lie was ill
;
he remembers, when Socrates drank tho hemlock;

but he arose and fied to Megan with other friends of the master.'

Thence he sailed south to the seaport cjty of Cyrene in Africa to study

under Theodorua the mathematician.* Thon lie wandered to Egypt,

where the steady rule of the priests was like balm to his soul.*

On bis safe return home ho found the Athenians preoecupied with

another war against SpirU. With the noble cavalry unit he sped

northward to the shore of misty Lake Copais. where the combinod

troops of Atheoa snd Thebes defeated tlie valiant Spirtans and killed

Lysauder, their king. A year later he rode from Athons westward to

Corinth, helped to cut a Spartan pbtlsnx to pieces and was decorated

for valor iu tbc field.

Yet his mind was ever on Socrates, and between battles he would

seek quiet in Athens to portray the master's conversation in the fitting

art-form of (be dialogue.

This work of devotion is now fioisbed. Plato yawns, stretches,

opens hia eyes, and peeks relief in a book which he used to keep uoder

0<*gas. ytb trJ.

Thai Flare was ill at th*« la

it Crime »
rniUJ » I

PUU nd Hu

In anj cue. be eibibl*

u*lbode end aUbi-
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his pillow in youth, a book of Epicharmas, the Pythagorean comic

poet. He loves Epicharmas both for his broad humor and for his

vision of nature gained from Pythagoras. As ho reads, he feels a

new thrill, different from l'ie excitement of battle or the zest of

Socratic discourse—a thrill which c>rne» from insight into reality. His

low-burning spirit rekindles. He must find some living Pythagorean,

and study (he world through tax* eves* All—there is Archytas, chief

of Tarenlurn, that splendi I Hellenic city snuggling in the angle of

Italy's "heel"—the renowned general Archytas, who has never lost a

campaign—he is known to be a Pytliagoreao.

With a joy which he has oot fell for ten years. Plato sails for

Tarenlum.

• • • •

At Tarentum Plato met and fraternized with Archytas, who
exceeded his expectation of what a statesman alould be.

Intellectually satisfied, he proceeded to Sicily to view the

volcanoes, and stopped at 8vraco*e, a luxurious Sicilian city winch

its tyrant Diomsius bad made tbe mo*t powerful in the Hellenic

world—yes, more powerful even than Athens. Here he met a young

man of about twenty, named Dion, whose sister the tyrant had

recently married. Dion was a wealthy, noble youth, eager for learn-

ing: Plato was fall of ideas: the two were meant for each other.

As Plato had been a beloved disciple of Socrates, so Dion became a

beloved disciple of Plato, aud " resolved in future to lead a very

different kind of life from that of the ordinary Italian or Sicilian,

and to love goodness more than pleasure or luxury in general." T

Plato was now overflowing with good spirits: making his way

back to Athens, he cho*e a delightful suburban garden named the

Academy, and there founded the fir»t reboot dedicated to scientific

pursuits. At the age of forty, after years of learning, fighting, and

travelling, he found his true woik in life to be education.

Whilo establishing this loHege. which bei-ame kuowu as the

Academy, from its lo.atioo, lie devoted hiuxself to writing a now set

of dialogues: tbe .1/eno. on inoate idea- : the Phacdo. on immortality
;

the Sym/iotiuiu . on love
;
the Ket>ubl <

,
on justice : aod the Phaedrus,

on a variety of subjects. His 5rst set of dialogues, ending with the

7. 'Vac tan*, p. 17; qmMa* beta Plate's «pisUe.
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Gorgiai. had been dedicated to the memory of Socrates: this second

group was inspired by Arcfaytas and his companions in the Pythagorean

cult. True to hie early love, however, Plato made Socrates the chief

speaker in these works as well.

Within the Academy freedom of tbooght was encouraged. After

a period of individual research the meiubera would come together for

a seminar, following the rale of Plato that " words and statements

and visual images and cense perceptions must be tried and tested

in friendly disputation by the ungrudging use of questions and

answers.”

• • •

In 368, when Plato was in bis sixtieth year, he received a letter'

from his younger friend Dion in Syracuse. The great tyrant Dionysius

had died at the height of his power, leaving his realm to his non

Dionysius II. Two parties were struggling for control over the mind

of tho young ruler: the reform party led by bis uncle, Dion himself
;

and the plunder party led by the historian Philistus. Dion was asking

his beloved master Plato to come and guide the youog Dionysius iuto

the path of constructive statesmanship.

Raising bis eyes, Plato pondored. He was no longer a young

man ;
travel and fighting made no appeal ; be was preoccupied with

his owd " by no means contemptible interests " in the Academy
; a

tyrant's courts would be most uncomfortable for a thinker accustomed

to freedom. Ou the other band, he loved Dion His eyes fell again

to the letter

" Now. if ever." lie read, “ is there a good chance that your own

ideal can be realized, and true lote of tcitdom and power oter a great

dominion be united in the same persons.”

A spark t<t tho old fire fiared up in Plato’s besrt : renouncing the

serene study -rf ideas, he resolved to wrestle with politics.

In Syracuse he found his hands full. The palace air was thick

with inJig' e. Dionysius was a clever, affectionate youth who

preferred excitement to discipline, and craved Plato’s love more than

his guidance : so be flatly refused all instruction. Tho philosopher

then turned directly to statecraft: realizing that 8jracuse was au

outpost of Hellenic civilization in the West, he urged the speedy

. p. S7 ; ijocti** turn
,p.

»

8. Tb*
9. The

Piste'*
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recoJomralion of the cities destroyed by Carthage in the late war.

But his hands were tied by the despot's jealousy of I'iou aud refusal

of advice. So be sailed back to Atheos. hoping to return at a more

favourable time.

During his absence two new students bad entered the Academy.

One was Herachdea. a wealthy citizen from Heracles on the Black

Sea. The other was a boy of seventeen from Stagira in Macedon
;

his name was Aristotle.

While advancing his academic work. Platt- was surprised to

receive letter after letter from Dionysius, urging him to visit Syracuse

once more.

Again Plato took ship for Sicily, and in 362 entered Syracuse for

the third time.

The young tyrant now set himself to study earnestly under the

aging philosopher. But bi* old jealousy of Dion flared up, even

though Dion was far away in Athens at the Academy. Suddonly he

seized and sold off Diou’s eolire property in Syracuse.

Plato was now faced with a criaia. He loved Dionysius at a

tender father love* a promising child. Yet the powerful child bated

Dion, and had resolved on bia rum. Why ? Because of t lie loro

between Dion and Plato. By renouncing Dion he might win the

young tyrant's devotion and thus transform the state into a rational

community. But at wtial cost T At the ooat of disloyalty to Dion,

a tru«r friend, a lover of wisdom, and a just man. No I Ho must not

renounce Dion. Sorrowfully he decided to bid farewell to lua

passion-twisted young friend Dionysius.

But the fiery youth, clinging to him like a lover, would not let

him go.

The mercenary soldieia. who connected tlieir recent pay-cut with

Plato's reforms, threa'eued to cot the reformer's throat.

In desperation Plato sent word to lus friend Arrbytas. the Pytha-

gorean king of Tarentuoi.

Surprisiugly soon came ambassadors from Tareotura, and "by the

way," us it were, persusded Diouvsius to let Plato return with them.

Arcbytaa had not failed him.

In the summer of 360 Plato sailed back to Athens again, aud

breathed a sigh of relief as he walked into the Academy's peaceful

groves. To clasp Dion’s hand, he had sacrificed his opportunity to

build an ideal city-state.
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On bis part, Dion was completely aroused against Dionysius, whc

had persisted in playing the tyrant- Stirring up his Academy friend?

in the name of Hellenic Law, Dion embarked for Sicily, determined to

overthrow the tyrant of Syracuse.

The fatherly Plato, with heavy heart, corresponded with both hie

young friends.

Four years later, on receiving word that Dion bad been assassinat-

ed, he broke dowu and wept: for at one blow he had lost a dear

friend and the hope of a good state.

Nevertheless, he kept up his courage, and set about creating other

Dions in Athens : henceforth the Academy would be known as a school

for statesmen. Already friends had spread abroad his political ideas,

and cities began turning to the Academy for technical advice in draw-

ing up now codes of laws. If Hellenic freedom was to maintain

itself against imperial Persia to the east sod mercenary Carthage to the

west, a new type of Hellenio city-state must arise more stable than

Athens, Sparta, or Thebes. To the construction of such a state he

devoted himself in his long dialogue named the I^aics ... which for-

mulates a constitutional democracy centering in comprehensive publio

education.
• « •

In 347, when eighty years old, Plato died at a wedding foast. He

himself never had wed. Whether he ever loved women we do not

know; but he loved men nobly, and most of all he hived iutellecluol

Beauty. He procreated rv> mortal children, but immortal books are his

progeny. As a Greek, as an Athenian, at a thinker ofnoble traditions.

Plato was ever the artist : whether leading a chorus, wrestling in the

Isthmian games, writing poetry, fighting Spartans, composing dialogues

teaching a class, or helping to establish a state* be followed the light

of knowledge, and worked with a zeal for perfection.

10. Anhcos >
' lbs oriUoc <t it* Urn »tiU ** is the »t Pl.lo’* d«alh. lb-

Bfinimu a (i proixbij vilUro !•'«/. sod V* CniUi it on6ai»'->ed.



AGRICULTURAL INSTRUCTION IN MIDDLE
ENGLISH SCHOOLS -

Pkopbssos H. C. Moourjr. u.*., ph.d., M.L.A.

n.

i CC0RD1XG to tbe Budget Estimate for 19a7-38, tbe demand
** under the head Agriculture is approximately lets than one-

hundredth part of the total provincial expenditure. The amount

demanded for agriculture is Rs. 11 74 lakha. Out of this, Ri. 108

lakhs, which is approximately one-tenth oi the expenditure on Agri-

culture, has been proposed to be spent on agricultural education and

research. According to the last Census Report on our province,

agriculture is directly supporting 73 5 per cent, of the total population.

If those supported indirectly by agriculture are taken into account,

it ia not improbable that directly and indirectly fully 90 per cent, of

the total population are depending on agriculture for their livelihood.

Comment under theee circumstances seem* uncalled for.

It is instructive to compare the shove figures with what we find

in some of the WeeUrn countries. It would be easy to multiply

such instances but a few only are selected at random. Writing in

1929 Prof. Sandiford, Associate Profesaor of Education. University

of Toronto, Canada, observed :

'• A nsw course of study is needed for rural schools. At present tbe

rursl children arc fed on the same m-cllectual fare aa urban children.

Rural environment i- different from city env.roomiot; the prospective

careers of rural childrn are different from those of urban childreo. While

the fundamentals of culture remain tbe same for both, there ia plenty

of room for differentiation in subject-matter and methods of teaching. At

present tbo rural school trains away from the farm, and is one of the

chief agencies of rural depopulation If tbe rural school programme were

given a new content, nod more important still, were taught by people with

greater sympathy towards rural life, a wonderful good would be accom-

plished.

”

This is noteworthy when we remember that Canada, like India, is

a country which depends preponderating^ on agriculture for the

• (Coobaori free tie p«enos» noeberl

2
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livelihood of the majority of its people Instead of folding the hands

and sitting down in despair, the people assessed their shortcomings

and tried to remedy them by a widely extended system of agricultural

instruction. Starting from 1914, the cum of § 1,000,000 was spent

every year for fifteen years on agricultural education only. This was

followed by an expenditure of $ 7,50,000 per year on agricultural

education for a further period of fifteen years. Those who ore

interested in the steps taken to improve and popularise agricultural

education and the wonderful result* achieved in the last twenty years,

may turn to the standard works which are too well-known to require

mention. Hut a useful summary is available in pages 417 to 424 of

Prof. Sandiford’s " Comparative Education " published by J. M.

Dent Jc Sons, Ltd. The one fact which stands out prominently is that

for all practical purposes, tuition is free while the boarding expenses

aro charged at actual coat and oceaaionally below cost. In fact, every

possible inducement is held out to students of agriculture to encourage

them in their studies.

Conditions are almost similar in Prance where the expenses

for undergoing instruction in agriculture is not more than £40—a term

at tbe most. This compares very favourably with the expenses

which have to be incurred for education in other subjects Similarly in

Rnglnnd, the expenses for toJion and b;>ard in Farm Institutes is,

according to Lord Eustace Percy, about £ 1 a week for the sons and

daughters of residents in the county and about twice as much when
the parents reside outside the area served by the institute. In
Northorn Ireland, Government maioUins a peripatetic staff which

brings agricultural instruction to the very doors of the rural popula-

tion, tuition beiog absolutely free.

Denmark is probably the most outstanding instance of a country

achieving national welfare under exceptionally difficult circumstances

by integrating it with the special typo of education which was
calculated to meet its special requirement* Tbe gifts of Nature to

Denmark are very meagre. She suffered a serious set back duriug

the Great War. Yet such has been the good work done by her Reboots,

that she is now producing and exporting such immense amounts of

agricultural produce that she is a pjwer to be reckoned with in her

own special field. Without entering into details, it may be said

without tbe slightest fear of exaggeration that Denmark has solved

tbe problem of co-operative enterprise in agriculture and its subsidiary
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occupations, has reclaimed hundreds of miles of sand dunes, stopped

the rush to towns of her children and ha* built up a new and satis-

factory type of rural social life. Recognising that her principal

occupation must be farming, Denmark has provided for her rural

population free elementary schools in which, as well as in higher

schools, part of the time is spent inside the class room and part

in practical work on land till all that is essential for successful

farming has been mastered. There is a network of small agricultural

schools covering tbe whole of this small country offering courses both

gcuoral and special lasting from a fortnight to two years. Instruction

on every aspect of agriculture and its subsidiary occupations

is imparted in these institution*. They are so numerous that a

majority of student* can attend them from their own bonnes.

Tuition in practically all tbeae institution* is free. Where fees are

charged, they are so low a* to be within tlio means of any ordinary

householder.

With tbe*e example# of systems of agricultural education which

have proved their worth, it is only wiao that we too, as far as lies

in our power, should endeavour to make suitable arrangements

to impart agricultural education of tho type we noed for our

youths. Wo aliall have to be patient and to use propaganda in

order to convince them that the pnr*oit of agriculture is a profitable

and un honourable profession. There is little doubt that this

can be done though some time must pea* before any measurable

amount of success can be looked for and for this purpose whatever

money is necessary muss be fouod. At first there is not much

doubt that these schools will not be patronised largely. It is oven

possible that tbe ignorant agriculturist* will, in tbe beginning,

regard them with a certain amount of suspicion as a device od the

part of the educated bkadralok, or even Government in the administra-

lion of which bhadralok have a powerful voice, to disoourage com-

petition for profitable sedentary work by limiting tho scope of educa-

tion for their children. But sooner or later, their valuo will be

apparent. It will require both tact and courage to carry the policy

to a successful issue. As stated already, all these schools have small

farms of a manageable sire attached to them. Proper emphasis must

be laid on tbe practical side of farming. In fact, the possibilities of

such schools for helping in tbe development of agriculture are eo wide

as to be almost bewildering.
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If the progreaf of the rural areas is conditioned by the guidance

afforded by an indigenous agency, we hare to condemn the present

educational system which takes our young people away to towns

in order to receive a purely literary type of education the consequence

of which is further congestion of High English schools and colleges

and the resultant loss of their service to the countryside. The agri-

cultural classes attached to Middle English and High English schools

cannot be regarded as having been successful in keeping the students

in the places to which they belong. It is for ibis reason that tbe

writer has suggested a different policy with reference to tbe special

Middle English schools with Continuation classes. The necessary

changes in the curriculum, tbe alterations in tbe methoda of imparting

instruction and tbe presence of students of purely agricultural stock

would tend to make them self-contained institutions with tbe clearly

envisaged aim of training tlieir students for residence and service in tbe

countryside.

Statistic* tell us that taking British India as a whole, flfl per cent,

of tbe boys in the higher classes of High English schools cannot ait

for, far less get through, the Matriculation Examination until they are

aged eighteen years or over. Conditions in Bengal are not radically

different from this state of things. It follows thus that a large

number of pupils proloog their studies of purely literary subjects and

also that by doing so they become until for, and indeed quite avoreo

to, practical occupations which in our country consist principally

of agriculture. Tbe stiffening of tbe Matriculation Examination is no
solution of this problem for tbe very good reason that it would merely

have the effect of detaining them for a still longer period in the

High [English schools and of making them still more unfit for a

rural life.

In order to attain this object, this type of student has to be per-

suaded to take to agriculture or industry as tbe case may bo at an age
when he has acquired sufficient general education to fit him for tbe

duties of civic life and when this general education would bo a satis-

factory basis for his vocational training. At the same time, it must be
such that he has no opportunity of beiDg so " set " in the literary

rut an to feel an insuperable unwillingness to take to agriculture or

industry. It is the contention of tbe writer that these objects could

be attained if these Continuation Class Middle English schools are

properly organised.
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It may be said with justice that the suggestion offered by the

writer for the improvement of the Middle English ecbools with Conti-

nuation classes to all practical purposes amount* to changing them

into agricultural scliooU imparting the amount of general education

necessary to enable the students to take an active and intelligent

interest in civic and political life. A question which naturally rises is

that if these are to all intents and purposes to be turned into Primary

Agricultural schools of a somewhat special type, wliat would be the

age of the pupiU when they leave school after finishing their training

and would they then be old anJ strong enough to be able to do a full

man’s work in the field* ? The fall Primary oourse in Bengal is for

five year* after which would come four years in these special schools.

If a pupil is uot detained all through la* educational career, he would

devote nine year* to educaliou Aoeordiog to the last Quinquennial

Education Review, by far the largest number of pupils in the Primary

stage are from six to seven years. It thus follow* that the age of the

student cannot be less than fifteen Uiougb probably it i* likely to be

higher, when he leave* school. The only drawback i* that the boys

will Htart their training in agriculture at the comparatively early age of

about eleven or twelve. In reply to thi*. it raaj be pointed out that

according to the Hadow Report, page 56. " the groat majority of the

courses of advanced instruction are given in Central 8chools or classes

to which children are transferred, uaoally about the age of eleven, from

neighbouring schools.” It ha* to be remembered in this connection

that they leach prr-vocational courses. There is also the fact that the

ago referred to above will not normally apply to the majority of our

rural students, au appreciable percentage among whom suffer

detention.
’*

So far a* the objection to changing a ** bias " school into a voca-

tional school is concerned, it lias to be remembered that from ono point

of view what the writer has suggetfed is that a comparatively large

proportion of the periods should be devoted to the study of " general
”

subjects, and that more tune and energy ol both teacher* and pupils

should be devoted to agriculture than in tbe corresponding Middle

English and High English school* with agricultural classes attached 1o

them. It is staled by the Hadow Committee (page 113), that circum-

stances have forced some Central Schools to emphasise the bias to euch

an extent that " their curricula in the last year* of the course often

bear a strong resemblance to those of eome Junior Technical 8oboola."
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Tn this province starvation starts os in the face unless we change our

agricultural practices. It would take year* to change the psychology

of our agriculturists. The suggestion or having these special schools

is made on the assumption that they will hasten this process. Surely

a poor province like ours cannot afford to give a shape to its educational

policy which is found difficult of attainment in a country like

Great Britain I

Tlic writer is aware that purely vocational schools for teaching

agriculture have been condemned by the Royal Agricultural Com-

mission. The objections raised are that they are expensive to maintain,

that they lead nowhere and lastly tiiat there is little demand for edu-

cation of this type. So evidence has been adduced to prove the use-

lessness of the training imparted, uor has any effort been made to

prove that the students by drifting to towns aud earning their liveli-

hood in other ways failed to utilise the education they had received.

The case against schools of this type would have been proved to tho

hill if it could be shown that a large majority of thoir students betake

themselves to urban occupations. Investigation into thoir careers

would probably show that if they are n<4 utilising their training in the

cultivation of their own land, a majority of them are occupying posi-

tions in which a knowledga of agriculture it useful in tho efficiont dis-

charge of the dutioa entrusted to them. As regards tho heavy cost of

maintenance, it has lo be remembered that education of this and other

nation-buihlmg types can never be self-supporting. In no country in

the West has education in agriculture been able to pay its

own way.

If, as the Commission says, Indian parents are not willing to

meet the full coat of tho education imparted in these vocational schools,

they are not in any way different from the parents in Western

countries including Kogland. If it is impossible to make a purse out

of a bow's ear, it is equally impossible to havo arrangements for im-

parting sound agricultural education on a self-supporting basis.

The Royal Agricultural Commission bas condemned these agri-

cultural schools in favour of agricultural bus schools of the Panjab

type. The two types should not. in the opinion of the writer, try to

serve the same purpose. These two systems are complementary. If

the value of agricultural education is not fully appreciated by the people

of this country, it is all the more reason why they should be made to

realise its importance in oar economic life. The vast majority are
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illiterate, ignorant of the laws of personal and community hygiene,

etc. Are we to leave them in their ignorance ? If we conceive it to

be the duty of Government to enlighten them in these matters, the

sauic line of argument would lead us to make satisfactory arrange-

ments for teaching the agricultural masses bow to make the best and

most profitable use of the land they cultivate.

If it is argued that this training in agriculture or industry can lie

giveD economically in ordinary schools where instruction will be im-

parled in these subjects as optional subjects as in the agricultural

classes attached to Middle English and High Kogliab schools to which

reference has been made elsewhere, the answer is that the haphazard

mixing up of literary and vocational tobjects is likely, at least in this

country, to predispose the student* aa well as their guardian* to attach

no exaggerated value to the former. That this is no hae been proved

in the case of the " bias " schools referred to just now. When we

remember that the facilities for imparling vocational training in these

schools can never be satisfactory—for fruitful vocational training

always presupposes costly equipments, and au experienced and specially

trained costly »uff we aro inevitably driven to the conclusion that

the unsatisfactory training the pupils aro likely to receive in these

institutions is likely to tempt them to proloDg their studies and to

accentuate nlill further their oatural inelioaton for a purely literary

type of education. After considering all those facts, the writer has

corao to the conclusion that in order that our students might profit

by agricultural training, these Middle English schools with Continua-

tion dosses will have to bp reorganised with the aim of changing

thorn into real and satisfactory centres for the spread of agricultural

knowledge and instruction of immediate utility and economic value.

An old and valued friend for whose opinion the writer has great

respect feels that one fact which will militate against the succcsb

of these special schools organised in the way suggested, is that the

luarniog of English by the students may have the effect of encouraging

the more intelligent among the students to join High English schools

after finishing their studies in the Continuation classes. He feels

that if the aim of these schools is to train intelligent and up-to-date

economically successful farmers, there is no need to teach them
English. Past experience, be hold*, has demonstrated the fact

that literary education of the prevailing type has such attractions

for young and old that it will be practically impossible to keep the
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students permanently in the countryside. It is of course Dot possible

to say what will be the exact effect of tins special type of training

in this particular direction. The writer, however, feels that there

are ao many positive advantages m the early acquirement of English,

specially for those who desire to prosecute higher studies in agriculture,

that it would not be wise to diminish the usefulness of the curriculum

by the omission of English. This feeling is responsible for his

suggestion that while there will be one and tlie same agricultural

curriculum for all these schools, instruction in English may be

imparted in some of them.

The same friend is also of opinion that if the schools are located

in highly rural areua and if the students are recruitod from the families

of poor cultivators as has been suggested by the writer, the chances are

that very few of the boys will be permitted to o»mplete their atudiea.

As soon a* they reach an age when their services can he utilised in

the ordinary work in the fields, the parents will withdraw them from

the schools and set them to work on their land. He bases his

opinion on the immense “wastage’’ in primary oducation with which

almost all of us are familiar. This objection, the soundness of which

is freely admitted by the writer, rosy be met in a number of ways.

The parents might be asked to make a deposit when the student

starts his agricultural training, the whole or a proportion of which

would be forfeited if the student is taken sway, except for good and

sufficient reasons, before the cod of the course. If it it argued that

our cultivators, overburdened with debt as they are. will be unable

to make the deposit, the correctness of which again the writer admits,

it may be possible to attract the students to tho agricultural classes

by the ‘promise of a small bonus, after they have successfully finished

their agricultural training. This bonus may at least partly consist

of the profits accruing from the successful working of the school

farms. This expectation of receiving a bonus is bound to set a* a

deterrent and the longer the period during which training has been

undergone, the stronger will be the effect of this rule in keeping the

students in the school.

There is still another inducement which may be held out. Agri-

cultural demonstration and propaganda as conducted now are not

satisfactorily organised. The number of officers engaged in this

important work is extremely limited. Their number will have to

bo increased materially in the near future. This may be expected
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under present circ umstances when power has come lo the people

throngh their representative*. It only remains for the minister in

charge to carry this measure to a successful issue. With the increase

in the number of demonstrators who, in future, should be graduates

or licentiates in Agriculture with an intimate knowledge of its practical

side,—the writer is here taking for granted the starting of an Agri-

cultural College which it long overdue in this province—there is bound

to be a wide demand for properly trained “ field men." It

would be desirable to utilise the services of some of these

students at "field men." Properly organised, the employment

of such men in sufficiently large numbers would imply the

employment of a smaller number of the more highly paid demonstra-

tor*. The fact that these "field men" come from agricultural stock

would of itself give them greater influence with the people with

whom they would come in contact in the coarse of their work.

Taking into account all these facts, these schools are bound to grow

in favour with the more intelligent and enterprising among the

peasantry of thie province.

The general complain! against the horpa or the sharing o f produce

betwoon landlord aud tenant is that both parties to the contract

feet that they are deprived of their just dues. The middle classes of

Bengal, it may be observed safely. Isold agricultural laod under

superior landlords and alio that they do not cultivate the land them-

selves but let it oat either to lower middlemen or directly to tbo

cultivators. In the latter case, the rent is paid more often in kind

than in cash. The writer knows from his owo experience that in

East Bengal, the rent paid in kind take* two form*. A fixed amount

of produce is regarded as rent which is very hard on the cultivator

if the crops fail either on account of insufficient rain or on account

of floods. The cultivator has either to remain indebted to his

landlord or to take the help of the money-lender in order to pay his

rent. The result in both case* is the same. The second method

is for the tenant to pay a fixed proportion of the produce; u sually

the landlord take* 50 per cent, und the tenant 50 per cent. When

jute is grown, the landlord gets one-third only on account of

the higher cost involved in its cultivation. It is almost the universal

practice for the birgiian to provide cattle and plough and about

50 per cent, of the seeds which ordinarily, is not depart mentally

improved seed. The writer had onoe an opportune of examining

3
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at close quarters the working of the barga system as it obtains in the

vicinity of Suri in Birbbum district. The immediate landlord here

ie an educated Indian Christian young man with progressive ideas.

He offer'd departmental paddy seeds to the cultivators which wag

refused by them. This gentleman provides all the manure required

but his experience so far aa the collection of his dues is concerned,

is in no way happier than that of bis lew generous neighbours

who do not show any special consideration to the bargadan These

bargadan who are wiib>iat capital take loans from their landlord

for the purchase of draught cattle, implements and seeds and this

for all practical purposes bind* them down to the landlords. At most

after satisfying the demands of their landlords, they can meet the

interest and even that not always. Other bargadan who are slightly

better off in addition to barga land, also cultivate fields to which

they have occupancy rights. Uoder tho circumstances what actually

happens is that the cultivators derot* all their labour and attention

to the cultivation of their own holdings, the whole produce from

which with the exception of the smount which has to be devoted to

the payment of rent, is theirs. At the proper season, all necessary

agricultural operations such as ploughing, laddering, transplanting,

weeding, etc., are done first on their own land. In fact barga land

is almost invariably cultivated in a careless and wasteful manner

with the consequence that the crops are always footer in both quality

and quantity. The Iom to the individual cultivator and his landlord

may not be high but the total loss to the national iocotne must
necessarily be very high. This is happening to-day because, in tbo

practical world, profits are the only inducement to sustained effort

and tbe barga cultivator, rightly or wrongly, feels that he ia being

exploited by the landlord and does not receive an adequate return for

the time, labour and energy spent in barga cultivation to which he
thinks he is entitled. It is this real or facciel clash of interests

which leads to uneconomic methods of cultivation with consequent

loss to the national revenue. Both parties would undoubtedly he

gainers if the relationship between them could be improved and
sweetened.

The Matager system which has achieved wonderful success in

Italy and where the relations between landlord and tenant are so

cordial is nothing hot an improved barga system. Its success is due
to the acceptance of certain well-understood principles among the
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most important of which may be mentioned the equitable adjustment

of profit between land, labour and capital, as also non-interference by

the contracting parties m the sphere of work assigned to each. The

typical landlord operating the Metayer system is always well posted

about the results of the most recent investigations into agricultural

problems. He knows the practical utility of using the best of seods,

the kind and amount of manure required for getting bumper crops,

improved implements, etc. The cultivator, on the other hand, is

familiar with the best methods of cultivation. This happy combina-

tion of theoretical and practical agricultural knowledge is responsible

for the success of the Metayer system. While the cultivator supplies

the labour, the landlord in addition to land, supplies improved seeds,

manure in adequate quantities and all agricultural implements. In

our country, the landlord's contribution to tbe production process

consists of land only. Tbe writer ba. not cotoe across many landlords

in our province who are willing to supply other and equally

necessary adjuncts to cultivation. Tbia is probably becauso they Teel

that however large the amount of help they might give to the

cultivator, they will not be able to get more than the minimum
quantity which will just suffice to keep them contented and to prevent

them from getting rid of their tenants. In Italy, tbs landlord takes

a certain percentage of the produce aa rent for the uao of the land
;

he also get* another percentage which represents bis remuneration for

supplying improved soeds, manure and agricultural implement* and

whatever remains goes to the cultivator.

It is a well-known fact that owing to the fall in tbe price of

agricultural produce which baa not corresponded with a fall in the rent

chargeJ, agricultural land is changing hands very frequently. Our

laudl.rds a e finding to their dismay that land for which they have no

use is being thrown on their hand Very few of them bavo satis-

factory arrangements for cultivating all such land by their owo agency.

The students of these Special Middle English schools after they had

acquired sufficient practical experience, could easily utilise this land.

Having acquired a certain amount of education, it may be expected

that tboy would realise tbeir responsibilities to tbeir landlords aod

would not try to deprive them of tbeir does. At the same time,

if they iocor expen liture for improving tbe land they cultivate, they

would know bow to protect themselves against tbe rapacity of tbe

leas cou9Cieotioaa members of the landlord class. If they adopt
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intensive cultivation as agriculturists will have to do in a majority of

case*, they would be able to provide work for many landless cultiva-

tors who do not find employment all the year round or who are

cultivating the land of other* under the existing barga system. The

greatest attraction of this improved system for them will be that they

will not feel that they are anyone's servants knowing full well that

all the produce except the dues of the landlord for the rent and the

chargee incidental to the supplying of seeds, manure, etc., is theirs.

In this way, a happy and prosperous race of peasant proprietors may
gradually be called into exiueoce. For this, it ia equally essential

that the landlord should content himself with a reasonable profit on

the capital invested. Any attempt at rack-renting would be fatal to

the success of this experiment and the help of legislation should not
be wauting in order to protect the interests of this class of peasantry.

It is hoped that the writer has succeeded in making it clear that in

bit opinion the object of starting these schools is to tram up a new race

of intelligent educated farmera who will be the pioneers in a new eia

of agricultural improvement and progrese in our province. If thia is

our aim and if we admit that ocr ouluvators are too poor as a class

to equip their sons trained in thia particular way for an agricultural
life by providing them for instance with good bullocks, improved
implements, good seeds, etc., it follow, that in order that these
students might do the work, for which they w,|| be trained at some
expenao to the country, they should be prov.ded with necessary
capital for the purpose. Under the Agiicultumte' Loans Act, they
might, with proper safeguards, be given advances of not more than
Rs. 200 for providing themselves with draught cattle etc. They
might also, under proper aafe-guarda. avail themselves of loans under
the Land Improvement Loans Act for improving the land they will

cultivate. The more enterprising among them might be induced to
take up land and settle in the different Colonisation areas, a matter
which will bo trea^d by the writer later on. These facta, if properly
explained to the cultivators, would act as inducements to keep their
sons in the schools till the end of the agricultural course.

(Concluded.)



AN EARLY PORTUGUESE ACCOUNT OF
BENGAL

Professor Scrbndra Nath Sex, m.a., ».d., b. Ut. (oxos).

'PHE earliest Portuguese account of Bengal is probably to be found

A in a letter, addressed by Dom Joio de Leyma, a Portuguese

nobleman serving in India, 1
to His Highness the King of Portugal

from Cochin on the ‘22nd December, 1518. Dom JoSo submitted to

his iwvereign a brief report on the activities of the Portuguese officers

in different parts of the east and he refers to Bengal, as that province

WM, for the first time, visited by an accredited agent of the Portuguese

Government in India during tbe rainy season of that year. The letter

hae been preserved among the old archives in tlie.Torre do Tombo of

Lisbon and has not so fsr attracted much notice.

Dom Joio de Leyma has something to «ay about the people of

Bengal, their language and eoonomic condition, and hia account, though

moagre, is not entirely without interest to a modern student of Indian

history. The relerant portion rona as follows:

"Dom Joio,* ray Lord, spent the last cold season in Bengalis,

whoro he wintered, being always in disparate war, without concluding

any treaty of peaoe with them. The people, it is **id. are pervorso

and feeble and they hid from him all the goods of tho land. ,Wo are

told that silver, coral and copper are highly prized there but still no

one wanted to buy any of these things, the reason my Lord, was that

some Gujarat boots wero thero sod they caused all possible hindrance.

Tbe country is very rich, ten fa riot of rice sell for a pardao of 820

reii, there being three alqueiret in each lardo and tbe rice is giracall\

twenty hens and as maoy as sixty ducks sell for a tanga and three

cows per pardao
;
shells ore the coins of tbia country, for none but the

king can own gold or silver. Tbo people are short and speak almost

like those of Goa, this is becauw tbe coast of the Bay of Bengal is

1 Dom Jmo da Lima, nmd with im<ar(« ender AEoneo d. Alboqoerqoe. In I5«i

ha waa appointed CnnUla * Cal.eal. Ha d*d in 15T0 in Ihe drfroce i f Cbnul.
* So for aa I am near*. the taller hai no' pat bare pobliabed nny»b*ia. Rof.r*iiCT

lo ihia teller baa baao o*da in Danrers. PrUg*'

•

- /«Ua. V«L I. pp. 3*344* boi lb.

portion letnbog lo Bengal has been eaiii.Ij o«uit*d-

• Jo*) da Silttire.
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opposite to that of India. Bengal lie3 20 degrees to the north which is

the altitude of Dia. A slave is worth six tangos and a young lady

double that sum. At the bar of this river, ray Lord, there are three

fathoms of water at low tide, which swells from there to six fathoms

at high tide. The city is said to be two small leagues from the bar.

The city ia big and populous but very weak. Here was Dom JoSo for

five months awaiting the monsoon for returning to India."

It may be mentioned that the Portuguese word “inverno" in the

above extract could not possibly mean "winter," for Dom Joio must

have returned to the Malabar coast, the "India" of the ooutempoiary

Portuguese records, before the letter was written in December. In the

English records of the seventeenth century the term winter is invari-

ably applied to the rainy season when the frail country boats were

reluctant to leave the safeehelter of the Larboura and brave the dan-

gers of the stormy ocean. Such indeed was the practice of the

Portuguese as well. For them Bengali was a different country from

India which consisted of the Malabar coast alone, while the subconti-

nent, wo now know at India, was wrongly called "Asia." Tho letter,

however, does not meulioo the name of the city visited by Dom Jofto,

nor does it specify the creek or nver where lie moored his boats. For

these information we must turn to a third Joio, who immortalised the

valiant deeds of hie countrymen in bis monumental Decadai Ja Alia.

Joilo Barros give# ia the third Decada a detailed description of

the expedition to which Dom Joio de Loyina so briefly alluded. What

bis sources were we do not know, but much of the contemporary

records and narratives hare been lost for ever, and Barros is so defi-

nite and circumstantial in his account that we cannot highly reject

his evidence. In any ea«e he explains satisfactorily the hostile

attitude of the Gujrat ships.

According to him, Bengal was visited in 1518 by Dom Joio de

Silveira. He had been sent on a diplomatic mission to the Maldives

by Lop> Soares de Albergaria, the fourth head of the Portuguese

government in India. In those days Portuguese diplomacy in the

eastern waters usually meant a free exhibition of the mailed fist und

Jofio de Silveira was an apt pupil of da Gama and Albuquerque. Od
tho high sens he met two ships on tbeir way from Bengal to Gujarat

and promptly seized them, though ooe of the boats belonged to a

Muslim merchant, called Gromille (Golam Ali ?), a relative of tbe

Governor of Chatigao, who himself was interested in the other.
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According to Silveixa’s way of thinking, they formed lawful prize and

were forthwith sent to hie official superior, Lopo Soares. From the

Maldives he proceeded to Colombo of which place he had previously

been promised the Governorship. Next he sailed for Bengal with

four ships, ore of which he commanded in person, while the remain-

ing three had for their Captains Tnstao Borbudo, JoAo Ftdalgo and

Jo4o Moreno. Silveir* did not know much about the route and

needed a pilot. With characteristic reckie>»ne*n be preened into his

bervice a pilot from the ver> ships he bad so wantonly raptured

and appeared in due course at the mouth of the Arakan river. The

Portuguese sailors bad never before been to these parts and they

were well received by the people ol Arakan who sought their friend-

ship and amity. But Silvern had on board a Bengalee )outh who
introduced himself a* a brother-in-law of the pilot. This youogman

counselled the Portuguese commander not to hare anything to do

with the Arakanese as there was no good feeling between Araksu and

Bengal. Silvcira neat sailed to Cbatigao (Chittagong r>f the English)

where i ho young uiutlini who had in the meantime ingratiated him-

self with Dom Joio, informed his conntrytuen about bis misdeeds on
the high seas. It is no wonder that the merchants of Cbatigao

refused to have any commercial transactions with the newcomers, who
were no better than pirates in their eyee. Their suspicion was further

deepened, as another Portuguese, JoAo Coelbo, had also arrived at

Cbatigao. He had been sent un this mission by Fernio Peres d*

Andrade, then on a cruise to China. That is why 8ilve<ra found the

Bengalees so "perverse and fickle/* and it was undoubtedly his aonti-

uients that both Jofto de Leyrna and JoAo Barron afterwards echoed.

In any case Barros is definite that Chittagong was the city that Joflo

de Silveira visited in 1518. and the nTer to which Jofio de Leyrna

refers must consequently be the Karnaphuli. The town stands on the

right bank of tbe river about twelve miles from the mouth.

It is interesting to oXa that the early Portuguese visitors should

observe the linguistic affinity between the people of Bengal and those

of Goa, though their explanation is Dot worthy of serious consideration.

The Sarewat Brahmans of Goa claim to be the descendants of Ben-
galee immigrants. Like tbe Bengalees they rub their body and bead

with oil, 3nd, unlike their neighbours of Maharashtra, freely partake of

fish. One of their holy places Chandranath. the moun'ain abode of

Shiva, naturally reminds us of a bill of the same name in the C’hitta-
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goog district which ip still frequented by thousands of Bengalee pil-

grims. The most popular dieties are Shanta Durga and Nava, Durga

and tho original image of Shanta Durga was. according to a popular

tradition, transported by thirteen Brahman families from their

old home in Trihut to their new settlement on the western coast. The

Saraswat, like the Bengalee, is noted for the broad pronunciation of

vowels and in stature and look they are ao alike, that if the Saraswat

doffa hia pagota (turban) or cap or the Bengalee donea it, a stranger

will find it extremely difficult to distinguish one from tbe other. The

Kfinkani language or dialect shares many words, expressions and

idioms in common with Bengali. The story of Saraswat migration

may not. therefore, be entirely unfounded and Dorn Jolo de Silveira

and hie companions were quite right when they observed that tho

“people of Bengal aro short and speak almost like those of Goa."

The Portuguese found Bengal an exceedingly cheap country and

the common medium of exchange in the market-place of Chatigao

wm tho shell (evidently tbe cowrie shell). But it will not be safe to

accept all their assertions at their face value, and it is difficult to

believe that none but the king owned gold or silver. In their igno-

rance they thought that the governor of Chittagong was the sovereign

ruler of the adjacent districts. Tbe price list given in Dom Joio do
Leyma’s letter is. however, likely to prove useful to students of eco-

nomic history, for very rarely did old travellers deviaU'from general

remarks to detailed information about the current price of common
commodities. An alquire is a cubic messure for dry and liquid things,

roughly equivalent to two gallons or 600 pounds, which converted

into Indian measure will be about seven maundi and thirteen seers.

The exchange value of pardao and tanga varied from time to time
and the pnrehasing power of a coin, whatever its denomination, ha*

never been constant. The exact value of tho pardao has not yet been

ascertained, but we need not enter into a detailed discuasion on that

subject here. At the beginning of tbe sixteenth century a pardao woe
either half a pagoda or equal to one pagoda or 3J Rupert Sixty nil
made a tonga, therefore, fire to six Ungss made a pardao. In modern
parlance tho price list of Joio de Leyrna wiU be as follows : 2 mds.
of good rice for a Rupee, twenty hens and sjiiy docks for about
twclre annat, a cow for one Rupee aod three annas, a slave for three

Rupees and eight annas and a young female slave for seven Rupees.
Apparently Bengal was the paradiae of the poor.
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The province enjoyed it* reputation for plenty throughout the

sixteenth century. iUIf Fitch, who visited Bengal seven decades

later, found "8atagam very plentiful of all things.' According to him,

Bengal abounded in "rice wherewith they serve all India, Ceilon,

Pegu, Malacca. 8umatra and many other places.'4* The French

traveller Bernier visited the capital of Bengal about 1605. If popular

tradition is to be credited, nee was much cheaper then and ecld at

the rote of six mounds per Rupee. The Fieoch traveller observed

that food stuffs were in general very cheap. He writes "the three or

four sorts of vegetables which together with rice and butter (probably

ghee), form the chief food of the common people, are purchased for

the merest trifle, and for a single roupie twenty or more good fowls

may ha bought. Geeoe and duck* are proportionately cheap. There

are al>o goats and sheep in abundance ; and pigs are obtained at so

low a price that the Portuguese. settled in the country, live almost

entirely upon pork. In a word. Bennie abounds with every necessary

of life."

If twenty or more good fowl, could be had for a Rupee and rice and

vegetables for the mere-t trifle, when Benner wrote, it may bo fairly

inferred that the price level of 1518 was maintained at least for some

of the foodstuff* till the middle of the next century. But neither tbe

Portuguese sailor nor the French traveller enlightens us about the

quantity of the staple food available per capita of tbe population of

Bengal duriDg the sixteenth and tbe seventeenth centuries. But wo

must not grumble. When our sources are so scanty everj scrap of

information is thrice welcome.

4 P<4f*r, Tnrf’f i» /»<*«#. fp
* B«rDt«r. Tr*r r/j x ft# Ifofftf &***•>. H>- 43S-4».



THE NEW WARFARE OF SCIENCE AND
RELIGION

Rbv. Dr. Joun Haynes Holmes
Smt Yah.

IT 18 common to apeak of ll*e conflict between science and religion

—

I or. a& Dr. Andrew L>. White described it, "the warfare of science

with theology"— it is common. I say. to speak of this as dcfiuitoly

over. It waa a terrific struggle while it lasted, and it shook the nine-

teenth century, during which it raged most fiercely, like an earthquake.

What actually happened it of course familiar, and yet not always clearly

understood.

On the surface, at least, the oonflict between the church and the

new science of modern times seemed to concern itself with the prob-

lem of the physical world, the coemoe—its origin, its history and the

place of man therein. Christianity had emerged from the Middle Ages

with a fixed body of ideas, largely theological in character, which had

also much to do with natural phenomena. The church, in other words,

had a science of its own to explain the myriad facts of life. Then
camo what we know as modern science in bcad-on collision with the

teachings of the church. The Ptolemaic theory of tho universe, for

example, bicked by a thousand tears of metaphysical and theological

speculation, wen destroyed and swept away by that great group of

aatronomera, headed by Copernicus and Galileo, who observed and dis-

closed tho now aystem of relationships between the stars aud the

encompassing heavens. Tbero is the doctrine of the arbitrary creation

of the world and all that therein is. as laid down in tho opening

chapters of Genesis, which was 10 dramatically displaced by Charles

Darwin and the biologists in their di-covery and demonstration of

evolution as the basic process of "the origin of species.” Then there

is the story of modern medicine, with its substitution of scientific

causes and cures of disease for the demonology and faith-healing of the

churches. At the present momeo; we see the entrance of science into

the field of the soul in the amazing developments of what we know ae

psychology. In one way or another, the whole body of ideas for cen-

turies associated with religion has beeo swept away, to such an extent
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tbat wo wonder if religion itself is Dot destined in the end to be

destroyed.

But this statement of the caa is superficial. The conflict of

ideas is on the surface. Deep down in the struggle between science

and religion is a basic question of method. How do we find out whit

is true ? How do we know reality ? How do we verify and establish

knowledge ?

Tho answer to these queations leads ua straight to that extraordi-

nary chauge in the whole pattern of human thinking which has taken

placo in modern timea. All through the Middle Ages men had the

intellectual habit of postulating certain abstract idea* about the uni-

verse, affirming these abstractions as hypothecs of all thought, and

then forcing the facta of life to fit these ideas. The thought process

wm a kind of Procrustes's bod which reality was I Misted and tortured

into fitting. In theology ibis doclrioe appeared in that concept of

revelation which is central to the tiadiliou of histone religion as it

ha* endured to our tune. Uchgious ideas have been doomed to be truo

because they were handed down out of hoaven. like "the holy city.

New Jerusalem." straight from the mind of God. In modern times,

however, there haa come a new cnotbod of truth. Tho whole process

of thought bss been reversed. The deductive or theological method

baa yielded to the inductive or scientific method,- already koown to the

Greeks but lost by their successors, which bases all thought not upon

dogmatio, absolutist, preconceived hypotheses, but rsther upon exact

observe! Urn and experience in the present world. To-day we gather

and examine (acts, and then infer from these facts such ideas about

the universe and all mysteries of ultimate being as the faots thomselves

may seem lo warrant. Our formulation of thought
,

in other words,

moves from the known to the unkoown, instead of from tho unknowu

to the known. Our method of deduction from preconceived absolutes

has given way to the method of induction from observed phenomena.

The bed of Procrustes is made to fit the occupant instead of the occu-

pant the bed I

What this means to religion is a complete transformation alike of

method and rosight. Nothing now in religion can bo regarded bb true

which has not stood the test of rational inquiry, by which we mean

observation, experimentation, and reseaich. Truth, as now conceived,

is derived not from the umul of God but from the reason of iv.au.

Truth, in other words, is not tevealed to man, but is found by man in
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the process of his exploration into reality. Knowledge therefore con-

sists not of doctrines transmitted by the scribes and taught by the

priests, but of facta laid hoM upon by research workers and by them

proved to be soond. The reasoning processes of men's minds, aa trained

and disciplined during the last three hundred years into what we know

aa tbo scientific method, this is for ua today the open road to truth.

That it challenges the whole theological method, from Paul through

Augustine to John Calvin, does not disturb u* in the least. For we

believe to-day what the great William EJIery Cbanmng dared to say a

century ago, "Our ultimate reliance u and mu*t be on our own reason.

Faith in this power lies at the foundation of ail other faith.••• If,

after a deliberate and impartial ose of our best faculties, a profestud

revelation seems to ua plainly to disagree with itself or to clash with

great principles which we caooot question, we ought not to hesitate to

withhold from it our belief. I am surer that my rational nature u

from God than that any book is an expression of his will."

An understanding of this point of view, that the conflict between

science and religion was a matter fundamentally of methods and not

of ideas, sheds a new and revealing light upon all that has been

happening in the religious world since the dawu of contemporary

science. A fixed body of ideas, developed in a benighted age by a false

method of theological 'speculation, wa* shown in our enlightened age

to be untrue through the ngoroue application of the one aound method

of inquiry ever developed by man lor the winning of kuowlodge. The

church, sustained by its unshaken belief in revelation, and itself un

familiar with and therefore hostile to the scientific, method, was loathe

to surrender its doctrines, loethe above all else to surrender ite convic-

tion that God had spoken infallibly and for all time bis truth to iucu.

The very fact that tbo researches of science, under the new inductive

method of scientific inquiry, seemed so oompluiely to shatter the great

body of divine truth, only served to increase tbe hostility of the ebureb

which believed that the spiritual salvation of maokind was depeudent

upon the maintenance of that truth. If God’s revelation was proved

to be false, if as a matter of fact (here had never been any revelation

at all, what was there left of the great system of redemption, and

what could the church do but dcoy tbe very religion which was its

light and life ? But truth is merciless ; the progress of science,

under the guidance of reason, was irresistable. "Science," writes

Bertrand Russel, referring to the centuries of conflict with religion.
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" has invariably proved victorious." With the result that all

iotelligeut and educated men to-day look to tcieoce for the data of

knowledge. If ever we are to know the truth, including the truth

about religion, it must be through the utilization of the modern

scientific method of finding troth.

It was the triumph of this method that apparently ended the

long warfare between science and religion F«r religion, as we have

said, was beaten on every batlle-fro-it. One after another its basic

theological idea* and cosmic speculatons were swept away by the

terrific bombardment of science'* factual material. The very founda-

tion of ita spiritual authority, the concept of divine revelation —its

very mission in the world, to bring the meaning of tin* revelation to

mankind— hod been blown to atoma by science • overwhelming

demonstration that mao is thrown back upon hia own resource* for

the discovery of truth. Hut now that the smoke of batlle has drifted

away, and the battle itself is dooe. it is di«covtied that religion, hr

the “ ceuter and soul * of man’s experience upou this earth, has not

been destroyed, nor even -erioualy manned. On the contrary, religion

•tnnds indebted to science for baiog relieved of vast store of tbeo-

logiral impedimenta, accumulated front the l»ark and Middle Ages,

winch would inevitably in the end have crushed and destroyed it in

this modern age. What religion was enabled to do. through tbs

work of science, was to discover the nature of its own essential life,

which had nothing to do with the factual data of the physical world,

and thus to readjust itself to its own concern, which is spiritual

reality. To day, as the direct result of the scientific era, there is a

religion of the modern mind which liTes as happily and fruitfully in

the world of contemporary knowledge as in the Middle Ages it livod

in tho world of the knowledge of that era. The time has paared by

when religion will ever again assume that there is a fixed body of

ideas, and that theee ideas, which have to do with the origin of the

universe and the history of man, have been imparted from on high

and are to be believed forever as a condition of salvation. Science

exists and function* to-day in its own right as the organized que»t ol

trm h. As it moves od, like an explorer penetrating deeper and ever

deeper into an undiscovered country, it uncovers new and strange

disclosures of reality. Religion no longer fights science in the field

of knowledge, but marches with it. to learn ever more and more of

the profound mystery of life and to understand its meaning in terms
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ultimate and fundamental. And the wonderful thing is that, as

science and religion thus join bands, so to speak, in an equal detire

to know the nature of the world and the destiny of man, science tends

irresistibly to confirm and establish the basic postulates of faith which

have been religion's sure possession since the beginning of tbe world.

There was a time, not so long ago, when science was “ cocky "

and arrogant in its confidence that it was swiftly approaching the

outermost bounds of the cosmos, and thus laying bare the realities

of a realm which contained no evidence of things spiritual. It was

like the eighteenth century astronomer who said that he had searched

the heavens with bis telescope to their farthest limits, and nowhere

bod seen God. But in recent years science has suddeuly become

very bumble, and also a good deal confused. For tbe more it learns

about the universe, the less it seems to know. All bounds of reality

have long since been pushed into infinity, and every discovery of new

truth seums only to open up new regions of unfathomable being.

Science stands to^lay not so much triumphant upon a mountain peak,

whence it can tee all tbo kingdoms of the world and the glory of

them, as dazed and dumb before black pita of mystery, into which

do light can seem to penetrate save that of religion itself. Which

brings to us one more evidence of " tbe whirligig of time I
" Whereas

the warfare between science and religion bad seemed to end in the

annihilation of religion, it is now seen rather to end in Mm rcalYiruiu-

tion of religion. It is something of this sort which Ur. White must

have had in his mind when he insisted, in his characterization of

this period of conflict, upon substituting the word “ theology " for

tbo word " religion." It was a theology which was swept away in

the grim struggle of the nineteenth century , but religion endured,

and with the aid of science, now lives again, with a new theology to

match tbe now knowledge of our time. It is this enormously

impressive (act which BertraDd Russel bas in mind, id his recent

book, Religion and Scitnee, when, alter recording the victory of

science on every field of religious, or rather of theological conflict, he

declares that, nevertheless, " so long as religion is content to avoid

assertions which science can disprove, it may survive undisturbed iu

the most scientific age."

Yet there remains a conflict between these two great interests of

tbe human mind ! Or shall I rather say that, with tbe passing of

one conflict betweeu science and religion, there bas come a second
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conflict more formidable and rfrioua than die first ? Indeed, it is not

too much to assert that we are entering at this moment upon a new

warfare between science and religion which it destined to shake the

twentieth century even more terribly than the nineteenth century

was shaken by the earlier struggle

Wo may best get a: the meaning of this new conflict by remind*

ing ourselves that there are two aspects of the work of science in our

time. On the one band, there i* the exploratory and speculative

function of science in finding truth, which we call pure acience : on

the other hand, there is the practical function of science in handling

and using truth, which «r call applied science. A scientist's first

duty ia to discover ihe facts. Hu second duty, as he see* it, is 10

utilize these facts for the reforming, reorganising, and rebuilding of

human life. Mere knowledge ia not enough. This knowledge must

he made useful to the needs of men. Pure science must become

applied science. Mankind, in other words, must not only know, hut

must use what it knows in order to create—create anything from u

loy-gadget to new vehicles of transportation through the skies.

Contemporary science is supremely confident that it can do this thing.

It haa faith that, through knowledge and iu application, all problems

may be solved sod all desires satisfied. And who can doubt, as ho

looks upon the telegraph and the telephone, the radio and the movie,

power machinery and chemical compounds—• world transformed tn a

hundred years, so that there i* more difference between our lives and

iho lives of our grand-parent# than there was belwoen the lives of

there parents and the lives of the Romans iu the days of Caosar—who

c*D doubt, I say, that this faith of modern science is a faith justified

by works ?

The perfect evidence of science's claim to practical and beneficent

achievement is found in the field of medicine. To realize what

science has done to conquer disease, alleviate pain, prolong the span

of eased existence, ia to stand damb with amazement and touched

with gratitude. To remember three immortal names of the last

century—Pasteur, who discovered the causes of disease. Lister, who

laid the foundations of modern surgery, and Morton, who disc-overed

and developed anaesthesia—i« to believe that in medicine all th mgn
are pos-ible. In my lifetime, a little more than a half^ntury,

I have seen such dreadful diseases as small-pox, tuberculosis, typhoid

fever, yellow fever, cholera, diphtheria, tetanus, Bright's disease, either
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conquered or controlled. We know to-day the secret of ayphillis, and

wait only for an enlightened public opinion to destroy it. Cancer ia

uuder scrutiny in a hundred laboratories, and *ome day is sure to be

tracked down. What wonder that men talk of eliminating old age, and

even of challenging the eternal reign of death!

It is doubtful if there it anything more wonderful in all the

hiatory of mankind than the triumphs of applied science in our con-

temporary work I Yet at this very moment, when applied science

ia Btaudiug at the apogee of his prestige and pride—when, in contrast

to pure science, which is confused with mystery, applied science

is clear visioned and « onfident with achievement—there aeeina to be

something wrong. The use of knowledge for the development of

power, and the application of this power to the service of human needs,

ia suddenly falling into disrepute. There are multiplying signs that

this secondary aspect of science ia no longer enjoying that universal

and unchallenged authority which it eojoyed a generation ago.

Reason* for this decline in the prestige of applied science are

many. One is central to all the rest—oamely. the growing realisation,

first felt in surprise and now in horror, that acieooe can be used, and

is being need, quite aa much for purposes .of evil as of good. In the

early days of apolird science, it waa taken for granted that science wua

here to comerve life, to protect it, to improve it. to uplift it. But

now wo are nut so sure! Thors ia evidence that this science is not

only an angel to save, but quite m much a demon to destroy. It is

not only n friend of the race, but also an enemy. Every day it is

easing human life, and extending its powers, and prolonging its span.

Bnt also, every day. science is complicating human life, restricting its

powers, undermining its safety, and stcomp id.mg its death. Yesterday

we felt sure that science was going to save the world
: to-day we are

beginning to fear that it may destroy it.

If medicine is the supreme illustration of the blessedness

of science, war is the supreme illustration of its bane. Ironically

enough, these two aspects of science stand face to face on every

battlefield—the soldier to kill, and the physician to heal. And both

are armed, the one for death and the other for life, with weapons

that science has placed within their hand*. Is there any more ghastly

spectacle to day than the preparations of the nations for the next

war—their armies, their navies, their fleets in the air. all for the

deliberate destruction of the human race ? Yes, there is one more
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ghastly thing, and this is the fact that, in every nation, there are

trained scientists working day and night to invent and perfect weapons

more destructive than any that have jet been known! These machine-

guns, submarines, bombing-planes, poisonous gases, chemical distil-

lations of jgony and death— where do they come from ? From

engineers and physicists and chemists, working in Government labora-

tories in every country on the globe, to find new way* of destroying

men by wholesale. To the savage ingenuity of these scientists there

seems to be no limit. Thus, at the very moment when millions of

dollars are being expended to conquer disease, other millions are being

expended to fashion fiendish device* for scattering di*e»se germs broad-

cast omong mankiud in one universal pestilence. Do we wonder that

our age i* beginning to doubt aa to whether acieoce w the final blessing

or the final damnation of mankind ?

If we face this dreadful fact of the betrayal of sciouce to the

work of death, we can see. without much difficulty, what ia the

matter. Science it wonderful, but alao terrible—and terrible for the

reuaon that it ha* no value*. Wbstiver value* it recognize* come

from other sources. Thus, if it heals diaeaae, it is because religion

has declared that this it good. If it deviaca indumenta of destruction

for ua* in war, it is because patriotism ha* taught that this is good.

Science itself is neutral. As anything ia true that it can know, so any-

thing is good that it can do. It* only interest the twin concern of

knowledge and power. Apart from these it has no values, rccog-

nizefl no meanings, conforms to no standards, how* to no idoal*.

Scienoe ia like the fable monster of the Middle Ages, the Golem,

fashioned by the great artificer of Prague out of ateel and fire, which

had limitless strength, but no conscience, no pity, no love, and there-

fore wrought evil as indifferently as good. Seisoce still remains one

of the supreme achievement of the race. It mu.l ho preserved,

reverenced, developed, and above all thing* used for tho good that it

can do. But if it ia not to destroy u*. it must lie controlled

and directed by some influence, wholly beneficent, which ia greater

than itself.

It is tbis challenge which precipitates the new warfare between

science and religioo. And be it noted that the latter party to this

contemporary conflict is no passing theology of a day and age. It

is religion itself which is this time involved—religion as the oldest and

deepest fact in the experience of man upon this planet. Distinctive

5
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of religion has always been (be creation and presentation of those

value the absence of which is so fatal to the pragmatic power of

natural science. In all ages and among all people, standards of right

and wrong, principles of good and ill, concepts of light and darkness,

have been rooted in religion. From tbo begioning, amid all its

confusions of myth and magic, there has been a fundamental ethical

content in its work. This does not mean that religion has itself done

no evil. It is among the overwhelmingly tragic facts of history that

the record of religion includes some of the moat monstrous cruelties

and hideous oppressions that man has ever known. Hut it is by its

own standard that religion in such case has been corrected, and by its

own propheta restored. High above the aberrations and superstitions of

faith has been the dear and coostant consciousness of a law—an inner

voice of the spirit, or an outer order of the cosmos—which i* to be

held supreme over all governments, all schools all churches, all canons

and conventions of social judgment. Tina law has all too often been

misinterpreted and misused. But slowly through the age* there line

emerged, as a kind of pure distillation of experience, a concept of the

right, an idea of the wicrr.1 and the true, which ooustitute the values

by which men live. These values are the work of religion. Codified

and glorified in the Laws of Mona, the Wisdom of Confucius, the

Noble Eight-Fold Path of Buddha, the Ten Commandments of

Moses, the Beatitudes of Jesus, and that Golden Rule which, in one

form or another, h»s appeared a* the ethical i leal of every civilization

of mankind, they endure os at once the basis and the impulse of human

action. It is by these that religion inert be judged, and in the appli-

cation of knowledge made supreme.

This means a conflict with science, iu the field of its practical

functioning, which must be carried on relentlessly to victory. In the

old conflict, religion, or rather theology, was subdued to science in tbo

highly-controverted field of knowledge. Whatever recovery religion

is to make here in our time must be under the leadership of science

and in strict obedience to its method* of finding and knowing truth. In

this new conflict between science and religion it is sc cnee which must

be subdued to religion in the tangled and tortured field of practical life.

Whatever progress science is to mike in our time must be under the

discipline of religion and in stern conformity with its standards of

value and ideal. Too long hts science moved with otter irresponsibi-

lity in its applications of the vast knowledge which its researchers hove
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opened to the world. Too many are the scientists of our day who serve

us medicine-men to anoint with erer deadlier poison the weapous used

by savage chieftains in the bloody busines* of battle and slaughter. If

wo blame priets and ministers for blessing the arms of their

respective nations in time of war. what are we to think and say about

chemists and physicists and biologists and engineers who actually

provide these arms for the combatants ? It >s at least to be said of the

church, aa [ have pointed out, that it has itself offered the corrective

of its bid—that always it has raised up prophets and martyrs to

reaffirm the ideals of the spirit thus betrayed. But I have yet to hear

of any scientific society which has repudiated its members who have

done the villainy of governments in war time, or of any scientists

who have themselves refused to prostitute their will and work to

war, and have thus joined the •* conscientious objectors " of

religion.

Mr. H. G. Wells, in bis recent book, entitled Slar Reg Urn,

imagines a time not distant in ibe future wheu scientists and engineers

will suddeuly ponder the problem of their responsibility for war mid its

horrors, and at last refuse to go on with their work. He pictures an

aviator in a bomber smldenly eaying to himself. " Why in the name

of blood and brains am I doing this cruel and idiotic task? Why don’t

I go off home and drop this on tbo* aoleniD homicides at G FI Q.’?"

And then, without farther hesitation, sailing the action to the thought I

Iln imagines a skilled worker doing some de'icate piece or work upon a

big gun. and thinking that " it will be better for tho world if that gun

does not shoot," and then fixing the gun so that it will not about,

llo couecives a great chemist manufacturing explo-ives, and at last

refusiug to go on with bis labors. These men will be Mr. Wella’a

new '* Martians." as he call* them—human beings " star-begotten *'

of some heavenly beings whose spirit* bave moved far beyond the

senseless havoc and slaughter of oar live* npoa this planet. But this,

of coarse, is only a Wellsian fantasy. What Wr. Weils really means,

in terms translated into our native vernacular, are men in wliom the

religious spirit finally becomes dominant over the scientific interest.

These men will resolve the conflict between science and religion in

favor of religion, and therefore save our world from death.

It is in some such victory as this—of the soul over the mind, of

spiritual values over material works- that we must find the way of

escape from the fatal dilemma which now besets us. Wbat we need
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is a re-establishmcnt of the dominance of ideals in the lives of men—
and there La no power in the cosmos wliicb can secure this but religion.

It is the spirit which at last must reign, and not the body with its

lusts, not yet the mind with it? ingenuities. This spirit rests in the

soul of man, as the soul itself in the God from wltom it draws its life

us a epnng its waters from the Central cisterns of the earth. Therefore

must we again find Gcd, and to-day, as iu the ancient time, put our

trust in him. 1

' A Sermon d.lim«d is lk« 1o-d BUI. S.*M oc Octet*! 17, 1397.



INDIAN EXACT SCIENCES IN GROWTH.
DECLINE AND REBIRTH*

Besov Kumab Sarkae

THE expression. **po»it«ve tritooN," be applied to tbe present
l section of the Indian Coltnre Conference is not happy. For

it is reasonable to go to scientific business with the postulate that

neither in East nor in West, neither in ancient and medieval times
nor io the modern epochs have the sciences and philosophies been

anything but positive. Culture as such, oriental and occidental,

primitive, undeveloped, semi-developed or Itypcr-devclopel. is but
another name for tbe positive sciences of man. Io all the di verso

sections, therefore, into which the Cultural Conference* may bo divided

for the purposes of specialised investigations, whether in India. China,

Japan, Persia and elsewhere m Asia and Africa or Kur-America there

in nothing but poaitive sciences that comes into question.

Can tho archaeology of Mohanjo Dtro. for instance, which is

interested in the chalcolitbic finds, the seals, the scastika, the roads, tbe

funeral customs, etc., bo leas positive than, -ay. the botany of cotton

" 283 F ” or wheat, « Pusa 12 - ? The anthropology of tho martn.

the ginn or the totem, the psychology of tbe Gestalt (structural wbolo)

or the impulsion citale, the sociology of Bsziehungeu (relations) and

Gebilden (forms), the economics of Imperial preference, tb« labour

philosophy of social insurance, the demography of l« /amiglie

numtrote (the large family movement), tbe politics of neo-democracy,

all tbeao, again, are indeed to bo appraised as positive in the same

sense as tho mathematics of relativity, tbe physics of the electron, the

chemistry of vitamins mod calories, and tbe biology of race-extinction.

Tt is eminently questionable if we can employ the category,

" positive," along with the category, science, without involving

tautology. Tbe subject-matter of every knowledge, every vidyA,

every halt, every science is something perceptible by the senses and

is to that oxiont tangible. Or, it is based in the last analysis on tbe

sensate and tangible realities. And, again, every ndyd, iestra or

• Prccideotial AdSrvw il the Soeoaie Scmmo
Conference. Cetcotta. December 7. 1937.

cJ tbe Indian Cultural
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science attempt* to establish itself by the methods of observation and

exploration, nay, experiment by the senses. Every knowledge is

therefore positive in its very origin, nature and content. All the “ ails

and sciences," all the philosophical disciplines, all the “ sciences ;>nJ

letters,”—all the technologies and sciences,—no matter wheresoever

developed and howsoever varied be the rubrics under which knowledge

may be grouped,—are positive as a matter of course. It is only in

caw the intellectual operations happen to be marred by the fallacies

of logic as known to the man in the street that the question rray be

dilliirent. But anthropologically speaking, it is difficult to agree with

Ldvy-Bruhl about an alleged “ pre-logical " or a-logical condition

of culture as developed by normal man. In other words, if we guard

ourselves against fallacies, we should be prepared to say that every

knowledge acquired by normal man is positive.

One may perhaps make a dichotomy between matter and mind

or tho world of matter and the world of mind, if one so desires. One

is entitled to institute such a distinction for certain purposes of prag.

niatio importance. In that case perhaps one would like to monopolize

the category, * positive," for the intellectual operations of man about

matter or the world o( matter. Such a position cannot however go

without challenge. For, nobody is entitled to ignore the consideration

that the mind of man, even if it should happen to be a mero epiphono-

morion, is in the main aod at bottom no less positive than his alleged

material environment.

We cannot seriously 6ght ahy of the question as to how little of

the mind, after all, is really non-seosate. non-material, noo-positivo.

Perhaps the thoughts of man relating to the condition after death, the

other-world, the hereafter, God and so forth may to a oertaio extent

be conceded aa belonging to the realm of the non-objective, non-

sen&ible, extra-mundane, non-positive. And yet. the brain and the

nervous system ore to be given their dues eveu in regard to the

construction of the ultra-mundane spheres. And to thal extent the

operations of the human intellect bearing on after-death phenomena

and the like have ultimately to be grasped as being fastened to tho

“ brass tags ” of positive knowledge. In tbe operations ol the human

intellect, be it observed eiiputant. are to be included the " intuitive
"

processes also.

Thus considered, even the infinite is but an expansion of the

finite carried to the nth term, whatever be the value of n
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which normal brain chooses to attach to it. There are very few

aspects, if any at all, of the human disquisitions about God, the soul,

tho infinite, the hereafter, the other- world, which can be reasonably

described as outside the range of the positive. It is after long and

extensive explorations of the Ungible. the sensible, the positive that

the human intellect takes recourse to the mystical method or the

mystical message. And. again, not all intuition, dhydna, mdidhydtano

or mysticism commences by practising non-co-operation with ex-

perience. reason, objective grasp furnished by the sense-realities- The

most mystical of soul-metaphysics is not hundred per cent. non-pos.tiv**

and anti-positive. Positivism rules a great deal of all that is conven-

tionally kuown as spiritual, mystical, transcendental and so forth.

In other word* both in subject-matter and methodology all the

tneuul sciences,—psychology, pedagogics, economics, politics, sociology,

aesthetics, religion, metaphysics and what not—are poaitivo, with

very alight exceptions, if any. Altogether, it should be entirely un-

historicai to believe, for instaoce. with Comte that there can die a

pre-positive or a-positive stage of human civilization.

In a strictly scientific "grammar of science’* all the hitrat of India

without exception are then, to be accepted as positive. The dharnia

(law) Ultra

i

are positive, the artha auJ nifi (economic and political)

hit rat, as well as edrltd, edit* and hlpa (aria and crafts) Ultras are

positive, the fcfusi (sex* aud dynreedn (medical) hitrat are positive,

and last but not least, the molua (salvation) and the Jpaniiadi,

Vetinnla, CUd are equally positive. It will, besides, have to bo

Conceded on rigidly logical and scientific grounds that even the u>o«t

metaphysical, subjective, uosecuLir, mystical and other-worldly Ultras

of India, «ay. pirn of tie Upon uadi, Pedant*. Gild, etc., have by all

meins a " positive background," a secular foundation, a worldly and

senrie-detertniued oasis.

The use of the category, positivism, in tbe sense of material,

rational, worldly, human or secular ideology and achievements can be

traced to Comte's Court dr Philotophie Positive (Paris. 1830). It is

Curious that this kind of positivism was deni-.d to India by Orientalists

of Eur-Amcrica and Asia including India for quite a long time. The

orthodox tradition of orientaliime or indi inumr was nurtured on tbe

idea that Indian culture « anything but, nay, the very negation of,

positivism. From Max Muller’s India ll’haf Can It Teach Ui?

(London, 1&33) to Max Weber's Geiaturncite Aujtdlze zur Religions-
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sociologie (Tubingen, 1922) the learned societies of the world were

sicklied o'er with this postulate about India being a land of unsecular,

nou-moterialistic an! other-worldly attainment*. The postdate rule*

still, for instance, in Sorokin's Social and Cultural Dynamics (New

York, 1937). 1
It has been the function of the present writer’s Positive

Background oj Hindu Sociology (Allahabad, 1914-26) and the Futurism

oj Young Asia (Berlin, 1943) to combat this ortliodox tradition. We
do uot bave to sub>cribe ourselve* as Comtiata and accept the evolution

of culture-stages a* established by the founder and populari^ of

positivism a» a cult. NVe have indeed found reasons to object to his

fundamental thesis. Nor, oo the other hand, do we bave to subscribe

ourselves as Marxists and go in for the materialistic or positivistic

interpretation of history in the monistic and absolutist manner. But

archaeologists. anthropologists aod historians who deal with the

objective data of cultural and social dynamics will have to admit that

positivism or the millvatton of eoenUr, maUrialislio and worldly

interests has always beeu one of the diverse "drives" of huinsu

endeavour in India through the age*. Tbs behaviour pattern* of the

Indian masses and classes cannot be understood for aoy epoch of their

soeiography without reference to their positive background and

materialistic foundations.

We need not go into the problem of positivism or secularism t>s.

other worldlyism or mysticism, etc., with special teference to fudia for

the time being Perhaps what the organizers of the present con-

ference have in view by instituting a special section devoted to Hie

so-called positive science* of India cou be best described by the

category, natural sciences, or still better, exact sciences. But from the

standpoint of terminology it has to be admitted at once that neither the

word, " natural," nor the word, "exact," is free from objections.

Iu any case, these categories might be taken as descriptive of the

mathematical, geologieo-geograpbictl, physicochemical and biologico-

medical Abfnu of the work!.

Tbe first »*rioas objection is self-evident. To-day there is hardly

anybody to contest tbe fact that the phenomena of the human sciences

(c.g., anthropology) are certainly in part at any rate “
natural."

« D. K. Sarktr :
- Hinds Skcutim ,&!

DjBSmfci " (CWfBlH Hrrite. 8tf*.. 1W7).
in S©**ie'« Social ind Cultural
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Equally clear is another objection. The humau facts and phenomena

are somewhat capable of measurement, mathematical delimitation,

quantitative treatment, or, in other words, “ exact ” (psychology,

economics, etc.).

Nearly two decade* ago the modern researches into the contribu-

tions of ancient and medieval India to the diverse " natural " and

" exact ” eidyas were exhibited by the present writer in a syn >ptical

survey entitled Hindu Achietemealt in Exact Science (New York and

London, 1918;. The object was to furnish chronological links aud

logical affinities between the scientific investigation* of the Hindus and

those of the Chinese, Greek* and Saracen* It wa* intended to give

ail account of the earlier landmark* in mankind's scientific develop,

meat and a history of ration alum from the Oriental angle.

Tho entire sciences of aritlimetio and algebra (in spite of the

Arabic name) in the form in which every s*buol boy and girl have to

inaiter them in Strops ao 1 Arntriia, may be said to havo had their

origin among the Hindus. The Let of the invention of the decimal

system of notation by tbo Hindus is, mJe»d, well kojwn to Western

sell liar*. But it is not generally reflsgaized that the Pythagorean

theorem had been wire i by tho Hiodu geometers independently of

Grook help, that B jlcr'a solution of ioJolermioate problom* of the

soon I degree w»* given by tho Hulut over a thou*and yoart boforo

the atiompt in Rjrops. that the priocple* of coordinate geometry were

roughly formulated in India about eight oenturie# bsforo Descarte*, and

that Newton's prio:iples of the differential calculus had been anticipated

there in a general manner by five hundred years. In astronomy Hindu

investigation* explained rotation, eclipse*, epicycle*. preco«ioos of the

equinoxes, etc., and on the whole, did not fall short of Tycho Brahe's

work in the sixteenth century.

In physics the Hindus propounded the atomic theory of matter

and understood the conservation of energy. They explained tho

phenomena of evaporation, refractioo, and magnetism. They invented

also the mariner's compass, and mathematically analyzed tho Bound

in order to calculate musical note* and intervals. Incidentally it it

worth while to observe that Hindu music has had the same octave

as the Western.

The chemistry of tbo Hindus was more advanced than that of

the Greeks, not more superstitions than that of Roger Bacon, and

might compare favourably with the researches of Paracelsu3 (sixtoonth

6
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century). Industrial aod medical applications of chemistry made

considerable progress. The Hindu metallurgist* could foree bars of

iron larger than any that have been forged in the West up to a very

late date. They manufactured gunjowder, and the Chinese may have

learned it from them. The so-.' ailed “ Damascus blades " were Hindu

patents. The Hindu chemists were likewise experts in the preparation

of fast dyes, the extraction of the principle of mdigoiin from indigo,

and the tempering of steel.

The materia medics of the Hindus was bolder than that of the

Greeks, Romans, and Arabs. Metallic substances, auch as mercury,

iron, white oxide of arsenic, etc., were used by medical practitioners

in India for internal adminialratioo, a daogeruu* practice, according to

European scientists even of the sixteenth century. The Hindu

surgeons with their 127 instruments, however crude according to the

modern standard, could give points to the barber surgeon* of Europe

in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The humtn osteology was

more exactly known to the Hindu anatoim-ts than to the Europeans

until the time of Veaalios (1543). The Hindus explained satisfactorily

the physiology of digestion, and guessed to a certain extent the circula-

tion of blood at a time when io Europe, previous to Harvey's discovery

(1628). the movement of blood was thought to bo a to-and-from

movement confined to the veins. Tire anatomy of the nervous system

and the ganglia and plexuses of tbs cerebrospinal organism wore

carefully investigated by the researcher#. Major operations in obstetric

surgery wero undertaken by specialists. The problem of the transmis-

sion of congenital deformities, sex-deterrninanta, and other embryo-

logical question* were discussed by tho biologists.

The natural history of minerals was a recognired branch of learn-

ing
;
the testing of metal* aod precious stones was an advanced art.

Descriptive botany, with special reference to pharmacy, descriptive

zoology oriented to the needs of farming, toxicology, and the taxonomy

plants 8nd animals, according to external characters, habitats, etc.,

were precise and holpful to practical men, so far as they went.

A well-documented history of science should bring into bold relief

the injustice of the accusation that has been levelled against the Hindu

miod that it is unpractical, other-worldly, pissimistic and mystical

and hence essentially different from the European and the American.

It ought to be clear, on the contrary, that critical inquiry, rationalism,

sceptical attitude and positivism have been pronounced features of
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Hindu intellect ur^I life. The world of science and culture ought to be

convinced, further, that historical evidences prove that the Hindus

have co-operated, all through the ages, with the Occidcutal races in the

building up of objective science ar>d industrial art, sometimes as

teachers, and at any rate as colleagues.

While talking of the achievements of ancient and medieval India

in the exact sciences it would not do, oo the strength of positive data

available at present, to claim anything extraordinary. In most of the

fields the results obtained were very modest. It should be observed at

the outset that no le»s modest were the results of scientific investiga-

tors in Europe during the aucieiit and medieval ages.

The parallelism or identity between India and the Western world

in rationalism, scientific investigations and attempts at commanding

exact knowledge of the material universe may be seen, in a general

manner, in the two following equations :

(1) India in exact science (c. B.C. 600-1300 A.C.)

— Europe in exart science (e. B.C. 600-1300 A.C.).

(li) Renaissance in India (c. 1300-1600)

- Renaissance fti Europe (c. 1300-1600).

The above equations are to be taken with "buts*' and "ifs" and

are intended to be approximate proportions only.

For the third period we should bate aomething like tbo following

statement :

India in exact science (c. 1000-1750)

- Europe in exact science (e. 1300-1600).

In other words, the period which may be generally described as

that of the Renaissance in both East and Wert did not succeed in

establishing any marked difference between India and Europe so far as

the “materialistic” or exact sciences arc concerned. It is during the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,—the post-Reniii*ance rpo h

(Descartes, 1096-1650, Newton. 1642 1672) that Eutope commenced

distancing India in those fields. By «. 1750 India was where Europe

had been about, nay, 1600.

During the tart two decades the contributions of ancient and

medieval India to the natural and exact sciences, for mstanoe, mathe-

matics. botany, etc., have been the subject of ‘orac fresh investigations

by Indian scholars. The amount and variety of researches into these

topics do not appear, however, to be adequate. Considerable attention
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deserves still to be bestowed on those creations of the Indian mind. It

is, besides, desirable to point oot that some of the conclusions of con-

temporary researches into the old Indian sciences need a thorough revi-

sion and revaluation in the light of recent studies by non-Indian

scholars in the history of tbe w irld's ancient and medieval sciences.

On tbe present occasion I should like to invite the attention of

scholars to certain phases of India’s mentality in the eighteenth cen-

tury bearing on scienti6c-cam-(echnological developments.

In the first decade of the eighteenth centory a work in Marathi

language entitled Adndpatra ’ was issued by Kamachandrapant, the

amdtya (minister) of Kolhapur. It is alleged to bo the edict issued by

his sovereign, Ssrobbaji II (1712-60). The work pisses in Marathi

literature as liamachandrapaut’s HAjaniti (Politics).

Some interesting light u thrown on the position of positivism in

India during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in certain inci-

dental observations of this Marathi text of political thought. Rami-

ebandrupant is describing the activities and characteristics of the

ToptkAu (hat-wearers), namely, tbe FirJn^is (Portuguese), tl.e Ingraj

(the English), the Psionds (the Dutch;, tbe Farina (the French) and

the DingmAn (the Danes).

Raraachandrapont would restrict the intercourse of tbe "hat-

wsaren" to the extent of their coming and going for trade purposes

only. He is positively against giving (beta places to settle. By no

means are they to be given factory land* at the mouth of an inlet or

on the shores of the sea. Por they might become dangerous by build-

ing forts. The outstanding fact that tbe strength of the European

lies in navy, guns and ammunition is recorded by the author, but

simply as a positive reality. He should like by all means to avoid

them. "It is enough,” we are told, "if they occasionally come and

go and do not trouble us ; nor need we trouble them."

It is worthwhile to pause a moment here. Kamscbandrapant is

evidently aware that the "dangeroosDess” of these Topikdr

n

lie# in tbeir

‘‘strength" in "navy, guns and ammunition." Had he cared to go

into details in bis treatise he would most probably have admitted that

in these "industrial" and "military" techniques, at any rate, tbe

Topihin were relatively stronger than aud bcnc-e to that extent supe-

rior to the Maratbas and perhaps other Indians. During the early

p6;',?“b*lar : 4 RoMi Ei*' ** »** PrmcipU' of SMt Polirv c«l Orod-f.
MtioK (Msdrss. IUBI.
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years of the eighteenth century, then, the consciousness of Topi.Vrir

superiority in certain items of positivism was not absent among the

thinking sections of the Indian people.

But it is worth while, again, to observe that the author of

the Marathi Rdjaniti does not discuss a? to bow the inferiority of the

Maratbasand peibapaof other Indians in navy, guns and ammunition

might be removed. He has not cared to suggest that the Marathos

and the other Indians should attempt mastering the new arts, sciences

and industries with which the superiority of the Topikdrs in navy,

gt'oa and ammunition was associated. One might expect Fuma-

chandrapant to declare to his oountrymen the need for visiting the

land* of the Topikdrt in quest of the new learning,—the new ciJyda

and kalds—in order that the Brahmestra (the divine weapons) of the

modern times might be mastered by book or by crook. The

orgumenlum ex silentio does not prove anything definite. But it is

necessary to point out that no reference to tbe necessity of learning

or itealing the new aria and sciences, the new tools and appliances,

tbe methods and machines of tbe new factories is to be found in thia

work. And naturally, therefore, the importance of studying these

industrial inventions and military tactics at first hand by coming into

contact with the pioneers in their own workshops at home does not

occur to Koruachandrspanc On the contrary, he is satisfied with the

naive, puerile, nay. old-womanish methodology of avoiding the

Topikdrs altogether, of neither troubling them nor being troubled by

them, i.e., of having no social or cultural intercourse of tny sort.

This is a capital shortcoming in Hamschandra pant’s philosophy or

statesmanship.

It is impossible to overlook tbis fundamental defect in tbe

mentality of Rumacbandrapeut as perhaps of other Indians of his ago.

The same shortcoming is to be observed in tbe character of still greater

and more influential sod powerful men among his contemporaries and

predecessors, for instanc.', Akbar, Sivaji, and Aurangreb, men who

guided the destinies of the Indian people in the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. In regird to the caltuml growth of the world toth

Hindus and Moslems were equally ignorant and defective in outlook

and statesmanship. Both demonstrated the poverty or rather the

bankruptcy of their intelligence by remaining blind to the greatest

reality of their age, namely, that some of (lie Western countries had

already estiblished their claims to be utilized as the prints of the
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Hindu and Moslem scholars, artisans, and soldiers. Indian statesmen

of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries must have already felt that

in certain branches of material and military life they could not do

wiiboot the assistance, nay, guidance of the few Westerners wlio

happened to be present in India as travellers or merchants. But none

of them appear to have felt that the time had come for them to

organize scientific missions to the lands of these men equipped with

the new qualificatory. The fact that Indian pandits aud mollahs

would have to learn at the feet of the Karopean Brahmans and

Maulvis beyond the seas in the ckattupdthu and maktabi of Europe

was not realized by the greatest Hindus and Mussulmans of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, although they were already

conscious on account of daily experience that the men beyond the seas

bad in certain spheres of life already proven tleir worth in a

significant manner.

The Mnasalmans were as defective and therefore as guilty in this

respect as the Hindus. It should not be reasonable to attribute this

defect, guilt or sin to Hiodaism as a religion or as a ayMem of caate

ridden social group*. The Moslems who observe neither the religious

rites of the Hindus nor the mores aod customs of the Hindu castes

do not equally appear to have recognized the utility, nay, the necessity

of sending their would-be statesmen and generals to the Western

countries for training in the new aria and sciences. The Meiji

(enlightenment) era that commenced in Japan iu the middle of the

nineteenth century along with the first objective demons-

tration of Western superiority ought to Lave commenced in India

in the middle of the seventeenth century, the epoch, say, of

Aurangzeb and Sivaji, or perhaps in the middle of the

sixteenth century, the age of Akbar and the Vijayanagara

Empire.

Had the recognition of the necewity of studying or stealing the

new arts and sciences from the countries of the inventors and

discoverer* of those arte and sciences dawned upon the Hindu

Varahamihiraa and Mussulman Alberuois of the sixteenth, seventeenth

or even the eighteenth century lodit might hate had another history

m the nineteenth. The “ industrial revolution " which commenced

changing the face of Europe between, say. 1750 and 1850, might have

mado its appearance among the Hindus and Mussulman* also almost

simultaneously. The political, social and philosophical aspects of this
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technocratic-cum-scientific transformation would thru have mani-

fested themselves in the Indian milieu nearly during the same dci adca

as in the European. The calamitous chronological distance* that we

find between In ha and the more advanced region* of Eur-

America to day might not at all appear as a fact of history.

India had to w.iit nearly three quarters of a century to counteract

the vicious tendency of Rimachandrapant's ideology. The first

Var&hatnibira of modern Asia was barn in Ritntnohun Hoy (1772-

1833), whose creative mind was as receptive as that of (he

Varihamih.rs of old (A C. 5<»5-87). It is well known that in his

Brihat SamkilA til. 14) this Hindu scientist of the sixth century

declared the mleekehh a (unclean) Yavanas (Ionian* or Greeks) to be

as honourable as Hm lu rwii (tagesl because the science of astronomy

was firmly established among them. From Ratntnohun to Jagadis

Chandra Bose (1858-1937) everybody who is anybody as a creator iu

India ii culture has been a Varihamihira in receptive ness and the

power of assimilation from foreign creative sources.

The creative minds of modern India havs repudiated unconsciously,

of course, the cult of Hamachandrmpaofs Jdnlpalro. In regard to

India’s progress all the Varihamihrras of modern India have boldly

gone in for a deliberate and direct discipleship to Eur-Ameiica in

those vidyt$ and kaldt in which these regions of tbo world huppru to

bo go-ahead. They have made it dear also that it is the natural and

exact sciences in which tire Westerns sre to be honestly accepted as

ijurut (teachers).

The glorious " ideas of 1905 " with which the iwadeihi move-

ment of young Bengal is associated were likowi-e oooceived. especially

iu its industrial-technocratic and educational aspects, in the spirit of

the V arihamihra of the sixth century. Tho pioneering activities of

the new Vara harm hires of the last threo generations have already

borne conspicuous fruits. The collaboration of the Indian workers in

the natural and exact sciences on terms of equality is being sought

by their colleagues in the other parts of tho world. The publications

of Indian mathematicians, physicists, chemists, biologists and medical

* For llw “ equation* “of csaltm-kiwwy tvi «l* rfuacologc*! diiUnce. in d*»tUip.

atalbctWMO non or regions itt tfc* prewai amber's Crtalv Mu (Lobore. 1037),
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men in the journal* of (be West bare grown to be a feature of

international science during the twentieth century. The co-operation

of the British Association for the Advancement of Science (London)

with the Indian Science Coogrest that is going to take a noteworthy

shape at Calcutta in January, 1938, on the occasion of the latter's

Silver Jubilee is another index to the re-birth of Indian positive or

rather natural and exact sciences and their impact on the world's

natural and exact sciences of to-day.

• B. K ~»'W*r s tj Yrmmj An* (Darlas IWJ’. ch.ptrr oa "Yoonc Tnd.a
n Kiari ‘v-ix* ip m*Tl ltd C’,.r„. 1*1., |Uw, 1«T,. cb.pte on "BduMOOD .uJ
Bimnh in ScM*M. pp.



SELF-SUPPORTING EDUCATION FOR
THE VILLAGES

J. W. Phtavkl.

Lot* Lecturer cm tk* P«cri, Prei'.tm. Glfastta OtacirtHt

\jm\ conspicuous among the things shown in tbe books, booklets

' and pamphlets Calcutta University Poverty Problem Study sent

out is the splendid solution that progress haa given us for the problems

of rural education and rural uplift generally in India. It has indeod

given ua a perfect plan for the villages.

We have made immense advances with labour simplifying methods

which make work very easy to learn. We have made as great progress

with labour saving methods that make a little work give great results.

Owing to our progress well-trained adolescents can often be as good

as udults in a well-equipped orgaiu*alion
. and can produce useful things

in abundance. We might, therefore, organise village lads from say

fifteen to eighteen to work in educational colonies, producing the main

necessaries of life, and they would easily produce a oonsiderable surplus

over their maintenance. Thu surplus could bs u«ed to pay for thoir

education, boon it could be need for rural uplift generally.

The first thing to understand u about this surplus produced not

for salo but for use, and how exactly it would be used.

Wo will begin with the children: We should organise the village

boys and girls as Scouts and Guides, to give all the tune their parents

oould spare thorn rendering every passible sorvicc to the villages, to im-

prove them, also brighten life in them. Tin* might include helping

to produce fruits, vogouble*. eggs, and oven milk from goats, to im-

prove the village dietary, and doing any kind of work their organised

labour could do for improvements of roads, irrigation, water supply.

Last, but certainly not least in importance, they would organise games,

sports and entertammeuts, tbe vslue of which can lurJly be over-

estimated; for man does not live, and keep healthy, by bread alone,

people must be cheered as well aa fed. It is the icay to combat drink.

To ensure efficiency and the co-operation of the elders, these 8oouU

and Guides would be paid. They would receive some exchange

cheques exchangable for articles useful for tbeir family, produced by

7
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Ihe Adolescents in the educational colonies. Tbe pay would. thus, be

an advance they would draw on tbeir earnings in the colonies later.

They would repay it by supplying the nest lot of juniors in their turn.

This system of advances woald be vital to the plan. The pay would

be proportioned to results and would be the means of creating lively

interest. Eight annas to a rupee a month would not be despised;

eoon it might be more. This pay and thet of tbe organiser would

depend on the work for the village, as well as the progress of the child-

ren. With pay proportioned to results the whole village would be keen-

ly interested in its Scoots and their efficiency, and the plan would be

most hopeful for iu influences on elder* aa well as juveniles. There

ia talent and practical capability in tbe villages, though frown by

"chill penury," in India as well as in tbe villages Grey immortalised.

The earnings depending on the village and tbe way the seniors helped

the educative employment might do much to thaw the chilly atmos-

phere. Tbe economic power we have now will allow all these splendid

things if only we use it in pfodoctionfor-ase. and we tnu»t do it.

With children kept lively and happy, a very few hours in class

would produce considerable results. They would bo set task- to learn

wbilo watching cattle and doing their routine work, and receive rewards

for ulUitiments.

That, thus, is the answer to the first question one asks, how wn

should ever have the school master, Scout Master, and how they

would bo kept up to the mark in the sleepy village surroundings.

Whilst tbe pessimist tees in every opportunity a difficulty, the

optimist see* in every difficulty ao opporluuity . Modern methods

have no doubt brought us many evils but they have opened up the

possibility of bringing out the best that tbe villages are capable of

by giving tbe right encouragement. It is su old dictum “Money
makes the mare go.*’ In this case it would normally be remunera-

tion in producte of the colooies, but sufficiently varied to be oe

good as money. Production for use can provide us with the

"sinews of war” to mobilise village talent and arouse hope and

interest in the sleepy village*. It is likely, in that way, to do more

for sobriety than prohibition.

As far as possible, a man of the village would bo chosen as

oaster. It would not matter greatly if ho could do no more than

>ok after the Scouting, and perhaps teach the children to read by one

f the new easy literacy methods, helped in that by another villager.
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The children would learn other subjects in the educational colonies

later on. Other easy system* of teaching could be devised, suitable

as tbe children would go to educational colonies in adolescence to

finish their schooling. The really important thing required of the

master is that he should be capable of organising good Scout work und

good work, sports and healthy recreation and play.

As another help to efficiency, arrangements would b© made for

the children to go away in rotation for periods in educational colonies.

There they would be te.tcd for knowledge and general progress. They

would meet children from oilier villages and compare note, with them.

A spirit of inter-village co-operation and of emulation would thus be

engendered. In the educational colonies they would learn good

methods of cultivation, and be given the opportunity to earn in indus-

tries. producing for use.

Finally some children would be systematically trained to help the

Scout Master. These lieutenant- would be kept in constant touch

with the id i lationtl coun.es, to make them an important factor iu

selling and maintaining a good pace in the villages.

Thus baa progress made it possible for us to have a perfect plan.

Perfect remits, of ooursc, arc uol of ibis world. They would depeud on

the carrying out. that it to say oo the human factor, (tut we have

means now by utmg which we might make tbe system perfect, and

make it bring out the best people can do, and improve thorn cons-

tantly and do the villages tbe greatest good in every way.

We need not go into the threadbtre discussion of the bad aides of

village control There might be cliqfies in tbo villages trying to use

the Scouts for their advantage. If it were not checked it would, of

course, result to demoralization. But the "educational colony" sys-

tem would have many ways of checking it.

First, it would be tbe oatioaal educations! system, controlled sr

such. The Scout Master would have to con>olt authorities in planning

tho work for his Scouts and making any deviations in the programme.

Dissatisfied villagers would have a court of appeal. As a last rc-ort

they would be able to remove their children from the village Stouts

and instead, send them for part of their time to the education*!

colony. Facilities might be given for this in order to make this the

effective check.

Nest how should we organise the educational colonies, which

would provide the news of war for the whole scheme ?
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First, let it be said that the splendid Swiss pioneer*. Mr. and

Mrs. Kellerhills, have given us a practical example of a colony

employing "unemployables," and making them earn a surplus. We

can certainly manage to do with good youths wbat they succeeded in

doing with tramps 1 But wa shall have to organise our colonies in a

very different way from theirs.

Let ns consider bow we might begio at once. A number of

people in towns interested in rural uplift, might take youths, and

induce other employers of labour of all kinds to take dome, on a suit-

able rotation plan, two to each job, working at it alternately in shifts

or alternate days. They woald work the other shift or day in the

colony. This could be done with many kinds of employment, down to

domestic service, and the arrangement of rotation would vary accord-

ing to the job, and to the distance of the oolony from the place of

employment. The colonies would probably oonsist of groups of hold-

ings cultivated by small partnerships, but in scientific coordination,

the youths helping one another in every practically possible way.

They would certaiuly be able to earn their ujuntenancs in them by a

half-day’s work under tho*> conditions. At the beginning especially,

production might be portly for use and partly for sale. Local cir-

cumstances would determine this.

Wo should havo in the towns. Colony committees to look after the

interests of the peasant youths. Many people with largo gardens in

or near the towos would allow small groups to form miniature colonics

working in their gardens It would often be eutirely advantageous

to them to co-operate in that way witbtbe organisation. They would

then be responsible, under the committee, for their little group of

youths. Next an endeavour would he made to get factory owners totako

youths on the rotation plan. It might be for money payment at first.

Pay would bo takeo charge of by the colony committee and used

to repay the education advances. Any balance would be need for their

benefit in some way. The object of all this would be to make the

colonies good farm-schools in which the youths would earn their

living. Then the industrial earaings would be used for their real

benefit, instead of tbeir having them to dissipate, and to bo taken

from thorn by the varions profit-makers in the towns. The principle

of half-time work in the factories is essential. People must have part

gf their time for independent, improving and pleasant work. Tbo

education colonies would lead the way in the rotation system, for all to
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follow. The greatest of modem industrialists, Mr. Henry Ford, has

recognized it as essential. It will change our system from bad to good.

Those are plans for a start. When the plan was fully carried

out the youths would work in the factories for better remuneration in

cheques exchangeable for product*, to be paid to the organisation, and

on a much more liberal acale than money payment. One has to

understand the economic* of the plan, and why remuneration in kind

can be very liberal. One has also to understand bow the industries

could be made to give the liberal remuneration in kind. We shall not

discuss uselessly to what extent the educational colonies would develop

on the lines of big factories—on the short shift system—and factory

colonies, and of gr>up* of small industries in rural districts. The

Calcutta University publication! deal with many different types of

colonies, but two details are very important to understand. The Swiss

colony, which i* for incompetents ha* its own land, its special

industries, and is under a manager. Colonies for normal people,

however, would be groupe of privately owned industries that,

producing what tbrir own workers need, would naturally co-operate.

Instead of a manager there would be a oo-operatire society for

exchanges only, each industry being a private concern. As ws might

explain it, tbs industries wou’d by grouped so that they would be able

to give their people a living by the various exchanges. They would

also sell produce to people supporting them, and often probably

financing them for their social utility. They would be free to aoll as

ranch as they could outside also
;

the more the belter in fact. Tbe

colonies would be, in a modernised form, the ancient self-contained

village with the shareholder* or other sopporters added. Then a*

regards the land, they would need it ooly for their demonstration, seed,

stock and farms, which would be a most important feature. Normally

they would obtain their agricultural produce by barter with' the

surroundiog villages, and by being Soiecart to them. They would,

however, do more than the ordinary Sotceer. They would provide

some well-orgamsed and well-equipped seasonal help to the cultivators.

They would also be able to lend them money (or products of their

industries), on the *ecority of their labour or the labour of a member

of their family, in ooe of their industries. Tims the difficulties,

spoken of about land and *' managers ” are imaginary. Calcutta

University did not overlook practical details in its enthusiasm for the

great educational idea. Tbo»o who take the trouble to read the
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publications Sir Aaatosh Mookerjee gave his sanction to, writing

prefaces to some of them, and sending them ont widely, will see that

he did not do all this without satisfying himself that details have bceu

thought of. I must refer readers to those publications for tbe details.

Above all we must not thinlc of she plan as anyone’s " scheme.” The

Biirplua earniag production-for-use organisation is simply the splendid

solution improved methods have giveu us, and we must hasten to

adopt it. Different people will make their different suggestions for

details. 1 have given some as illustrations. Others must study the prin-

ciple and make their suggestion* and go on improving on plum; for carry-

ing out this possibility that labour-saving and labour-simplifying metliods

have opened up for us that are of the greatat hopefulness for India.

It is necessary above to insist that it was not to call attention to

auy scheme that Sir Asutosh Mookerjee made himself responsible for

over twenty thouaaod copie* of books, booklets and pamphlets having

been sent oat, quoting hia own words "to every university in the

Empire and many foreign ones.” and broadcast with 2,-VXl printed

circular letters. The reflation printed in tbe “Proceeding* of the

Executive Committee of Post Graduate SluJie* in Arts, 10th of March

19
*20

, No. *29, states the real object of that propaganda. Progress

has given us tool* with which, if wa will only pick them up and use

them, we will bo able to deal with the whole poverty problem, without

waiting for social revolutions. Tb pot tbe idea agaiu illustratively,

we must organize the well-trained adolescents to use the tools that

in to say to use oar powerful methods not westefully as commerce does

but rationally and economically aa tbe socialist stale would. The

surplus they would prodace would very easily pay. not only for

education, but for all useful social services, and soon more eveu than

that. Men like Sir Dorab Tata. Sir Horce Plunkett. Sir Dinshab

Wacha, Charles Gide. T. Carver (of Harvard), Sir Rajendranath

Mookerjee responded to the idea, tbe last named prophesying that

Sir Asutosh would be chiefly remembered for his great and generous

action to make it known. Now on tbe initiative of Sir Akbar Ilydari,

and the energetic support of the bead of itt co-operative department,

India's premier state is following ber premier university in calling

attention to thia economic possibility once more one may repeat,

not to a scheme, but to a possibility we must realize iu some way.

Resaarcii work in connection with it is to be undertaken by the

Slate Co-operation Department, assisted by tbe State University.



PAST INCARNATIONS

Krishna Mangesh Talc
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'* Speak not to rae. thou fiend !

For thou breaker more hearts

In the twinkling of an eye

Than doth tho God of Death in a day !”

The lover left hi* beloved with word* to bold.

The beloved sitting stubborn : nd cold.

It was Spring again :

And the lover* met. in rain I

She spoke

:

" Hast thou come back to me again ?

Why ! thou wouldtt not apeak to me in diadain

But what briDgs thee here enow ?

la it that old, old theme men call Lore f "

8aid he

:

" Surely it ia thy Beauty \

Thy lotus eyea.— thy vermilion lipa !

Thy ...

But aho waved her bands and said

:

‘ Enough, enough of thy flattery !

Thou comeet hero to revel in thia, ray physical beauty—

Kcowcat tbou thia Body ia perishable T*

These words for him no meaning bore

—

'Tis woman’s talk, he swore \

And he left her.

Years rolled on.
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One Sommer day they met again—

Ah, how miserable she look’d f

Tho' ever she did in his bear! reaide—

But her beauty, alas, had vanish'd !

And implored be to her

:

“ Sweet, my love, tbon lookest sad and whitbered
;

But I love thee still and for ever

—

For aren’t thou well-vcrsed in the hoary 8ciencea ?

Ah, thy knowledge of Philosophy staggers roe !"

And once wort she waved her bands and said :

*' And now tlioa comeet to flatter

My Intellectual attainments ?

Know this that the Human Mind

Is of the moot penshablo kind I"

Perplexed and broken of heart.

In tears hot he spoke:

" Why should I love thee then, if. indeed, I can’t get

That Happiness in thy Beauty or thy Intellect ?”

But ere his thoughts he expressed full well,

A mighty Power bad seized bis Soul,

And strangely, into a death-Uke trance lie fell!

His beloved herself to him revealed

:

She was none other than the Yogi old

To whom this man for guidance came

Some thousands of years ago

In their previous incarnations 7

And in a flash the Supreme Truth on the lover dawns

He is not this Body or this Mind—
Nor e'en these ever-changing Emotions

;

For broken has he the bonds of ancient ties
!

Of his Real Self he has become aware—

That absolute Existence, that Benera indescribable I

Where Struggle end*. and with it Pain ;

Where Happiness is desired not, but Externally Is I



ASPECTS OE RECENT ENGLISH FICTION
By Sai Chandra Sen. M.A.

MtRHUGE AND MORALS *

u

rpHEIRE are many instaooea of lore being relegated to the

background in an estimate of ibe forces which contribute to

the success of uurn*ge. Miss Quested in ** A Passage to India ”

while engaged to be married does Dot feel convinced that love is

necessary to a *ucee*»ful uoioo. Slie believes that “ If love ia every-

thing, few marriages would survive the honey moon.” 1

If auch

scepticism exists it is at lea*t rare to find it iD a girl on the eve of

her marriage. 8och ideas, however, more than reflecting individual

opinion, serve to indicate the geo-ral feeling on the subject. Another

example similarly typifying tbe attitude to love in ite bearing on

marriage ia to be seen in " The Rainbow" , where Crania refuses to

marry Slcrebensky in -pile of her repeated protctaUona of love for him

and her ready aurrender to him. SWrebensky was driven to distrac-

tion by her refusal. Lat* on, however, be consoled himself with

bis Colonel’s daughter— he wae in the army—and went off to India to

join hia service with the newly wedded wife. Ursula's point of view

ia best stated in her own word*: " But I don’t rare about love. 1

don’t value it. I don’t care whether I love or whether I don’t,

whether I have love or whether I haven’t. What ia it to me?"

Again " Love—love—love—what does it mean—what doe* it amount

to? to much personal gratification. It doesn’t lead anywhere."*

But as Ricardo Hugh saya.* " Love alone cannot guarantee a

good and happy marriage, happy children, and proper education for

them; but neither can it be eliminated from a relationship of the

sexes. " It is wroog to treat love as if it conld be discarded altogether.

1

1

s

«

R. M. Tenur-A r*ut;e t l-i* lEi^mrJ AmM k Go.. 19»>. p. 152.

D. H. Litwo?t-TV R*iob«v. p 133.
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The extreme views represent only a pissing phase which has come

aa a reactioo against the romantic excesses in which it was once the

fashion to indulge. Tbo hectic manner and silly exaggerations which

marked them are now justly scorned.

lu spite of the changing attitude to love iu ©annexion with

marriage, the recognition of iu necessity is fell to-day as strongly as

at the time when the disparaging criticism of love was not made

with such nnholj glee. There are still many novelist* writing iu the

United Kingdom who have felt that if their pictures of life were to

refl»ct the true conditions in society they could Dot dispense with love

aa an important factor in marriage.

Herbert W.nterspoon in
'* Ashenden or the British Agent"

chose his wife from an influential and aristocratic family. She was

beautiful, accomplished. a®d wa* an engaging talker, ond Wmtcrapoon

aaw that in her he would hate all that he needed to further his

ambitions. He proposed and waa accepted by her. Before this,

however, an incident had occurred in Wn life which be was inclined to

pass over as unimportant. It wm a sudden infatuation he had con-

ceived for Alix who belonged to a troupe of travelling performers

and waa *' commoo, coarse, and vulgar. " After the announcement

of the engagement be saw to hia dismay bow insanely he loved her.

The father of his fiancee waa taking bis daughter with bim to

South America which he had to visit on win* political errand. They

would be away for three month*. The marriage wav to take place

on their return. He saw ofl hi* fiancee and met the woman be loved

in Marseilles and begged ber to spend the last days of his freedom

with him. Such an arrangement would ruin her prospects in tho

travelling company and he had. therefore, to agree to go about from

pluce to place, putiug up at cheap and ugly hotels. Wmterspoon

abandoned Alix when the three months were over and retained to the

lady, who was a kind of a paragon, to whom he was to be married.

Then a summary of later experiences follows: "He was loaded with

honcuia. Oh, he made a success of life and there were hundreds

who envied him. It was all ashes. He was bored, bored to dis-

traction. bored by that distinguished, beautifol lady he bad married.

Sometimes he longed for Alix so fiercely that he felt it would bo better

to shoot himself than to suffer soch anguish."' Hence when Winter-

t W.Sffn.r~t M.ogK.D-A^eadec cr Tht Britirt IfM. pp. 303-20fc (The
Kovel Library.)
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spoon was informed that a friend of hie was Bbout to form a

mesalliance which might leave him a ruined man throngh excess of

passion for a woman of objectionable arsociations, bis reply was:

" I’m not sure if a mao isn’t wiser to do wlmt he wants very much

to do and let the consequences take care of themselves." 1

Pauline io " The Pamtly " would not marry P.dwjud Grice who

pleaded that he had waited a long lime for her because, as she

argued, no one who de^rately loved her would be content wilh

merely wa ling for her. Sbe told bira that she needed someone who

loved her desperately and that sbe ca'el very little for patience, or

affection or even goodoe.-*a." " I want some thing different—I don’t

know what ; but *.»maihing that will sweep me ofl my feet."

So important it the influence of once’s social surrounding aud the

level of manners, speech, aod upbringing to which one is accustomed

that a chaogo in these direction* woulJ often act as a atrong deterrent

to the success of wedded life.* It is on account of this that Have-

lock Ellis observes: "Lady Ciatterley can Dover be the happy wife

of bis peasant lover.”* Philip in
*' Of Homan Bondage " does not

lose sight of this fact, and though infatuated by Mildred he is still

sufficient master of himself to take stork of the situation in a practical

spirit. He had thought of marm„c with Mildred more than once—

ho was no butterfly by nature but be oould Dot feel confident at tbo

idea of being mated for life with a waitress. She woo Id be a great

dragou him, and bis tniddte-da»» social oomciouMieM revolted against

(lie step. He found it altogether dreadful to enter into such an

alliance with a waitress.'

When, however, his good sense deserted him and he offered to

inarry the waitress, it was good luck that came to hia aid, and he

escaped being saddled wilh a woman who would have made every

moment of his life miserable. Finally be decided to marry Sally, a

» E^L^Ms'daone—Iher.BHtr.p.W. Me'lwo sod Co. Lid...1913.

1 Id lie * E!dra* 5o^ " b> oa.-waa'kr. Udj tbesb.r* warns »« sea Bill airain.l

umirTinc wrwnt a,«iJ whir* U f«|>o-*a lodsfm • • o' H«r point
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healthy active girl who c self-possession and quiet friendly manner had

(or a long time secured his admiraLon.

In " Imperial Palace '* the Managing-Director of tbo Hotel bad a

violent affair with Gracie Savott who possessed great wealth and whose

ntuut in racing can had made her reputation eclipse even that of her

father Sir Henry Savott, Baronet, a well-known financier. Evelyn,

the Managing-Director, was worth a great deal in money although not

half as rich as Grade, and he thought that he was going to marry tier

whose passionate attachment to himself seemed to augur a prosperous

tnarriago. But that was not the idea he held when he had more

opportunities of observing the young aristocratic lady to whose warmth

of feeling he bad responded with such genuine ardour. Instead of

marrying Grade, he married Vio'.et. the head houee-keepor at the

Imperial Palace. His brief affair with Grade had. however, taught

him one thing: " namely, that Gracie waa not hie sort. Yea, Violet

was indeed bis sort, and aa hia raiud flitted hack over the history of

their relations, he saw myatically that from the first be had been

destined for her, and she for him'*.'

In a story by Alec Waugh the failure to estimate the importance

of the eociel background ie shown aa the cause of ruin and tragedy in

the lifo of a young man who possessed all the necessary concomitants

of wealth and influence for wordly success. Chris in the story foil in

love with Annette who was Secretary to the Manager of a firm

of Charter Accounts. Annette who was endowed with considerable

physical beauty was a contriving woman and hurried him into a

marriage which brought shame and ruin upon him. In a few

years the physical charms of Annette appeared to him to bo no

compensation for the accomplishments which art generally pre-

sent in a girl of hia own class, and even before he had knowledge

of her treachery he regretted the marriage: “it would be pleasant

to be in a position to choose a wife oat of his own world, a girl

with whom he could share the pleasures and interests of that

world.”'

It is not, however, always that marrying out of one's own class

means certain misery. Keith Rickman in “The Divine Fire' by

May Sinclair, whose original has been thought to be the poet

Aroolif Bsnoeu—I»p«ri» 4 Co. ltd.. lgSIl, p. 680,
. ,

A:*cWaogh-Th.LaKCkBU»(A«**OQf Pr~t) C: *px*o H»U. Ltd. 1026,
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Francis Tnompson, and who is facetiously described as “ The child

of 'Ellas and of 'Ollywell Street—innocent of-er-rougb breathing ” '

falls in love with Lucia, an accomplished lady who belonged to the

aristocracy, and by giving proof of an unexampled fidelity through

long years of suffering he at last won her as his bride. Rickman

who was a poet of genius was by accident only a cockney—for ho

possessed the very soul of refinement. We are not. however, made

acquainted with what happened after tbe marriage but tbe story easily

justifies the presumption that the two found the bike they had expected

in their wedded love.

Gavin in " The Little Minister **• married Babbie—a girl whose

origin was probibly gypsy, there being uo certain knowledge about it

and wl«o was expected to be married to Lord Rintoul, her patron

and protector. Babbie had still the wild habits of her ancestor*, and

she loved to run away from home in order to roam about in complete

freedom. There was not a habit or tradition in common between

Gavin and Babbie yet after marriage they enjoyed an idyllic

happiness.

The succeae of Oavin'a marriage with Bibbie fulfils a primitive

instinct of humanity desiring to see loro securely enthroned high above

the conflicts of the world where experience shows that the day-to-day

life ia a serioua matter, little fitted to preserve the high idealism

cherished in the daye of iuooceoce. That tbe wild woman whose

elusive comings and goings wero a mystery to all and who bad not

learned to pay any deference to established laws and usages of society

should settle down to peaceful life as wife of an impecunious minister

is a fact which may very well be regarded as a picture of life more to

be dreamt of than lived. But dreams have a reality in literature

which makoa such excursions into the idealistic not only permissible

but so thoroughly enjoyable that an opportunity for tuib an escape

from our clamant surroundings is by us most thankfully accepted.

Richard in " A man from the North " met Misa Roberts at a

restaurant in London. He had ambitious plans of pursuing a literary

career. Experience showed that he bad overvalued his abilities and

that success for him did not lie in that direction. Richard was a

' May Sinclair—Tfca Dirii* Fife <Ha’<ki8*or. * Cot. P Of ewir,* He parallel

a not met TViropaoo'a low Ur AUr* Vejt-H may ' an aj.-.-Wttd «i* pioc. but tti. detail,
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solitary, and not bavin* opportunities of being in the company of the

other sex his starved sensibility acquired a certain morbid tenderness.

Re used to meet Miss Roberts frequently at the Crabtree where &he

was the cashier, and now and then exchange a wo-d or a greeting

wiib her. In his loneliness in that vast metropolis she seemed to

possess a great significance for him : the attraction he discovered in

her was “ the supreme one of being a woman." Sitting on the Chelsea

Kinbankraent with Mias Roberts he had a sudden intuition of woman

who had always fascinated man by virtue of being woman. " At

that moment she behcged to no class. All the inessentials of her

being were stripped away, anl she wss merely a woman, divine,

desired, necessary, waiting to be captured."' The proposal of

marriage was made and Mias Roberta accepted the offer. Although

(lie attempt is made, wisely perhaps, to seclude human society in close

compartments, the breaking of barriers has s special appeal which is

hard to resist. And in a world whers democncy has had such a long

vogue, it can hardly be expected fl at class distinctions would be main-

tained with the obstinate tenacity with which a Lady Cheshire* would

like to enforco it.

Sometimes little differences of taste and temperament are treatod

at u serious objection to marriage It is not difficult to understand

that slight cause* are capable of assuming an importance quite out of

proportion to their intrinsic nature when they have to lie

reckoned with as part of an hourly experience every day. Thus a

habit liko smoking with which one has to put up when using public

vehicles from neighbours who are indulging in it, may appear as a

nuisance when the atmosphere of a bedroom or the study is never freo

from its stench. Women have often shown a reluctance to inhale

nicotine. In a play by Bernard Shsw the lover who ia refused for

the tenth lime is at last introduced to the reasons which had prompted

the refusal: " I’m a regular old maid. I'm very particular about my
belongings...! have a very keen sense of beauty and fitness and clean-

ness and order...The one thing I never could stand is a great lout of a

man smoking all oTer my house and going to sleep in his chair after

dinner, and untidying everything, llgh !"* In "My Lady Nicotine"*

' Arnold bio !,ca U* Sonh QMosa A Co. Lid. 1012),
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the fraternity held together by the Arcadia Mixture itobaoco) loses

one of its prominent members through marriage. The lady there

gives him six months’ time to decide whether he would marry her

and give up tabacco or stick to it and lose her. The member in the

story, if he did not discover lov-e stronger than death, was at

any rate aware at the end of the period of grace that it was superior to

the famous tobacco mixture. He lived to own that later in his life

be hud Actually wondered what charm tobacco oould have for a man.

“ Marriage is more a woman'* affair than a man's, and the art of

marriage seems inborn in most women." Women often throw

away their careers in order to get married, for they find in marriage

their true vocation. Rita in " The challenge to Sirius *•* who has

already made an enviable reputation in the literary field os author

of some novels, recognizes her work as mediocre, admitting to Frank

with whom she had an affair that her real life lay in marriage. She

is not going to marry for love but for a home, a husband and children.

All her life she has been " half and half, a kind of ahandygaff." 8he

will be a *• real " woman since abe cannot be a man and will cut out

of her life her favourite programme of discovering talent and offering

it suilable opportunities so that it may prosper. Sho haa not boon

able to do good to anybody by this. Similarly in " Legend " Madala

Grey tired of her celebrity as novelist, for«akes tbo literary career and

merries one Mr. Carey whose entire lack of taste in things literary

causes the marriage to be the subject of a speculation in which her

admirers insist that Ibis mystery of Undab's stooping to Mr. Carey

can lie cleared only by the amumption of a dieappintment in an affaire

de coeur on the part of Madala. But the just explanation comes from

e girl who without having first-hand knowledge of Madala has n

woman's heart and imagination to guide her: " But tho roal Madala

Grey She was juet a girl. She was hungry all the time. She was

wanting her human life. And be. tbe man they laugh at, ' the thing

she married,' he did love that real Madala Grey...Don't you see that

was what sho wanted? She could take from him as well as give.

Life—the bread and wine—they shared it."
'

It is interesting to note

* Coast KenerLef—'Tbe Boot rf Xi’rUgt. p. S4.

• Sheik K*»e-Smiih Tt» CUT-si« to Stoat <Xitt*« * Co. LU.. 19171, p. 101.
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condoled b* Katharine I. Mcoro. Wm. He t-oioo. IMS. p. 1931. ' I*j*nd ” ...

drtmaiiaod under ihe Dime of “ Bill of Diteroewea: in 1921 nai »*i in.tanUr aacceas-

fal in the eo» garb. Indeed it* 0*l^inl t*n tba enap of oon«emliona m not far
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that the assertion that women place marriage above their careers cotnei

from women novelists.

In recent years, however, it has come to be felt that the economic

basis of marriage as it has so far existed involves an obvious injustice

to the male. The emancipated woman who can have a career of hei

own if she desires now looks upon marriage a* an equal partnership,

free from the reproach of an economic dependence for women, which

a generation ago was regarded as an eotirely blameless state for

women. With this changed outlook haa cornea new determination on

the part of women to refuse to be treated as a chattel or possession by

their husbands. As Norman Hairs aaya: " In the future it is -likely

that the man and woman will each be aelf-aupporting, or that they

will pool Ibeir resource*, or that the more capable will aasuine respon-

sibility of supporting both/'* Thia is already happening but the old

conditions skill persist. Changes more sweeping in their natore will

appear as the years go by. and there is no doubt that tho orthodox

and the conventional will hare to give way to the rational and the just.

Tho possessive iustinct which nun haa ahowu in his attitudo to

his wife has received aalirica! treatment at the hands of many

novelists but nowhere more effectively than in "The Forsyte Saga" of

which full consideration is postponed to a later chapter. Women
themselves have rebelled against being regarded as property and have

raised their protest with pavtiocate energy. Indood. tho old attitudo

ia fast passing out of fashion and is being replaced by a more sensible

one which finds no difficulty in accepting a basis of equality in

marriage. Rather than submit to a boabacd aa a possession, tho

modern woman would prefer to romaiu single and live economically

free. In " Raster 8treet " 8ylvia Scarlett who was marnod to un

Oxford man but who left him so that she might taste liberty even in

the midst of sordid conditions would not allow her fueod Lily to be

taken away from her society by Michael who was anxious to marry

her. Her objection wm based on the ground that marriage would

reduce Lily to the level of property Io her opinion there cannot be

a greater wrong done to women than to treat them in this light.

" Man can only wrong woman when he owns her, and if this marriage

is going to be a success, you'll have to own Lily. That's what I

• Neman Haiia-Hyato oc Tba FnUw of M*rri»S« (To-day and To-n.<*tt>»
8cnea) ; >!ao Me. Tbe Way Too Ixtk at It. by Bdwud Wibrabam. and Kept by Alo:

Waafh.
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rebel against—the ownership of women. It makes me mad." 1 Etta

in " Women Mnst Work " run* away from home to be on her own.

and when she thinks of marriage, it is with a man with whom her

association will not mean loss of self-respect for her. **
If I marry a

ruau, I want to marry him as an equal, not a parasite. I want to

respect myself." '

The change that has taken place in regard to ideas on the subject

of marriage which we hare so far dealt with is the reeult of an

increased economic freedom for women and the state recognition of

their status as equals of men in their civic and political capacity.

Feminine chastity1 which haa been held among cjvilired peoples to be

a virtue of the utmost significance sod to tho loss of which was

attached penalty and social opprobrium 4 is now being looked upon as

Billing of indtffereut interest. Thus there is nothing particularly

amazing in Tom's advice to his pupil Hawke*, an Oxford undergradu-

ate, in " We have been Warned " regarding the fitness of having sex

relations with Miss Newall before bis marriage with her as a step to

minimise the chances of tho marriage proving a failure: "Couldn't

you manage to sleep with Miss Newall once or time before bringing

up tho question of marriage agaio? My dear chap, don't take offence,

there's nothing wrong with the suggestion."* Wc learn, however,

that Miss Newall has bad plenty of relationships with men which

llawkos is not prepared to consider too seriously. Tins is not merely

a stray case to be treated more or less as an exception but is a sign

that in certain vital matters the attitude ha* already changed

so much that the old orthodox ideas need a thorough revision

before they can be in harmony with the new conditions that have

emerged.

One fact to which attention has been repeatedly called is the

difficulty of separating honourably when the marriage has proved

unsuccessful. Tony in
“

All Moo Are Enemiea " has a bitter

experience to complain of and bis case is by no means an isolated one.

1 Coaptdo MmI-mw—Sio»Ur Ini, Vol II. Mufca S«ker. JKB. p. KG.
* Kttard AtiisgtMi—Wowra M.1 Wort <Cb.u« 4 «'«*>. ISMj. p. M.
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Between him and Margaret the marriage has been a mere social fact

without its all-important complement in spiritual unity. If there

was no other reason this should be a sufficient one for parting company

but law would not allow them to take any such freedom. It does not

agree with him that " The real human fact ia the wrong of their being

together if they don't want it, and the wrong of their being upart if

they do." 1 Although in English law marriage is a contract, it cannot

unlike other contracts be rescinded by the consent of the parties who

enter into it. The law assumes a guilty party, and when the guilt is

eatablished it penalizes the dehoquct by imposing a One to be paid to

the innocent party. Whatever the actual situation it is not " good

rorm ” to prove the wife guilty. The husbaod has. tbeiefore, to

manufacture evidence against himself.* Even if there is a woman in

the business whom he intends marrying when divorce is granted, H is

not again " good form " to drag her name into the proceedings.

The delay, expense, and other complications involved in a divorce

render it so highly undesirable that even when all the circumstance*

are present for establishing a divorce, many sensitive tempers reooil

from its shame and publicity. Vooy who discusses the peculiarities

of the English law of divorce with Katha often finds her incredulous

because she sees loo many absurdities io it to accept the aocount he

ia giving a* a truthful relation, fle is. however, careful to bring out

tbo absurdity of the law himself by hi* pijusut observation
:

“
if the

husband has been the guilty party be must pay hi* ex-wife one-third

of his income for life. Thus no man in Englaod cun have or have had

more than three wives."* If the wife is the guilty party her

paramour or the co-respondent i* made to psy damages to the husband.

Bertrand Russell upholds divorce by mutual cooscnt wlieo there is no

particular reason for one party to seek it. He regards insanity as a

reason of this class. He is io favour of reshicting divorce on the

ground of adultery* but be does not recognise in easy divorce a

solution of the troubles of marriage. When there are children in a

marriage Hansel thinks that a divorce shoold be waived in their interest.

Birth control has in these days come into increasing vogue, a. d

there is perhaps do single circumstance which has as profoundly

affected the attitude to marriage and morals as this. At first there

« Rirbir l AM r*t-o- AH V.* Art Rwki. r. t».
» C.P A. P H«b»rt—TWy De.ilxl
• Ricb-rd AMiegUa—All M«o Arc *>«=*.. p. Vi
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was considerable opposition to it from people who believed “ when
God 6ent a month. He seDt the food to fill it.” But the general

economic conditions have rendered such a position untenable, and it

may now be confidently asserted that birth control baa come

to stay. It has led to a great diminution of the birth-rate

in the West and among all civilised peoples generally. The artificial

limitation of family, although useful in the maintenance of a certain

standard of comfort and luxury and fn avoiding economic hardship, has

provided opportunities for pre-marita! and extra-marital relationships

without any restraint.

The old sex morality is breaking down through the operation of

various new forces, among which the wide spread practice of birth

control will take a significant place. Every where there are signs to

ahow that the moral atmosphere is ini process of rapid change.

Plays and novels reflecting social conditions testify to the casual and

entirely irrtspou«ible manner in which affairs are formed and broken

off. It is often said that the great maas of men and women have be.

como more superficial in tbeir emotional life than they were ever

before. In " Point Counter Point ” Locy Tantamount accepts Walter

on a purely physical basis. She bat other affairs too, tnd she is not at

all prepared to be in love with him Anything no deep and serious is

inconvenient and altogether unwelcome. This it wlml she thinks of

him :
" There was something very nitt about him And tireaomo

aa it was, his love sickness did at least make him faithful. That, for

Lucy, was important. She was sfraid of loncline** and needed her

cavalier servants in constant attendance.” 1 Marjorie Carling's

elopement with Walter from the protection of her husband, the

intrigue of Lady Edward with John Bidlako, and tho infidelities of

Sidney Quarles, are only some of the episodes of married life which

can be gathered from this novel. Etta in '* Womeo Must Work ” left

her home in Dortborough and entered buboes* in London by which,

after years of struggle, she succeeded in making plenty of money. She

was attracted by Francis about whom we are told that he tired of his

wife soon after his marriage " and while keeping up the facade of

domestic felicity—even to her—he bad returned to more exciting pur-

suits." 1 Etta had a baby by him because she desired to have a child

whom she oould cherish as a manifestation of their unit ial love. She

• Aid Havtev— Foia'. Olotvr Po>«K CCh Uo k WioJn*. IMA. p. HI
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hid now more knowledge of Francis and saw bis perfidous nature fully

revealed. She, however, brought op the child and later on married a

young artist who had sought her help in order to secure tome work at

the Grin of which she was one of the Directors. Public opinion does

not still accept a love child without being scandalized, and instructed by

her friend Vera, Etta bad to pretend that the father of the baby was

killed in the war. Maurice Raymond who married her was, however,

aware of the true facta but he did not consider the child to bo a barrier

to the marriage. Kitty in " The Painted Veil " 1 allowed herself to

have extra-marital relations with Cuarlie, and it was only when she

suspected knowledge on the part of her husband that she spoke to him

about arranging for a divorce. But she did not know that Charlie

had no serious intentions about her and was only gallant to her.

It is needless to multiply instances. Facts are not wanting to

show that moral ideas have become revolutionised and that sex infideli-

ties have become a frequent occurrence. Tbeic used to be one moral

standard for men and another and far more rigid one for women. But

now there it only one standard for both •evs. One author states tho

following causes as having beeu responsible for the changed situation :

" the decay of orthodox religious beliefs
;
the progressive economic

emancipation of womeu : the lucteasing dissemination of knowledge of

birth control ; the effects of the litc war. and tho general reaction to

the standardisation imposed by rnoJcrii industrialism.” J

Tho change* that are taking place are in some case* very serious

indeed. But transit.onsl periods have alwsys been disquieting, for

extreme views aro then not only professed bot practised. When there

is no lack of intelligence and seriousuess of purpose in the leaders, it

may safely be concluded that some suitable standard will be evolved

which will raise the moral tone of society and will fill the life of the

individual with greater happiness.

There is now a general dissatisfaction with marriage. Tb<? pheno-

menon is viewed hopefully by an authority who writes: *' It means a

high ideal and a desire to attain it, for marriage is really an

achievement." *

I *w. Somerset Mouebam—Tt* Fasted Veil (»’. H.ioeiaanD. Ltd.. 1W61
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SOME DIFFICULTIES IN CONTEMPORARY
REALISM

TaRASANKAH BilATTAtHARVA, M.A.
Ltat<a. Kruizeger CeZtgt-

/"(ONTEMPORARY Realism 1 arises at a reaction from Idealism,

V subjective and objective. Subjective idealism reduces tbe object

to tbe subject and objective iJealUm believes in an Absolute subject

apart from which tbe world is uoreil Agaio»i all these contemporary

Realism alarts with the three assumption ol directness of perception,

independence of objects and objectivity ol all sense.

Now, without trying to show whether these assumptions are valid

or uot. we shall see how far tbe contemporary Realists are true to

their assumptions. And tbe first pit-fall comee out with tbe problem

of appearance Does the snake, seen on the rope, belong to tbe rope ?

la it l bo rope itself, or a part of tbe rope ? Obviously none. Alexander

trie# to skip over the ; difficulty by distinguishing three classes of

appearance : tbe real appesrauce. the mere appearance and tho illusory

appearance. A real appearance is tbe put of anobjeot. The thing

is the sum of its own parts or r*»| tppearaoecs. The mere appearance

is seen along with other lbinj*s The stick is eron bent in water

became of its combination with water. The foreign thing distorts tbe

object and •* makes it not a real appearance but a mere appearance.”

(Space, Time A Deity

,

: Vol. 1 1
.
p. 1M.> The mere appearance it condi-

tioned by actual physical caoees. Tbe illoaory appearance, on tho

contrary, is s case of real object wrongly placed. Tbe real and objective

snake is wrongly referred to the rope aod hence the illusion. This

refcreuco is subjective and therefore illosory. Tbe elements of illu-

sion are all objective but their unity is subjective. ” When I Taney a

horse’s body, anJ complete it with a mao’# bead, the head exists

in reality, but not upon horse’s body.” (Proceedings of the Aristote-

lian Society, Vol. X. p. 24.) The illusory appearance thus docs not

betoug to the object, whereas the real appearance and the mere appeur-

ance do belong. " Tbe_real point of distinction is that a real

1 WfaH
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appearance and a mere appearance really do belong to (he things

apprehended (though in the latter case not to the thing which seems

alone to be apprehended) while an illusory appearance does not."

(Space. Time and Deity, Vol. II, p 196.)

There are thus three classes of appearances and we find it

difficult to accept the clarification. For what it meant by a real

appearance ? An appearance is always an appearaoce and never

a reality. A red appearance ia a contradiction in terms. If the real

appearance is the part of the thing, why not call it the part of the

thing ? Again, if the real appearance is the part of the thing,

where is the boundary line of that part ? It it an actual line drawn

on the thing, or a mere imaginary line ? If it ia an imaginary line,

then the object contains subjective elements and the realistic thesis

of objectivity of all sens* is negated.

Then as to mere appearance : A mere appearance is sn appear-

ance by itself. It has no reference to the original. It is not the

appearance of anything particular. If it were the appearance of any-

thing, it would be a falae appearance The appearance of bent-stick

in the water is neither the appearance of the stick nor the water,

though it belongs to both stick and water, llenoe it ia merely an

appearance without being the appearance of anything.

We. however, object to thie mere appearance. An appearance,

by itaelf, ia unmeaning. An appearaoce mutt be the appearance of

something. Further, the totalled mere appearance is also a case of

illusory appearance. There are two daaves of illusory appeanuces.

One class is corrected by perception and another by thought. The
so called mere appearaoce is a case of illusory appearance corrected

by thought.

Lastly, Alexander's analysis of illusory appearance is, on the

one hand, unsound and on the other, the very negative of the realistic

thesis of objectivity of all sensa. The illusory object is said to be
as real as the normal object or perception. What is illusory is the

unusual nature of connection between real object* The snake is

real and the rope is the same. There is illusion because the subject

wrongly refers the snake to the rope. But what is the object in

illusion ? Is it the snake in the Zoo. or the snake on the rope ?

Am I frightened by an elsewhere and elsewhen real snake or by the

snake here and now on the rope ? Undoubtedly the here and now
snake frightens me and it is distinctly the object of my perception
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in illusion. Is this here-and-now snake real ? Why, then, does it

disappear when ihe illusion is corrected and I know the true nature

of the rope ? Is it, then, unreal ? But it appears and frightens

me. It is, therefore, neither real, nor unreal, but something indescrib-

able. Hence Alexander's contention that the object of illusory

appearance is real elsewhere, is unsoond.

In the next place. Alexander holds that the illusory appearance

is the result of wrong subjective reference of a real object to a place

where it does not belong. It is this subjective reference which

constitutes the illusion. The snake seen on the rope is wrongly referred

by the subject to the rope. But the snake on the rope, aa we have

soon, is the object of perception in illusion and not a snake real

elsewhere. la the illusory object, then, coo stunted by the subject ?

What about the general realistic position then, that sensa are all

objeotive ?

Alexander, thus, cannot give a aatisfactory account of Illusory

appearance in consistency with the realistic aesumptions. And coming

to Russell, we find the same mistake committed. In " Our know-

lodge of the External World " and " Mysticism in Logic," Ruseell

distinctly says that objects of sense are nsver unreal. What ia

illusory is the wrong inference to which they give rise. This is

practically Alexander's potion and the arguments that appliod there

apply mulatis mutandis here also.

Nor does Moore improve the case. In his paper " Refutation

of Idealism," he uphold* the doclriue of objectivity of all sensa.

Primary qualities end seoodsry qualities are all objective and the object

is never constituted by the subiect. But in the paper, " Tbo Naturo

and Reality of Objects of Perception", be admits illusions of sense,

and lastly in tbe paper, " Some Judgments of Perception," he

bolds that set sa aro peris of things. In this piper be does not nay

anything dednite about illusions of sen* But he declares in the

previous paper, " Tue Conception of Reality", published only ono

year earlier, that to be real means to belong to things. Hence those

sensa are real which belong to thing* and consequently in the piper,

“ Some Judgments of Perception", be holds that sensa are parts of

things. Does be. then, in the end bcltcxe that real sensa are

parts of things and illusory seDta do not belong to things ? But he

is the orginator of the realistic thesis of objectivity of all seDsa in

England.
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Moire
, thus. ui in a puzzle with regard to illuaory appear-

ance and coming to the American N'eo-Realists, we find that they

simply cut the Gordian knot without giving a real solution of the

problem. Tney believe in Pan-objectivism and eliminates the dis-

tinction between truth and error. Holt nya in "The New Realism,"

pp. :<7*2-37 1
,

" The picture which I wish to leave is of a general uni-

verse of being in which all things physical, mental, and logic*! propo-

sitions and tcr.us. exigent and non-existent, false and true, good and

evil, real and unreal, subsist." In the tame breath Perry rays in

the "Journal of Phdosphy. Vol. XIII, p. 569 "
: "Truth and error,

both involve an objective Moreover, the presence of this objective

factor in error woulj msciii to belie iu supposed erroneouiiness. lu
order even to believe errooeoutly I must believe something. Thar*

must be something for tue to believe. That which I believe is what

f believe it to be. Tnen bow ara I in error ?”

This castmg of truth and errot into the same mould and the

abolition of the distinction between them is what both oomuionsenso

and reasoning simultaneously reject. There is certainly a distinction

between truth and srrur and simply to ignore the distinction docs not

satisfy the claim* of reason.

Contemporary Realism, thus, fails to giro a satisfactory account

of the problem of appearance which is the Achillea heel of the realistic

doctrines. But this i. not all. 11* problem of introspection presents

another difficulty. In introspection, at lei-r. the object is subjective

and this supplies th« foc»» sfuaJi of the idealist to doclsto the sub-

jectivity of the object. Hence, to lie consistent, the realist must deny

introspection. And this is exactly whst Alexander and Russell do.

According to Alexander the mind can never 'rontemplato' itself as it

'contemplate*' the tree or the table. But if the mind is mt known

how can he speak of knowledge? To avoid the difficoity be declares

that 'contemplation' and 'enjoyment' go pari patsu. The mind enjoyR

itself as it 'oouteoiplate*' the object. "In perceiving I enjoy my own

act as together with the object contemplated, the table." (P. 319,

Mind. 1913. Vol. XXI.)

But is it a fact that to know the object is. ipso facto, to know the

self? Alexander replies in the affirmative with the necessary precau-

tion that the knowing of self does not mean that mind itself is the

object. Introspection is nothing but the object-consciousness developed.

This position follows from his theory of knowledge. In knowledge
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the object actB on the organism which, in its turn, reacts or responds

to it and after this response the quality of consciousness arises. This

response is the conditio sine qua non of coneciousoess. Consciousness

is not possible at all. if the object does not act on the organis n sod

the organism does not react on it Hence if there is no object, there

is no consciousness though the object it a full-blooded entity existing

in its own right. It exists if there is no consciousness to know it.

The relation betweeu the two is asymmetrical. The subject is impos-

sible without the object, but the object is quite possible without the

subject. The object is independent of the subject, though the subject

is dependent on it. Thu being the case, to know the object is at once

to know the self. In contemplating the object, r msciousneM arises

and along with that consciousness there is the 'enjoyment' of that cons-

ciousness. Consciousness is possible on the activity of the object;

consciousness of consciousness, therefore, must be along with the ob-

ject consiousness and can be nothing more than the expanded or explicit

object consciousness.

Thus if one is to accept Alexander's analysis of knowledge, one

must accept Ins poeitioa with regard to inlros|ieclion that it is

nothing but the object consciousness developed. But if u sounds odd

that knowing is at the same time knowing of knowing, that in intros,

peclioo the mind itself it not the object, then the whole analysis of

the knowledge relation of Alexander is to be given up.

Russell mean*. b> introspection, practically the same thing as

Alexander. Though his analysis of knowledge is different from that

of Alexander, as they both believe in tbe objectivity of senna, their

ideas concur eo far as introspection is concerned. Introspection is

nothing but a 'cautious interpretation’ of tbe object. Of course this

is in tbe third stage of Rj*sell'* realistic development. In the lire!

stage he believes in introspection and thinks that in it the Mind itself

is the object. But in his ‘An Outline of Philosophy, le distinctly

declares Ibat introspection is not very much different from the kuowing

of the external object. Only, in it. our intention is different and we
are more certain of our knowledge of the external object.

Moore, perhaps, is not consciyU? that introspection presents a

difficulty to the claim of the objectivity of all rensa. In bis urge to

refute Idealism, be claim* the objectivity of all eensa and yet admits

that in introspection the object is subjective.

The American Neo-Realists, like Alexander, take introspection

10
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to be object conscio1120c**. According to Holt, it is nothing bat a

perception of the interior of the body. It. really, is a Mose-observa-

tion. The interior of the organism itself is the object in introspection.

Hence, introspection is only an object consciousness, the object being

the interior of the body.

Holt, thus, agreee with Alexander that introspection is but an

object consciousness, though he arrives at the conclusion in a quite

different way. But Holt cannot do it consistently with his theory

of consciousness. Consciousness belongs to the outer world and is

not in the organism. He tayi in his " The Concept of Conscious-

ness, p. 181": " The phenomenon of response defines a cross-section

of the environment without, which ia a neutral manifold. Now
this neutral cross-sectioo outside of the nerrou# aystem, and composed

of the neutral dements of physical and non-physical objects to which

the nervous aystem is responding by some specific response.—ibis

neutral cross-section. I submit, coincides exactly with the list of

obejets of which wo ny ihat we sre conscious. This neutral cross

sectiou as defined by the specific reaction o/ re.lex-orc* is the psychic

realm: it ia the manifold of our sensations, perceptions and idea*:—

il is consciousness." If. then, sensations, perception and ideas

belong to the outer 1* «rH. consciousness of cooKtouaness must belong

to the same placo. It c.uool be simply the perception of the interior

of the body. Cona: »u». ess belongs to the ' cron-section' rut out by

tli0 specific response of the nervoas system and oonsciousiioae of con-

sciousness to be anything, must be there. But Holt holds that

conteiou»ness is there in the external envirooioeut and consciousne-h

of consciousness is the perception 0( the internal organism. If con-

ciousneea is in the * crose-iection' of the environment, con»ciousneFs

of consciousness must be the perception of that ‘ cross-section' where

consciousness belougs and not the perception of the interior of tbo

organism. Holt, however, trie* to ignore the difficulty by holding

that introspection is no criterion of consciouBoess. " The true criterion

of consciousness is not introspection, bat specific responsiveness."

(The Concept of Consciousness, p. 206). But whetbor introspection is

the criterion of consciousness or not, it is, at leant, consciousness of

consciousness and it seems quite abBord that consciousness is in the

perceived external environment and consciousness of consciousness is

the perception of the interior of the organism. Again one can hardly

believe that consciousnsss is there in the external environment and
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not in one's own self. Holt, thus, disappoints us both in bis account

of consciousness and consciousness of consciousness.

One more point remains to be cleared and we finish the essay. Some

of (be realists are very particular about the substantivitJ of relations and

their conception of relation :n general modifies the conception of the rela-

tion between the subject and tbe object. Thus aooordiog to Alexander,

the knowledge relation is a coinpreeence relation ; Moore takes it to

be an external relation. To Hassell, all relations are external, to Moore

some relations are external and among the external relations, tbe space

relation and tho knowledge relation are rery important. Alexander doea

not openly declare that relations are external but they ate substan-

tives. He takes the inspiration from W. James. James passed many

sleepless pillows and one fine morning tbere waa the revelatioii in him.

that, at least, tbe space relation ia substantive. **The terms wore

spaces and relations were other intervening spaces.’ *
(W. James,

Meaning of Truth, p. 138.) This revelation of W. Jamas also hat

opened tho eye of Alexander and the view which he maintains is that

" what James says of Space and Time and other ambulatory relations

is true of all relations” and a "relation may be a* substanlivo as the

terms. " (Mind. Vol. XXI. pp. 307-300.) But be admits that u relation

ia not independent of the terms, that it ia not a third something

added to the terms. Hooce if by an external relation we mean that

a relation is a third something booked on to the termi, then relations

are not external. A relation u tbe “ whole situation into which

the terms which aland into the relation entor." (Mind, Vol. XXI,

p. 307.) It is continuous with tbe terms.

Thus, according to Alexander all relations are substantive* and

consequently the 'compreseDce' relation ia so. But is relation a

substantive ? Can it bo understood by itself ? A relation by itself ia

unmeaning. A relation must be between two specified torma.

Without terms tho relation is a misnomer. Tho terms may be con-

ceived without the relation but the relation is unthinkable without

the terms. A relation, indeed, can never be a substantive. The

so-culled rnbstantivity of a relation is only a symbolism. It docs

not mean that a relation is a chimera. It ia a belief the correct

logical formulation of which is impossible.

Thus the theory ot the subsUDtivity of relation is unsatisfactory

and correspondingly tbe particaUr " coinpresence '' relation of

Alexander is unsound.
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Bussell is an earnest champion of external relations. Bui be

assures us that by an externa! relation be does not mean that a

relation is a third something which is booked on to the terms. That

is a mischievous propoganda of the idealist who is ail enemy of

external relation* and who consequently misinterprets his position,

lu ** Cotnlemporary British Philosophy" edited by Muirhead in 1924,

be distinctly declares that a relation is not an external thing added

to the terms. What, then, does he mean by tbe externality of rela-

tions ? If relation is an external factor, it must be a tcrtiuvi quid

which is connect*! to the terms. But Russell is aware of the pux/.lo

urg. d by Bradley against the externality of relations and he is not

ready to admit that lUe relxt on is a 'took which is somehow conuocted

to the terms. Hence he falls into a diflkiliy which he has the

frankness to admit. "The subject of relations is very difficult, and

I am far from claiming to he now clear about it." (Contemporary

British Philosophy, p. 870.) He. however, gives us a solution "A
relational proposition i- not. in general, logically equivalent formally

to one or more subject-predicits propoulion*. Slated more precisely :

Given a relational propoaitional f Jocliou **x Ry * it is not. in general,

the case that we can find predicate# Q, y such that for all values

of x and y. x Ry is equivalent to x«, yd, (x, y) y {where (x. y) stands

for the whole consisting of x and f}, or to any one or two of these."

(Contemporary British I’hiloeophy. First Series, p 373.)

But wlial does Bussell mean by the assertion that a relational

proposition is not equivalent to a subject-predicate proposition ?

Does it not mean that a relation is something more than A & B.

wliere A A B are the terms of the relation ? But tliis idea of some-

thing more it quite inapplicable to tba fact that A ia related to B.

Indeed a relation ia, by do means, a substantive and hence not

external.

Externality of relation* is, thus, illogical and consequently

Moore's analysis that knowledge is an external relation between tin*

subject and object, u defective.

Contemporary Bealum, iboe, with all its freshness and contem-

poraneousness, is not witboat its difficulties. This show* that three

hundred years of definite epistemological enquiries, beginning from

Locke up to the contemporary Uealists, have not been able to solve

the problem of knowledge. Indeed, human intellect is frail.
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THE DANCING GANESA
Saras i Kchar Sakaswati, m.a.

fHhe artist in India is not the matter of his own theme, nor does he
1 choose hi» own problems For him they are laid down in the

^dal,as, or canonical prescriptions, which lay down instructions to

make such and such images in such and such a fashion, fianesa or

Ganapati is an important deity n the Biabmicical pantheon. He is

the god of luck, the giver of success (SiJdhidOU), the remover of

obstacle* {VigltMnlaka) and the patron of merchant*, of writer* (for

he ia the scribe of the god*) aod in fact of every one. who should

invoke him before any enterprise or before appealing to any other

divine being. He i* thus a fairly popular deity in Indian art and

there are rather prolific texts regarding hi# images. All of them are

agreed in giving him a dwarfish human form, an elephantine head, a

pot-belly and a small rat aa the divine mount. Tho texts further lay

dowu that he may have four, »ix. or eight hands (the attributes in the

hands however varying in different text*), should have a third eye on

tho elephantine forehead and should wear a snake as the sacred

thread. Thi* conception—dwarfish human form, elephantine head,

pot-belly, serpentine sacred thread and last, though not the least, the

ignoble rat as the precious charger—would feem to be a combination

of absurdities unattainable in any living work of art. Not only this.

The frlstraa have an even greater task for tha votaries of art They

enjoin various form* for an image of Ganefc* not barring even sovcral

dancing forms. And, it can be well presumed, that when this

elephantine lord of obstacles (Vvjhneitara as bo is familiarly called)

takes the fancy of enjoying a dance, verily he piles op almost insur-

mountable obstacles to the artist aspiring for a successful delineation of

this divine pastime.

In Eastern India, especially in Bengal, the images of the dancing

Gariosa are rather common. The most successful penmens come

from Bengal. Thi* fact shows that intpite of the odds and obstacle*

the Bengali artists did not hesitate to take up this rather bold theme

of a dancing elephantine god, and ii goes to their credit that in most of
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theae images the theme has been wonderfolly tran-latcd in stone. T

obstacles have been overcome, the odds have been harmonised into

pleasing works of art, foil of life, action and rhythm of the dance,

thouglfnot a single of the uncouth elements, which Urn <&J«fro* enjoin,

baa been eleminated. All such elements are there, but no longer us

absurdities, rather as helpful and necessary factors, contributing to the

peculiar charm, grace, rhythm and vitality of ll* figure, which the

artist, by his genius, has achieved through a dwarfish form, a |K>t-

belly and an elephantine head.

The danciog Gaped* (.\ nf&a- Gaysjoli) m a favourite theme in

South-Indiau teats on Silpaiiitras. Dut the actual images that urn

met with in Southern India are not of much merit, ns coiii|<arc.l to

those in Bengal and Eastern India. Tire Soulb-lndian sculptors have

lavished all their genius and attention on cUt grand conception of

Siva at Najarija, *' the Lord of the Dancers." and their complete

mastery of the rhythmic movement of the danco is fully evident not

only in so many bronze figure., iu the round. but .il-o in the mmurkablo

relief sculptures at Effort. Elephant*, etc. But their efforts to give

shape to the idea of Ganeaa aa the dancer sre lacking in life md action,

it may be, because of thsir inability to ma»icr the difficult problem of

harmonising the nbaord element* id the cocii|io»ili4)u of uu icon of

Ganefe into a rhythmic dance-form. In this respect the ortiMa of

Eastern India appear to be mors successful end their achievements

perhaps greater.

The dancing Gsne&i, we have already said, i* a fairly popular

theme id the Eastrro Indian school of sculpture, t e., the Pula, school

(o. 800-1200 A.D.*, which had ite rone in Bengal and Bihar. A

number of such images have been preserved in the various museums,

such as the Indian Museum. Calcutta, the Patna Museum, the

Museum of the Varendra Research Society, Rsjshahi, tho British

Museum, etc., while number* of them can still be seen lying scattered

throughout tho ancient sites of these two sister provinces. Let us

illustrate here three specimens as representatives of the type. Two of

them are now preserved in the Museum of the Varendra Research

Society, Rajahabi, while the third, happily a most perfect one, ia now

being worshipped in the house of Babu Krishnakinkar BhaUu-bnryya

of Dinajpur. Usually tlie pot-bellied god » seen dancing on a full-

blown lotus 9eat in the ceo're of the pedestal, between two female

musicians, on either side, who keep time with the help of a pair of
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cymbals and a dram. The carrier, the insignificant rat, is usually

shown below on one side of the pedestal looking op and enjoying the

divine impulse. The third specimen reproduced here, however,

represents a welcome variation in the usual type and here we find the

god dancing on the slender back of bis mount, which bends down ttnder

the elephantine weight of its master. The god is shown with either

6ix or eight hands. Of the main pair the right is held in abhapamudrd

(pose of granting security), while the corresponding left ia stietched

outwards, or swings across the body in what is known as the gajahatta.

The other hands are evenly and symmetrically disposed, carrying the

usual attributes of Qaneli. such as danta (tusk), aktamila (rosary),

paraiu (aae), mBlaka (radish), modakapdlra (cup of sweetmeats),

tnrpa (snake), etc. The elephantine head, crowned by a pyramid of

matted locks, ia shown with ooly one tusk, as is enjoined by ibo teat*,

and the proboscis is turned to one side. The god exhibits all the usual

inainents, suoh as the nflpurj (tinkling anklet), the ntekhald with

the kali: lr: (girdle with pendant), the valaya (braoelet) and the keyira

r nl*t). snake passes round bis body as the sacred thread, but if

falls rather short in comparison with his distended belly. The back

slab of such an image is, as a rule, sparsely decorated, possibly with n

view to emphasise the life and beauty to be noticed in the main motif.

Such are the images we have chosen for this theme. Some

critics would call the type hidcooa aod groteaqoe. Some would shrink

from it as a monstrous shape unsoitable for any higher form of

uesthetic representation. To this class of critics the multiplication

of limbs or heads or the addition of any animal element ia in itself a very

grave defect. In short, their allegations reeolre into the
1

complaint

that Indian art is not always representative, i.e., they are not true

to nature. The gods, we should remember, 'belong to a world of

their own,' which is 'other than the one we are familiar with.' What-

ever in a work of art ia oetensively representative must be judged

according to the logic of the world it represents—even if that world

bo no other than the id<*a world of the tddhandi and dJiydnamanlramK.

It iB no criticism hence of an Indian icon to point out that we

know of no human being with more than two arms or one head oi

with an elephant's bead. This summary treatment is however a

mere shelving of the question. Apart from it, we shall try to show

that, inspite of all its so-called defects, this particular type satisfies

the recognised standards of the artists and the connoisseurs.
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“ Leonardo says tha*. the figure is moat worthy of praise wliicb

by its action best expresses tbe passion that animates it." 1 In other

words, a work of art is great in so far as it is a clear and impassioned

expression of its subject-matter. Lei us aee how far our images

satisfy this test. The theme here is the dance, the dancer is the

elep online god, (ianapati. The substaoce of thin dance, we shall

presently tee, is given in these images in a few rhythmic, yet sensitive,

movements. The lord dances, dances on the back of his mount,

to the tune of music of two female musicians on Ins two sides. The

phoil and plump limbs, the distended belly, ihe elephantine head and

even the ignoble carrier are all enlmked and enlaced in terms of the

general dance. Tbe figure is poised upon one foot, in the bent ankle

of which is uoocenirated firm strength. Tbe other limb moves with

the jingling sound of the anklet, rather easily and gracefully, to keep

the bn Isnee, and in this it takes a momentary pause when tbe toe

softly touches tbe ground. The two normal arms keep in the decisive

bend* of tbeir inudrdi—the left e ther forcibly stretched outwards

or gracefully swinging across the breast IgajchatUi), tbe right held up

granting security (ufc*aya)—no symbol and no attribute, but a

powerful rhythm, which glides from arm to arm. Tbe other arms

—each with its own gesture and its own expression—are but one

outburst of divine energy. Many arms are no * additional members.

'

Not only equally possible iu its connectron with the body, each arm

has its proper pl.ee in the general scheme. Bat for these 'added

elements' the whole whirl of tbe dance, so remaikably suggested,

would have been lost. They tre do longer tbe bands of a dancing

figure. They visualise the dance rteelf. The distended belly

and even the elephantine hea l experience the infinite joy of tho

dance, so well expressed by their easy and graceful bends, the

proboscis itself swinging to one side in rhythmic symphony. We
cannot eliminate anything from the conception that would seriously

msr the peculiar beauty of the image—not even the humble carrier,

which, in one example, with upraised tail but with tbe body bending

down under tbe tremendous weigh* of tbe lord, dances in ecstatic

joy looking np wistfully at the face of its master, deep in tbe joys

of his own dance.

•4Sut. p. «.
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8uch is the dance of Gane£» executed in stooe by Eastern Indian

artists. The idea is new and the conception bold, and he. who has

been able to harmonise this seemingly impossible theme into a graceful

work of art is surely a true artist. The n’tole figure, as we notice

iu these images, is of rare charm in its rhythmic pose and gesture.

The whole composition ia under the control of an animating impulse

that induces the dance, and it has been so clearly expressed by

happily balanced movements. The artist bas been able to put

remarkable life and reality to the theme, which in spite of the added

ami absurd elements, is wonderfully orgaoic. not with regard to the

physical only, but organic^* a spiritual embodiment. No pan of the

whole is at war with one another ; nothing in that form is rebellious

or jarring. The seeming opposites have heen blended and harmonised,

and, "the matching of opposites produces the true rbjthm of life."
*

I Krasin Homo*. Kcwewd W> Tks D~ui •/ An. p. ill.
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CURRENCY EVENTS DURING THE
DEPRESSION (I).

D«. J. C. SlSHA, X A., rfl.D.

fllHE two chief events of Indian currency during the last economic

*• depression were the linking of the rupee with sterling and gold

exports from India. The policy of silver sales by the Government of

India, although inaugurated long before the depression, even boforo the

pre-depression crisis, became important with the return of redundant

rupees from circulation, during the course of the depression, and the

disposal by Government of India will be examined before we discuss

the two chief events of the depression

Silver sales axd their effects.

The Hilton Young Commission rightly observed that silver reserves

were ordinarily out of place in a gold standard system and bad re-

commended that the silver Ixddiug in the Paper Currency Reserve

sliould during a traoaitional period of 10 yoan be reduced to 25 wore*

only.

Following this recommendation, the (Torerntnent of India began

their silver sale as early as 1927. At first the sale was confined to the

Government stock of uncoined fine silver bars but later on rupees woro

melted and sold in the form of bars. With the deepening of tbe oourse

of the depression, more and more rupees began to return to Govern-

ment and silver sale went on apace.

Partly, an a reveoue measure, pirily to support the price obtainod

from tbe sale of melted rupees, and partly '* to increase the value

of tbe silver holdings of tbe Indian people." tbe Indian budget for

1930-31 provided for the reunpo»itioo of the import duty on silver which

had been discontinue i in 1920. The duty was fixed at 4 annas per

ounce (Troy), effective from March 1, 1930, while an excise duty of the

game amount was imposed on Indian production of silver, wi‘h effect

from March 17, 1930. The doty was further raitad to 71 annas per

ounce (Troy) by tbe emergency budget in September, 1931, but was
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subsequently reduced first to 5 annas and then to 2 annas per oz.

The budget for 1937-33 again raised it to 3 annas.

Sach gale by the Government of India had a depressing effect on

the world price of silver. Almost the only positive achievement of the

World Economic Conference of 1933, was the silver agreement entered

into in July, 1933 by India and certain other countries having silver

interest® Under this agreement the Government of India agreed not

to sell more than 140 million fine ounces of stiver during the four yearn

beginning from lat January, 1934, I.*., an averago of 35 million

fine ounces a year, subject to a maximum disposal of 50 million ounces

in any year. The total quantity of silver sold by tbo Government of

India from the beginning of their operations up to 31st March, 1935,

amounted to 228 million fine oonces.

The great bulk of this silver, amounting to some 211 million

ounces, was exported on Government account. mainly to the United

Kingdom during the period. 1 This will be clear from Table I given

over-leaf.

The table is otherwise interesting. It shows that India which

is normally a silver-importing country, was transformed into an ex-

porter of river with effect from the year 1931-32. It may also be

noted that in spite of the depression, the net import of silver into India

in 1930-31 was higher in value than in 1929-29 and in 1929-30. The

reason, ns suggested by Prof. Gregory, is that the fall in the gold

value of silver m 1930 31 was greater than that of Indian oommodities

in general. It was not therefore surprising that our consumption of

silver increased during tho year. But in 1931-32, our import of silver

dropped by about Rupees 9 croree. Apart from the severity of the

depression, the increase in the Induin import du:y on silver, combined

with a riso in its price, was responsiOle for this dechno. Tho ready

price of bar silver in London per ounce standard which was 13d. in

•September, 1931 rose to 17 3d. in October sod ‘21 3d. in November

next. This rise in the price of silver was accelerated by the silver

1 Tht colt importin'. *m Ik, ..pel I. IMiW. T*.e total eipml of tilter

co tccc«.i dunof the ye*r »«Jn icUbo. .« . oat cf bub 5MV i...|i»un oz.

real toil* CsiiH Kingdom j 3f6 millioe <*. tone U. S. A T'<tliter -ms ouliwd by

tbe B-i iib Ooiernoent in tnik'of pm r*»n«. I of VV t D U lu I • Coiled Suiee
0o<er»iueot Tbu is lb* rr«K*> 1“ o' ¥< u tli a <n. Wat ali»v«d io be

e«c**d*l 'b<» T**r I« any l* ocf«d be-* rhet «ey -il.tr r<* I jc pa»> «e ol piyrne t o< War
Del* io ibt V. 8. A. Oxnouuwui wtt et..-J*4 ‘r^- tbe kvoc cI it* »g e.oeat .b;otl only

lo tOu limit th>U ti« tcul tale from Iclii djntg ibe fear yeari ihoj.d ucl ttoetJ 176 millioo

fine ci.
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poliry 1 inaugurated by the U S.A. Government in 1933. There was

a further decline in the import and a corresponding increase in our

export of silver, specially on Government account, wiih effect from

the year 1933-31. From the beginning of the year 1936. the price of

silver has, on the uhole, remained fairly steady at about 20cf. an

07... with the result that the outflow from India baa dimimehed while

the inflow has increased. In fact, the value of the net import of

silver into India io liK6-37 pratically readied the level of J927-28.

The year 1931-32 during which India was. for tbe first time during

the present century, a net expoiter of diver in the world market, proved

to be a critical one in the history of Indian currency. The collapso

of prices and serious decline in trade created a very difficult situation

for Government finance, both central and provincial. The budget of

the Central Government for was estimated to provide a surplus

of Rs. 31 lakhs bnt in spite ol a 10 p c. emergency cut iu the salary

of Government servants and a supplementary budget imposing new and

increased taxation, the year closed with an artual deficit of Rs. 11 75

croree.

Exchanoi! crisis during tm first half of 1931-32.

From the point of view of currency snd exchange, tbe year may

be divided into two distinct periods—(«) from April to September

and (6) from October to March next. Througliout the first period,

the exchange position was quite serious. The dosing rate of exchange

for the preceding year was If. fif'd. That i ate continued to rule in

tbe market with slight variation during April and May. Largo offers

of treasury bills at high rates kept the exchange rate from falling to

the lower gold point. During tbe per,od April 1 to October 24, 1931,

there was no remittance to the Secretary of State for India in Council

by means of purchase* of sterling m Ind.a, but £ 23,017,801 was trans-

ferred to the Home Treasury from the Gold Standard Rerserve in

* By . pn dann'ieo .*.mS « IfenMcr 21. 1*3. lU C.P.A. r.tif*d the Biher

Agrarmrm In L» d n by • r. < • l-r.oak td UHT, I > •’ nab annually d«I 1c«» <Jitn 24.1

million aumM o' Oiler Th.ajh p«r>U-« *». r-mfiaed ic > her mrn-'d in lb* U.S A .

.1 bad • » iiiiuLii.nr .ffrn ca U* Wd V <• at Tl* filter For.ka» Act. po.wJ

in Jac«, l'-«l. »•* • I ate™ m l-r. « It r ti ’ Hr SvftUiy of U- Trea—rr in tbe L.R A.

lo puirb .« ib.t it In nl* r at -*t . s'.’Jid ur.M 1 n|na: ed in tail*

cn* third of he mco.ti-.-v .i cf joid WU o> lb Trr«M. y cr _iiil liic luaibcl pr<»

of ulrtr should re>ch I ,0 .n ou i* T»S bcJi M** -1 . lwr vrtxeb war. ViCdd. in Msy.

1 131
,
icae to i'4 M by tha •> d at ym I May, IJ3S n «.i hSTd. Tl«o l« l*g.t io

foil and reicft** I9‘d. in March. I93fl R,pc-f m C.-r,„l CW.ftoas, Memorandum,

No. 62. Royal Economic Sooelj-i
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England, against gold transferred in Inda from t*»e Pajier Currency

Reserve 10 the Gold Standard Reserve. Ihe^e deflationary measures

for keeping up the exchange rate proved futile. The position became

distinctly worse at the end of May with the comparative failure of the

Indian sterling loan in tendon. Prom the beginning of June, the

Government began to sell reverse councils to whip up the exchange

rate. Then came the announcement of the British Premier on the

27th of June, assuring us of the support, if necessary of the British

Government, for maintaining our currency and credit. This bad a

salutary effect on the rupee sterling rate which rose to Is 5|jd. 011

the I3th of July. This improvement was, however, temporary, for

the exchange rate sagged to 1 *. 5jd i.e., just below the gold export

point, on the 21st of Joly. This was mainly due to financial etriugency

in Great Britain and Central Europe. Investment in Indian treasury

bills on foreign account ceased and there was a tendency to bring

back the funds which had aheady been mve.ted in India. Throughout

the months of August and September, the rupee-sterling rate roinained

just below the gold export pent. Altogoth-r reverse council* worth

£ 14 millions were sold by Government during the four months from

June to September.

Suspension of oolo standard in Enoland,

At this critical juncture. Government of India received on the

morning of September 21, 1931. the information that British Govern-

ment had decided to suspend Die gold standard. This would have

produced a serious financial crisis in India, for our position was then

very vulnerable and that for two reason', each equally grave. lu the

first place, oar gold and sterling securities in Paper Currency and

Gold Standard Reserves amounted oo that date only to Rs. 57SJ
crores against a note issue of some R<. 140 crores. Secondly, our

floatiug debt in the shape of Indian Treasury Bills (with tbe public

and in the Paper Currency Reserve) waa taen as much as Rs. 80 78

crores. This entire amount together with Rs. 20 crores worth of

short term debt, was due to mature within the next twelve months.

Measures adotted bt Indian Government.

'Three measure--* were immediately taken on the 21st ol September
by our currency authorities-! 1) tbe beak rate of the Imperial Bank
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was raised from 7 10 8 p.c. simultaneously with the rite in the bank

of England rate from 4* to 6 p.c., (2) Ordinance No. VI of 1931 was

issued relieving Government from their obligation under the Currency

Act of 1927 to sell gold or sterling, and (3) the three days 22nd to

•24th September were declared public holidays under the Negotiable

Instruments Act. The secood of these, was a purely temporary

measure for taking stock of the situation. It severed the rupee both

from gold and sterling and gave it freedom to drift on an uncbartere-l

sea—a freedom which lasted however ouly for three days. The decision

to link the rupee to sterling at 1*. 6<f. rate was announced by Govern-

ment on tho 24lb of September. On the same day Ordinance VII of

1931 was passed. It cancelled the Ordinance issued on September 21

and limited sales of gold or sterling “to finance required by recognised

banks for the following purposes:—

(1) Normal trade requirement#, excluding the import of gold or

silver and the liquidation of the oversold exchange position of any

hank in respect of any mooth subsequent to the month in which the

demand for gold or sterling might be made, (2 ) contracts complotod

before tho 2lat September, and (3) reasonable personal and domestic

purposes."

The system of exchange control introduced by this Ordinance was

meant to check the IJicbt from the rape#. It was feared that Indians

might lose confidence in the rupee which had been linked to a curroncy

off-gold and might buy with it exchange on gold standard countries.

The fear however proved groundless. The Ordinance was therefore

cancelled on the 30th January. 1932 and exchange control oeased from

that date.

Thus, from September 25. 1931. India again passed on to sterling

exchange standard, a system which had been pronounced to be unsuit-

able for India both by Babmgtou Smith Commit!* e and the Hilton

Young Commission. The latter ComtnUtion bad pointed out that "the

system would have grave defects Tlie silver currency would

still be subject to tbe threat implied id a rise in the

price of silver. Were Stirling once more to be diverted from gold, the

rupee, being linked fosterling, would suffer a similar divorce. Should

sterling became heavily depreciated. Indian prices would have to follow

sterling prices to whatever heights the latter might soar, or, in tbe

alternative, India would bare to absorb some joriicn of such rise by

raising ber exchange.*’ All this is no doubt true, but was not the situ-
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atioo in September, 193.’. quit® different from what ««' contemplated

by tbe Hilton Young Commission 7 What tbe Hilton Young Com-

mission really wanted to guard again*I, was soaring price m India but

that was exactly the thing which was de-ired in September. 11131, if it

could be attained, without nuking it mare difficult for us to meet our

foreign obligation*. It i* clear therefore that simply because the

Hilton Young Commission condemned the sterling exchange standard

in I9*2fi, there was no reason why it slitnld be rejected in 11131 on that

ground alone. \ deeper analysis is required for accepting or rejection

it.

The runout A Hematites,

Four different courses were open to u* on September 21, 1931

:

(1) To adhere to gold standard at 1*. fid. (gold) rate, i.e, at the

rate of 1 rupee=»8 47 grain* of fine gold.

(Si) To adhere to gold standard at a rata lower than la. 6d. (gold)

rate.

(3) To go off gold standard but not to link the rupee either to

•terling or to any other currency.

(4) To link the rupee to aterling at It. fid. rate.

Wa* tbe fir*t method really feasible and desirable 7 For about a

year before September, 1931, the rupee-aterling rate wa* at or nonr the

gold export point. In *pit* of deflationary meaaurea, including sale of

reverse council*, which ha* already been diacoaaed. the Government of

India was finding it extremely difficult to maintain 1*. fid. (gold) rate.

It was perhaps a God-aend to Sir George 8cbuster that England went

off the gold standard. It may be pointed out that it ia difficult for

a debtor country like India to maintain the gold standard, without

a sufficiently high reeerve, especially under the abnormal conditions

brought aboat by the depression. It aliould not be forgotten that our

export* con«iat of a few article* subject to great variations in prices.

For instance, of our total export trade daring 1930-31, raw cotton

formed 21 '9 p.e., jute (raw and manufactured) 90*80 p c., grain, pulse

and flour 13*55 p.c., tea 10*68 p.c. and Beeda 8* 10 p.c. Prof. Frank

Grabam has of course argued that the greatest ratio of gain from in-

ternational trade will be obtained by the country which can secure all

its imports by the export of one commodity only But Brazil's reliance

upon one commodity, vit., coffee, has created serious difficulties in her
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foreign exchange market. In times of depression, the reliance upon a

few exportable commodities, makes it extremely difficult for a country

which is a debtor in the international capital market, to maintain the

the gold standird. One should also remember bow dangerously Jow

the reserves of India were on September 21, 1931.

Even if we could have maintained Is. 6d. (gold) rate, it would

have meant very severe deflation of currency, especially in view of the

gold rush in Europe which began after England's suspension of the

gold standard. Since September 21. 1931, many central banks in the

West realised their foreign aaaeU and imported gold, with the result

that the value of gold began to rise.

Most of the above arguments are also applicable to the second

course mentioned above. Moreover there is an additional difficulty.

Wbat would be the lower rate—If. Sd. or If. 4<f. or 1*. 3d. or any other

rate? If If. id. (gold) rate i.e.. 7*53 grama of fine gold per rupee, had

been adopted, it would barJIy have given any appreciable relief to

Indian agriculturists. On the contrary, the ryot'e position would

have change! for the vrorae on account of subaequsut deflation which

even is. 4d. (gold) would have made inevitable.

Would it then have been desirable for us to follow the third

alternative, eif., to go off gold standard along with England but not

to link the rupee to sterling or to any other currency ? There ha* been a

wide-spread demand in the country for this course. It bat been argued

that the rupee abould have been allowed to find its natural level. But

ia there any * natural * level for tbe rupee except iUown bullion value ?

It it not clear whether this demand for a “ free rupee not tied to the

chariot wheel* of sterling " really meant a return to silver standard or

it was a plea for joining th- race for exchange depreciation. In any

case, under the abnormal condition* of September. 1931. the eo-cullod

'• free rupee ” would have made our exchange market the play-ground

of speculator* and we would have had a highly unstable exchange

with probably a d»wnw»H trend. But the benefit expected to be

derived from this weakening of exchange would have proved illusory.

Under the apecisl circumstances of India w'l.-re foreign trade

forme a small proportion of her total trade. it was unlikely that Indian

prices in general woild have risen pari passu with tbe depreciation of

exchange. On the jther band, there was a danger that India's exports

might have been penalised by foreigners.

12
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Thus the linking of the rupee to sterling wax the only practicable

course open too* in September, 1931. It gave us the advantage of a

regulated inflation along with sterling. It may ba noted hero that the

moderate inflation of 1927 could not be kepi under control even in a

country like America where the banking system » far better organized

tlun in India. Any attempt to initiate a major inflation in India, by

letting exchange “ go hang " could have ended only in dimeter.

Short I’briod and Long Pbkiod Vikws on StskUru

fix. hang* Standard.

Though the adoption of sterling exchange Mand.irJ wa* die only

practicable course for us in September. 1911. it by no means follows,

that the rupee shoal! be permanently tied to sterling uiiIchs the latter

approximates to die international standard It is true that sterling

now claims allegiance from a larger number of countries than the

almighty dollar, for not only the whole of the British Empire but

Norway, Sweden. Denmark snd Argentina also b-long to the sterling

area. It is true that the laiter countries are not bound together in a

rigid monetary union, it ia equally true that the position of sterling in

the Empire countries, waa considerably strengthened by 1935 with tho

completion of a chain of Central Banka. The Commonwealth Bank

of Australia was transformed into a Central Bank during the period

1924-1939. South Africa had a Keserve Bank of her own as early as

1920. The New Zealand Reserve Bank has been working from 1034

and Indian and Canadian Central Bsoks have been functioning from

1935. The holding of '* English sterling " reserves, as provided in

the amendment to the Commonwealth Bank Act passed in

May. 1932, the obligation of New Zealand Reserve Bank to buy and

sell sterling, together with the provisions of the Indian Reserve

Bank to hold its reserve in gold or sterling, constitutes a definite

legal basis for sterling exchange standard. South Africa and Irish

Free State are also operating eocIi a standard. Canada alone, due

to her close connection with the U.S.A., evidently desires that, her

Central Bank should operate gold standard in the near future. This

will be evident from the comparatively large holding of gold in her

reserve. On the 30th Jane, 1936, of the total reserve the Bank

of Canada, 95 p.c. consisted of gold coin and bullion. Though Canada

is thus a doubtful vassal, the recent devaluation of the franc has
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increased the number of adherents of the sterling exchange standard.

Greece, Latvia and Turkey hare all forsaken the French franc for

British sterling. From the beginning of 1934, Japaueae currency has

been practically liuked to sterling at an average rate of 1«. -2d. per yen.

In spite of this enlargement of the sterling area, the linking of the

rupee to sterling for a period sufficiently long., spread over both

depression and boom in a trade cycle, might give rise to some diffi-

culties For example, if sterling now begins to appreciate in terms of

commodities and services, we shall bare to deflate our currency in

order to maintain our exchange rate, even though we may be passing

through a depression at the time. On the other hand, if sterling

depreciates during a period wbeo there is a boom in India, she would

b*v* to follow alerting prices to whatever height the latter might go

or in the alternative, she would bare to ruse her rate ol exchange.

It it conceivable that neither of these might be to India’s advantage.

But a study of the British monetary p>licy during the last fivo years

shows that such fears are not of any practical importaooe, at least

in the nesr future. Thu* in April. 1J37, when it was apprehended

that trade recovery in India might ba retard® I by an appreciation of

sterling to which the rupse bad been linked, Mr. CbatnborLin assured

the House of Commons that the British Government had no inteution

of checking the rise in commodity prices in England by raising the

value of sterling in terms of gold.

Bounty on Imports from England ?

Two arguments have becu advance I by eotne critics who admit

that tbo linking of the rupee to sterling was au evil necessity when

the financial crisis broke out in September, 1931, but they are of

opinion that ” the fetish of stability m terms of sterling" has outlived

its usefulness. Their argument is that this has given England a

preference in Indian import trade. But it is not realised by such critics

that linking or no liukiog, *o long a* sterling was depreciating in terms

of gold, England would have this preference in our import trade us

compared with gold standard countries. The caBe of Japan is au in-

stance in point. India did not link her currency with the yen but

Japau nevertheless enjoyed an advantage in her exports to Iudiu as

well at to other countries.
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Was Gold Export due to link with Sterling ?

The other argument is that the linking of the rupee in terms of

sterling, has been responsible for gold export from India. As against

this, it has been pointed oat that even if we had not linked our

currency to sterling but had merely been of! gold, the yellow metal

would have left the country. This is not wholly true. For, it must be

recognised that the linking of the rupee with sterling, made it

possible for gold to be exported, even if there was a very small margin

between sterling and rupee prices of gold. Had there been no linking

between the depreciated rupee and depreciated sterling, the margin

should have been much wider, to covet the extra risks due to instability

of the exchange rate. Thus the condemnation of the linking of the

rupee to the sterling binges on the validity of tlie contention that gold

export was prejudicial to India's interest,—a queation which must

now bo examined.



EDUCATIONAL AND CULTURAL FILMS.

Sheikh Iptekhab Kasooi.

THE main purpose of educational nlm« is. end always will be. lo gel

through the ambiguity of verbal drst-riptioc right to the thing in iUtif.

In foot it is used a» a mndor on the world. For this use it is helped by
the fact that a 'real photograph' po*»e*ses as no picture however sccur-tc

can possibly po»se*s a certain mental sense of reality. Over and above

such accidental properties the very nature of the film, which demands
selection and definite ordering of the mat-nal in unit, allows us. by editing

and pictorial composition, lo super- mpose on the 'reality* a formal structure

of abstract relation- (‘-hove.
’
•below.’ ’before.* ‘afl« r,‘ etc). It is tbrrefore

possible to present crrtsin facta and to marshal arguments without having

resource, in the first instance, to the spoken or written woid.

The editing mtibeds of Kulc-boff, EttcnMein. and Vertov, which

have hero criticised as over-ictcllceiusl are of ev«c greater importance to

avoid the fact that a film, unlike a diagram. n.u.t hate a definite beginning,

middle, uud end in time, and that i* true of all iU part a. Although a film

produced by the usual methods, ovginales from a s.quence of pictures or

diagrams on celluloid, it » not in itself s scqueoca of pictures or diagrams,

but a sequence of processes or events. I beta can caily be seen m a pre-

determined order and each for only a limited and picdetcnnincd

time.

To neglect this fundamental property of ’.be film is to neglect the

only way in which the film Is tuperor to the blackboard. Even if current

theories of film MOstruoiion arc rag-ri d with suspicion, it must be re-

membered that ib.se theories are t-ued upon an actual fact, though they

may ba misiaksn m interpre:at.oo T-o very nature of the film forces

soma kind of cttutructive ed.uog’ on the dirretcr, and if this is l«ft to look

after itself the results are appalling. A large amount of wsatod ingenuity

hna gone to tbc making of Dima whkb are of far lets v alue than the diagram

from which they have been prepared.

The difference between a diagram and a film is that Iho former is

purely spatial, allowing only of wbat may be called a synoptic order,

while a film must be temporal, allowing a very little spatial nrrangemoDt

(by reason of the limits of the screen and of the time allowed for viewing

it), but capable inn very high degree of order in time. The diagram is

synoptic, a synthesis and therefore essentially stat e. Hie film is a

selective sequence, « procast, and therefore essentially kinetic. Only
extreme familarity can make it possible to view a film (or anything el*o.

like a symphony, that ha* the formal structure of a film) synopticnlly.

When this can be done, the subject is comprehended in a way impossible

by any mesne other than intense application and powerful imagination. It

is true that the lss t must be used in apply.ng the knowledge ubta ned but

intense effort made in order to romprebeod fundamentally simple argu-

ments, like many in the ‘higher’ mathematics, is unjustified when it arises

from the inadequacy of language to describe processes or abstractions.

It has been isid ebo»e that the fundamental properties of the film

allow us to superimpose on actually by sele.-tioo. association, and contrast

of senses, a logical argument not ba*«d on language. Tbit is a unique
power when employed on representational images, as photographs, but the

non-ropresentational applications are overlooked. A great deal of our
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visual experience— and *11 »**u*l experience .* the field of tbc film,—j,

non-repre.eutatiooal or aemi-reprc»cnui*ooel. Such for instance, are the

alphabet, maps. traffic a go*, tne signs uf music, cli. intttrj
. and mathe-

matics, the ocnveuLoaal signs aad symbol* uf advertiw mints. and *o

on. The possibilities of typographical ojuibois ha\e been recognised and
applied by no artist nor educationalist. other than Leionix.

Tne expression of argument without rec’.ureo to verbul language has

be.n achieved >n mathematical notation, but the aigua of inathcmaua,
though by no ineaos arbitrary ia tbc nr.'o that .burtuaud aymhola are

arbitrary, are logical development, from aroiinry hn-io signs aud symbols.
Also, from the vary nature of maibcmotic*. they deal nut with thing*, but

with the abstract reiatuo* between ttuna*

The rxiatence of 10 highly developed a system together with the power
inherent in tho film, and the mental sente of reality of the photogruph.
augg«»t pwaibUit«a of wnich we ha\« noi yet touched the fiinge. The
ab.trai t relatcnaof mathe uatKa might he iraadaud ,uto terms of processus

to grt over the difficulty that legitimate abelracUuu presents to aiudenis,

and to provide a genuine compr.beu.ioti of the problem ua opposed to the

knowledge of how to work it out Again, the catao. .hvd signs of mathe-
matics, and of other branches of knowledge, might ho oouibincd with
representin' oul image* to form a method of visual argument far more
powerful aud leas umb guoua than that shown iu static applications »uch aa

pictorial atatio*.’ Fioaily, tba signs of maltumaUca might ibouiMtlves

be operated k.netic*l|y and pietor ally. Tan u by no m.-iuia a laotastie
proposal, us the origins of the operauooal cakutua ond tho theory of acts,

to say nothing of the ooncepU of rwal anJ cmpox nuuitH-rs. huvo shown.
Throe last two poMilullti*. are fa*c«n.tmg. hut. must user, of education-

al filnn have mors to d> w.tb instruction man with research, tho method of

uamg the film for stmgbtforwanl mathematical instruction will be looked
into more closely.

First it must be mole clear that Uine ia no « pnon reason why an
educational film should he projected in fronl of a class on n screen only.
This willalway* be the usual way. but it is also po siblo for a student to

run over a film by himsslf, in conjunction with a text book, juat as ho
might a drawing or gramophone record. This implies the existence of a
small hand-viewer which since it u not required for projoctiun of a real

image, can be made for a small sum- Thu should nut he a fatal blow to a
logical development of the educational film. The illumination would be
cither the reflected light of the room, or a p.cket torch bulb. All then thut
ia required ia a magnifier and the toUrmhUnt motwn most of wbiob are u»
mcehanlcul complication, unnecessary for Uus job.

This goes to prows that there are gigantic possibilities in the educational
film which have not yet been reabsed. let alone explored. If too much
emphasis has been put on matbemat.es. it is only because this is a subject
of great inrerest. and also one in which representation by visual moans has
reached a high standard alter generations of evolution in practice. The
film is a tool which makes it possible to use the umu. o ly more vivid,
method* in other field*. The photograph makes it possible to introduce
some form of reality, but it should not be forgotten that tbc film -s capablo
of reproducing any v-.sual event, no; merely the visual event* of nature.
It must also be remembered that the film is a process, not a diagram.
If no mention haa been made of colour, sound and stereoscopy

. it is
because these cannot change the fundamental nature of the film, thev can
only alter the tone of the procease.. It * ea.y to quarrel with the montage
experts, but at least they know what the film really ».



SHORTHAND YESTERDAY TODAY AND TOMORROW
PITMAN S SHORTHAND—A CENTENARY TRIBUTE

M A. ScBBlBUT

1887.1037: A glorious century of pr.ud progress—:Lh! ha* Urn the
history of the most popular nod reliable system of Shorthand, ihe Pitmun’a
Shorthand. the phonographic system invented by Sir Isaac P.tman. It ia n
rather painful fact that of th-> legion of young men who take up the study
of Shortbaod not, to reflect fur the m. men: in the glonoua ignorance of

thoso who indent on the Mrvicrs of the rboribsnri scribe who, in many
cases, are not evrn aware that there it, oe can be, more than one at stem of

aiiorlhand only a handful ere to acquire a knowledgo of the historical

ovolution and other interesting a*p-ots of the ait they practise. Porhaps
the occaasion of a Cent nary might excuse a f«w reflections on the subject

aa a sincere tribute from u humble practitioner And uhat could be u

better medium to record it than tb. W -sparer which undoubtedly line

toed to gam the most by the art. Abler hands have paid warm tributes to

tho genius of Pitman’s system but I venture to point out that every story

might have as many viewpoints as a star, each point conveying the same
message in ita own way to different individuals, ao that the atory lost nothiog

by repetition.

In tracing the history of shorthand tie Las to lake as a starling point

tho age of the Flieroglypbics of early Fg\| l abicb folioaed the ag" ot the

rough p ctures, drawings or diagniM« Many a writer has suggested that

in a reus 1 Hieroglyphics constituted wbat was a syatetn of »hor'b>ud com.
pared with the o'um-J picture writing out o’ uhi. h the* grew. The
picture repreiooto I someth** fc’'ual. w-m-lbing concrete, tbo h crojlyph

something abstract—an Idea. By group ng a i.mubor of 'here Hu roglyphios

together it wa. possible suggest a aaqoenc • of id.as and in tins way to

record and communicate thought—th- idea fo» wb- li iho si n. stood. But

it was not writing sail is undent >od I- day. Kach *ign represented soma
idea. Th--> did not represent *</Hs. *1 hey were related to words only ao

far as apol»B words might bo aaaoriated with tbo ideas for winch the signs

stood.

Tbc next greot adv.nrea wvro ma le first, when aymboli which - ore

ovolvcd from the Hieroglyph* • gn- were detia- I represent the ayllables

of words, and later when tbo m«i eidu.l signs of which word' are cimpored

came to be represented by tepirst* character- or letter*. Th-s. the

greatest advan .e m th- bis’ -ry of speech recording up to th- appearance

of Pitman’s Shorthand to k place about 5000 years ago It was

then that writing in the true rente of the word—that ia to any. alpha-

be tic writing—b-gan. Tb-.t alphabet evolved m Ancient Egypt three

of tbo A B C.thousand years before the time of Christ, is the ancestor of tbo A.B O.

alphabet.

All the authorities I have consulted agree tbs-, abbreviated systems of

writing were practised in Ancient Rome and Oreece more than two thou-

aand years ago but so imperfect w re tbc system* that thousands of word

signs had to be committed to memory. It if certain that a kind of short-

hand was in vogue among the Romans and it is recorded of Tiro, a slave

in «be service of Cicero, that his quick writing so pleased the great man
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that the slave was made a freeman. It cannot be urged that the Romans
used Slwrthacd aa we know it today; the-is was simply an abbreviated

form of longhand.

In England, the first system of any com^quenee was called Chanelerut
" The Art of Sh>rt. Swift and Secret Writing by Character." And tha

inventor was Dr. Timothy Bright. It was published in 1.183 and dedicated

to Quren Elisabeth. Our mutual friend William Shakespeare it is r- c >rded,

was 2d >ram old at the time Timothy Bright '• system was published and

it it an oft-debated question whether some of tbo inaccuructrs m llw plays

were or were not the result of bad shorthand Irsn-cr pt-. Two other

system* of shorthand art often mentioned becaute of Iboir lit- rory ansocia-

lion* : one invented by Tboms* Shelton, and the other by John
Angell. It is said that because Shell <n was • Camb idge man, hia

system found CMn.iderable favour and wn used largoly a the Cambridge
University, which perhaps may be taken a« an uncommon refutation of

the proverb that " a prophet ia not without hon iur. save in his own
oountry."

This system has a strong claim to remembrance, in tbut It is the

syaein by which Pepya wrote his diary. A question is sometimes raised

whether the diary would have breo written at all if Pr ny. had not known
Shunhand. Certainly the person who trenscribea the notes of the

diary, whatever his name de.erves a whole page in the world's book of

momory

.

Angell'e system was publuhed in 1758 and this time Dr. Samuel
Johnson was interested in it and I believe practised it. Yet another

system wo* iovented by John Byrom. in abase favour an Act of Parliament
was actually passed securing to him (in 1742) ' the sole light of publishing

and teaching the method of aborthand -nrented by him." We loam ih.it

among bit pupils were Homo. Walpole and Oibbon the Ili.t .nan. Th-re
was also one Lord Oh>-sterfl*!d among his pupils. One wondered whether
that was the L'ird who wrote those interm-nable letter* to hit unfortunate

aon that so many of us hive looked at and ao few bad reed If an. I am
afraid that Lord Cbeat*rfl>M mute have been one of thow who suffered from
over Indulgence in the fruito of stenography. John Byrom w.s an M.A. of

the Cambridge University, a Fellow of the Royal Society, and author of a

fow volumot of verse and other works.

Two more modern systems of shorthand are the Oumcy ystem produced

by Thomas Gurney in 1750, and that of Samuel Taylor first published in

1786. Gurney wan the first Shorthand writer to be appointed to the

Old Bailey—tbe Great Criminal Court m London—and Inter to tho Houses
of Parliament. I hare read that tb'S parliamentary appointment has

remained in the hand* >f hit dcaoeodants ever since, though wo are told

that the pr-nent Gurney st»ff are all prao'ieaUy Pitman writers. I have
also read that Cbsrles D.cken* was a Gurney writer. Reference is at

times made to the system called Mason’s, published io 1682 of which it may
be said that Sir Isaac Pitmsn buns'll said that it was superior

to any that had preceded it. It is intercetm? to note that as early as 1780

the Morning Chronicle orgaoirad a corps of reporters, from nh ch timo

atenosraphv was studied for professional purpose*.

Taylor's system was m u*e when Isaac Pitm«n wss a boy. It was
Harding's version of Taylor'* system that be learned firet and practised

until ho invented bis own S.r Isaac Pitman was bom at Trowbridge in

1813, in humble surrounding*, ooe of a family of eleven children, seven
brother* and four 6istcr-. His father, Samuel Pitman, a handioom weaver
by trade and overseer in a cloth factory, was a man of sincere convictions
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and generous sympathies and young Isaac must have inherited a large part

of the parental characteristics. The educst.cn Isaac received was of a very

meagre kind and all hia future improvement wa3 the direct remit of his

indefatigable exertions. Beginning life as a clerk in a cloth factory he was

soon after trained for the teacher's profession A mao of strong religious

convictions, his services were dispensed with by bis employers owing to

certain differences of opinion. He starred then a school of his own in 1837

and one of the subjects h« taught was Shorthand, the system being that

of Taylor. It appears however tbst Taylor's system soon failed to satisfy

h !m and he conceived the idea of making it available in a more concise

form at a much ower coat. Is may be interesting to note that the first

edition of Taylor was published at a guinea : Gurney was sold at half a

guinea. He set to work and prepared a »mall book which ho sent to Mr.
Bagster, a well-known publisher of hia early aquaintaoce. Fortunately—

I

use the word designedly—M r. Bagster showed it to a reporter in order to get

hie opinion as to its merits. In returning the manuscript the reporter said :

“ The system Mr. Pitman has sent you is already in the market. If he

will compi'e a new system. I thiok be will be more likely to succeed in his

objrct to popularise shorthand; there will be novelty about it.” This

opinion was in due course communicat'd to the compiler who straightaway

resolved to act upon the suggestion snd »fter months of unoeastng toll

produced a complete manuscript copy of the first edition of the now fs'nous

Pitman system It was forwardod to Mr. Bagstrr in November, and on
the 37th of that month is mofeady presented itself to the world In

the form of a little four penny book, entitled. “ Sten -graphic Sound-
hand.” It consisted of IS pages. 8* in by 6 in. and contained two
plates. Sir Isaac Pitman probably owed much of bis sucoeas to his lovo

of accuracy. lie was not content to pass over any word the pronunciation

of which he was not absolutely sure. It was tbs study of Walker’s
Dictionary, m ule at about tbo age of sevun'-esa. especially the Introduction

to tho Diet »n iry. that determ ned tbs literary boat of bis subseiuent life.

" He thirw saw for the fir.t time a seientifie cU.s.finatioo of tho sounds of

tho language, and their relations to each other. There too. he more clearly

divwvered the defects and redundancies of tho com in on alpha'i-t. and
the glaring inonsialenoiss and absurdities of the current orthography
on which he was destined in after you* to mako so determined sn
onslaught.” The Phonographic Teacher publish©* in 136* (11th Edit-on)

contains a very unco-nm m foreword written by one Henry Sutton. He
soys:

" Our living dock* of thoughts nesd no longer trudge it slowly and
wearily down the pen and along the paper, hindering each other as they

struggle through the strait gate of the old handwriting. Our troops of

foelings need no more crawl as snails crawl to their station on the page
;

regiment after regiment may now trot briskly forward, to fill paragraph
after paragraph: and writing, once a trouble, is now at breathing-ease.

Our kind and liviog thoughts, warm and transparent, liquid as molted from
the hot heart, shall no longer grow opaque and frecac with a tedious
dribbling from the pen ;

but the whole soul may now pour itself forth in a
sweet shower of word*. Phenotype and pbooography will be of a use in the

world not dreamed of, but by a few. Aye, and shake your beads as ye will,

they will uproot the old spelling; they will yet triumph over the absurdities

of tho dead age."
Whoever Mr. Sutton was. he was indeed a prophet. I

wonder, did even " the few " of vrbom be writes, ever visualise the
writing of their cherired Pbonograhpx at over 300 words a minute? I doubt

13
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if even the greatest enthusiast of them all ever dreamed that a woman's

hand would wield the pen in a wild *weep almoat awe-inspiring in the

highest speed ever achieved in Shorthand at any time.

In studying the history of Shorthand from 1588 one is struck by the

pennanence’of Phonography. Yet it is not altogether surprising because

the system baa a definite and scientific basis. By permanence. I do not

mean chacgelessness. for we know from the 15th November. 1837 when the

first edition of the system was made available to the pubi c right up to his

retirement Tsaac Pitman was always seeking to improve it. So infectious

bad been his enthusiasm that even after be had withdrawn from the arena

there were net lacking those whose brains and abilities were available to

carry on the work to better it aimott * every day in every way ' and so keep

pace with the demand for more and more rapid sb-rthand writing which

the increasing use of the Typewrit' r necess ta’ed. Successive editions were

isaued embodjing the improvements and alterations sugg-sted by experi-

enced writers- In 1887 the first International Shorthand Congress waa held

in London and was presided over by Lord Rosebery " His address was a

brilliant and masterly composition and eloquently enforced the importance

of the cultivation of abertband not only few profeoiooil aod literary pur-

poses but for the ordinary affairs of life." He inquired how, If by any

autocratic power shorthand were to b« suspend'd throughout tho world for a

week, the universe could poasibl) get on during the interval. Ho said,

" In these days of rigid and anxious competition in commercial matters

we must make it understood by rll growing lads that a knowledge of abort-

hand is indispensable to a mercantile career, snd we must also bring this

fset home to all who aspire to secretarial and clerical posts." In the

succeeding years the national importance of Pitman'a invention and ita

potentialities bad oome to be appreciated to such an extent that in 1804

on the recommendation of Lord Rcaebery the late Quc* n Victoria conferred

on him the honour of Knighthood The njws of hia death -n 1897

evoked profound sorrow throughout the phonographic world and tho world at

largo.

What about other present-day systems of shorthand ? Do thoy meet
any need that Pitman 'a cannot equally or better satisfy? I think not
In England alone during a period of 235 years preceding the invention of

Phonography, no lose then Ml systems were published and since then
nearly 800 more have been put on the market. Lord Koaobery who pro-

sided at tho International Shorthand Coagreea in Londoo declared that it

waa almcat a relief to feel that ooc waa utterly ignorant of each end all of

these methods. As one authority on the subject of modern times says:
" The knowledge so hastily acquired of certain non Pitmanio aystems can
hardly be perfect and is liable to collapse when put to Wgt under rigorous

conditions Pitman's Shorthand on the other bund is built up on a

scientific basis, and is, therefore, s sound and enduring edifice that cun
bravo any atmospheric pressure "

It would appear from a study of the h story of shorthand that it was oever

in the past, as it was in India at the present day. confined to a particular

profession. And yet in India in the year of grace 1937 it still remained the

close preservo of a 1 mited profession who found themselves compelled
becauae of their limited number to attain a comprehensive acquaintance
with the whole range of human knowledge which, of couise, would bo quite

unnecessary except to a few reporters. It really was, as remarked by Sir

Chails Todhunter, " as if they made arithmetic a water-tight profession and
required every scientist, commercial man, teacher, tailor, soldier, upotbe-
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cary or thief to send for an arithmetician whenever be wanted to do

a »un,"
And what about the Shorthand of tomorrow? Parent* sometimes

ask: " Is it no* waste of money to have our children taught Shorthand

now, since mechanic*] inventions threaten to destroy its usefulness ?" i can

do no better than quote a message from the late Mr. J- Hynes expressing

his opinion on the subject.
“ I do not hesitate to prophesy that when the vast majority of the

present generation have left this world and have begun to study astro-

nomy beyond the stars. Pitman's Sbcrthaod will be taught and learned and

practised notwithstanding tha introduction of mr-r hanicsl methods of record-

ing tbu spoken word at considerable speed Thr m.chanical .buribnnd

writer ia a wonderful contrivance; but you will are that it is useless without

tho human operator I have very little fear of the introduction of those

machine*. They are inachiocs, and 1 .uppoae that the p-rfect machine of

any kind ha- yet to be invented. Well, there ia my prop hr ay, and 1 think

you will agree with it.”

It is the concluding sentences that interest roe. " They are machine*
and I suppose that the perfect tnsch n« of any kind bsa y»t to he invent-

ed..." Kv«m if such inventions should come -bout, there is safety itt the

fact thnt few would care »o have their star- meet* tak*n down at* a ght off

without an opportunity to unsay and wipe out part of wbst bad already

beoo dictated. Most of those who have occasion let dictation to steno-

graphers ore in many c*»«* awful examples, wbst with tbnr ungrammatical

English, split infinitive* and other vagaries o{ alyle, varieties of uoicnt,

humming and hesitation*, eto. While a stenographer might accept correc-

tiona and agree to eovor up errors and oot unoften even better the original,

the machine will admit neither excuse nor ojrrrC tion and expose both ori-

ginal urror and subsequent correction in • mooner not always to the credit

or advantage of the boastful dietetic.

There bm bound to oocne in the more distant future a time when the
world would be swallowed up iu an Infinite ueeanof universal shorthand
And when this time came it wou'd be truly aa.d of the association of

the practitioner* of tbs art in Shakespeare's words that " nothing in its life

became it like the leaving of it."



JH jbome and Abroad

Irilii Free Suit *nd IUl]

Mr. De Valera's Government recognise* tbe Italian oonqueet- of Abyssi-

nia, but not General Franco’s Government in Spam, according to replies

recently given in the Dail bj Hr Do Valera.

lull and League

Signor Muuolini snoiunctd that Italy was leaving the League of

Nation*. The announcement woo inode from the balcony of Palarto Vene-

zia to a cheering crowd of 100.000 .

It is argued that Italy La leaving the League to unite hertelf more

closely with Germany and Japan and that Signor Mussolini ia poanbly

thinking of a new grouping of nations of which tbe Anti-Communist Pact

will be the nucleus. Many Italian* foreace a new order in the Danube
Valley.

Naval E*pan#l«« la Europe

By IW1. the Gorman fleet will bare incrcaaad by 26 per cent., the

British fleet by S3 per oent., tbe Italian fleet by 80 per oeot. und the French
by only fl per cent.

Three figures are reached by tbe Rapporteur of French Estimates
which the Chamber will discusa in the next few days

The rapporteur point, out that while the French Army Ealimiiles

for 1038 are 117V millirn France higher than thoee of 1987 nnd tho Air
Eatimatea are 810 million francs higher, the Naval Estimates uro 180
million franca lower.

Tbo Ilritiah Admiralty's announcement that tbe new construction for

11)07-30 will amount to 23 1.COO toot or six timca mere than tho previous
years is emphasised by the rapporteur.

Provisional Govt, far China

The creation of a new provisional Government of Chinese Republic at

Peking to replaoe the Nanking Government .* described n a proclamation
read at Peking.

It states that the new administration aims, firstly, at tbe abolition of
one party poiitics; secondly, absolute resistance against communism;
thirdly, promotion of friendly relations with neighbouring countries for tbe
furtherance of East Asiatic moral doctrine* and fourthly, the development
of indu&tricft.

East Hopei aut onomous Government ia reported to have decided tc
join the new Government while Shansi Honan and North 8bantung auto
nomous government* are expected to participate in the near future.
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In Addition, il is forecast. the administration in future will extend its

influence to the whole of North Chine and possibly Yaoste area.

The Provisional Government of the Republic of China with Peiping

renamed a* Peking iu capital wa» inaugurated at Peking. The five colour

dag. which is old national flag of the Republic has replaced the flag of the

Nonking Government

China 'I N«« CenaLtuticn

It ia stated in well-informed quarter* that the constitution of a new
Government in Repub ican China doea not modifj Germany'* relations

with Marshal Chiaog-Kai Shek whom Germany continue to regard as the

sole legal Government in China.

It is add>d that Germany will continue to be represented with the

Government of Marshal Chiaog-Kai- Shek by Doctor Trautraann.

Brtiuh pretest to Japan

Mr. Eden in tbs House of Commons disclosed the terma of the note

of protest which, the British Government tent to Japan against the attack

on British Shipping at Nanking.

Tha Japanese war. asked to take vary ateingent meaauroa that there

might be no recurrence of these incident*.

Th# note did not refer to lh* Emperor of Japan but the question of

compensation for damage and. punishment of offender* was raised.

Japan's tpologUc te Britain

The Japanese Ambassador visited Mr. Anthony Eden and offered

apologies for the recent attacks on British Warships in the Yangtse. The

Ambassador indicated that the Japanese Government was not yet fully m
the possession of facts but was actively pressing enquiries.

Osrman protss*

The German Foreign Office has lodged a complaint with the Japanese

Embassy in Berlin about the continuous attacks by Japanese artillery on

11th December, on the British Steamer ' Wangtu *' which bad aboard her

the office of the German Embassy m China.

There were no casualties, but subsequently, the members u f the

Oermitn Hmba*sy w.-re transferred to a British Gunboat. The British

Military Attache who was also on tbe Wangtu immediately protested to

the Japanese Military authorities.

Ini; In ukf DO SpsdAc action

It is learned in authoritative cire'e* that Italy will not protest to Japan

regarding the death of tbe Italian Journalist Sandro Ssndri who was u

victim in the sinking of the *' Panay."
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Tbe Italians consider it a matter for toe Americans to protest. It it

arcued however tbat mistakes ol the kind which caused the death of Saudri

are inevitable in war and are due to the fact of foreign ships pawing through

the belligerent zone.

America Fwmsi N«to •» p'oW‘l

Tho United State* baa presented a forma! notj to Japan protesting

against the bombing " Ponay ” and demanding oomplctc .ml comprehen-

sive indemniCoatKn.

The note »i«o v gorously prote.ts against tho sinking of the Uireo

American commercial vessel* and calls alt ulion to the several

occasions in the pa»u when the Japanese " have violated the righu of the

United States."

The note adds that in the present case, the acta of the Japanese armed
forces were in complete disregard of American rignu. The United

8tales expect* s forms! expression of regret and com plots and compre-

hensive ind.mnilioauou ana so assurance that definite and specific .U pa

will be taken ti ensure tDst tne American nationals interest* and property

in China will not M subjected lo attack or uulawiui intorforonoo by tho

Japanese.

JsptMM Not. to U. I A

Tlie text of the Jspsucee note lo the United Sales expresaiog apologies

for the bombing of the " Panay " ml of the Slander I Oil Company's
vessels, states that, owing to poor visibility

. the Japanese airctaft were
unable to discern any marks on the vrv»cls to show that they were
American or other w.rsh.ps, and consequently the vesM>is were mistaken for

Chinese vessels carrying fleeing Cbineve lro.p*.

The Note promises. 10 uddit->n to lodcmuifications, lodeal appropriately
with those who war* responsible for lae incident and odds that ms i ructions
have been issued to present a repetition of tM incident.

The note further expreeses the fervent hope that tho very friendly

filiations between Japan and the United States will not be affected by this

unfortunate affair.

Jspansee Nasal Bpoktsmaa s BUtoasot

•* Although the Japanese authorities will take all the necessary steps
to provent the recurrence of such unfortunate incidents aa the bombing of
' Panay ' the moat practical method for forestolling such incidents will be

tho removal of foreign vetoes from the aooo of hostilities on tho
Ysoglso"

The foregoing statement has been issued by a Japanese Naval
Spokesman to correct tho wrong impression that the Japanese authorities
had actually approached third powers suggesting that they should muvo
their ships from the YangUe.

Admiral Yarnell in s.siaument says that Uic vessels of the United
States Navy now in Chrnrse waters will remain there for the
protection of the United States Nationals as long as such necessity
exists.
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Joint Defame Against Comintern

Well-informed Japanese circles believe Japan intends to establish a

a new administration for the whole of China, not morel; North China as

first expected.

The main points of the new administration will be joint defence

again*! the Comintern with Japan. Manchukoo and other countries hustilo

thereto, co-operation in economic and other spheres with Japan and

Manchukoo and revival of ctcfucianism. The pursuance of thcBe turns

will De preceded b; supersession of the Chiang Kai-Shek administration and

the disbandment of Kuommtang.
The Peace Maintenance Commission of Tientain baa circularised the

authorities all over China ac?uemg Nanking of maladministration and co-

operation with Communists.
The Peace Maintenance Coasmis.iao of Peiping has decided to control

all Universities and sohools All Anti-Japanese propaganda will bo

expunged from school hooka. Jspanaso will be given preference among

fnroien liintfuoires.
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Cultural AllM ol Iddu

A provisional pita of a cultural all** of India has been, it i« understood,

placed before the Indian Research Institute by Prof. OU • Sicin. professor

of lndology. University of Prague (Cxechoslovakia). The Institute has

appointed a sub-committee to consider it.

Acaording to the plaa effort are to be made to oollect through a cenlral

organisation matarials for a systematic bi.torical representation of Indian

culture by photographs as fsr as can be gathered from moounenta. aculp.

lurea. bronxes. paintings, miniatures and the lik .

The subjecU to be include' in it should be both profane and religious

buildings, Indian life in scatty, private life slat* and religious community,

houses, fortress* pictures of towns, household furniture, food, drees, ornu-

menU, agriculture, utensils, oouvoysooes. weapons of men snd animals in

wartime, wnr like marchings out. fs.lisals, soenee of civij life, school

oenos, writing utensils, dance, music, theatre bandiorefts. temples, caves,

abodos of monks, deities, sect lice, implements, ascetic life, death, and

burial scenes.

The Professor further says that aa.-h subject has to be reproduced by

photograph and within sash chapter of the proposed atlaa tbo historical

ovolution has to be obssrvod Each picture should have indications of the

represented subject, in its finding-place, present plaoe of conservation, date

of disooverj. and other necessary details.

City Primary lllllh

A proposal for imparting education through films instead of through

magic lanterns to the general public m well as to the pupils of their Free

Primary Schools, it. it i« understood receiving the attention of the Corpora-

tion of Calcutta.

_8o far a* the pupils of the Primary Schools are cone«rned, it is stated,

that according to the modsro advanced methods of importing education,

visual instruction is "mors or less dead** and as such visual instruction if

at all to be given, should be torough films and not through slides; for in

that oase it would be more attractive.

HU* fe«fiwn.

The general publie have figured in the proposal because the Corporation
authorities fed that the public are not sufficiently oonrcious even to take

advantage of the facilities offered to them for free Primary education of
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their wards The Corporation authorities deplore that while they have as

many ss about 36 thousand pupils in the infant classes, they "have only
four thousand in the top classes namely data I. This the Corporation as-

cribe mainly t» the indifference of the general public and to 6ome extent

to defects, if any. in their own method of teaching Otherwise, it is ar-

gued, why should bo so big a gap between the number of pupils reading in

the infant classes and those reading in the top class?

It is, therefore, the intention of the Corporation to make the public

more conscious about education by means of movie pictures on current

topics, This method of creating public interest m education, the Corpora
tiou hope, w >uld gi a way loo* way in filling up the gap that at present

exist* between tho number of students in tha infant classes and those in

the lop class Resides, the rooms where lectures through lan'ero slides

ore delivered, being out »u S:iently spacious, become congested when pupils

assemble thorn to attead those lectures thus creating a suffocating atmos-

phere in them. Seoondly. the subject* on which such lectures are delivered

are ouacbed in high-flowo language, generally unintelligible to the young
learners, their vocabulary being confined more or las* to fivo hundred to

aix hundred words. As a result no empretuon is left on tbeir mind.

Theae difficulty*, it is hoped by the Corporation, will bo obviated If

instruction is given through film* instead of through slides.

In this connection it is further gathered that tbo Primary Education

Committee ia at present consider ng the question of purcbomog film cameras
for preparation of films necessary for thie purpose.

Bbinule Military School

In response to a requeet for vis i ng the Bhonailr Military School His

Excellency the Viceroy has conveyed to Dr. B. 8 Ifoioje that should

opportunity offor at some future date H would give him pleasure to pay a

visit to it and tb it he would he glad to eend a message of good wishes on
the occasion of the formal opening of the school.

CambrlSg* Ualoa

News has been received that Mr. Surtodra Mobsn KumaramangaUni,
son of Dr. 8uhbarojan. Education Minister, wbo is pursuing bia studies

in Cambridge has been elected Secretary of the Cambridge University

Union.

Mcdioal Celle* far Dun

At a meeting of the Executive Council of Dacca University a scheme
was drawn up for the conversion of the Dacca Medical School into a College,

teaching up to the M.B. standard.

According to the scheme. 75 students will be admitted every year, and
the minimum qualification for admission will be the Intermediate Science
examination with physics, chemistry, mathematics and biology in accord-
ance with the revised syllabus of Calcutta University.

14
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Unh truly hr Ctyko.

The Ceylon University project passed a further milestone, the State
Council sanctioning Its. 5 lakh* for the acquisition of the site at Kandy.

Punjab Unlvmltj.

The degree of Doctor of Literature ‘homarii causa' b&s been conferred

upon Sir Herbert Emerson. Governor of th* Punjab, by ibe Punjab Univer-

sity at its Senate meeting held iroently.

The Senate approved the recommendation* of the Syndicate relating to

th« inclusion of Home Science as an alternative option for girls in the B. T.
Examination.

Hindu Unlvmlly.

The twentieth annual oonvocalion of Ibe Bonaree Hindu University
will be held on 'he 38th December next.

liasibbUI Unltirsliy.

The Senate of the Anasmatai University at its Hireling held in March
1937 referred to the Synlic.te far eons deration and report a proposal to

appoint a C vmnittu • t
»

prepare a aobemo for g.v.ng suoh prao'ioal tra nine
to -i mlent. <-f the University as w »uld s«|uip them t» atsrt butinota on a
mill *3*U or ubirwb tliem ra h i-m—* organ's s'imt with a now to relievo
tnl-ldle cls-s one npoy n.>m The Synd eaU wtxQh ooondared the inat'er
carefully placed it. report before the inertia;: of the Senate aiding that it

waa not practicable to take any steps in the direction indicated. The meet
log accepted the report of the Syod«ate.

Mr. S. S Blur.th ar (Profess* of Tamil) moved for the approval of
the resolution by tho Academic C»uncd recommending to the 8«nate that
one of the primary and definite object* of tins University should be to give
prominence to Tamil studies and to pay special attention and caro to the
development of Tamil language, literature and culture, which waa carried.

Uninrailj of Dacca.

n . ..
Akhjjananda. Present of Vedanta entree. Providence end

Philadelphia. U.S.A
. has been invited by tbo University of Dacca to deli

ver a senea of lectures in Jaganoatb and L)Uoo Hrll*.

Hlda Uuiumtr.

Pandit Madan Mohan M .lari,a ha* - red to Sir Shunmukham Ca-tty,
Dewan of Co:hm. tuat the Benares H.niu University have resolved to
confer on the Mah waja of 0«hm the hmorsr, degree of Doctor of Uw.
The news has created great satisfaction in Cochin State
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ladlaa HlMorieal Cwinuua

The Indian Historical Comm -sion which was constituted by the
Government of India in 1019 reassembled at Lahore, on the I8ih December,
after seven years, their last meeting being held in 1930. The conference
was opened by Sir Herbert Emerson, Governor of the Punjab, who said
that due to the work of the Commission tha value of records had been
onbanned

.

The President of the Commission. Sir Jadunatb Sarfur, reviewing the
past seven years* activities »a-d that the one thing at which the Commission
had been bunmering since 1924 bad been attained. namely, official rccordB
of the Peih*aa in thi Marathi langu tge and many thousands of records aud
village accounts hid neen brought together tn the alienation office at Poona
and ha I been completely explored by Mr. G. S. Sardeasi and selections

from them ruoning up to forty five volumes had been printed by the
Bombay Government—a monumental work ooe.mpliahed despite incredible
difficulties.

After the opening ceremony the Commission pspera worn read by
members ood klugatra. Scren me ober* of the Com ma«ion participant.

DmUtsU for Osadbl,!

The Nagpur Urn verity Court unanunouoly accepted the rrconttnonda-
**'•*> of the Academic Es-cubve Council to confer the Degree of Dootor of

Law (LLD.) on Mahatma Gandhi, who has agreed to oocept tho honour.

Tbs Court also decide I to eoofer ttv- aam- degree on Hia Exoollcnoy
the Governor. Sir Hyde Oowan.

Mr. T. J. K.-dur was declared elected VioeCh—pallor, seouriog At votes
agninai Sir II S. Gour's 47 votes. 8tr EL S. Gour is the retiring Vioe-

Chancellur uf Nagpur University.



jKtiscelUuip

RACIAL ANALYSIS

In analysing physic*! characteristics of men we have to remember that

almost every population .nclixles contributions from several in drifts that do

not completely blend.

Homo sapiens, with contributions to his characteristic* from diverse

bomiroda in various area*, developed his main characteristics in Ibe area of

dislribu'ion of CheUeo-Acheuliao, Aurigoadaa and Capstan culture* under

temperate ooodition*. probably in N. Africa and S. W. Asia, including

early extension* to India Principal dnfta probably iocluae:

—

(«) a drift S. and 8 E. from the none above-named, characterized by

a short bead of breadth 140-146 mm., and.cephalic index therefore 80 ±,no*e
broad and short mouth prominent, hair kmky, eyes prominent. stature

abort, frequvnt ateatopygj n women;

(6) a drift chiefly S nod 8. E. but also N. W. and eventually N. E.

with very long head of breadth 1404 ram., and thua very low cephalic index

(usually 73 6 or k-sO. strong brow ridges and cncek bone* in moat oaaas,

hair fundamentally wovy, but when tb *c cbaracior* spread into region*

with kinky hair, they ms, take on this character pr -balilj by inter mixture.

Stature moderate. Skeletal characters to eotne extern like thoae of Aurig-

nacian men;

(c) a large drift in all diraeLons w.th moderately long bead of slightly

greater breadth than tOe above, and cephalic in lex therefore usually 78'fi—

78 6 Ilair aa for (6). Stature m.fcrate lo-hrt. Major drift* south of

the groat mountain x»oeof northern he«n*»pbar*. but lator *pr.ad* north-

ward# aa ice sheets diminished. that to the N. W. (m Europe) brooming
depiginenird,

(d) a drift especially N.. but to aome extent also 8 F.. with orphalio

index bOi becauM th* head u relatively abort and ha* a breadth lflO±
Rounded bead contour*, broad abort face m mat oases, rather short nose of

moderate breadth. Stature rather short. Specializations within (d) gives

(d. 1 ) tbs men with high short heads and prominent nose*, and cephalic

index most often over 85. and (d,2) the rarn with flat-lopped broad beads
and cephalic index 85 + and often sunken now*. Arguments can bo given
for origins of these characters on N. aide of the suppowd origioal H sapiens

zone above-mentioned;

(•) What ia possibly a sp^ial modification cl (b) above—a drift out from
the steppe ;o the 'Bronze Age* aa dry warmth developed. Vvry long nar-
row heads with cephalic indices usually below 73 5 but long narrow-

face* and prominent narrow noeea giving a strong profile perhaps linked
but with general growth in length.

It aeemB highly probable that Meodekan inheritance occurs widely, and
this provide* on explanation of the undoubted foot of the persistence of
these types side by side in s population. It ia useful to attempt to analyze
samples in the light of the above list of drifts, but dangerous to plead for
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them as universal standards of reference because the; are only inferences
and need checking and adjustment. The only aafe way is to study the
bundling of physical character* in individual* and to see what are the more

I
eneral bundling* in particular papulations. Examples will be given and
iscuased.—From the paper by Prof. H. J. Fleure (Manchester) to the

Indian Science Congress in joint se*-:.on with the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, Calcutta, 198S.

Buoy Komar Sarkar.

INTER CASTE DIFFERENCES IN BLOOD-GROUP DISTRIBUTION IN BENGAL

Blood group data were taken at Budge Budge, District 24-Farganaa,

from over 500 Bengalis. The caste aad birth-place of each pence was
recorded. It waa found that th<- percentage* of A and B increase from the

highest to the lowest ca*te*. The Caate-Uindus hare over 40% of 0. The
depressed (hastes show 42 7% of which it the highest value for B yet
discovered. All group* show the characteristic Indian condition of more B
than A. ‘I be blocxl group proportions of the Bengali Mabosnedane resem-
ble those of all the local low c»*to H-odus taken together. This demonstra-

tes that they are descended from local Bengali Hindu converts. There is

less difference in blond group distribution between the highest and tho

lowest cutes in Bengal than between high oasles and untouchables in

Cochin The reduced Orffl i-nts of Racial LikoosM agree with the evidence

ol blood group data for the Bengali Brabovns, Kayuaibas nnd Pods, also for

Naira and Illuvas of t ootua. The fact that the Pods sod Iiluvas show an
association by the C. K. I. sod no resemblance in blood group distributions

may be significant .n relation to raaial migrations and the time of origin of

the B mutation in India.

—

From the paper by Dr. E. W. E. Macfariano (Calcutta) to the Indian

Science Congress in joint session with the British Association for the

Advanoomant of Science. Calcutta, 1958.

Bixor Kumar Barrar.

AFFECTIVE INFLUENCES IN MENTAL FATIOUE

In the isolated striated muscle fatigue is ascribed : (o) to the exhaus-

tion of intra-cellular material essential for t* contractility, (6) to the

accumulation of the toxic products of its activity. But in the intact living

organism such muscle is largely safeguarded initially from («) and (6) by

inhibitory, afferent impulses mainly reflex and propnoceptivo.

Is it no* therefore likely that the observed effects of prolonged menial

activity are due initially nil ao much to fatigue in the corresponding

senses of (a) or (6) a* to the protective actions of affective mental

processes? It is recognired that instinctive activities are maintained by

various emotional affects anger, for example, prevents any other conative

pruoess from interfering with combat. So too, voluntary attention, essential

for conscious intellectual activity, i* maintained by the affective factor of

interest, spontaneous or enforced. With prolonged attention, the feelings,

first, of boredom, later of weariness, replace the feeling of interest. It is
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suggested thac each of the two former oxerc.se* an inhibitory function on
attention, protecting it against true fatiguo. Ibese afferent inhibitions may
conceivably spread so as to tcnnii-.tc the previously *ucccst-ful repression

from consciousness of coadicting 'complexes' and to arou*e, consequently,

feelings of irritation, worry and anxiety, all preventive of the normal
exercise of attention and leading l > disorderly and uncord.auicd mental aud
outward behaviour—From the paper by Pro!. 0. S. Myers (London) to

the Indian Science Coagre*. m joint session with tbe British Association for

tho Advancement of Science, Calcutta, 1038-

Bt-sor Kumar Saukaii

EXAMINATION OP INTELLIGENCE

Tho original arvl still curreo: iberoy of ab.Lty la baaed on the oonoept of

'facultien.' The only other wide spread a.torn.ivie is the comparatively

rnoUuin theory of 'type*'. Boib sofer from l«o laud defect*; ooo ia Ibcir

extraordinary lade of definite meaning; the other ia their failure lo fulfil tbe
primary scientific r«quremen', that of general. ly. For the moat part, the
cxuui.nations have to wound w.th many further grave deficiencies; amongal
other things, auooma u apt to depend unduly on tae hap of previous experi-

ence, on the language ampioycd. and on au obscure mixture of other
influence*. Ad these la-Its can bo more oe K.i vlimiaauxl by incuna of Iho
new theory of 'factors.

Of these by far the moat important is th* one called by tho letter '“O',
which enUira into all ahilitius whatever. It i* the principal ooo.titu»nt. nod
only stable one in ail conceptions or measurements of intelligence/

The other chief cognitive (acton are those do. gnaicd aa V, M, F,

P. 0.

To all these constituents of cognitive ability tbara must bo addod W.
whiob govern* their ompioymcnl. I'm*, aevaa factors oortairily do not
exhau.t tho whole ‘per-onsl.ty/ or oven toe whole of wual m >y oou.«ivably

be entitled intclugeuce.' But th:y do go a loag way lou.inU doing no. In

particular, savcrai of them (including <J) admit ol valid companions
between nationalities and race*,that apeak ditfercut language*.—From the
paper by Pruf. C E. Spearman fLond m) to tho Indian Srieooe Congrasa in

joint session with tho Briuah AsKc.av.oa for the Advancement of Scienoo,

Calcutta, 1938.

Btutor Kcmab Sakxab

CULTURE SOCIOLOOT VS. ANALYTICAL OR FORMAL SOCIOLOGY

Tbe science* of law. constitution. politic* and economics are very lucky
in regard to the queetione bvanng on scope and methodology. There ia no
dispute about the categ. rie* and contents of these disciplines. But in the
unfortunate science of sociology nobody has yet been able to establish its

provinces or boundaries. At the present moment we have virtually 8a many
socioiogies or 'types" of sociology as tbere are sociologists. It is an inten-
sely pluralistic world that we witness in ihe domain of sociological literature.

In Qucttct quo l Etpnt Freneau (Pans. 1930) BougM and Oastinel have
tried to define the spirit of France. They bare offered twenty-fire different
definitions as furnished by French thinkers from Montesquieu. Mine do
StaeL and Michelet to Croaei. Boutrou* and Bergson. Perhaps it is
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possible to offer more. Anybody wbo tries to define Hindutra, the Hindu
spirit or Hindu sin will cot e ime forward with numerically fewer and

oonlentuully !<•»* varied definitkxia.

The dircrsily of definition* has marked in recent years likewise the

eon 'ept of Maharaitm dlurma in Bamda»a’« cult of Siahorastra-dhorma

barkwaica (Prjpa^ate the dharma of Mabsraatra) inoulcated to Sarobbaji

toward* the end of the ^vente-nth century 1 In philosophical and meta-

physical fields may he mentioned th- doc'rine of Buddhiat Nirvana as a

category that is the the no of tar.*i interpretations in modern scholar-

ship.*

But perhaps nowhere do we find a greater multiplicity than in the

definitions of sociology.*

The province as well as the boundaries of eociol sy bare shifted with

every body who has called himself • r has been described by others as

sociologist. In the i&'ere*t of clarification of idea- a radical and extremist

attitude has appeared in the post ear year- eip-ejally in the writing* of too

German sociologist. Leopold too Wiese (Syafem dtr Mijnnriuen Soaio.

fegfe. Munich. 1088).

Sociology is of course much too papular a category in pr«*ent-dsy world-

culture. And certainly it i- p> rbaps the olden human aci-noe, thowtical

and applied. It* origin* an* to !w traced back to the beginning* of human
life. Ail the eponymous b»roea of mankind, the "Manus " of all raoes.

the inrentor* of the arts and techniques, tbr pioneers of emigration, oolo.

ni/ation and mru-fuson. the laitinura of totems, marriago customs,

rto., n prehistoric age* were all o instructive or applied s *iolog.ars by all

mean*, nav, contributors to the theory of aoeial pr gn-s- ns well. But it. is

very interesting tint the category w«a unkn»«n until 1812. when CotnU
us d it in hia Conn da Phikm/Au Poollira, Vol. IV Up till ill n he hsd

b* iu us og m S'.eid the cat
1 pfiyotgue eoeiofe ” (SMial physical.

But in view of the fact that lb- Be'gUu .tali*-. ona Quetdat employed it to

duicribetba r-tearch-e in anthr>pol>gy aod de nogr.uby Cwnta considered

it prudent to replace it by a n-w ward. " nttfbloiiy
"

But liSM Cools'i divi Iks lubjfd matter of sociology has changed

o much and so often with researchers that to day it is almost impossible

to describe whut lb -discipline is and what this is not For insUnco. tho
" classical sooiologi its." Comte. Sp-neer and 8cha*file, three of tho

founders of this science, h>w*v r much they d.fT-T m moth «dt «n I me^sagos

belong to what th-i It sliaa sonologist. Cadi. iaL< Ttorit Soriofogichc (Padus.

1033) aalls the hUtorico encyclopaedic selnol. Thev a-ek to explain hiatory,

point out tho processes of evolution. bd<1 suggest the future lines of advano*.

On tho other hand, tho founders of "new sociology," Tocnoice. Tardo.

setter's *• PoWt .1 Ptir«-iiT of Pjiriln the Uarn of Shi.sli the

Orest '•
in tte Cafel»M «rtw " f-f 'V'-rber. 1S»; G S. S.r3eMi : 7hr Haiti Csrrtig# o/

Until* Hiilttf (Bombay. TO. 13. «. „ ,
* I. * Is VaOra Poa-io : VinoM iPari-. W». H Giawn.|S : B-alima tmi

Buiika (Berlin. 19* . T. 9teVrhiU»T 7-4 Cca.epfwa •/ BslAist Airroao

• Lenirgrif, 1P37>. V Dm • Mina m rtUtim *«• fTmafeui ILoadoo.

ifam.
1 F. FIiniin’*« Chapter no SiJdrgr m Tit H..r -

t oaf Pnape^i of Ik* Social

5ete.er •'Cow Tocfc. 193''. eh-.-d »* ‘8 B-'« E 5 r Coatrmpor.try

Scere.Vr'LoaAnsski,l>»; L. L Bcssrl: Ti, awf Methods sf Satiehff (hew

Yotk, «M‘
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Durkheim and Simmel, for example, smcng Sbe continentals arc interested

m the analysis of forces, facts, groups and relations. The American and
British socldogiats like Small, R<ss MacDougaii, Wallas. Cooley, Ellwood.
etc., belong to this class which is g«-n.— <IJy known as th.- school of " analyti-

cal ” or " formal ” sociology. The first or the classical type may al»o be
aptly described aa culture-sociology.

Bevov Kt MAB Sarrab

THE NEW PLAN IN GERMAN FOREIGN TRADE (ItM-lttT).

As is well-known, the two btuic ideas of the "New Plan," the main
element in German foreign trade since September 1954, are

:

1. To purchase no more abroad than can be paid for out of the foreign

rxchange proceeds of German export*.

2. To regulate German imports according to national require-

ments.

The most important multa of the "New Plan" in it* three veere’
exigence hare been aa follow*

:

1. An active balance for foreign trade aa a whole, and a reduction of

•otive and passive balances in trade with md.vidual countries or groups of

countries.

2. A considerable shilling in the importaneo of individual countries
tr groups of oountriea in O«rm*o foreign trade.

Tho extent and direction of foreign trade are always the result of a

number of different factors, the moat •igaifloaot of which are:

I Tho structure of the individual eownmica. the different production
po-sibilities and real production cotta as well a> the . ifler. nt requirement!
re-ulling therefrom.

2. The cyclical development* in tha individual oountriea including
I ho fluctuations of the domestio valu* of money 'wh,ch usually aoooropooy
uoh developments.

3. The external currency policy of the oountriw concerned.

4. The form of credit relations between the countries.

5. The influenced of trade policy. Such influeooes include the old

instruments of trade policy in the ns- tower -tore (trsde treat ie». tariffs,

quotas, import sod export prohibitions, etc.) aa well aa meihods introduced
since the last depression which al-o subject commodity trade to an exten-
sive foreign exchange control. If the fore go exchange ooolrol of commo-
dity trade is not limited to equal distribution of foreign exchange for im-
port requirements, but is extended to a special treatment of individual
cases, it then represents the greatest possible control of trade.

Due to the relation between these and other. Ices basic factor-, which
in Ibcir influence on foreign trade partly nullify each other 3nd partly
overlap, it is extremely difficult to driermce exactly the extent of tho in-

fluence of uny one factor on tbc basa of sctual Hwelupmenl. However,
it can be said on the whole that the changes which have oceured in the
structure of German foreigo trads since 1929 have beeo influenced mostly
by measures of trade policy.

The "New Plan” which cootrols German foreign trade has been in

effect now for three years and after a certain transition period it began to
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exert it* full influence. Srturally. it* influence on the extent and direction

of German foreign trade can only be judged correctly by considering at tho

same time the trade policy of the countries dealing with Germany.

In 1929, which as the last predepresaion year is considered by many

a* the “normal year.” import* and exports just about balanced. At that

time the large passive items in the German balance of payment wera still

being covered by capital import*. In 1931. undc-r the pressure of the credit

crisis ibe extraordinarily large export surplus of 2-9 billion fill was rea-

lized in commodity trade This balanoe. as is well known, served the

transfer of tho extensive withdrawals of foreign capital. In 1932. the active

balance was still about 1
‘I million R.V and m 1933 there was no active

balance of 670 million HU. Then in 1934. the year of transition there

was a pa-sive bolance of 2-4 million RW. In view of the structure of

Germany's balance of payment* this development naturally caused a

j^rcut deal of wor ry. The foreign exchmge quota* for import*, which wore

in effect until the beginning oi the "New Plan," were not sufficient to make

up for tho fall in Gannan exports due o the .ittoomio situation, the

currency policy and thi b.gh protective tariff* of ',ho puroha»rog ooonlriee.

Anothor factor in the failure of the q iota aystem to adjust import* to ex-

port* was that import* were paid to a great eiuot from the Beichsmark-

Special account* which ware e.tebliahel by the provisions of the eo-cellod

"Sweden Clause Treaties.” This lad to an ever increaring German indebt-

ednee* for commodity imports.

Tho "Ne w P.en" atoppvd this threatening development. In the first

quarter of 1035 there was still a passive balanoe of about 150 million HU.
Hut than the new regulation began to rvert its full affect. In 1985 aa a

whole there was an active balanoe of 111 million R.V and in 1986 active

balance of 550 million HU Hi v change from a passive balam-o loan
active balance was accorop'iahnl in i»u itsgoi. At Aral tbe burden of

adjustment was borne by import*. Th - «a« made nrces«ary by tho largo

claims on the German active balance in trad# with European creditor

countries for tbe transfer of inter«*t and amortization on capital according

to tho provision* cf clearing agreements wheb Germany found herself

forced to sign Later, despite many obstacle*. German exports increased,

tbue bringing a rue in tbe active balance. In tbe current year, the active

balance has been about tbe same. In tbe first nine month* of 1937 the

active balance ws. 311 million HU. as compared wiih 319 million RM. in

the same period of 1930.—From a study by tbs Jiuti'lnf Ouer-Konjuuktur

forichung (Berlin).

Braov Kumar Sarkar-
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Reviews and Notices of ISoohs

* Kant’s Metaphysic of Experience
1

: By II. J Paton, M.A., D.Lnrr.

(Oxon.), Professor of Lcgic end Rhetoric in the University of Glasgow

;

some time Fellow of the Queen's College in the University of Oxford. Vols.,

I & II. (George, Allen and Unwin. Ltd.). Price 30s. net

The volumes under review are intended to fill a void in British

philosophical literature, oit., that of a commentary on Kant's great work

such as will ba true to the purpose of a commentary and will enable the

reader to "see Kant through his own eye*.” Though the two volumes

together do not reach beyond the Analytic of the First Critique and so far

leave the work unfinished
.
they yet make Kant'a position sufficiently clear for

the reader to pursue the texts further without the help of a commentary.

"Of all the authors who writ© about Kant’s great work.” aa.ve tho author,

"there is none who condescends to explain it sentence by sentence.

"

The result is a "welter of conflicting opinions” which is confusing both to

student and teacher of Kant's philosophy. Whet is badly needed at the

present da/ is a detailed commentary on Kant such as will bo free from

philosophical bias and will try to do joatice to the real spirit of Kant's
teachings. A commentator's business, says ths author, “it to explain

wbut the author has said, and not what ha ought to have said"—a salutary

rule which baa not always been observed by the British interpreters of

Kant’s philosophy, notabfy by Edward Caird and Professor Priohard.

Professor Paton hopes to keep clear of all philosophical bias in his exposition

and to interpret Kant from Kant’s own point of view as far aa possible.

That the learned Profeeeor baa been scrupulously loyal to his promise
throughout his long commentary, the reader who patiently toils through

the whole of ths two volumes will unhesitatingly admit. He has not only

mado Kant's central position dear, but has alto successfully explsined

many of the so-called obscurities and contradictions in Kant’s texts. Says
be. "I am far from claiming that Kant’s doctrine is the final truth, but I am
sure that it contains more truth than ia commonly believed, and 1 suspect

that it oontaina more truth then many modem philosophies.” It may bo

a*id without frar of oontradiction that the author has fully substantiated

hM contentions in the preface and that the reader who cares to go through

the whole of the long commentary will find himself fully repaid for bia

arduous labours.

The great difficulty with the Kantian scholar is the ohicurity of many
of Ksot’s texts and the apparent contradictions between the doctrines of

the different parts of Kan'.’s philosophy. Interpreters of Kant have resorted

to the "Patch-work Thsory” aa an easy mlreot of these riddle* of the

Critical Philosophy. According to the present author, however, such
devices are only unscbolariy evasion* of issues tbst demand *criou* tackling.

Before one dismiss** Kan*.’* texts aa unmeaning or contradictory, it ia

incumbent on one to prove that the to-called obscurity or contradiction i*

not due to one'a own incompetence or laziness. Says the author, “ on thi*

matter the opinion of Kant himself is at least worthy of being examined.
He fears that hi* attempt to soIt# the problem of Hume will meet with
the same fate which greeted the original statement of it. It will be
wrongly criticised because it is misunderstood

; and it will bo
misunderstood because though people may be prepared to read the pages
through, they wiU not take the trouble to think the thought through.”
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"Kant is willing to admit that some of the alleged difficulty and obscurity

of hia writing i* due to defecte of exposition, but he believes that it is mainly

due to the novelty of biatheariee." Philosophers therefore “whose only

philosophy it th* history of philosophy" and who are incapable of thinking

except in fixed groove* will be necessarily disappointed in Kant. But this

no more justifies a charge of incoherence or contradiction than does a

scientific discovery merit rejection for the mere fact of ita novelty or

incompatibility with accepted idea*. According to the author's view, the

so-called inconsistencies in Kant’s thought are more a consequence of

superficial interpretation than an effect of inherent defioienciea The
dearest minds, the author very aptly points out. are not always the most
profound or the most far-reaching, and philosophers who have revolutionised

thought in every department of phlosophy have seldom been known for

the clarity which may be the special gift of a less adventurous spirit.

“Clarity may be found in those thinkers, despised by Kant, whose phil.sophy

is the history of philosophy." but it would be absurd to expect the ssme
olearness of thought in a radical thinker and system -builder like

Whitahead. The author admits with scholarly frankness that there is

much even in thu first half of the Critique which is still not quito clear

to him. but very pertinently add* that a* many passages which at first

appeared obscure have, with further study, become clear, the ssme might

prove to be the case with tbo re*t as well. He further note* that with

his growing insight into Kant's real view* he is brooming increasingly

oovinoed that tbo s>eall«d difficulties of the Critical Philosophy are a result

of misunderstanding of Kant’s meaning and that “the prevail.ng view of

Kant in England" docs not do justice to him.

The author's differences from what bo calls "the prevailing viow" in

bis country are mainly the following:

—

The author repudiates the view usually attributed to Kant “that

Formal Logic gives us the forma of analytic judgmenta only." Against

thi* view held by Caird. Prichard. Kemp Smith and others, tbo author

iwrerts that 'Kant never varies in bis sseertion that Formal Logic is

concerned with the form of thought in general." i.*.. with thoughts*

thought, both analytic and synthetic, and that so far aa for Kant thinking

Is judging, the forms of thought or judgment as giren in Formal Logie

g-ve us the forms of all possible judgments, analytic as well as synthetic.

The reader will find that the author has not only made good bis assertion

by chapter and verse quotations from Kant's texts but has also exposed

the difficulties of interpretation that neoea*arily beset tho other view.

The author also repudiates the suggestion that the subjective and

objective deduction* do not fit one into the other so as to form a consistent

whole and should therefore be taken aa substantiating the contention of the

patch-work theory. Ths authjr refutes the suggestion by an elaborate

defence of the two deduction* showing not only that they are not unrelated

lines of thought but that in their oombination they form an integral view-

point that furnishes the real olue to Kant’s central position. The author’s

exposition of the two deductions is undoubtedly the most important part

of the entire commentary and will appeal to all scholar* as a genuine

contribution to the right interpretation of Kant's philosophy.

While the reader who goes carefully through the two volumes will feel

indebted to the author for rescuing Kant from many misunderstandings
;

it is also not unlikely that he will be inclined to disagree with him in some
of places, especially where he allows his real for Kant to run to tho extreme

advocacy. The present reviewer. e-$.. is unable to accept the author’s
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defence of Kant'* view of dream* and illusion*. Thai dream* are cate-

gorised appearance* which appear not merely in pace and time but also

as substantial object* causally inter related and so possearing the same
type of objectivity as Our waking experience is what comm'at experience

will *ecm to corroborate and yet the author will not admit dream-objectivity

on the extraordinary ground that .lreama are not in objective -pace end

time. If this is rot arguing in a circle it » dilBcult to aay what else it is.

That dreams conform to the character of our waking experience without

blending with it will demand the recognition of incommensurable dimensions

of objectivity a* a necessary aupplement to Kant's views, but the author
prefers dmymg the obvious to adm Uing any flaw in Kant'a argurm-nts.

What bolds of dreams bolds also aiatafu mutandis of our illusory exiiorirnecs

and here also the author prefers a forced def.noe to acknowlidging the
obvious. "An idea in a dream,” aava he. "may in no way differ from a

content apprehended >n waking" (VoL II. p. 207) ‘‘but we refuse to

regard it as an event in the objective world"...
.
"because It does not fit

into the necessary su3ces»ion of contents which for us constitute- the

objective world." This it no more than s-jing that dreams are not objective

because they appear so to our wak<ng experience and not bocauac they
appear so to our dreams as well or appear to lack any intrinsic character
which spooiolJy distinguishes waking-experiences. If the constitutive

principles of objectivity are present in waking as well aa dream -ex perirnco*.

the admission of ccummvn>urabl« dimension* of objectivity seems to bu u

ncocssary corollary ; but ratter than admit a deft deucy in Kant's thought

the author merely repeats Kant's argument*. That dreams and illusions

are subjective creations without any given foundation m experience is a
view that neither rommonsenae nor psychology will endonsn as agreeing
with the actual evidence o! expemnoe.

Despite these and other minor p not* wh-re the author may uot hare
been able to carry the render w.th hm. hia w rk is undoubtedly the very

best on Kant that has appeared in English till now, and it will be no

exaggeration to say thsi it will continue to be the only reliable and

authoritative presentation of Kant's philosophy for many years to coma.

S. K. Maitiia

Madhu-Kosha
:
[By Itatnsmbcr Dutla Cbandola Published by Sadhana

Mand if. Debra-Dun. Price R*. 21.—A small ocdlcctku of some of tho beauti-

ful poem* of Mr. Ratnambar Dutia Chandola baa been brought out by tho

Sadbona Mandir of Dwhra-Duo. Admirable sincerity and pathetic apeal

are the key note* of Mr. Cbandola’f poem*. Pvrsoutl reflection* are

conspicuously visible in ' Priti Visarjan’ and ' Parikaha.' A truo artist does

neceiisariiy make an effort not to reveal hi* personality in hia art, but the

overflowing sincerity and enrspt devotion seldom allow his efforts of

self-suppression to succeed. * Priti Visarjan ' and ‘ Prem Viksba ’ are tho

glaring examples of the same. But it will not be fair to neglect occasions

where the bemoaning aelf of the poet seems to soar high up into the region

of philosophy end there learns the new lessens of visualising life and its

incidents from an unbiased point of view; and as a result in ‘ Vikbulcaae’ and

in 'Panvarlona' we see the poet smiling with tears in his eyes.—of joy aud

not of former sorrow. The whole path of transformation! is paved with

remarkable order of natural succession. In matters of diction too the pool

has displayed remarkable caution and culture.

L. Sckul
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I. Proposed Board of Secondary Education.

The Senate at it* meeting on Saturday, December 18, coincided

with ibo opinion of the ciluea* of Calcutta in rejecting the revised

Draft Bill forwardod by the Government of Bengal regirding tbo for-

ination of a Board of Secondary Education.

It may be remembered that the original Draft Bill prepared

by an officer of Government *u forwarded to the Univeraily in

Fobruary, 1037. The revi»od Bill readied the University on the 10th

November lant.

The Committee appointed by ths Syndicate to consider and report-

on the Draft Bill waa fully representative and comprised veteran

educationists of the province. The views of the Committee were una-

niraoue.

The Committee expressed double a* to whether tbo Provincial

Legislature is competent to promulgate legislation in respect of this

University. After discussing some features of tho present Bill, the

Committee opined—"we fear that the Bill as drawn up is a reaction-

ary measure and will retard the progress of education and place

obstacles in the path of those who are anxious to serve its cause.

In our opiuiou Government will be well advised to withdraw this

Bill...
"

In moving the adoption of the report by tlie Senate, Mr. Justice

C. C. Biswas said that tlie University bad never opposed the creation
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of a Secondary Board but wanted “ a body, academic in character and

academic in outlook, which will not make Secondary Education the

sport of party politic* or communal jealousies...
"

The Senate unanimously adopted the report of the Com-

mittee.
• • •

II. Ocb Distinguished Visitor*.

One of the highest distinctions that the University can offer is the

Honorary Degree of Doctor in the Faculty of Law which will he

conferred upon the following gentlemen, each of whom by rea«.n of

hi* eminent position and attainment* is held in high estimation by

scholar* throughout the world

Profeasor Francis William Aston. M.A., 8c. D., D.8c., LL.D.,

F.I.C., F.R.8.

Professor Ernest Barker. Litt.D., D.Litt., LL.D.

Profemor Arthur Henry Reginald Buller, D.Sc., Ph.D.,LL.D.

(Hon.), F.K.S.C., F.R.S.

Sir Arthur Stanley Eddingten, Kt.. D.Sc.. LL.D., F.R.S.

Profeseor Ronald Aylmer Fisher. Sc.D., D.8c., F.R.8.S., F.R.8.

8ir William Searle Holdsworth, Kt., K.C., M.A., D.C.L.,

LL.D.

Sir James Hopwood Jeans. Kt., M.A., D.8c., LL.D., Sc.D.,

F.R.S.

Professor Charles Oustsve Jung. M.D., LL.D.
Profesnr Charles Samuel Myers. C.B.E., M.A., M.D.. Sc.D.,

D.Sc., F.L.8.

Profeasor W. Straub, M.D.. D.Phil.

• •

III. Chinbsr Ubo Cross Committee's Appeal.

The Red Crosa Committee, Central China, have, in a com-
munication addressed to this University, referred to the great interest

taken by the young generation of China in the Colleges and Uni-
versities in India and elsewhere in the Empire and have solicited

pecuniary assistance in the shape of donations from the students of thia
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University to help China in her boor of travail. It is hoped that the

appeal will meet with a generous response.

IV. Proposal for the Training of Guides, no

This University has received a communication from tbo Secretary

to the Government of U. P., forwarded by the Education Department,

Bengal, to the effect that a limited number of young people may
find employment as teachers of music, dancing, etc., and as tourists'

guidea. Accordingly arrangement* for teaching the subjecta have

been recommended. We learn that the Government of Bengal

may consider the question of rendering 6naocia! help if a centre is

established for teaching the above-mentioned subject*.

• • •

V. Allahabad Universitt celebrates rrs Goldkn Jubilee.

Ilia Excellency Sir Harry Haig. Governor of the United Provinces,

presided over the Convocation of tbe Allahabad University, in last

December to celebrate ita Golden Jubilee. A diatinguiabed assembly

including notable acholara. scientist*, officials, and non-officials were

present at the function.

Leading universities of tbe world had sent message* of good-will

along with five former Chancellors of tbe Allahabad University,

namely, Sir John Prescott Hewctt, Lord Meston, Lord Hailey, 8ir

Harcourt Butler and Sir William Monis.

The following are extracts from seme of tbe messages received

by the Allahabad University on this occasion

The Azhar University, Cairo, wrote as follow :

—

W* ik> t<g* tbit earing *>l year gubaringi **« viJ ramtmbar Ib.l yon bars notar

no.vanity at Cairo »hicb -lit aboatly caspieca l/tt> ytm of ill icadamtc life, and tbit it

wiat-w you all PrandantUI blip and Untg-.k it all JOlT w-U. «Wi*l7 ym an aiming to

• *®)l tba rUMu of Sciatra »r*i tra eadr.vooxioc «* •««“= ‘U Uigbw o( kncvladga.

The message of the Calcutta University, given in Bengali, runs

thus:—

On behalf of thi Vmxcnij cl Citcoiu cci lU lioeMod owounily of Bengal, ««
offar jrsi cur nut cotJiil gmCiara a*i fabautiocs cc tbe occimt of tba cakbntieo of ih«

1 iltitth Aici«*r»ry of yecr Uniiantty.
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Wilt the memcrie. of oor glorias ia ebieb m»ay > ibipln of onr collar.! hi.Iory

liei ecifcr.a*4. «» ceeaci forgrt Uet <c. i*J tbe pen ariwwM— of Iodi. made aaloabU

coBKlb- tivae to tbe kerning tad ofan. of (be aa'I.

Tbe Indian Uni'eiaiim of t^dey ait aliaocic; toaaida that goal—tbe got) of

tpieodiatr the light of le»cn-tg ted cn'toit

II may no* M aa idle dx»a that tbe EmI Bill eooe more auxerd ia Spelling the

floom ahict) ia fa*! cloeiag la upoa tbe WeM.

Tbe fultlsneal of lb>. Uik Bill r.-t- r* tbe don ardiMa St Mate to cur pert. Let thie

then b* roe coal of eii cur vi.«m«

Yoor city ia ranwoe 1 ia hiator; m the ocluan of three etnanu. May it once

more be fimam u* the jaadlja of the three tuni etruma J Uuratuie. 8eieooe and

Fine Aita.

There it no higher ideal io it* preutt timet this .lUnlitg tbe Umcde of

knaw'.rdga M»? your future Wary time brilbui »i_S br*UUi w.tb the halo of

thi* hteal.

The iretnory of the elate oaaettiee of yeeor t-Toeiac erih the Du««.tj of Caleulta at

uea time uuhe* o. feel all lu# more pnuj -I your eocoaea abd prosperity.

We pray lereeatly the! y^cr table .flute for the .dr.aceen.nl of loarmag be crovoed

ith .v.r tncreeeing note.

Amoug other edue.ni.ooil institutions from which messages of

good-will were received, pai titular mention may be made of ihe

following The University of Adelaide (South Australia), The Frederick

William University of Berlin, the Univcxity of Borno (Switzerland),

Ihe American Academy of Arts and Science* (Boston), Ihe

Hungarian University of Budapest, the London University, otr.too
VI. Thb lath Sir J. C. Bose's Donation to toe University.

The Press has published a list of the donations to various

institutions made by the late Str J. C. Bose, amounting to a total

of Bs. 8,71 ,000.

Of this sum, one lakb in 3J per cent. G. P. Notes, has been made

over to this University in a letter Toady Bow has addressed to our

Vice-Chancellor where she has stated the donor's objoct to be the promo-

tion of psycho-physiological research by tbe establishment of one or

more Research Fellowships.

The offer has been accepted with thanks. We congratulate

Lady Bose on her public spin! and trust that others will follow her

example.
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VII. Mi. C. C. Das’s Gift to the Oniveksitt.

Mr. Chandicharan Das. Cartographer, has conveyed lo the Uni-

versity his offer of the sum R*. 5,000 as donation for the equip-

ment of a Geographical Room.

The University baa accepted tbe offer with thanks.

• • •

vm. Traimno in Aowccltcee.

We are informed that the Royal Calcutta Turf Club is prepared to

lease to the University a plot of land measuring about 100 bighas

known as the Barrackpore Demonstration Farm for a period of ten

years, for the fatablishment of a centre for imparting training to

young men in agriculture and allied subjects. The proposal of the

Club hae been accepted with thanks by Uiie University. The noce*-

sary Deed is. we understand, beiog drawn up and it is hoped that it

will take effect from the 1st March, 1938. A Committee has been

appointed by the Syn licate to draw up a scheme for tbo proposed

(raining.

IX. Edccatiox Delegation.

The International Delegation of tbo New Education Fellowship

arrived in Calcutta on December, 22 and spent two days here

during which it visited many schools in the city, besides meeting

educationist* of note. The Delegates stayed at Darjeeling during

Christinas and were back in Calcutta in time to attend the All-India

Educational Conference. They took part in tbe All-India New

Education Fellowship Conference held at the Senate House, on

December, 29.

• • •

X. Prabasi Bangs Sshitta S smu elan.

Professor Suniti Kumar Cbatterji, who presided over the Arts

Section of the Sammelac at its 15th session held at Patna on tbo

1G
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27th December, 1937, had been appointed to represent this University

at the Conference.

XI. Tm late Professor H. Mousch.

Professor Hans Moltsch whose researches on Plant Physiology

made him an authority on the subject and whose chemical teste arc

recognised as most reliable by sciential*, passed away in Vienna at the

age of A3, early in December Uet.

Professor Moliscb came to India in response to the invitation of

the late Sir J. C. Boee, arriving in Calcutta in November, 1928 and

stayed noarly the whole of the aiz months he was in this country at

the Bose Institute and other branches of the late Sir J. C. Bose’s

laboratory. In 1029 be published his work in German entitled "A
Naturalist in India" in which he recorded bis enthusiastic appreciation

of Indian Scientists and the value of their work.

XII. PnonasoR Dmiil’e Lbotorb Tour in India.

Dr. Rudolf Dcmel, Profe*or of Surgery at the University of

Vienna, ia visiting India on a leciure-tour. On the reoommendotion

of the Education Department, Bengal, our University has agreed

to place at his disposal the facilities he reqnires for the success of his

programme.

XIII. Profbsnob Sib 8. Radhakrirunan.

The Education Department of the Government of Bengal has
officially conveyed its approval of the arrangement inado by our
University to grant leave of absence to Sir 8arvapalli Radhakriidinan,
Kt. M.A., D.Lit., George V Professor of Mental and Moral Philosophy,
every year from June to January with effect from 1938 till 1942
in order to enable him to occupy the Chair of Eastern Religion and
Ethics at the University of Oxford.
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XIV. Proposed College at Bhatmba.

Affiliation for a second-grade College at Bbatpara. 24-ParganaA,

has been prayed for by the Secretary of its provisional Committee in

Arts subjects only, with effect from the commencement of the next

academic Mission.

XV. Conferences and UNivE&srrc Representatives.

(W All- India Federation of Educational Association (Gawnporb),

The ihirteenth session of the All-India Bdocational Conference

was held in Calcutta from the 26th December to the 80th Decem-

ber, 1937. The following gentlemen were chosen by the University as

its representatives to the Conference :

—

(1) Professor H. C. Mookerjse, M.A.. PbJ>.. M L. A.

(2) Rabindranaryao Ghosh, Esq., M.A.

(3) Anathnath Bose, Esq.. M.A., T.D., (Lood.)

(4) 8. I*. ChaMerjee. Esq.. M.8c., Ph.D. (Lond.), T.D. <L™d.>.

F.G.8.

(5) Ilumayun 7,. A. Kabir, Rsq., M.A. (Oion.).

(6) Miss J. Dasgupta, M.A., B.T., Dip. in Kd. (Lond.).

fit) Imperial Council or Aceicultcral Research.

Mr. P. C. Mahslanobis bad been appointed by this University at

delegate to' the 8econd Meeting of the Crops snd Soils wing of the

Board of Agriculture and Animal Husbandry which was held at Lahore

from the 6th to the 1 1 tb December, 1937.

• • •

XVI. Indian Mathematical Society.

The tenth Conference of the Indian Mathematical Society will

bo held st Lucknow under the auspices of the Lucknow University

on the 15th, 16th and 17th March. 1938. This University, we

learn, will send its delegates to the Conference.
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XVII. All-India Library Conference.

Dr. Nibar Ranjan Raj, University Librarian, wu delegated

to attend the Third Session of the All-India Library Conference and

8econd Statutory General Meeting of the Indian Library Association

held at Delhi from the ‘24th to the 26th December, 1937.

• • •

XVIII. Mr. Harold Bctlrh's Visrr to Cai-cutta.

Mr. Harold Butler, Director of the International Labour Office,

and party arrived in Calcutta on the 17tb December, 1937, for a abort

stay. He waa invited to apeak on varioua Labour problem* with which

India ia confronted to-day. Mr. Butler was. accompanied by Mr.

Martin, Economic Expert of the labour Office.

XIX. Joy Kiasa* Mciueuie Gold Medal.

Sir Jamea Jcane and Dr. Francis William Aston, Nobel Prize

winner for Chemistry in 1922, to whom the award of ihe Joy Kit-sen

Mukherjee Gold Medal had been made by the Indian Aswciation for

the Cultivation of 8cience for 1936 and 1937 reepoctircly, havo docidod

to speak on " Origin of the Earth '* and " Separation of Isotope# ” in

connexion with the award of tho Medal. The lectures will be delivered

during tho forthcoming union of the Science Congress.

• • •

XX. Professor J. N. Mukobrjke.

We are glad to announce tho appointment of Professor Jnanendra-

nath Mukherjee, D.Sc. . Guruprasad Singh Professor of Cbemiatry, as

Ghoeh Professor of Chemistry in this University. Wo tender him our

heartiest congratulations.

Mr. Priyadaranjan Ray, M.A., P.N.I., a Lecturer of the depart-

ment, succeeds Professor Mukherjee as the Guruprasad Singh Professor

of Chemistry.
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PLATO : HIS MESSAGE
Windux Tnoum, 8.T.M., Pn.D..

New Vonr

MAIMjY in the fourth,century B.C. Plato purchased a garden named
* ^ the A 'ad>*my in a anburb of Athens and there founded a oollcgo

which breama known by the same name. Thia collego. perhaps the

fir*t scientific achool ever established. hat ainoe giveu it« ntmo to

countless institutions of study and teaching.

I'lato'a world was very much like our world, only amaller in

almost every reapoct. He stulird the a»ars. but coaid not see a*

many as we can. rnstead of groat national state* on the shores of

vast oceans, he babel I tiny city-s'a'ei on thi shores of the Medi-

terranean 3ea- In hie day win were plentiful, but not iro nense.

On a smaller scale he also was confronted with swift economic

developments. res«I-s« >n>vetn*nt* of population, wilespreid oominoroe,

interchange of ideas. disl irbing «p?:'jlat>on* about man and the world,

the breakdown of faith, and the rise of skepticism

In the face of this turmoil Plato established his college to shed

light on the path to a better community.

What was his teochioi ? We cinnot know exactly. For a
period of forty years he lectured and wrote books on a multitude of
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subjects with an amazing variety of illustrations and view-points.

Outside of bis serious oral instruction, of w!»icb we have little record,

he was virtually a dramatist, a writer of dialogues, and supported one

view after another. Accordingly, we possess no authentic statement

or synopsis of his teaching as such.

Let us therefore imagine that we have overcome the barriers of

space, time, and language, sud are now in the Academy at Athens

in the middle of the fourth century B C.. speaking with Plato himself

in the mellow light of his sunset years. To gel a systematic view of

his teaching we shall ask leading qaestions and beg him in reply to

refer us to his dialogues so that we may hare something permanent

to consult.

" First of all. Plato, what is the purpose of life V
" The purpose nf life,” he answers. " is the everlasting possession

of * the Good,’ which is absolute Beauty. For illustration I refer you

to tho speech of Socrates in the Symposium. A lover finds his

greatest happiness in tbe possession of his beloved. Ho would like

to prolong the beautiful n nroent for ever : but since he is morely a

mortal he can retain it only by the procreation of children who will

preserve tbe image ami memory of h»s love To the moital creature,

generation is thus a .ort of eternuy and immortality. Wo can retain

everlasting possession of the belnved by repeated creation of beloved

offspring.

" T,ie *'ra® »• *roe of desire in general. Borne men lore charm-
ing bodies ; others love moneymaking, or fame, or athletics, or

scientific pursuits. But all these satisfactions share more or less in

tho ultimate Good, or eternal Beauty : and th*y rosy enjoy this

Beauty in so far as they create objects which roved its presence.

" Some men are more creative in soul than in body. They
conceive that which is proper to soul-naroely. wi.dom and vi.tue in

general. And such creators are poets and all artists who deserve the

name of inventor. But tbe greatest and fairest tort of wisdom by

far is concerned with the odering of states and families.

" After the soul has married Beauty and conceived an ideal state,

she looks around for a midwife and nurse in tbe form of an intellec-

tual companion who will help her bear and rear this ideal until it

becomes actual. In other words, one person alone achieve an adequate
social order—it must come from two or more, from a group of kindred
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minds banded together in a harmonious school such as our own

Academy.” 1

“ We thank you, Plato, for this answer to our question. But

tell us by what authority you say what you say.”

” My authority is reason,” he replies ,
” I do not blindly follow

the popular poets Homer and He*iod, nor do I journey to Delphi,

' tho navel of the earth/ to consult the oracle there. I cannot trust

the Milesian thinkers who say that the world is fundamentally water,

or air, or some other material substance, for they make no teal place

for intelligence. Of course I discount the words of imperialistic or

unjust politicians and of Sophists who leach cleverness for pay. 1

learn by reasoning, by discuasing human nature with fellow students,

by studying the soul according to aaeoce.

'* By nature the happy soul is the healthy soul, and Lealth ia

nothing but harmony. By nature every soul seeka the Good. With

Socrates 1 agree that no man it voluntarily evil or involuntarily good.

If a man truly knows what is good, knows the consequences of his

acts, knows bow to control his habits and manage bis circumstances,

he will choose good every time. In short, virtue ia knowledge, an

Socrates cays. And if virtue is knowledge, it can bo taught. Thus a

man can be educated id virtue so a# to become happy.”

" What, then, is your program of education ?”

” 1 have dealt with education iu the Republic and again in

the Law . Tue aim of education u to produce healthy souls in a

healthy community. This aim cao be reached by training each

citizen to appreciate the workings of the stale as a whole, and to

serve it m that calling for which he is fitted by nature. This meaue

the universal and compulsory education of ciuzeus of both sexes

from conception till death.

“ Such education will be conducted not only in school buildings

but also on athletic fields and bunting raeges, in market places,

theatres. sUte bouses, and temple*. Not only salaried teacher*

but all mature citizens will be responsible for the traiaing of the

young. The minister of education should be the prime minister—the

most important man in the country.

“ The course of instruction will build good character in various

ways. The student will learn grace of eoul through ‘music’ and

scasn.
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‘ gymnastic,'* through pleasant garner, noble Tories and piems,

wrestling, dancing, athletics and other wholesome play. He will

leara to defend hio coontry Wirough l>or»«back riding, drilling in

armor, and wielding the bow. sling and dirt. He will learn uni-

venal ideas from the study of mathematics—from aritbmetio, plane

aud solid geometry, astronomy, and barmoome. After this schooling

the student will go out into the greater community where his educa-

tion will continue indefinitely with social ceremonies and insti-

tutions.

"Exceptionally wise and brilluut students, however, will pursue

an advanced course which will fit them for leadership in the state.

They will speod about five years in 'dialectic' or profound discussion

about the real nature of the world, and will 6nally cotue to know

the universal Good.' or supreme Beauty, which is the very suu of the

real world— the goal of all desire, and the Anal cause of existence.

" By conceiving the Good these thinkers will see life as a

whole, with all the arta and sciences inter-related and man's

destiny spread out in full view. Then alter a Jong period of practice

in tho lower public offices, they will be abie to rule the mute

wisely us legislator*. judge*, executives, supervisors, and educator*.

"

" you mention the sute, Plato, may we ask what kind

of state yon propose 7"

" My views on the state," he replies, "arc not well understood

outside the Academy. It is often assumed that my political

ideal ia pictured in the Republic. In this work, however, I sketched

a state only to illustrate my theme that the just soul is the happy

soul now and forever—For a state is a human soul writ large. As a

matter of fact. I constructed two states in tbe Republic

:

a peaceful,

primitive, agricultural state, like some inland valley tribe
; and a

commercial, luxurious, and warlike state, like an Athene and Sparta

combined.* Neither the primitive nor the luxurious state is ideal,

since the first lacks culture, and tbe second lacks peace. I later

deah with civic life in the Statesman : but in tbe Levs I have set

down my ripest political wisdom.

"In the Loire I propose a state that is both cultured and

peaceful. The commercial impenaliam of Athens I reject along

* KrfU't. \i, iwu
* Ilie uu, .

tor tbe •<*) ifcsn ifcr body.
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with the uncouth militarism of Sparta. The supreme victory for

any state is not the defeat of an outside foe bat the conquest within

the state of the worse elements by the better. Not Military valor

bat wisdom should be the state's leading virtue. Not profit-making

commerce but useful agriculture shoold be iu support.

“ Since women shall share the labor of men there will be few

hours of work and plenty of leasure for all. And since the state

by its constitution shall renounce commercial imperialism suoh as

the dominion of Athens over her colonial possessions, its normal

aspect will bo peace and not war.’’

" Very good Plato: but what provision have you made for

development, progress, or change ?"

" Only a bad state shonhl change." answers Pluto. " It should

change aud become good. But a good state is already desirable and

should not change. On that account I have laid down many rales

for the prevention of change and the restraint of human caprice.

Every undertaking will be strictly controlled by the government.

•• The population must he kept constant by the use of penalties

or rewards. There shall bo no lending of money on interest, no

credit, and no free choice of occupation. Every transaction shall

be officially registered. Slaves must be kept in llteir place. If a

citizen kills his slave, he shall undergo purification, but if a slave

even wouudt a citizen, the citizen may ktU or torturo the alave or

do with him whatever he pleases.*

" There shall be no innovations in amusements or artistic

pursuits, for these may lead to innovations in government. Poets

must submit to censorship. There shall be no independent family

authority, no private worship, do unofficial educatiou. A newly

married couple shall not lire as they please; the young huabaud

shall take bis place at tbe public table with bis fellow citizens ns

before, and the youog wife shall eat at the common table for women."
" But, Plato I" we exclaim, "surely humaD nature will not

tolerate such rigid and complete regulation as you propose in the

Lairs 1"

*' Human nature is plastic," comes the reply. " Governmental

regulations will be cheerfully obeyed by the people if they really

believe them to be God’s will. Hence we must instruct them about
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God’s control of the world, both human and natural. God roust

be conceived not a* nninteliigent matter, according to the Milesian

theorists, nor yet as a somewhat unmoral soul, according to the popular

poets but as a perfectly immoral and rational soul.

“ As I have suggested in the Timaeut, God creates the world

by imposing the changeless heavenly forms on a formless and restless

something called matter.* The resulting combination of fotm and

matter is the world of sense-object*. The world is thus procreated

by form as father out of matter as mother. 8ince the laws which

the ideal state imposes on human nature are integral with the change-

less heavenly forms which God Himself imposes on matter to create

this marvelous living world, the citizens of the state should willingly

conform to the state’s laws and regulations.”

As Plato stops speaking we stand amazed at the scope and brilli-

ar.ee of his vision ;
but his enure scheme seems too formal and strict,

la human nature nothing but amorphous material for legal form ? Are

forme absolute in beaTen and earth 7

Plato is a magnificent tbiuket. but iu certain respects his thinking

may bo defective.

If so, why so ? Let us see.

If we scrutinize Plato’a political program, we find that its various

defects can be reduced to one—namely, the denial of individual right,

or a circle of legal freedom within which the individual may develop

his uniquo capacities and join with others to form voluntary groups.

.We cannot successfully argue against Plato’s use of reaeon or his ideal

of political harmony. .We may even accept his view that the state

should be all-inclusive, since (in bis plan) it organizes all fields of

human culture
;
and an individual whose rights he outside of human

culture must be either a beast or a god.
“

But we must insist that

within the state the individual be accorded a right to harmonious free-

dom as the condition in which be can best serve the whole.

In making this criticism we are not assuming something that

Plato himself would deny ; strange to say, we are simply correcting

r««M, 4»ll. ?m A. E. Tsjtar. ruis. pp lU-iX

,
To B»k( lb* .Sals oj-sc-ai.* .re npromo u ixi««d trendy.

Yrt lh» opptol i« » fUio e( eoibjc ' m » ptttcrtxo cf Miudssl itfM inisit Uisotsis «
BBfc“•*»•**>*. TWoal7 «aU^anm«MMB|VM| W uM id^»^.
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Plato's view of " the just state ” by Plato's view of " the just

man," who i« by oo means a mere cell in the body-politic, but a

responsible and intelligent citizen.

The just man sera in order his osro life, and is bis own master and

his own law, aad is at peace with himeelf
; and when be has become one

entirely temperate and perfectly adjuated nature, then be proceeds to act ...

whether in a matter of property or in the treatment of tho body or in some

affair of politics or private business, always thinking and calling that which

preserves and co-operates with this harmonious condition just and good

eotion.
*

It does not require genius to see that Plato's ideal citizen, who is

typically Athenian, could not tolerate or endure Plato's government,

which is typically Egyptian. Plato himself is a splendid cxamplo of

the Athenian citizen, overflowing with individuality. While teaching

in the Academy he conceived at leaat four different ideas of a state

:

two in the Republic, one in the Slaieiman, and one in the Latct. If

he wore to become a citizen of his own atat« in the Lairs, he would

soon conceive a new constitution, and be banished for wishing to change

the form of government.

How are we to explain this contradiction between Plato's ideal

man and his plan for the a'ate * Chiefly by the fact that the ancient

Greek philosopher was planning a state which would fit the traditional

class system based on warfare and slavery
, and in aucb a state the

ideal man is impossible. Plato himeelf belonged to the upper class,

was a warrior, and kept slaves
;
and his forebears were noble Athenian

pirates. His heritage handicapped hie ideals.

Let us glance back for a moment at this heritage. Until about

3,500 D. C. the Stone Age lay over the Aegean basin. Then Btrong-

holds sprang up in the control of men who had discovered bow to make
and use weapons of bronze, far superior to stone weapons. 8ince

bronzo wu quite rare. only a few could possess it; these became

warrior chiefs who easily dominated tbe Stone Age people about them
and thus formed city-states such as Cnossus in Crete, Myccnac in

Argolis, and Athens in Attica. The conquering warriors of the Bronze

Age became " nobles ;
" and tho conquered farmers of the Stone Ape

remained commoaers. Sow and then a band of warriors, seeking

power and adventure, would raid some other land, defeat the warriors

• fUpatCir. IV, <l&] (JoaMI UJ.
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there, kill ihe men. and bring back the women and children aa slaves.

Raiding became a profession, war a principal industry, piracy the only

respectable trade of tbo nobles.

Then came the Iroo Age Since iron was more plentiful than

bronze, it male possible (he phalanx, or mass formation of heavy-armed

fighters. To defend themselves against Sparta, the nobles of Athena

welcomed into their ranks such Atheniau commoners a« could afford a

complete iron equipment. Odm these commoner* fought ahonlder to

ahoutder with nobles, they began to take part in the government. In

that day democracy imant only that commoners could buy weapons and

armor, learn to figbt. and become professional pirates like the nobloa.

Thus every prominent HdUeaio state was literally a state of war

:

its citizens lived in constant fear of attack by another power, or rebel-

lion on the part of ila own slates. Athenian democracy was a false

democracy, for the commercial democrats of Athens, like the military

aristvrsta of Sparta, composed a class that lived on the back of another

claw X* a child of this piracy culture. Plato planned a state to fit the

institutions of war. class, and slavery. While de laring that peaceful

wisdom should be the state's leading virtue, he dearly -aw that n sMto

in -laager of war with a neighbor or with its own lower class inu-t live

like an armed otmp. Military d.eapiine, however, i* sufficient to

annihilate individual nght An armed camp is Ihe last place in the

world for freedom of caltural interest, freedom of spaecb. or freedom of

private aseociatioo. Liberty and class pevernment do oot mix. Conse-

qurntly, Piito’s picture of mm »nl the state was a picture of

contradiction.

lu conceiving an ideal state for oar day, we may accept Plato’s

vision of Beauty, together with hia etren on wisdom an 1 education
;

but w* cannot tolerate the institution of war. class, an I slavery which

defeats individual right and all liberal culture.

The supreme council of state should indeed be an educational

council, with the minister of education as its president or prirae-

minUter. Happiness comes when rulers seek the welfare of the whole

instead of a part, anl educators as such are more apt than warriors or

industrialists to seek the welfare of the whole. This does doi mean
that all fauctions of state, including economic organization, shall bo
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directly administered by educators, however wise and statesmanlike

they may be
;

it rnfarii only that educators shall direct and correlate

them for the benefit of the community.

To support his view of the state, Plato proposed in the Laws a

view of the universe having analogous features. Corresponding to

fixed laws in the state lie saw fixed forms in the heavens—the world's

" formal cause." Corresponding u> the rebellious class of slaves, he

saw an active and infinite something called mailer—the world's

" mateml cause." Corresponding to the prime-minister imposing

fixed laws on the slave clast he saw a cosmic agent—the world's

“ efficient cause" imposing fixed betvenly forms on matter. This

agent, conceived aa a self-moving soul, be named God. Like is

bureaucratic official obedient to Iho established forms of the dominant

class, Plato’s finite God operates on a restless and servile matter.

Remove the notion of claw division from this view of the uni-

verse, and the division between form and matter is removed. Instead

of enjoying fixed authority over matter, forma are now imbedded in

matter as ita oliaoging appearance Instead of boing servile matter is

supreme
;

it is Hearty itself. That is, the world's " material cause
”

is also its ‘ final cause." Thus Plato's conception of Beauty is en-

hanced by the addition of spontaneous activity coming from infinite

inattor. Since Beauty is now active, it becomes the world's “ efficient

cause." and may justly be named God. with the result that Plato's

finite and individual God disappears.

2



CURRENCY EVENTS DURING THE
DEPRESSION (II)

Db. J. C. Sikhj, m.a.
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THE gold eiodua, especially on the »cale in vhich it began after

1 the linkin'* of the rupee to sterling. is Tery unusual in our

economic bi.*iury. Front time immemorial, import of precious metals

has b*-en a normal fra'ore of In-lun f reign tr«d». Pliny complained

about 77 A D that India drained the Kniuan Empire of 5i million

aeaiercea or £ 456,000 worth of gold and sileer every year. It umr

but natural that h« •hould describe India aa a “ .ink of precious

nietala " a charge winch ha* been re|<e<tcd by tubacqnem foreign

writers. Thia inflow of precious metal* was ohm of the fact <r«

which made it unnecessary for India to adopt a policy of raeica'diliitu

when it a»o*« in Europe in the sixteenth and sevent»eni It idduiie*.

It ia not of comae implied that India waa never an axpoi ttr of

gold in the
|
a§t. To quote a few recent iimancva the net ex|ort

of gold from India on private a -e-mot, was valued at Ha 1*16 crorea

in lOli-16 1 and at K* 3 7J crorea in 19JI-2*.' Out auch axpoita

•ink into insignificance when we compare them with the amount
which left the country during the five years 1931-32 to 1915 30. The
relevant figure* are given in the following table (Table No. 2).

It appear* from tha table that the net export of gold from India

dining the last five year* waa more than one -fourth of the total produc-

tion in tbe whole world, exetoding U. 8. S. H. As the annual out-

put of gold in ihia country is not even 2% of the world production,

the B'eal bulk of the Indian export obviously came out of the quantity

previously imported into tbe countty which had been lying hoarded,

partly m the form of bullion bat mainly in the form ot ornaments.

Two Classes of Gou> Sales won in tbk Countm.

What were the factors that led to the flow of this hoarded gold,

first to the bullion markets of India und aflerwaida to foreign . ountries?

The former movero-nt began much earlier than the latter. It wan in

• Rb« of tAo Ttidi
I ImJit m 19li IS. p. 04.

• Ropo-t 't U* GmSnOw of U. C.r.nu, its 1Kitaj tat IW-2Z.
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progress daring the second phase of the depression when il was

deepening more and more. During the closing months of 1930-31

there was " a considerable return of gold from op-country districts

to Bombay. This inflow which commenced in March lias been

variously estimated at from 50l>0 to 00lX> tolas of fine gold a day.” !

The great bulk of gold this flowing to Bombay roughly up to the

end of the year 1931-3-2 appear* to have been ” distress ” gold sold

by people to tide over their economic difficulties. But gold sales,

within the country, at least the greater pirt of it, in subsequent years,

was " investment " gold, which was exchanged for profit and generally

for subsequent investment.

The effect on prices of tbeee two kinds of gold sales within the

country, was somewhat different. " Distress ” gold, so far as it was

not utilised, to meet Ihe duet of the moneylender or of the landlord,

should result in sd immediate n*e in pricot brought about by an

increase in tbe volume of purchase of consumption goods. Buch sales

of gold would thus reflect themselves in an increase of retail transac-

tions. Bui later on when this gold would pass into tlio hands of the

bullion dealers, its effect on prices should be the same ss that of

“ investment " gold, pis., increased demand for Government securities,

larger purchase of postal cash certificates and increased deposits in

postal and other banlu.

Thus it is clear that tbe immediate rise in the Calcutta wholesale

index number in October, 1931 and in Ihe next two months, must have

been partly due to the sale of ” distress ” gold. Tbe sudden increase

in the absorption of small coins during the year 1931-32, also roughly

indicates an increase in tbe number of rotail tranuctions. 4 The

absorption of whole rupees sod notes, which may be required for

' financial circulation * is not ss good an index of the chauges in

retail transactions.

Gold Export ami its Causes.

But whether it was originally * distress * gold or * investment '

gold, gold began to leave tbe couotry, regularly after September, 1931.

Ripen of IKi Control:* of (». Ciw) for •b* jr.r 1<0041. p. 10.
Asntdiot lo ibe /Upon of t%. Centro?,’ of fk in ib; year 1PJ1-35. p. 80.
ah**"*1 «* “““ ««• hto oica'stwa >o leC* iD 19SV3I w« c,„,i lo Hi 66

*^«o*Q»es lo rucolMion •». e«jo»l lo Hi. I9| loiht. it..

I
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What led to thia export from India ? Many reasons have been

advanced. One is (hat it was sent ont for correcting our unfavourable

balance of payments. As Prof. Vmer has shown, tbe dominant

tradition m English Political Economy with regard to thia question,

has been J. 8. Mill's theory that an unfavourable balance of payments
neceaaiutei a change in the relative price levels, and bullion will move

until relative pricea in the paying and tbe recipient areas are such as

tc enable the new excess of payments over receipts to be met by the

export of goods. To quote Mill's actual words: " Disturbances of the

equilibrium of imports and exports, and consequent disturbance* of

tbe exchange, may be considered as of two classes; the one casual or

sccidentsl, which, if not ou too large a scale, correct themselves

through the premium on bills, without any transmission of the

precious metals, the other arising from the geueral slate of prices which

cannot be corrected without the subtraction of actual monoy from tho

circulation of one of the countries, or an annihilation of crodil equivalent

to it, since tbe mere transmission of bullion (ae distinguished from

money) not having any offoct on prices, is of no avail to abate the

cause from which the disturbance proaseded.".* As India was off

gold, our gold export could not be due to the necessity of correcting

any disequilibrium in trade by a relative change of prices.

Awu8TMBi»r or Balabcb or Panama.

There is another variant of this contention, vim., gold export was

ccoMury merely for liquidsting the debit balance of payment already

incurred. But the figures given in Table 2 does not fully support

this view. According to this table, the total visible balance of accounts

in our favour, after meeting the foreign obligation for tho year 1031-32

was He. M 07. But our net export of goldduring that year, was valued

at Rs. 57 97 erores. Tbe great bulk of it was therefore not utilised

for meeting our adverse balance.

It it true that our annual balance of aooounU cannot be accurately

calculated. But it ia equally true that this balaooe need not alway$

be adjusted to tbe nearest pie at the end of every financial year.

Sir George Schuster said before the Committee on Monetary and

Financial Questions relating to the Ottawa Conference in 1932 that

• J. 8 Milt— ./ M«mI Ecornmj
018.

(Ally's edition). Book III, Cb. £>. p.
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“ apart from movements of capital or the country’s requirements for

the purchase of precious metals, India in order to maintain an even

position requires a favourable trade balance of at least 50 crores

annually.” As our bslance of trade in merchandise in I9PI-32 was

Hi. 39*74 crores, wo could have therefore met our normal foreign

obligations that year by seudmg abroa I about one third the actual

quantity of gold exported.

Ittu. Rraaos for GoUj Espokt.

In faol, the explinatioo of our gold export ia quite simple. Gold

M a commodity, was relatively cheap in In l ia and this is why it was

exported. 80 long as the rupee waa linked to gold, it was not usually

profitable to export it. But the situation change I completely in

September. 1931. The rt«e in the rupee price of gold, not coming up

immediately to the fu I extent of the depreciation of sterling in terms

of gold, the export of the metal afforded a prc 6 t to Indian bullion

dealers. This has been very clearly explained tu the Statistical

Appendix to Dr. 11. Sinha’s article on Indian Oold Exports in the

Indian Journal of Economic

*

of April, l‘JJ3.

MBxsCRRS SfOOBSTK).

As Government allowed th» gold export to go on uninterrupted,

tho Federation of Indian Clumbers of Commerce at their fifth annual

meeting held at Delhi on the ifilb and 37th March , I93J criticised

the ’* let alone " policy of Gorerotoeoi and pissed the following

resolutions:

—

() an immediate embargo on the export of gold ;

( ) purchase of gold by Government on the basis of day-to-day

ruling rate.

Thr DtmcouriM is tbr Wat.

What were the difficulties in giviug effect to these resolutions ?

The question whether the export of gold from India should have
been allowed to go on unrestricted or Dot. tinged on whether the

• lpp«niic«» -> (A> Sxmmxr,
uttMM. ton. n> tee-isu.

#/ tt< ImfirUi Co«/«r»n<e at
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balk of the export was “ dU-ireas ** gold or "investment" gold.

If it belonged to the former category, free export was necessary in

the interest of those who had been compelled to part

with their gold on account of severe economic distress.

As most of the gold exported during 1931*32, was “ distress
'

gold, the " let alone ” policy of Government was quite justifiable.

A policy of gold purchase by Government along with an embargo on

export, as suggested in some quarters, »a> then cut of the question.

IIow much gold was Government to |
urcl.a.e at the lime ? Should

it have equalled tlie amount actually exported from lodia iu 1931-32,

valued at Its 57.97 rrorcs ? If the funds for purchasing such a huge

ouiouul had b.-en rai.-ed by a loan, the ‘•urden of interest charged

at the existing high rate of nearly per rent, w >nld have proved very

heavy on the In lun tax-payer, apart from the possible loss due to

(he future fall in the value of gold so purchased. But ia not the

condition different to-day 7 In hit Budget speech in February. 1933,

Sir George Schuster pointed out (bat most of the gold exported during

lire firian 1*1 year winch was then closing. w&s " investment " gold.

If that vras ao in 1931-33, it stands to reason that very little ‘'distress"

gold wa* exported in subsequent years when lire economic situation

showed some improvement.

What then, was the objection against restricting gold exports

after March, 1932 0 The reason given by Sir George Schuster w»s
" The broad fact i« that In li-» could not with exports at their present

level support the present volume of imports simultaneously with

meeting her external obhgaticn* unless they were Supplemented by
gold exports." He had explained this more folly in bia speech at the

Ottawa Confererce. AcOirding to him. a reduction of imports by
causing loss of customs revenue which was the main stay of Central

Government finance, "would .reate a completely impossible

budgetary position." If. on the other band, imports did not decline.

India would he unable to meet her external obligations except by
raising loaus abroad. How wax this conundrum to be solved? The
abnormal fall m our export surplus in 1932-13 (this year ihere wos
an actual deficit amounting to Rs. 13 lakhs) and also in 1934 35,
shows that the clioice before India, at least durng these two years was
really this-whether it was desirable to create active liability for the
Government in the shape of foreigo bans, for the shake of pre^erving
dead assets of gold in the country. It must not be forgotten that
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gold which left the country, came out of private holdings and not out

of the curreocv reserves of the Govern-ceot. Thus there wa6 do cause

for raising the alarm that the country was rushing headlong to

financial bankrupty, on aroouat of the “ drain " of gold cut of the

country.

Ixcidbxck ov Export Dm.

But a critic might a*k if Sir George Schuster really wanted

free export of gold for the take of custom duties on import*, at

itated in hia speech before the Ottawa Conference, could not the

same object have been fulfilled by levying an export duty on gold ?

There was recently a proposal for an export duty on gold in the

central legislature, but not on the ground etated above. In the ooorae

nf tbe debate on the Finance Bill before the Council of Stale in April,

1935, Sir James Gr gg objected to the proposal on the ground that

" it would havo ultimately fallen on the teller, who aa a rule was a

poor person with only a small stock of jffJd." Thia does not however

appear to have been the case, for, at pointed out above, it was only

during the last stag# of the second phase of the depression from

July, 1930 to Anguat, 1031. that soch •• distress " gold was sold to

bullion dealers. On the other hand, it most I*** recognised that tbe

incidence of the export duty would fall mainly on the Indian aeller.

It is true that tb# export of the gold from India forms a substantial

part of the annual world output, bat it forma nevertheless a very

small portion of the total world stock. Any export duly on Iodian

gold ia therefore not likely to raise its price abroal to any appreciable

extent. But the question is. who is the person who pays the tax ?

Is he a needy cultivator obliged to take away ornaments from the

person of his wife ? Or, is be a bullion dea'er. who exports or does

not export accordingly as it is profitable or unprofitable ? If such a

bullion dealer is obliged to reduce his buying price of gold because he

has to export at a lower price, he doe* not pay that reduced price to

"a po>r person with only a small stock of gold," who was

obliged to pert with his gold long ago.

It has been already pointed out that the disparity between the

rupee price and the sterling price of gold is reslly responsible for

gold outflow. As thia disparity has been created by Government, it
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is a legitimate source of revenue. Sir James Grigg, in his Budget

speech on February 28, 1935, rightly pointed out that our revenue tariff

was too high and complicated. In fact, the lowering of this tariff, would

bring some relief to the Indian agriculturist who has so far gained

little from protective duties on manufacturers and from high revenue

dnties in general. Tho proceeds of the export duty on gold might

very well be utilised for lowering revenue duties on some of the

necessities of the Indian ryot. But this export duty should be

imposed solely for revenue. It must not be » high as to stop the

outflow of gold, for it it difficult to accept the view that the conversion

of private gold holdings into interest-bearing assets, does involve

national loas. It is now late in the day to sigh for the loss of

"distress” gold in 1931-3). As already pointed out, it was not a

practical proposition for Government to purchase this gold at the

marlc-t rate. It was certainty advantageous to the sellers that they

obtained o higher price due to unrestricted export than they could

have otherwise obtained. If thsy had pledged their gold with tho

villas* money-lender instead of selling it outright, it was extremely

doubtful whether they could ultimately recover the gold which had

once been pledged in this way.

With regard to th» sale of "iore. t moot" gold, however, it has

been argued that the Indian sellers wore merely exchanging "solid"

gold for depreciated sterling. If we take a abort poriod view of

tho matter, it may be mid that as they were selling this gold of their

own froo will, it is not unreasonable to assume that they were parting

with a commodity having a lower value for one which had a higher
one. Even in the loug run. it is trao that sterling may depreciate,

but it is equally true that gold itself is not free from this danger. The
increase in annual output of gold in the world which has boon
referred to in Table 2 shows that our problem to-day is not primarily
that of shortage of gold. Thanks to a general devaluation of tho
world’s currencies and the consequent rise in tho price of gold in

terms of these currencies, the monetary stock of gold in the world
has increased considerably during the last five years, partly from
larger production, as has already been mentioned, and partly from
dishoarding of gold by China and India. Tbe fear of gold shortage
has vanished. On the other hand, it is apprehended that the
world might suffer from a plethora of gold in no distant
future.

3
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Fctckb Value of Gold.

The fulore value of gold is in any case uncertain. It will depend

above all, on (bat incalculable factor—the future monetary policy

of the leading countries of the world. Kveu if there is a general

return to gold standard in the near future, the policy of economising

monetary gold fonoJ successful in the pre-depression period, is not

likely to be given up. It may also be taken as practically certain

that if and when gold standard comes back, lower gold parities than

those of 1929. will be generallv adopted. There ia therefore a

greater probability of the value of gold falling rather than rising in

future. It seems that India has done well in converting her

dead Block of gold into interest-beiring asset*. It will not be difflcolt

for her to get back her gold on more favourable terms, should such an

occasion arise in future.

Speaking quite broadly, tbit gold export in an effect of the

depression. But at tho same time it is a mim for trade revival.

To the extent gold export, as pointed out in the Report of th$

Controller of the Currency, for 1331-32. " stemmed the headlong

fall of commodity prices in India," it benefited the busloes* community.

It strengthened also the rupee-sterling exchange and aolvod the

remittance problem of Government. Gild oiport again haa

been partly responsible for the ri«e in the price of Government

securities In other words, the fall in the long term rate of interest

which is a pre-requisite of trade recovery . is partly due to our gold

export. Thus it offer's ooe more illu«trstiou of the wonderful adaptabi-

lity of man under chanxing economic conditions—of his eternal struggle

to mould his environment to satisfy bis own pressing needs

(Concluded

)



THE ANGRIAS AND THE DUTCH
Professor Scrbndiuxatb Sen. u.a.. fh.d., a.Lrrr. (oxon)

K
ANHOJI Aogna nab not a coi>a.r like CapUin Kidd. He was the

Lord High Admiral of the Maiaiha fighting fleet and rode the

sea under bis master's Bag. but to most Europeans, he was no better

than a common pirate who seized every rhip he could, held the

unfortunate sailors to ransom and made them labour hard for a scanty

subsistence until they could secure the.r freedom either by flight or by

purchase. Yet be derived bis authority from tbe lawfully constituted

government ot bit people, and exercised, in the name of bia king, the

Hovereiguty of the sea in a maooer sanctioned by the ancient custoxna

of the coast. In this respect bis couduct did not differ in any way

from that of the Portuguese, tbe English and tbe Dutch, and it is

interesting to note that tbe trading nations from die west often

brought obarge* of piracy agaiost each other, but they invariably

refused to allow any vessel, oilier than their own, to sail without

their passport, unless soch a right bad beeu secured by a ticaty or a

convention. No aolf-respcrting nation would quietly concede to

auother die right of controlling or regulating the movement of their

merchaut men aciose tbe tngb road of the tea, and the result wus

consi ant friction. Kanboji »aa resolved to defend his right* against

all bia neighbours jointly or severally, aod at differeu* tunes be fought

the Eoglub, tbe Portuguese and tbe Dutch. The struggle did not

come to an end with Kanboji'a death in June, 17211. but was oontinued

with varj mg succoa* by bia sons, and tbe Angnan flee! waa a terror

which the sea-farers of the eighteenth century were glad to avoid.

The exploits of Kauhoji snd bis successors sre but vaguely known, aud

an account of their relations with tbe l>otcb may be of some interest

to the students of Indian history.

We do not exactly know when Kanboji was appointed to the

supreme command of the Maratha fleet, but it is clear that he caine

to blows with tbe Dutcb bast India Compaoy \ery early in his career.

In the opening months of 1703 Kanboji captured a Dutch inuti-ol-war,

as John Bumn-too, Deputy Governor of Bombay, ir.foiu.ed Sir John

Gayer. In a letter, dated 11 March, 1702-0, Buimtlou wrote: "we
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have a report of Cannajee Angria's trappaoing a Dutch ship of 30 gong

who put in near their port for wood and water, which their boaU

went for. The villain Cook hi* opportunity of seizing them and

sending his people in gabels oo board, who being haled by the ship,

answered that they had provision for them, and on such a pretenco

surprised and mattered her" (Surat lacten Records, Vol. 100). Hon
the Dutch retaliated we do not know, but we may fairly infer that

peace and amity bad doi been established between them and Kanboji,

who again made prizes of a sloop and a galley in 1710. (Letter from

Cochin, dated lbth April, 17-10, Madias Records ) Ihe Dutch strongly

remonsuatod with him and aaked him to restore the vessels with all

Ibeir belongings, but Kanboji quietly retorted that " he is not aware

of any friendship existing between biu. and the Company, nor of any

correspondence on the matter. He docs not molest such merchants aa

make him presents as do for instance the English, Portuguese and

Moors. Finally be does Dot bold himself responsible for the return of

prizes." IPress fisl o] Ancient Dutch Hecordt, pp. 7-8.)

The Dutch Commander of Malabar corresponded with lus official

superiors at Batavia about somo effective measures against. Kaulioji’s

highhandedness on the high seas, but nothing cams out of it. In

1710 Kanboji was at war with the Portoguesa and tlio fcsidi. ilia

relations with tho English were also far frern cordial, for he seized an

English boat in 1712. In 1718 Cbarlet Boone. Governor of Bombay,
proclaimed war against Angria, and a few years later Kanboji’s

territories were intadrd by a joint Anglo-Port uguero force by land and

sea. It is, therefore, likely that during these years of iroublo and

turmoil Kanboji did not like to add to bis enemies by offering any

fresh offence to the Dutch, or more probably, the Dutch themselves

had been more careful, and cautiously avoided tbe Maratha fleet.

Twenty-eight years passed before the Aogrian fleet again engaged

a Dutch squadron of three ship*, two of which wero capturod.

Kanboji was nc Icnger in the land of tbe living, bis eldest son Sekhoji

also had passed away sod tie command of tbe Angrian fleet was held

by Sambhaji Angria Sarkbel, an intrepid sailor of uncertain temper.

The official account of this battle sent borne from Ceylon under the

'

signature of Captain Grombrugge, Chief mate Pieter Jansz. Bors

and Second n ate Willem darters of ite Hoordtcoljtbergen.lhe only
ship that escaped capture, has been preserved in tbe Public Record
Office a*, the Hague and is .well worth quoting.
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" At 14 degrees of longitude (on tbeir way to Moclia) on Sunday,

the ‘23rd of March, 1738 in the morning at the 4ih bell, we were

reading a test to the crew, m., Luke 5, verse 5, when we observed

North of us eight ships sailing before the wind and iu our direction.

After finishing our religious ceremony wjih prayer aDd song, we hailed

the Magdalena who bad been fighting with the pirates the year before

aud when we asked them for their opinion as to the approaching

vessels, they replied ** those are fishers with dry nets."

Keeping near to the yacht we gave the si*ml for drawing up in

battle array, turning Southwest, where the sea was 13 fathom deep.

We bad 4 guns, the pirates approached with 15 sails (8 goeraps,

6 large and 2 small galliots) and started firing at the 1st bell p.m. ;

we got a six pounder through our steinposl. Three large galliots

attached the Zetland* IVelvaren aod k*withstanding Ibeir defenco,

they boarded the ship ; we advanced to their relief and succeeded in

this purposo, but the Magdalena bad not kept near us, as was ibeir

duty, they now came alongside the Zeeland* Welpartn, who told

them that they were free of the pirates, but that only 6 or 9 of the

crew survived.

In the meantime the pirates attacked us strongly, mainly aiming

at our rigging. The gunnor aud the paymaster of the Zeeland*

Welvaren came swimming to our board sod told us that their ship was

lost us the remaining part of the crew wore all injured. Wo then

tried to approach the Magdalena but she rapidly moved oil towards

the coast and soon the shallop was boarded by U galliots, her flag was

lowered, hereafter the pirates sailed in our direction with all their

might and notwithstanding oar continuous firing 2 goeraps boarded

the Zeeland* Weltaren and towed the ship ashore.

We now could only save our own abip, the pirates kept firing

for another 3 bells, always aiming at our rigging. We prevented

them from boarding and they dropped off one after another.

The whole battle had lasted 10 bells and it was now one bell

before sunset, our crew were wholly exhausted, our gunnery had

broken spindles and so we turned to the Southwest as soon as possible

in order to pass between the isles of MalJiva and return to Cochin.

Wo had lost one Bugiuese (sic. Balinese) soldier aDd one sailor

was injured." (Letters feet from Ceylon to Holland, 1739, 3rd Vol.)

From the letter of Laorens Kerkboven and other prisoners, dated

10th June, 1738 (Letters from Ceylon to Holland, 1739, 3rd Vol.),
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we learn tbit the bailie was fought nine mile* to the north of

Bracelore. We find more detail about the casualty and an account

of Aogria's land and strongholds in the above-mentioned letter, as the

following extract shows

:

" On onr side 2ti were killed and many injured, both our Captains

were alive with 38 European soldiers and sailors, 20 Moore and
Bailnese. Of those men 2 enlisted voluntarily ami 9 were forced to

enter the service of the pirates. The pirates counted 200 killed and

wounded men. They brought the cargo into their fortresses, sank the

ships and forced us to work at slaves without drink or sufficient food.

The country is rough and unfertile, they do not sow or mow, they

only go marauding. There are seven foitroesei, 6 are of no account,

but the 7th called Boeteroebe (ix. Vijayadrug ?) has 50 gnus Their
naval force consists of II large g*raps, each with 16 or 18 guns (six

and nine pounders! maimed with JMO men each and 29 galliots, each
with 2 or 3 gun- At our arrival we found 6 Europeaunin service of

the pirntes, on., two Englishmen, two Portuguese aa gunners and two
Dutchmen, one us guuner- major and secret councillor of the head of

the nation.
'*

According to Simon files and others, who addressed a letter to

tlie Dutch Commander of Malabar on the 26lh May, 1738, the
casualty wan as follows—

Zetland* Walearen:

2b alivr

16 killed

9 forced to enli*l

2 voluntarily enlisted.

Magdalena:

37 alive

12 killed

3 forced to enlitt

1 voluntarily enlisted.

Sambbaji, wrongly de^ibcd « King by the prisoner., demanded
a ransom of 40,000 Rupees, which was later od reduced to 20,000.
(Letter, rent from Ceylon to Holland. 1739. 3rd Vol.,p 1452). In
August the so-called « King of Angrn ” consented to accept 15.000
Rupees for the freedom of the jneonera, who mformed Van
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Gollenesse that they stood in fear of their life and might otherwise b:

forced to serve the Angria who had 9 Ghorabs and *26 Gahvats ready

for sailing.

Van Gollenesse had iDdeed opened negotiations with Samblmji

as soon as the report of the naval engagement reached him and

requested the Maratha Admiral " to rend the sorviving part of the

crew to the resident* of the Company at Iiamalooras well as the 2

shallop*." The answer of Sambhaji iu defiant and unambiguous and

ran a* follows

'• Writer is sending this letter with due respect aod love, he has

received with pleasure your letter of the 13th June. 173*. and it is

true that Wtbay Narana was sent with a letter, Itowcver you have

answered that you would write to your authorities aud await their

reply before deciding about trade in our country. So we understood

this matter wonld take a year or more and meanwhile peace waa not

yet made. Perhaps you know tlmt all over the world peace ia mado

by contract signed by both tbe parties. Therefore if you intend to

make pence, pleaee send some intelligent sod able men to make up

the treaty and if you send ships with merchants we will live with

them in perfect understanding and friendship.

As regard* the aSaltofw. if you had made poece earlier, we jvould

never have taken these, but now wo met tlietn in time of war.

As to punishment which you purpose, yon have fell oar power

once or twice and in future you will know it again." (Letter* sent

from Malabar to Holland, 1739. 4th Vol.. p. 2223.)

Samhhaji evidently had complete confidence in his fleet, or he

would not hurl this defiance against the Dutch, for as a vassal of the

Maratha King lie was already engaged in a war which the Maratha

8tate was waging against tbe Portuguese. The Dutch, however,

could not ignore this challenge and prepared a formidable fleet under

Reroicus Siersroa. who subsequently succeeded Vm Gollenes*.e an

Commander of Malabar, to avenge the iu*o!t and injury they had

suffered at the hands of Angria. In 1739 the Dutch fleet, consisting

of eight meo-of-war besides aoroe light vessels, appeared near the bar

of Agoad*. and the Portuguese Viceroy, intent on exploiting this

opportunity, proposod an alliance against the common enemy. The

expedition, however, accomplished nothing and in 1743 Van Golle-

nesse wrote that " these pirates were growing stronger every day to

the great chagrin of all European and native traders."
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Sambbaji died in December, 1741. He was succeeded by Tulaji

who, according to Van Golleoesse. opened negotiations with the Dutch

officers of Barcelona for peace and offered them due reparation for

their loas. Apparently nothing came out of these negotiations and

tho Dutch Captain* were instructed to do the Angrias all the damage

they could. In January. 1743. Toleji's fleet of aoven ghnrabs and

twentythree gallivats entered the roadstead of Calicut and " cause!

great damage to the Eaghsb and native traders.” The Dutch

despatched two of their battleships, Poptcewbury and S. Heeren to

fight tho intruders but they dtaappeared before the Dutch ships

appeared on the scene.

A Cochin letter of the year 1747 (No. 4H7 of the Madras Records)

refers to fresh aggression on Tubhi’s part which resulted in the loss

of two Dutch ships, the Zto\\ndrnjt and the Coilan. Seven year*

later Angria again captured three Dutch vessels. Meanwhile rumour*

of a propot* I alliance between Tibji and the Ady Rajah which were

rife iu 1747 caaied the Dutch o»n«uler*b!o anxiety and uneasiness.

In 1751 the Dutch authorities of Batavis issued apec.nl instructions

to nil their vessel* saliag from 8urat •• in order lo avoid *n encounter

with the pirstes of Cangs Angria.” Kaohoji had indeei psuved away

a quarter of a century a^o bat what greater enfiiplimentH conl.l his

adversaries poy him than to give hi* na ue to his people ?

Unfortunately the Dutch were not tire only poopla who wished

the ruin of Angria and hit men The English were daily growmg

more powerful and the Peshwa joined them in an unholy alliance

against Tulaji. Kanboji had successfully combatted the Anglo-

Portugucee alliance of 1721 but his son succumbed before the Anglo-

Maiatha alliance in 1750. Three Dutch letters announce tho fall of

Gberia and the complete destruction of that fleet which had beld the

merchant nations of the Malabar coast in awe for half a century.

Thus ended the epic straggle between the English and the Angriaa

for supremacy of the sea. The Dutch archives, if properly explored,

may yet throw fresh light on the history of the Marathi navy.



THE WAR IN THE FAR EAST AND
AMERICAN-JAPANESE RELATIONS

(A Re examination of the Far Eastern Question)

Shctaho Tomimas, >u.,

Stmstmsi rtOme. CctomHa Ueuenif.

E
VER since Japan'a ascendency following the war with Russia, 1904-

19*>> the Sioo-Japaneae question has frequently ahown the pro-

penalty of assuming the dignity of becoming in its final atnge the

American-Japanese Question. This is primarily due to America’s

self-imposed rAIe of leadership, quasi-political and quasi-moral, in the

For Eastern affairs, which uiay in turn be attributed to the " superior-

ily-complex " of the Americans. The Washington Conference of

1021-22 w»l the most remarkable example of this tendoncy. At the

same time, the Conference proved to bo a clearing house for the Far

Eastern Question
;
burying tbe old and ringing in tho new.

It is to be noted that tho chief aim of tlie Conference was the

neutralization of Japan's domination of China during the World War

in general, the outcome of the Twenty-One I>emanda in particular.

Confronted with the concerted preseure of tbe United Statoe ond

Great Britain. Japan exhibited an extremely conciliatory attitudo both

in the Chinese and Naval Qjestioo*. Whether her retreat was

prompted by the rising tide of " Liberalism ” at home or by the

protracted financial debacle which followed the Armi-tice of 1018 or

by the " threat " of verbal bombardnienta staged in the American

Senate or by her deference to tbe sudden preponderance of the

American Navy, emerging out of the World War or by tbe combina-

tion of all these four, it was not easy to judge at that time. Never-

theless, to an observer outside the closed chambers of the Conference,

there was do difficulty to perceive that it was the xero hour of Japan's

prestige and diplomacy. Particularly in tbe Chinese Question, appre-

hension was held m certain quarters that Japan was disgorging at

Washington, in the winter of 1921, all what she ate at Peking in the

spring of 1915. This retreat on tho part of Japan was made possible,

because, in addition to those four mentioned, of the innate desire of

4
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her statesmen to perpetrate their traditional friendship with America

by closer alignment m the future. At the same time, there waa no

denying that they placed their good fath in the political philosophy

embraced in the Wilsonian phrase, “ to make the world safe foi

democracy *' which then was .till in vogue.

Whatever reason, or reasons, it may be, Japan came out of the

Conference with a change not only of mind but also of heart. She

waa determined to face the future with both a clean breast and a

clear conscience. Thus, the “ new orientation " and " new enlighten-

ment ’• became the guiding apirit of her foreign policy of foe " new
era “ both toward* the United State* and China. Particularly towards

China, in conciliation and in co-operation, the co existence of Japan

and China as sister-nations of Ibe Far F.ast loomed up as a beacon of

hope to the Japanese leadera. This attitude of friendship and

neighborlineas on the part of Japan was put forward with renewed

vigor and determination when Baron Shidehara became (be Master of

the Gaimuaho (Foreign OSce) for aia yeara of tbe post-Washington

Conference period.

Indeed, it appeared as if " the era of good feeling " was ushered

in to atoy in the relations of Japin, Chios an 1 the United States—

the “ eternal trian.'le '*
of (lie Pacific. At the same tuno however

appalling in its devastation, the greatest national di-aeter of Japan on

September 1. 1923. caused by the visitation of earthquake, had its

'•silver lining" to promote the better ro'ations bet ween America and

Japan. Both sympathy and assistance. eager and spontaneous, exhi-

bited by the American public to tbe suffering million* in Tokio and

Yokohama dispelled entirely whatever apprehensions Japan bad gained

from the Washington C inference. A* Ambassador Haniharu aptly

expressed in bis eloquent and pe-sionate speech before the Annual

Meeting of the American R^l Cross at the cloee of that year. " the

Japanese people base a long memory ” of gratitude and appreciation

of America’s magnanimity. There was no ripple in the endless

expanse of the Pacific. There waa not a cloud in the blue firmament.

Peace and good-will reigned everywhere. A new era was born. Hope
was high and suspicions for the Far East.

Unfortunately, however, this wholesome atmosphere was destined

to be short-lived, if not epliemeral. The first angle was to be demo-

lished by China. This destruction was mainly the result of tbe mis-

interpretation, on the part of China, of the real significance of Japan’s
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acquiescence made at Washington. Comiug out of the Conference,

Chinese leaders maintained that Japan was an " easy mark ” before

the international court of justice, particularly before the United States

Many of them, schooled io American Universities, became imbued wilt

the idea or the hope that America will oome to tbeir rescue with

material assistance in time of Deed. To their mind, the “ Shidehara

Diplomacy " of friendship and reconciliation appeared as no other

than the decline of Japan's prestige in wr rid politics. Consequently,

in a fev years after tho Washington Conference, they began to adopt

the policy of driving Japan's rights and interests out of Manchuria.

Especially, since the e.ublisboieot of the present National Government

at Nanking in IV27, the repudiation policy based on the Soviet theory

was enforced relentlessly. Thus, it should be Lioroo in mind that in

Sino-Japms-e relations this period matked the ten years' struggle

enacted in the case ot " the Shidehara Diplomacy " Cl.
"

the Revolu-

tionary Diplomacy of China."

Borou Shidehara did not make an error when he steadfastly

maintain'd that two and two make four. In liis insistence, lie pro-

duced first bis two and expected the other party to oome out with the

other two. But, he did not realix* that the second two would never

coino bis way, unless there was a fair spirit of reciprocity from the

other party. Where be erred was not in his mathematical calculation,

but in the psychological evaluation. Tboa. after exhausting every just

means and failing to do justice to his policy, he would have gladly

compromised himself, if he coaid pretend to make two and one make

four. Inspired by the so-called high ideals of American policy towards

China, which he sensed during bis sojourn in tho United States,

particularly in his associations with Secretary Hughes and othors in

and outside of the Washington Conference, he returned homo to put

bis theory into practice. Unfortunately, however, his attempt proved

utter disillusionment. After ml!, Baron Shidehara has turned out to

be another case of the " returned student," as they put it in the East.

Friends of China in Japan as well as in America and Europe will

realize before long that ibis was China’s capital misfortune in modern

time. History will record that this was one of the greatest blunders

she has ever committed in her international life.

However, Japan was not tbe single party to suffer. Both the

United States and Great Britain by toms became the victims. It

should be added that, in the act of exploiting China. Russia set hei
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bare of operation in Canton, the backdoor of China which became the

hot-bed of Hr. Son Yat-Sen’s revolutionary schemes. Therefore, it is

not too much to say that history ordained Soviet Russia, whom the

United Stites ostracized from the Washington Conference, to do much

to undo the work of the Conference in the course of ten years.

The second angle was broken down from tlie American aide,

because of the two causes : ooe was the Immigration Question and

the other, the Naval Question. Tbe outcome of these two question

was destined to exercise a great influence on the shaping of Japan’s

Par Eastern policy up to the present moment, the Manchurian

Incident of 1931, in particular. The legislation of the Immigration

Law of 1924, particularly the extraordinary circumstances under which

tho now law was pasted, shocked the entire Japanese nation. The

explosion in the Senate Chamber over the phrase, " grave conse-

quences,'’ which the present writer predicted on the Capital Hill three

days before, was a veritable thunderbolt in a clear sky of mid-April of

American Japanese relations. To one who was hurriedly summoned

for cotn.li Its t on there was no question that Ambassador Huniliara’a

tampering with such a dangerous phraseology wm-tituied the greatest

amateurish blunder that any profev-ional diplomatist has committed in

the annals of modern diplomacy. Although, in American home-

politics, this incident was another " passing show " of matching the

wits between " the scholar in politics " <8eiutor !»odge) and "the
best legal mind in America ’* (Secretary Hughes), it proved for Japan

to be the turning point in her relations with the United States. The
Americans should now realize that ever amce this national affront the

Japanese mind has been entirely alienated from the American.

Rebuffed and forlorn, tho Japanese leaden, rightly or wrongly, cauie to

the conclusion of the utter impossibility and impracticability of solving

in concert and co-operation with the American nation not only the

Immigration Question but also tbe various questions, commonly known
sb the problems of the Pacific. There was no other recourse left for

them but to adopt in the future an independent action in accordance

with their own judgment and resources, regardless of the intention of

the United States. This national psychology should be borne in mind
by the Americana in their attempt at interpreting Japan's action for

the past thirteen years.

If, in the aggravation of the Immigration Question, the Americans
can point out the unfortunate slip of pen by a foreign diplomat, they
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are reminded of becoming magnanimous to see the mistake committed

by their own government id the Naval Qoestion. The ratio of 5 : 5 : 3

of Ilia Naval Treaty, although aignifyicg the maximum limits in an

effort to curia:! national expenditures of the three Navies, are primarily

Che embodiment of the theory of “ N Square Law,” evolved by Mr.

Frederick W. Lancheater, a British strategist in the early days of

the Great War [“Aircraft in Warfare ” in Engineering (London),

September 4th and 11th, 1914], as a result of his exhaustive study of

Lord Nelson's tactics at Trafalgar. According fo this investigation, the

holder of the short end, that is Japan, will be theoretically anni-

hilated in a pitched battle by the holder of the long end, the

United States or Great Britain, in the fleeting moment of six or

seven minutes.

In the Ainorinn or British allotment of 1 .-200,000 tons, there was

iucluded an allowance for the penalty of crossing the Pacific Ocean to

successfully combat the Japanese Navy of 800,000 tons in the Western

Pacific. This was a greet Anglo-Ameiicau sr!*me—a brain-child of

Messrs. Balfour. Boot and Hughe* At this juncture, it should bo

montioned that the belated study of the significance of “ N Square

Law “ made by the Japanese Navy a few year* after the closo of the

Conference resulted in the emergence of its “die-hard” group in

Tokio. This fact appeared to be responsible more than any other

factors for finally abrogating the Treaty after both American uud British

Navies refused Japan'* ooan ter-proposal of 5: 6: 5 with further qualita-

tive and quantitative redncliona. Apropos the naval question, with

duo consideration of the very nature of armaments eitbor for defence or

offence, as well as all other arguments pro or oon to the ratios presented,

can any Anglo-American knight with a semblance of chivalric spirit

demand for himself the 6 to 3 superiority in weapons over bis Japanese

opponent " on the field of honor 7 *'

Be what it may, although taking a form of self-denying covenant

to refrain each of the contracting parlies from building its Navy beyond

the ratio limit, the Treaty, none the less, had as its ultimate aud im-

plied aim, the preservation of peace in the Pacific regions. In the

sphere of real politics, it is beyond per-adventure that the ratios

represented an instrument for preserving ttie status quo of the Far
Eastern Question by a mutual understanding among the three Powers.

In other words, the intrinsic value of the Treaty lay in the actual

contributions by the United States, Great Britain, and Japan of their
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respective allotments, 5 : 5 : 3, to a "jack-pot" for the common

welfare. In this sec*, it was incumbent upon each of the contracting

parties to build up its ratio in due course of time. Therefore, a failure

on the part of any one of them, whatever the causes may have been,

rendered ipao facto the political significance of the Treaty null and

void, if not the wiltul violation, or the recalcitrance in the execution,

of the letter of the Treaty itself.

Now, what was the condition of the American Navy at the time of

expiration of the said Treaty on December 31. 1936, fourteen years

after the American Delegates affixed their signatures to the now

defunct document ? The construction program of the American Navy

lagged far behind its rational allotment, so much so that even to-day it

will require a few years more to reach its allotment. Inasmuch us,

in the world politic.-, of to^lay. it is well nigh an impossibility to

coumder the armament question without its effect on the political ques-

tion, is it not advisable that in the future a aj»eciflc stipulation should

be inserted in any jruumcni treaty, making all the contracting parties

obhgafcuj to construct aod maintain their respective armament* to

the treaty-limits ?

Up to this time, mention has been made of the disintegrations of

two of the M eternal inangl#." The aobeeqaeot convulsions of the

third angle, that of Jspsn. ten years after the Washington Conforenco,

was nothing but sequence of s natural law of physics. The dmllu-

Monmeut caused by the unanswered love of Baron Sbidobara toward

China became tbo apprehension on tbo part of the Japanese nation in

its future security. On the other hand. America’s failure in the con-

struction of her naval ratio gave a free baud to Japan for the simple

reason that the Japanese Army can have a full play on the Asiatic

Continent only when her Navy can defend her from the attack by the

American Navy is the eastern reas. (In 1931, both Navies had approxi-

mately the same tonnage, 800,000 tons. Japanese Navy was " well-

balanced.") Further, what led Japan’s action to (be great venture on

the continent wm alio due to the diappearance, in world politic*, of

Ruasia as a great military Power m Bast Asia. Therefore, students

of the Far Eastern Question will realize, sooner or later, tbe follow-

ing formula in the politkaJ drama of Manchuria in 1931 and after.

China's Provocation
)

America’s Failure > Japan's Action China—Manchuria.

Russia's Eclipse )
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Coached in both the European and American technique of

expansion in world politics. Japan aided the separatist movement in

Manchuria. The result was the establishment of an independent state

of Mancbonkno which she nurses with a fostering care. This policy

at least exonerated her legally from being accnsed as a violator of the

" respect " clause of t
;
:e Chinese territorial integrity under the First

Article of tbe Nine-Power Treaty.

Again, the uon-recognition policy of Manchoukuo. inaugurated by

the American Government and sponsored by all the members of tbu

League of Natioos, has become little or no deierienc-c to Japan's work

as " a civilizing agent " and “ a pathfinder " in Manchuria. As a

mutter of fact. Japan has never showu any impatience at the delay in

be»towmg grace on her child by the outsiders The American nation,

it is to be admitted, which recognized its own illegitimate child of

Panama in the brief -pan of ten days, will naturally indulge itself in

years of gossips and scandals of the other child bom under more or less

similar circumstances.

The pending undeclared war between Japan and China wus

precipitated in the suburbs of Peking. July 7th of this year, by the

Chinese who have been eoga.ed in a vigorous " anti-JapanUtn
"

policy. In a few weeks, the conflagration spread to Shanghai n*

in 1932 This warfare is attracting the attention of the world in

gencrul and of America in parlicnlar. This is attribu table «o two

reasons: America's traditional attitude in the Far Eastern Question

as referred to at the outset of this article cn one hand, and on the

other. China's pathetic appeal to the American* by the Chinese leaders

in their pursuit of the traditional policy of inviting the third party.

The line and cry of propaganda and counter-propaganda carried on

both by the Chinese and the Japanese in this country brought about

the tesuli ant upheavals in the psychology of the Americans as during

the World War. However, viewed from a height whence a broader

outlook is obtoined, one is struck by the extraordinary similarity in the

four causes of the event of 1931 and those of the present crisis. As

a matter of fact, the causes of the latter are an identical repetition of

those of tbe former. In other words, the whole situation is the

extact re-enactment of the conflict of seven years ago in its con-

ception, its execution, and its probable coosequencee. History seldom

repeats itself with such rare precision. Thu*, the formula with four

causes shown above in the iuterpret&iioo of international politics during
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the Manchurian Incident can be applied to tbe present crisis. The

only difference will be the right side of tbe equation brought about

by the shifting of scenes of cooflicc fr.nn Manchuria to North China,

Whether the final outcome of tbe preceot crisis becomes " China.

North China " in place of " China-Manchuria " of former years or not

ia still to be seen.

The remarkable similarity in tbe causes of the two cases can be

noted also in tbe agency seeking the settlement of tbe disputes—

the United Stales snd the League of Nations. Tbe function of the

League of Natious as a debating society, with which the United

Stales nligued herself unwittingly for the second time, was not

conducive to the restoration of peace in the Par Past. Japan

declined to attend tbe Brussels Conference, because of the hostile

attitude of the League of Nations. As a consequence, the Delegates

at Brussels found themselves in a moat pitiful plight. Its abortive eud

on November 24 without any constructive results was a sort of

" Love's Labour Lost " with much ado. Thus, to-day, despite the

Seventh Article of tbe Nine-Power Treaty, tbe United Statea has lout

again a golden opportunity to he a mediator at Washington. Aside from

Japun's adamant determination to deal directly with Chinn, there is

a m.stake, if not a blunder, ou the part of Uio United States in

exhibiting a certain degree of animosity towards Japan as shown in

the President's speech at Chicago, October 5, and the statement

made by the 8tate Department endorsing tbe league of Nations

against Japan on the following day,—not to speak of Mr. Sliinson’a

acuaation of " this headstrong little nation " about that time. This

is primarily attributable to their miscomprehension of tbe psychology

of the Japanese nation. No doubt, in the spring of 1895, Japan

receded from her position at tbe intervention of Russia, Germany, and

France. Forty years sin*, with Japan's building of a World-Power

accomplished, however, it is the boight of folly to expect to intimidate

her with that Western psychology of the last years of the last

century.

With the memories of the Manch<iriio Incident still vivid, the

United States at least, if not the nations of Europe, ought to have

been benefited by the lerson gleaned from sad experiences st Geneva

when Mr. Matsuoka registered Japan's displeasure by his brisk exit

from the League a few year* ago. It might present a moot question

at to whether there has been a diplomacy for the Par East for the
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last score of years io that massive structure in Washington known as

“ Mullet's Masterpeicc.” But one cannot help becoming reminiscent

of the political insight which Present Theodore Roosevelt exhibited

in those early days whea he once cautioned his people with these

ringing words: He does not believe in the United States “taking

any position anywhere unless we can make good ” and as regards

Manchuria if the Japanese choose to follow a course of conduct to

which we are averse, we canoot stop it unless we are prepared to go

to war.” To-day, Japan, as an embodiment of that philosophy,

" The Light Comes from the Hast.” stands at the threshold

of Asia with the newly enunciated doctrine or " Pair

Japonaisa.”

At this juncture one almuld not lose sight of the two important

attitudes, American and Japanese, which will exercise no small

influence in shaping future events not only in China bat in the

Pacific in general : first, the growing apprehension on the part of

the United States at the prospect of enhancement of Japan's prestige

in world politics after she secured a firm hold on euormous natural

resource* both in Manchuria and North China ; secondly, the

realization and diffusion among the Japanese, of the significance of the

obstruction policy of the United States with which they have been

confronted time and again ainco the close of the Ros«>-Japane*o War.

It sppears that the Japanese are not much concerned with whether

America's Monroe Dxrtrine turned out to be an “obsolete shibboleth "

or not. The recent and sporadic demand for Asia’s Monroe Doctrine

by them U, it shonld be remembered, at ooce the outburst of the

Japanese altitude and i* no other than Japan's invocation of the

cis-Paciflc principle again*! the United States which i* parallel to the

cis Atlantic principle embraced in the original Monroe Doctrine of

1823 against Knrope.

Tho Chinese leaders at Nanking and sbrosd who previously had

the blessings of American education, naturally look to America's

assistance in time of emergency. Unfortunately, however, any student

in world politics knows that the United State-, for obvious reasons

which do not necessitate enumeration here. i» not in a position to

come to their rescue. Moreover, it ia b well-known historical fact

that in winter, 1331, the sentimentality of the Chinese leaders to

America together with their attention to the temptating whisper of

America made them evade Japan's offer of direct negotiation with a

5
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promise of reluming three Provinces to China. This altitude

ultimately resulted in the loss of Manchuria, because Japan, after her

protracted campaign*, was forced to evaluate the issue in a broader

view of the international situation then developed. Therefore, it ib

not too much to say that the net result of the intervention by the

United States and the League of Nations was largely responsible for

the didntegration of the “ territorial integrity of China " in Manchuria.

Then, is it an indiscretion on the part of the present writer to ques-

tion the wi.dom cf both the United States and the League of Nation*

in encouraging the Chinese again to hope against hope at Brussels

recently ? Further, is it an audacity on his part to ask both the

American* and the Chinese to pau-e and consider whether or not

American education of Chinese leaders did really prove to be beneficial,

at least in the field of i teinalioml politics, to th- be»t interest of

China up to the present ?

The re-examination of the Far P.a*'ern Qn-stinn should noi he

dismissed without reference to the Nine-Power Treaty which lias

become the subject-matter for general diwus-ion for tfie second time.

In his recent letter to th«- New York Time* (October 6th) Mr 8tira»on,

former Secretary of State, pointed out: “The United 8tates and

Great Britain agreed to limit the size of their fleets and to refrain

from further fortifications in the Far Bast in reliance upon the

Japanese agreement (on the N tie-Power Treaty! to leave China alone

and thus to preserve the opportunities of other nations for peaceful

com mere* with China." Thi* is what he, as Secretary of Ststo,

termed the “ interrelation " and " interdependent* " of the Nine-

Power Treaty and the Naval Treatv in his letter of February

24, 193J, to Senator Botah, theo the Chairman of the Foreign Relations

Committee of the Senate.

As the present writer had an occa-iou to deal fully with the ques-

tion at that lime (The Nine-Power Treaty and the Kellogg- Briand

Treaty (1932). pp. 19-21). suffice it hereto make a brief quotation there-

from. The Nioe-Power Treaty was nothing but the restatement of

various treaties tlien existing among the Powers. The only improve-
ment of importance was the rocluswn of China, making her obligatory

for the Brat time for its stipulations. There was no quality attached

to it to be utilized for bargaining purposes, either in or after its

making. This was the reawu why the Treaiy, which needed little

more than the labor required for its drafting, became tbo first fruit of
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iho Conference. It was consummated on December 10, 1921, five

dajs before the first session of the “Committee of Fifteen on Nava!

Limitation’ ' started its ini tial work..,. Thus, for a time, boiL

Japan and the United Stales were employing *eye-for-eye* and Mootb-

for-tcoth' tactics. Should any ‘deal* have been made later, it was

accomplished by interrelating and interdepending tbe Naval Treaty on

tbe Four Power Treaty of December 13tb. which guaranteed tbe status

quo of their insular possassioos and dominion* in the regions of the

Pacific Ocean, but not by predicating tbe Naval Treaty ujon tbe

Nine-Power Treaty.'*

Howover. granting for tbe sake of argument, Mr. Stiraeon is right

in bis “interrelation" and “interdependence" tbroiy, then, where is

t.ie raison d'etre of tbe Nine-Power Treaty, to-day, in view of tbe fact

lhai the Naval Treaty waa ’gone with tbe wind " one yeai ago ’ It is

needIsm to »dJ lost tue "interrelation* and "iuteidcpendeiKo" of the

two subjects presupposes tbetr co-eusU-nce.

A more serious question u Mr. Sttaison’s doctrine of indefinite

patience being douiauJed from Japan in order "to leave China alone."

as shove quoted. Dow he me-u that tao Nin*>Fo«nr Treaty ba. made

China a * chart. red libertine, * free to attack Japau without her

having any right to repel the suae* ? lu all diplomatic d.aoUMiioiis of

controversies arising uetwoen Jspau and tbe Unit-d Stales, the Japa-

nese insist that the Americans SDouJJ become more retrospective in

order to be more enl.gbieued. particularly wnen the Utter attempts to

cotue to the atluirs of the Far hast. Tberefote, tl is with a mixture

of seutnneols that tbo Japanese, in their effort for elucidation, con e

to cite au American example as an object lesson to tbo Americans. On

March 24, 1-26 the Nationalist Army ot Cbina pillaged tbo American

Consulate at Nanking and massacred one American and maltreated a

few others. Immediately, American Naval forces 10 the harbor weul

into action on tbe pre-arrauged signals from tbe Consulate and id reta-

liation bombarded tbe city. Thu was done in ac^oidsDce with "tbe

fundamental duty of tbe United States to protect the lives and pro-

perty ot Ha citizens, * as slated to tbe Chinese Government by Mr.

Kellogg, then tbe Secretary of State, wbo was Mr. Stiuison's imme-

diate predecessor in the Siaio Department.

This fact bas clearly demonstrated that, in tbe Nine-Power

Treaty (as in the Kellogg-Bnand Treaty) the signatory Powers did

not sign away their sovereign right* to ptotect themselves against
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China's provocations. Therefore, the theory of indefinite patience as

advanced by Mr. Stimson ia devoil of its practical application not only

by the Japanese Government, bat alio by his own Government. More-

over, such a precept is not only highly detrimental to tbe maintenance

of peace in the socety of nations, aa it is constituted at present, but

also greatly prejudicial to the welfare of human society in general. A

study of me Chinese phrase, "Soou Sing Zm ” (Sojo-no-jin” in Japa-

nese, meaoin* ill-placed lcn.ency or mistaken benevolence), it is to be

added, will furnish the former Secretary of State with a thought-pro-

voking incident, illustrating what his supercilious policy of indefinite

patience led to in the juxtaposition of several war lords in Chinese

history fifteen centuries ago.

It is common knowledge that China of post-Washington Confer-

ence is not what was envisaged by tbe Delegates assembled at

Washington. Here irises the question of cancellation or voidability

of the Nine-Powor Treaty under the principle of international law,

which is technically known as the doctrii* of “Rebus sic flundibus."

•• Neither party to a contract (of a treaty)," states Hull, “can make ita

binding effect depended at his will upon condition* other than thoee

contemplated at the moment when the oootract was entered into, and

on the other band » contract ceaaea to be binding aa soon as anything

which formed an implied condition of ita obligatory force at the

lime of ita condition is easeutially altered.* (W. E. Hall : A Treatise

on International Law (1924), p. 407.)

Now, when, after the Washington Conference, by adopting her

repudiation policy of Japanese rights and interest* in Manchuria before

1931 and by pursuing vigorously the anti-Japanese policy throughout

tbe country op to 1937, tho Chinese Government violated both the

letter aud spirit of the Nine-Power Treaty, which was concluded with

the specific object of "desiring to adopt a policy designed to stabilize

conditions in tbe Far Bast, to promote intercourse between China and

the other Powers upon the baaia of equality of opportunity," as stated

in its Preamble. Under these circumstances, the Japanese Govern-

ment, aa Premier Pnnce KoDoye expressed his opinion in his interview

on November 26th, should hare sent it* official notification to tbe

American Governmen as the caeiodian of the Treaty, making

Washington an international Reno, thereby, divorcing Japan from

China on the equitable ground of incompatibility under the provisions

of the Treaty or on the justifiable ground of suffering extreme mental
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:ruelty under the persecution of “anti-Japanism,” or both. The

American Government could not have failed without inconsistency to

free Japan from the contractual obligations, because the doctrine of

“Rebus sic Standibus” bad bern recognized in 1913 by the Supreme

Court of the United Slates in Charlton r». Kelley (229 U. S. 447).

Nevertheless, in the actualities of world politics, so far as Japan

is concerned, the Nine-Power Treaty is long dead—aa dead ns the

door nail of the Continental Memorial Hall where it was once promul-

gated with pomp and splendour. The sudden enthusiasm sud concern

recently exhibited by the “ keepers" of the Nine-Power Treaty ut

Brussels— if it is still alive at all—will perhaps remind the readers or

this article of the words of Shakespeare through the soliloquy or

Romeo

:

'* How oft wbco men are at the point of death

Have they been merry I which their keepers coll

A lightening before death."

In conclusion, the “Pacific Kra" which President Theodore

Roosevelt predicted at the Golden Gate, at the opening of the century,

is unfolded in full view to-day. The solution of the question depends

perhaps entirely on the sum-total of the statesmanship of international

vision of the Americans, the Chinese and the Japan©*.
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A JiTHROPOLOGV i* generally defined as tbe science of man. It

1V carted M an attempt to interpret the culture of the human

race but ita point of view was that of tho European observing the rest

of mankind. 1 Il began rs a study of savage and scim-savage peoples

but in course of ita development it came to a realisation that even tho

civilised people* of Europe and Asia could not be excluded from a

scientific study of culture as an integral developing wuole. Prof.

Malinowski's reorientation of cultural anthropology an a study of man

at all levels of culture is extremely significant.*

With the di»oovery of the Americas and tlie exploration* of new

lands, for settlement or exploitation, the European races came in

touch with the savage and semi-savage people* who* life and iuetitu.

lion* appes'ed quaint and grotesque to a people wboao outlook at that

time was decidedly narrow and parochial. The belief in the deskill of

man from a single pair raised a problem of tbe greatest significance,

that of harmonizing tbe knowledge about tho primitive world with the

established notion* of life end conduct of the a;;e. Various theorios

about the relation of the savage people with tbs civilised raco* were

suggested and for a time it became a fashion to study primitive life.

Explorers, missionaries, traders, merchants and colonists who were in

ountact with primitive races, started writing about them and a rich

crop of literature on savage society was tne result.

The accounts of savage societies which begun to pour in made one

thing clear to the European world, that all the* oewly discovered

peoples were pagans. Hie Christian Church therefore came forward

with a uew zeal fur service «nd tliu* commerce, politic? and religion

joined hands and encouraged systematic investigation inUi the nature
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of primitive society. With tbe Church, ibe state and trade equally

i uterested in these newly discovered peoples, the study of primitive

peoples became an important subject and of immediate interesJ. In

the earlier days the Church was however actuated by & desire to re. lairu

and rescue the savage races from heathenism, and thus for a time, dis-

covery and exploration received the b!ei-ings of the Church. As the

Church monopolised learning the best minds were among its devo-

tees so that to the missionaries we owe our first important knowledge

of primitive so»iety.
s

As the data about primitive people* bci-un to accumulate, their

interpretation was taken up by anthropologists and social psychologists.

Spencer's attempt to apply the theory of evolution to mteipret cultural

progress led to an indiscriminate use of ethnological materials by his

follower* Olid for a tune ctlimlo.'i'U and sooologista were engaged in

tracing the evolution of human institution* from crude beginning*.

For the principal social and domestic institution*, Morgan postulated

on elaborate Kh-vns ol liy p »cl oikhI stages of human progress from a

suppo*ed stago of con<aug nnr or Malayau family based on tbc suppos-

ed intermarriage of brothers and sisters in a group, to Punaluao or

HuwaiQ family founded upon the supposed lotcr-cuarriage of scvoial

brothers. owo or ool lateral, to each other's wives in a group of several

sisters, own or c >1 lateral, to each other's husbands in a group; Synch*-

niian or pairing family founded upon tbc marriage of a undo with a

female under the form of marriage but Without exclusive oohabitation,

b» patriarchal family or the marriage of one man to several wives, and

finally lb* in m iga nian fam>y foun led up»n marriage between single

pair*.* Tims according lo Morgan no fewer than fifteen normal stages

hi the evolution of marriage and the family most have preceded a

knowledge of marriage between single |«irs and of the family itself in

tlie modern sense of the term.

Tbe basic idea of all evolutionary schemes of social or tuh urn
I

progress is that of a regular series of gradually advancing s'a’ca baicd

ou tbe uniformity of tlie workings of the human mind which enabled

different human groups, lo proJuee in similar conditions the same in-

ventions and to develop similar institution* from the ssine germs of

, Wi«W. Taerolvniai i« Sttwl pp »6
, L FI. Morgan Aaeaot Cca«s»£i»«i!7 sad ABnAyofll*

Hornso Ftiaily.

\1» M.q (a India. 1937.
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thought or “elementary ideas”. "Like the successive geological for-

mations," says Morgan, "the tribes of mankind may be arranged

according to their relative conditions into sutvessive strata." This

stratification of hotnan society rests largely on the application of the

principle of survival. Tl*ere are certain cnstoms which are vestigial

forms or remaining traces of earlier custom*. They cannot be explain-

ed by their present utility but are only intelligible through their post

history. There are other customs which cannot bo explained by pre-

sent circumstances bat pirns: in isolation from the original context. 5

All these are treated as survivals and through them the evolutionists

have reconstructed hypothetical past ages. In our everyday life we

meet with customs and practices which are often useless from the utili-

tarian point of view an! are only expressions of emotional states, and

should not be taken as survivals. The indiscriminate use of the principle

of survival has led to a crop of generalisatiooa regarding the origin and

development of aocial institution*, and tl»e w.ial anthropologists of to-

day find it iaomaaiogly difficult u uphold them in the light of thoir

now knowledge about primitive life and institution*.

The rigid determinism and the too absolute classification of the

oarlicr evolutionist school which does not con*ider the effects of tribal

migrations and the methods by which culture is transmitted from jwo-

ple to poople, wa« soon found to be incompatible with known sociolo-

gical facta. Similar culture traits may not liavo sprung from the mum
cause and the history of the world civilisation makes it abundantly

cloar’t hat different racial groups bare progressed m diveiso directions

and the game race partake* of different cultures in the same as well as

different geographical environments. The doctrine of an unilinear

development of human society from savagery to barbarism and

barbarism to civilisation, from promiscuity to group marriage and group

marriage to monogamous family life, from the bunting to pastoral, pas-

toral to agricultural, agricultural to handicraft an I to the industrial type

of economic life, is today found to be untenable in view or our present

knowledge of the social and economic life of simpler folks all over the

world. The economic stage* and the social strata* cannot be regarded

always as sequential but may often be the result of a number of factors

taking different roota in different regions Progress has not been uninter-

rupted but shows an irregular alternation of progress aud retrogression.

* R. B. Ultra. Follow, pp 4-9.
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As Dr. Lowie pass it, "civilisation is a planless hodge-podge, a thing

of threads and patches to which its historian can no longer yield super-

stitions reverence."

The unscientific habit of stretching evolutionary generalisations

too far led to a revolt against the orthodox evolutionary school and a

number of scholars foremost of whom were Fredrich ' atcel, E. Red us,

Graebner, Foy, Trobenius. Ehrenreich and Pater Schuiidt began to

explain cultural resemblance* or parallels not by the postulate of

fundamental similarity of operations of the human mind all over the

world but by the recorded facte of direct transmission from one group of

people to another either through chance contact and borrowing or through

more intimate blending of cultures (Kultur Knes) or racial admixture

leading later on to the concept of culture areas. Thin new school which

is known as the German or historical school, begun to concentrate on

differences rather than on similarities and did not consider parallels

unless they could be definitely traced to borrowing. Though Tylor in

England did not deny the possibility of cultural contact* in the evo-

lution of social institutions. Dr. Rivers bad been the first to call

pointed attention to the inadequacy nf the psychological hypothesis of the

fundamental similarity of the working of the human mind to explain

by itself the uniformity of customs and institutions in different ports of

the globe.* He acknowledged the important part played by cultural

contact and the mixture of race*. Elliot Smith*, Dr. A. C. Uaddon

and others in England have recognised the importance of racial mis-

cegenation and the blending of cultures. Dr . Rivers, howover, did

not underestimate the importance of the psychological hypothesis or

the psychological atudy of customs and institutions, but be emphasised

the used of combining both the psychological sod historical jierspoc-

livss. The Prench anthropologists generally agree with the evolu-

tionist school, but the sociological school of Franco prefers to substi-

tute the psychology of the group in place of the psychology of the

individual 10 According to them the origin and development of

customs and institutions should be explained Dot by a reference to

individual psychic phenomena but to what they term * the social

. Mwkinl. p. 6.

>• 0* AoUinfoiogical Bedkm of ibo Bntiiti
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mind. Social tradition and public opinion exercise tremendous in-

fluence on the life and conduct of ihe individual and thus all cultural

and Bocial phenomena and tbeir development can best be understood

and interpreted through the adaptive processes of the social life

implicit in the racial mind.

Just as the comparative or the evolutionist school traced all cul-

tural progress to simple and crude beginnings, thr historical school

or its counterpart, the diffuaionisl school traced all culture to race

admixture and borrowing. The extreme section of the latter, refused

to recognise the important rile of the human mind Hiid regarded the

dogma of the similarity ot the working of the human mind as * an

amazing psychological speculation ' and a * flimiy travesty of psy-

chology
'M

It must however be credited to the diffu«ionists lhat they

did not deny the absolute impossibility of a cuatoni or belief being

invented twice independently or that of similar cultural element*

developing aimultaneoiuly or independently io different parts of tho

world but they held that they did not poetess any evidence of such

cases. Therefore theoretically the diffusiooUu agree to the aaaump-

tion of independent origins, yet they take it for granted that similar

customs among different peoples living in the same neighbourhood or

widely separated regions, are derived from eomo common source and

have spread due to migrations or sods! intercourse.

The arguments against tho diffuoonist school have been ably

summarised by Dr. Lowie ani bis criticism that the diffusionists show

a lack uf power of discrimination will be endorsed by all.'* 80 far aa

the larger and more oomplex invention* are concerned, the diffusionists

are on terra firma. Aa Prof. Kroeber puts it,* * if n trait is composed

of several elements which stand in no necessary relation to each other,

and these several element* recur among distinct or remote peoples in

the same combination, whereas oo tbe basis of mere aocident it could

bo expected that tho several elements would at times combine and at

other times crop out separately, one can be reasonably sure of the real

identity and common origin of tbc oomplex trait. But what about

the inventions of simpler kind*, inventions that can be explained by
tbe logic of the material and the logic of the environmont ? Prof.

nO.R.8r«!>. TlwDitMfcwtf Cotter.

.

* R- H- Lo«K Priwttm Sa-irfy. lti--.Jort.oe

by Prof. WssUnnsrck in bi*
of tW Brtinb A*ao.Ut»n. IKK.
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Weatermarck M says, “ It seems to me truly grotesque to assume that

borrowing is the case with such widespread or universal culture

elements as, for instance, the right of property, punishment, the

b!ood-feud, the various forma of marriage, the prohibition of marriage

between parents and children and between brothers and sisters and

other exogamons rules, slavery, a multitude of magical and religious

practices and beliefs and w forth ad intniium." It is not impossible

that many of the elements which constitute the trait-complexes

referred to above, could bo traced to barrow.ng. In our experience of

field investigations . wo have foood many alien traits incorporated into

the traditional pattern of a culture in such a way that the traits

although introduced from some alien and highly develop**! culture have

lost their novelty aad have arq ured a primitive or iufaiuile character

in the course of the* as'im.la'.ioo by the culture* concerned, so that

the foreign origin of these trails could only be suggested with great

difficulty.

In the primitive stages of our art and civilisation, man has res-

ponded to the euvirooment more and his life aud habits bear the

stamp of Ins habitat. In the gran lands of C*ntral Asia, wo find the

nomad Khirgis who ha* responded completely to his environment.

Sinco grass is the chief resource of hie laud, he keep* domestic animals,

such as sheep, cows, horses or camels. Sin* each family noeJs many

animals tho grass in on* place is eaten up in a mouth or two. More-

over as the best kind of gran grow* m the high plateau whore it is

doeply buried in snow except for three or four months in sum nor. the

practicable mnle of life is pwtoral na aalism. In Sommer the Khirgis

is in the high plateaus amtng the mountains with his flock* aud herds

but a* winter approaches the animal* must gradually be driven dowu-

ward to the lowest ralloya aud out upon the plains where hay has

been stored and where relatively permanent camps are occupiod for

three or four months in mid-winter. 15 Tbe Kukis, another nomadic

trilye living iu the jungles of Hill Tipperah to the soulh-east of Bengal,

afford another example of the interdependence of habitat, economy

and rociety The Urge bamboo forests which constitute his country,

Bupply him with materials for his shelter, the articles for his domestic

** B. w«rt*rnucb. in Sodnl AoUn^vj. J R A. L, Vd- LXVI, July-Der.

IK*,
p

231.

M Hccticgtco is! Cuihif*. Hens* Geography, pp. 12-16
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use. his musical instruments, his weapons of offence and defence and

even bis inspiration for religion. The virgin forests still make it

possible for him to practise the wasteful Jhum cultivation and his life

and habits are the product of his environment. Thus each particular

type of geographical environment nurtures a particular type of culture

and in the earlier stages of social organisation, the difficulty of over-

coming the forces of the environment was indeed great. Thus similar

economic life among simpler folks in different regioos may therefore

be explained by the factors of human geography.

When we oome to the non- material aspects of life we find resem-

blances which oan better be explained by the similar working of the

human mind. The creation myths of the primitive people all over the

world resemble in many cesenlial details and a few types of myths

recur among all primitive societies. These serve tome useful purpose

and are meant to define bow life was obtained in the beginning and

how fresh supply of life and of vital energy could be secured in times

of danger or crisis. Thus if wo waot to explain the origin aud develop-

ment of social institutions, we must take both these factors into con-

sideration, diffusion as well M independent evolution and s healthy

combination of the two perspectives will solve most of the problems of

origin.

Unfortunately the difficulty of a rapproachroent between theeo

schools of thought, and the methodological vagaries of their exponents

have led to a reaction against all hypotheses about the origins of

social institutions. A new school of Anthropology has come into being

recently, which carefally avoids all discussion of hypothoscs as to

historical origins and * rejects as being do part of its task the hypothe-

tical reconstruction of the unknown paai.' '• This is the functional

school of anthropology of which the chief exponents today are Prof.

Radcliffc- Brown of Oxford and Prof. Bronislaw Malinowski of

London.

The functional school looks at any culture as an integral system

and studies the functions of social institutions, customs and beliefs of

all kinds as parts of such a system. Prof. Radcliffe-Brown and Prof.

B. Malinowski 17 have developed a method of investigation, the object of

» Rodeliffw Brown. Pretbfeaiit! Wnti to Acthjtnoteficnl S*t»B of U* Brili.h

AasMtatieo. 1931.

" B. Miliaowahi. TV «nal life of St«t«.i *• North-We»Wo Melaswia. otao *<
Article on Cnltaral Aetbnfiobw; in Encjdopnedia Briiaonia. Volt. 18-3.1. 13th Edition i

Law tad Ordar a PcJjnooit »j BcfUb-UBlfodKtxa bj Prcd. Malinowiki.
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which is to give ad accurate picture of the individual in the whole

complex as well as at all levels of the society in which he lives.

Accordidg to Prof. Raddiffe-Brown, the function of the anthropologist

18 to deduce and formulate general laws governing the structure of

primitive societies, rather than to collect and describe the peculiarities

and antics of primitive and backward peoples. “ Anthropology "

Prof. Malinowski holds, " seeks to discover the role of specific

customs and rites in primitive society in its particular environment.

Culture is a complicated piece of machinery, the various parts of the

machine are interlocked and have to work in unison or the machine

becomes useless. Bach part is also of no use by itself, it can do

nothing except to assist the whole to function." Anthropology in the

words of Prof. Malinowski does not look at the details of culture

in order to appraise them as details, bat examines them to see how

and why they work, how they fit into the whole pattern, what is the

motive behind them and finally to reveal how thee* are co-ordinated

in a working and living system. Social institution# according to this

school of thought uiuet be studied as they actually function in a

concrete environment and in relation to the fundamental cultural needs

they satisfy.

It is doubtful, however, that any amount of emphasis on the

functional method will make it the all important, as it is certain that

the earlier schools cannot be superseded.'* Besides, it is noocssary

that all the three schools should work together to unravel the mystery

of social life in all its ramifications and levels. The work of all the

threo schools should be complementary and an anthropologist should

comprehend all the methods if be is to interpret human lifo and its

motivation. Alexander Leaser in his article on Functionalism in

Social Anthropology," defined functional relations sod showed the

impossibility of divorcing methods of determining such relations from

a recognition of historicity as a basic condition of cvenU. Radcliffe-

Brown’s rejoinder*0 restated his view of the objective of the functional

approach as the description of the relation of institutions to tbe

maintenance of the organic or structural units of a society. This

statement, however, should not be construed as precluding tbe

“ T. K.
'» A.

ritt 37 : 386.
» lUdclife-Browo.

la Amer*»c Anihropolo-

AnlhropoiogUt 87 : 394.lo Ifat ibctt.
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necessity of pursuing the causal interpretation of cultural data or the

diffusion of traits through contact aod migrations. But this is certain

that the functional school may claim to have establidied anthropology

as a praciical science aod the necessity of anthropological studies on

the culiural side has become urgent and vital.

Another important appr ach to the study of culture is that of

Dr. Roth Benedict.*' Dr. Beuediet has described behaviour

and ius'ii itions m terms o' in;e,'ral cultural configurations

This method may be rak-n as the gestalt approach in swisl

anthropology, ft w concerned rutber with the discorery of the

fun luiurntal attitudes than with the functional relations of every

cultural item.** lu l»er analysis of savage life, costoms and institutions,

she has stresiel more on lira roecliooa of the personality to the social

framework, its attitudes, inhibition* and f ilfilraeiit* rather than on

the scaffolding She has pointed oat that a ciltare Idee un individual

is more or Ism a consistent pattern of thoug it and action and that

within each culture there are characteristic purp»*ea which stabilise

behaviour and consolidate experience. The one supreme value of the

concept of a pattern or gestalt is that it eiubles us to fix upon a

selective agency for new traits. But the difference between

Malinowski's on I Benedict's methodology consist* in the fact

that whereas the first is concern*! with the functional adapta-

tion both inside and outaide a scheme of colture, the latter is primarily

interested in its ethos. Thia does not create any grest diffocenoe in

the technical method of observation nor in tho fun lament il purpose

of study, which is that of the individual living 10 active association

of give and take with bis group and its norma.

The study of native cultures in Africa, Australia, New Guinea and

New Zealand, has an importance much greater perhaps than it is

realised today. The administrator wants to rule the native races, the

missionary wants to convert them to Christianity. Both are impossible

without a first hand knowledge of native languages and cultures.

Both require an intelligent appreciation of the spirit of native cultures.

Misunderstandings aod difficulties have arisen in the past and do arise

in the preeent doe to an ignorance of primary as well as fundamental

native institutions. Travellers, missionaries and amateur investigators

^
Dr. BciS Bee«dkl ruuic W Csllurt, lalnJarlka.

» U*m, Prof ?. BW. PonroJ.
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have added much to such difficulties by their erode generalisations

and their interested etposnre of curious sod fantastic native traits

divorced from their original context. Tha trained anthropologist of

today, with the help of the developed technique of field investigation

finds it possible to analyse the constituents of the cultures without

prejudice or bias and explain the functions that they perform in

respective cultures. This has brought to light real and practical

problems of life which require our sympathetic handling.

Anthropologists cau and do help the administrator by pointing

out the real values of social institutions and their claim to recognition.

It is desirable that every social institution should be studiad in relation

to the life and conduct of social groups aod its value aa an instrumcnl

of social welfare should be clearlv interpreted. It is by this method

that social group* may be helped to adapt themselves where they are

failing to do so an! any wholesale condemnation of apparently

archaic or meaningless customs and beliefs should be resisted, ao that

they may not be swept off their feet by other dynamic cultures. The

process of adaptation must Dece#*«rilj be slow aod gradual, and tbit

can be ensured if a discriminative test is applied ti their institutions

so that those that poises* social value may be preserve ! and those

that arc us«rle*# or detrimental to their inloresls may bo abandoned.

Difficulties ari*e when we are naked what would be the standard

of judgment, bow are we to ju ice whether a [Articular instituti <n

is desirable or not fr »m the poiut »>! *iow of a particular social group.

We nre apt to app'y our owo canons of right an I wrong, duties and

obligations, reciprocity an I uidi'y, to a -certain the value* of alien

institutions. It is true that some such difficulty does -xist. but it is

not in»U'«n mntable Ideas about -location hygiene, me lice] attention

should be d.fTu*ed am mg the backward classes and even if they

dostroy the in ligenous institutions the pa'pose is Ian laSle no doubt.

For it is well nigh certain that the spirits of the aoce«tors caun >t

compete indefinitely with the natural sciences. Witchcraft can

assuage fears temporarily but the accumulated knowledge of medical

experience must eventually conquer. Social laws and u«age«, institu-

tions of marriage, family aod education should be supplemented but

not suppressed so long as they tend to contribute to social harmony

and communal concord. If an institution like child marriage appears

to be beneficial for a particular community, an I if it is not associated

with any of the intemperate manifestations which from social as well
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as medical points of view are detrimental to the health and welfare of

the community, it mast be protected and preserved from the encroach-

ment of reformers and overzealous missionaries. If polygyny ia

prejudicial to the interests of the society, i.e., ite effect* are disastrous

on the social and economic life of the group* practising it, it should

he suppressed by all means, but the method of doing so, should be as

unprovocative and harmless a* our ingenuity may devise.

Social anthropology has. therefore, much to do in Africa, Australia

and other oountrie* where primitive populations dwell in large number.

As Prof. Wcstertnann candidly write*.*
1 “Today and for a long time

to come, the fate of Africa ia iodiseolubly linked with that of the

white race. Africa will become what Europe and America make of

it. Under the complicated conditions of modern life, Africans are not

in « position to take their future into tbeir own hands, nor is Europe

disposed to surrender its control over Africa. The great riches of

raw material, bo»h vegetable and mineral, as well as the capacity of

Africa for consuming European goods, surpass even the hopee enter-

tained at the time of the beginning of the oolooial era but the enter-

prise and capital of Europe and America are indispensable both for the

exploitation of these riches and for setting up the regular oxchange of

goods between the two continents." Thus the economic development

six! exploitation of Africa form an indispensable argument for clash

and fusion of culture* in Africa and the moat efficient inotbod is to

reduce the amount of friction between tbe two direrae cultures, whilo

at tho name time developing tbe undeveloped resources of tbo land and

creating a system of exchango for trade and manufactures. Missiona-

ries. administrators and traders have been responsible for transferring

indhcriminatoly to Africa, tbe institutions and customs of their own

country without any real grasp of tbe peculiar cultural problems

that exist there, and they have committed mistakes and misunderstand-

ings tbe gravity of which no one would seriously question.

We have explained the function of social anthropology in those

ureas where the destiny of a continent or a country has been handed

over into the Whiteman’s band. But the facts in India suggest a

different problem. It is true that India's destiny has been linked with

that of Great Britain. But every student of culture will admit tbe

great difference between Africa and India, so far as tho offccts of culture

Afrit* T*Csj
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contacts go. Africa is inhabited by a backward people. India posses-

ses a very old culture which she has nourished and maintained against

heavy odds. Political authority has passed from race to race, from

invader to invader bat the core of Indian life and aspirations has not

been very much shaken. Although India presents a blended culture its

configuration has not undergone any significant modifications. It is

more or less abiding and it has absorbed and as«im dated traits introduced

from diverse societies in accordance with its spirit. The fundamental

attitudes or etho9 which pos-ess a hoary antiquity and a sacro-sanctness

seldom realised elsewhere, are found in their proper porspechves not

only in remote and inaccessible hills and fastnesses but they are to be

met in the towns and cities of palaces, in the lap of luxary as well as

in the hovels of the hapless. As Sir Herbert Risley wrote, “ IT ere

(in India) we have before our eyes a soeiety in many respects still pri-

mitive, which preserves like a palunseat manuscript, survivals of

immemorial antiquity. In a lend where all things always are the same

wc are justified in concluding that what is happening now, must have

happened very much in the ** ue way, throughout the earlier stages of

hutnun society in India."** It is true, that changes in social and

economio environment have h-cn brought about by the tremendous

improvement in communication*, by the impact of western civilisation,

br migrations an! race el nixtore an I
" whit is happening now " may

not hove happened in the same way n the earlier daye. but it is re-

malleable how persistently we still cling to our old traditions and ago-

long ideals. A laptation i« the key to social progress and every society

if it wants to survive must n *ce<*a'ily adapt itself to changed socio-

economic environ n^nts. The days of self-suffi iency are irrevocably

gone. Custom his yielded to competition and the social groups must

lake part in the economic struggle if they wan' to live un i transmit

their knowledge and achievements to the succeeding generations. This

new situation whii h is a oe»ssary consequence of tho dominant econo-

mic system of today, baa led to the maladiptatioD of many social groups

BDd have introduced discomforts among others.

The tribal groups in India who have so long persisted in their

existence and have not been wiped out of existence as in many new
countries on account of contacts with superior groups, are faced today

with the problem of extinction. Tbe census figures of 1931 give abun-

* H. H. Bst>y. Ptopin <t lai*. Cbiptcr o* Phy»c»! Tjr**, P*fi» 4.

1
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dant proof of a wholesale disintegration of culture among many of the

backward communities leading to an absence of interest in life and an

apathy to procreate and perpetuate their land, so that depopulation has

started among many tribal groups. Where primitive groups have not

bern protected by serial legislation from unscrupulous traders, roer-

chin's, itinerant vendors of foreign ra-rchandise and money-lenders,

they »how a decline in their number. But where the tribes live under

a pmlect-d form of administration, however strong the forces of impact

might have teen. they have adapt'd themselves to changed conditions

and have ev.>n increased in number. The Mundas, the H'»s and many

other groups in Chota Nagpur. who live in protected areas or who have

bern materially assisted by philanthrope agencies, have not only

preserved their indigenous cultural pattern bit have increased in

number. On the other hand, the Toda*. the Kotas of the Madras

Presidency, the Khond* of tlie (Hnjam Agency tract*, the Karwaa

of Mirzapur, V. P., and most of tha Nsga tribes of As.^am show a

decline in their number.

Although the efeets of lethal, sexual, reproductive, social and

group selection* have not been accurately estimated or evaluated we

know that there are certain factors which are nroally regarded as of

great significance in ha-tening the exit of races and tribes. These are

imparted diseases. high ratio of mate*, abortion, losaof ambition in life

and apathy to tribal traditions. As tlu> struggle for existence among

the primitive tribes has become keener, natural selection apjmnrs to be

operating more drastically through the slim 5nation of the weaker, the

less resistant or the Ices well adapted individuals and strains. It is

here that the social anthropolngi»t may give a lead, he can study the

forces of the socioeconomic enrironm nt of backward communities, and

explain the functions of the indigenous rocial institutions of tbe groups

concerned. Tbis will certainly belp to evaluate tlie importance of

primitive social institution,, and to adopt remedial measures for the

discontinuance of practices which are adding to tribal discomforts. An

example or two may be given here to show in what way tbe modern

anthropologist can be of use to the people he nndertakes to study.

There are certain tribes in Cbota Nagpur Plateau who follow the

customary practice of bride purchase. Tlie bride is paid for and the

bride-price has become so high that young men of these tribes are finding

it increasingly difficult to marry, consequently there are many men who

are leading solitary life and there are girls who remain unwed.
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Marriage by capture ia today the most popular means of securing mate.

As there are hundreds of spinsters, the alien people in the neighbour-

hood are taking advantage of this iniquitous social custom »Dd are

luring these girls to a life of shame and miaeiy.* 1 If a custom like

bride-price is responsible for aucb a »ocial problem, is it not in the in-

terest of the tribe to see that the custom is abandoned, however old and

sanctified it may be? Here also the anthropologist can be of great

service to the tribes concerned.

Child marriage is an institution of trsditionsl antiquily in India.

It is sanctioned by the abastrsa, its observance is regarded as a religious

duty by many. Ii u difficult to reconstruct the history of this cultural

trait, for opinions are not uoaniroooa even among the Hindu law-givers.

It haa certainly gained importance on account of the claab of cultuiea

between the Hindus and the Mabomedaus. Many would explain ita

introduction in the present form as a safeguard against the violation of

domestic aanctity by invading aliens. Whatever might be the cause of

the origin of this institution, it l.as been condemned for obvious reasons.

Its abandonment therefore is regarded by many aa a right step toward

social progress. But no systematic attempt has been made yet to study

the nature of this institution and the functions it perforins in the social

and domestic economy of the group* practicing it. Child marriage ia

certainly not bad if it ia not synonymous with cohabitation. On the

other baud its practice helps a patrilineal agricultural community to

fuuciiou most efficiently. The young g.rl comes to tbo family of her

husband, where she is moro or less adopted. Bhe is more an riset

thin a liability
;
the ia an agricultural labourer and a domestic help.

Bbe imbibes by association me spirit of the family and the patrilineal

group. Bbe identifies ber.e.f with the family and transforms herself

into part and parcel of the social group. Her interest in the family is

more than that of her relation with tbe husband. Bbe learns the accu-

mulated traditions of tbe family and tbe group and serves lo transfer

them to her children and thus maintain tie continuity of cultural

progress. Sbe is tbe greatest conreivative unit in tbe household, ou her

depends the well-being or otherwise of her husband's kinship group.

Such probation and tutelage as are ne-watary for tbe child wife to under-

go, are Dot resented by her but a grown-up bride would certainly not sub-

mit to such control and discipline eren for the interest of tbe family life

" D. K. 1U;b
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and solidarity. The growing individuality among women and the

disruptive forces of the present day, have introduced domestic problems

the solution of which requires careful handling by the family heads and

we know how joint family among the Hindus is slowly ar.d surely

being disintegrated. The agricultural tribes and castes may have

borrowed the institution of child marriage from their cultured neigh-

bours but in their case the institution has not degenerated into a tool of

repression. It is for the anlhropologi>t to study the function of social

institutions and enlighten public opinion about the nature and possibility

of standardised mode* nf behaviour in human *ocirty.

So. 1 believe, anibropolgist in India a* else* here, has a more
important rfile to play in the future than merely redding folktales and
folk-customa. Social anthropology is the science of man and under its

developed technique it ia bound to throw new light on matters
which practical man has to deal with. Aa Westermann puts it, anthro-

pologists should work to serve fellow men though this should be dene
in an indirect way. so that the practical outcome may not be apparent
to the outsider. To quote bie words, •• We apeak of applied or practical
anthropology a. a purely acientitic method of investigation. which how-
ever doei not consider present-day problems as unscientific and there-
fore overlook them and which ia not above presenting its results in such
a way that the practical man can apply them to bit problems.'* *•

Tbie is the need of anthropology in India and I hope the social
anthropologists of today sod those of the future will keep in mind the
deep implications of the science to Indian l.fe and culture.

* w, Afiir* Today.
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THE SANTALS IN MAYURBHANJ STATE
JOOB.HDEASA7B GUPTA,

Kd.lt., • 5»uU

J
bave recently made an interesting trip to the Mayurbhanj State in

Bibor and Orissa. of which it ia propoaod to give a short account

here. In this article l should like to deal specially with the SanUls

of the State.

Mayurblianj ia the largest of the Bihax and Orissa States and lies

between 21*17' and 22*34' North latitudes and between 8&*4tK Bnd
87°10' East Lougitudea. The country is an elevated undulating plateau

ol 4,243 square milee.

The general lovel of the country in from 160 to 4,000 feet above

sea-level, the lowest point being 160 feel. It descend* steeply on

all aides in the low country. High mountains, like the Simlipal

4,000 feet above the ordinary level of the plat.au, form the bouudary

on the south-west.

The climate of Mayurbhanj ia generally dry. The maximum tem-

perature during the hot weather rises up to 110 and sometimes to 120

degrees, while the minimum temperature during the cold weather

months comes down to the neighbourhood of 40 degrees. Excoptmg a

few villagea lying to the right of the Subamarckha in Pcrgannabs

Olrnora and Arnarda, tbero is do other tract belonging to tbo State

which is ordinarily liable to Hoods, as tbo Stato is aituatod on a high

level and the rivers are all hill atreems which rapidly discharge thoir

contents elsewhere. Floods, therefore, occur at long intervals. The
experience of the past three decades goes to show that they occur once

in the course of a generation.

Sir Edward A. Gait, speaking of the soil of Chhota Nagpur plateau

within which lie the Orisea States, observes: ** There are extensive

areas of rock, laterite 3nd gravel which are unfit for cultivation and
except id the valleys, the patches of fertile groand aro small and
infrequent.” During the 30 years that have since elapsed, conditions

have considerably altered. Extensive arexs of rocky, laterito and
gravelly soil havo given place to nil fit for cultivation. Considerable
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portions of the valley lands have also since improved in fertility to an

appreciable extent.

The people of Uayorbhaoj are for the most part, agriculturists.

Paddy of different varieties is the chief crop.

Mayurbhaoj. with an area of 4,243 square miles, has, according to

the Census of 1931, a population of 8o9,G03 giving a deusity of 210

persons per square mile. The Simlipal bills, which comprise an area

of 1,192 97 square aides are mostly uninhabited. The inhabited area

in these tracts come, to only 91 46 square miles which, with a popula-

tion of 11,619 gives a density of 14i persons per square mile, li the

uninhabited area of the Simlipal, which thus oomes to 1,101,41 square

miles of dense jungle, is not takeo into account, the density of the

inhabited area in Mayurbhaoj would have amounted to 238 persons per

square nnle.

The Santals in Mayurbhanj constitute • little over 20 per cent, of

the total population. Their total strength it 246.19 (127,365 males

and 130.830 females) of uhotn 251.696 are returned as Hindus, 3,488

An

i

hum* and 111 (Jhrulians. They are found all over the State, though

their stronghold is north and corih-eant Miyurbhsnj.

The Santals belong to tbe Mnnda tribe, a branch of that sbori-

ginal element which probably entered India from tbe North-Easi. At

the present day, they inhibit tbe Eastern outskirts of the Cbhota

Nagpur plateau (OriMa mcloded). Originally hunters and dwellers in

the jungle they are still bat indifferent agriculturists. Like ibe

Mundas and Hoa and other representatives of the race, they are jovial

in character, fond of their rice beer (Handle), and leady to lake a

joke.

According to a tradition, which is still curreut amoug the Santals

of tbe State, they aa a tribe were c-Iled Khorwals or Kherware (Ssntal

puritan) before they settled io the country around a place called

Sacnt in Midoapore. There seem to be good reasons to bold that the

Santals axe only a branch of tbe KoU or Mundas, and that they have

been given a distinct designation by tbeir Hindu neighbours. Their

customs and traditions have been modified apparently either by long

separation from the Mundas of Cbhota Nagpur or by contact with

Hindu influences. 8ir George Grierson's account of the two dialects,

Santali and Mundart, shows that they closely resemble each other,

and differ only in minor particulars, and that tbe Santals have borrow-

ed their vocabulary from tbeir Aryan neighbours. Tbe principal
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deifv of the Santal*. Marang Bam (big bill), is a Munda God. In biu

article on Ho, Sir H- Risley states that the Santa's, Hos and Mundas

are local branches of the same trib*. From their features. Colonel

Palton felt inclined to cl»*s the Santal* as Kols. There is interdining

between male members of theae two tribes provided that the food, if

it has to b* cooked, is cooked in a new vessel or pot. Among females

belonging to the two tribes, there is only interdrinking of Flandia or

the rice beer. On social occasions, food has to be prepared separately

for each community which also is taken aeparately. There is sIbo

intermarriage between the two communities, though with certain res-

trictions. A Santal who has taken a Kol wife allows the children born

of such union a re'ognised poiirion in his rviety, though a Kol, under

similar circumstance*. shows a certain amount of reluctance to grant

the same privilege* to the children born of his onion with a Santal

wife. From all these m*nn-r« and custom, there seems to he good

reason to hold that the Ssn'ala are only a branch of the Kola or

Munda*. and this view finds favour with, and ia generally accepted

by, the local Sintals There are, however, aomo points of similarity

between Kurmis and Santal* which might reqnire a word of explana-

tion. The Santal* bear it title Majhi. while the Kurmis call them-

selve* Mahato. Both these ten"* mean headman of m tribe or village.

Like the Ssnlal*. the Kurmis still worship Maraog Burn, which is

believod to be n big hill or mountain somewhere in the 8antnl Pargan-

oah. Again, though there ia an absolute want of reciprocity on the

port of the Kurmis. the Santa's take fond from the Kurmis without

nnv restriction whatsoever. A Kurmi woman is not commonly avail-

able to the Santal for his wife, hut the Santal always cherishes the

desire and aspire* to *-t up a matrimonial connection with a member

of that community. Again, some of the habits and modes of life of

the Santal have gradually found their way into a section of the Kurmi

community. This section, like the Santal*. freely indulges in Handia,

(rice beer), fowl, etc., which the more advanced section of the commu-

nity now strongly resents. On the other hind, in various other vital

matters, there is a marked disagreement between the two communities.

Of these, the difference in the language of the two tribes is the most

outstanding. The difference in their general habits and mode* of life

is no less marked. Their mental qualities also differ. To the careful

observer.while the Kurmi ie by"birth a cultivator, a Santal is hardly so,

even under ibe pressure of outside influence. Jungle clearance with the
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object of rawing shifting crop engage* tbe atteutioo of the Saotal.

while intensive and regular cultivation of the holding in his occupancy

ia the usual vocation of the Kurmi. The foimer is improvident to a

degree, while the Utter is proverbially known for his thrifty habits

and his anxiety to provide against a rainy day. They al«o differ

widely in their moral qualities. The Santal is a simple, frank and

credulous individual who can never be accused of any guilo in hia

conduct towards Olivers, often being tbe victim of guile at the hands

of bis neighbours. Again, unlike ins km the Kol. be is less subject

to criminal propensities. In contrast with the Santal. a Kurmi is a

shrewd and clever man and will hardly allow himself to fall a victim

to tbe machination of others. All tbe qualities which fit a person

for trade are to be foand in abundance in the Kurmi. In the business

circle, such «• it is in the State, tbe Kurmi man and woman always

attract attention. Communities, ro wide apart in their general

temperament, outlook on life and language, oould hardly be supposed

to have descended from common ancestor.

The social organixotioa of the Santal* is very complete
;
each

village hit « its headman or Manjbi. with hi* assistant the Paranik
:

the Jogmanjhi is charged »uh tbe supervision of iIm* moral* of the

youngmen and women
;
tbe Naeke is Die village priest, the Godot

the village coostablo. Over a group of vtlUgae i* the Pargaua or

tribal chief. The Santals are divided into exogenous septs—oiigmally

twelve in number, and their social observances are complex
;
while

some relations treat esch other with tho greatest reserve, between

others, tho utmost freedom of intercourse it allowed

The religion is animistic, splits iboujor) are everywhere around

them—the spirit* of their ancestor*, the spirit* of the hou*e, tbe spirit*

dwelling in tbe patch of primeval forest preserved round each village.

Every hill, tree and rock may have its spirit. T »e*e spirits *ro

propitiated by elaborate ceremonies aud sacrifices which generally

terminate in dance*, and the dnrkmg of rice beer

Tlie Santal Pnrgans, is a district of 1.800 «q. mile* in area,

lying about 160-70 miles north of Calcutta, where mostly the Santul

lives. In Mayurbhanj the Santal* have mostly migrated from

adjoining places. In 1:91. only 91,49 • Santal* were returned from

thiB State. Id 19)1. they numbered 185,119. which is inure than

double of the previous figure. A further increase by mure than IS pur

cent., in their number occurred in the Census of 1911, whoa
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they numbered 214,164. In the Census of 1931, the rate of

growth has increased by nearly 17 per cent. Since 1921 a large

majority of these Santals have returned to Hinduism as their religion.

Less than 14 percent, of the present total Santal population, or in

other words, 3,4 )5 persons are immigrants who returned places outside

the State as their birth-places. Prominent among these places are

Sioghbbiirn and Midoapore, with 1,363 and 1,325 persons respectively.

Balasore, Keonghar and Nilgiri are some of the other places from

where 216. 132 and 198 Santals have immigrated into the Mayurbhanj

State. Maubhuin, Haruikela and llazaribagh are rcspccti vely returned

as the birth-places of 51, 57 and 24 Santala.

The Santals do not take any kind of drugs, such as opium or

gaitja. They take liquor made of Mahua sold in the State shops or

illicitly manufactured by them. They generally reaort to the practice

of such illicit distillation on the occasion of periodica I performances

of their Pujahs. Haudia, rice beer, forme the chief article of

hospitality among them on cereuiooial occasion*.

Their wearing apparel ccosials of a single piece of cloth

for the loins, and sometimes another piece of cloth to oover the

upper part of the body. Tho female# put ot> ran* short in width

but of disproportionate length. They generally get tbeir supply of

cloth from Patar Tantia. The yarn uied in weaving their cloth iB,

in most coses, spun by the Ssntals themselves out of the cotton grown

by them. In their transactions with the Pstar Tantia, they generally

fall a prey to the superior intellect of that community. The wages

paid to the Tantia per cubit is a aocr of paddy and two seers of rice

for tho starch. A limited number of the Santals hare recently started

weaving for themselves. They wash their owu cloths and do their

own shaving. They use country made rarors and. occasionally, those

of foreign make. The Santal depends on outside supply for bis salt

and tobacco only. Sonic of them have started growing tobacco for

their own use. They havo tbeir own peculiar form of dance. This

is known as " Santnli Nila."

Marriage is mainly adult. Infant marriage is practised sometimes

by the well-to-do section of the community. Bride-price or " pan ’*

hae to be paid for every marriage. It chiefly consists of the three

c’a, viz., cash, cloth and cattle. If the bride has both the parents

living, the pan or * ganang ' (as they call it) conaiaU of Re. 3 to

Es. 4 in cash, 2 heads of cattle and 3 piece* of cloth—one of 144 cubits

for the bride’s grandmother, another 12^ cubits for the mother, and

8
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tbc last one of 7 cubiu for the bride's Apa (father's sister)
. The last-

named relation gets her present for escorting the bride to the groom's

bouse. If the bride's father is dead, in place of two heads of rattle,

only one has to be given. If the bride has an unmarried elder sister,

next in birth to her, she gets Rs. 2 extra. Tbe ceremony connected

with marriage is divided into 5 different stage*, via., The Sor-

tagoon—when the parties visit each other's house and watch the

auspicious omen*. Empty pitcher, branches of tire dropping down,

carcars of rattle, and crow or kite filing with something in its beak

are all considered inauspicious signs. The Takachal ceremony—while

leaving after the marriage ceremony, the bride's party receives

Rs. 2 as present from the groom’s party. The passing of this

money bis given the ceremony its name. After this ceremony is

over, the lietrothed are not allowed to vi-ut public places or use

public conveyances. The Oirtel. Dharvo. Fuku ceremony —This is

held when th,. articles constituting tbe pan are examined by tbo

village elders and earned to the bride's house. The Bahuduratn

ceremony—This is gone through when the bride, after payment

of pan, is eicortcd to the groom's bouse fur marriage. The escorting

party must consist of an odd number of persons. The Sindurdon

ceremony .—It is held when the actual marriage ceremony takes place

by painting tho bride's forehead with vermilion.

Divorce end remarriage of widows are very common among the

Saotals. It is open to both parties to divorce each other. Tbc
remarriage of widows is called ** bangs " which is known as ** fcagai

"

in Bihar and this term ' Sangs ' is isued in this rente in some of the

Eastern Bengal Districts. Tlie ' sanga’ marriage is a very simple affair

in which tbe parties voluntarily unite, and then make the fact of their

union known to tbe community. Dsnces generally provide Suitable

opportunities for marriage proposals and courtships among the santals

as well as aiLoog the Kols. Divorce proceedings have to receive the

sanction of the Caste-Council

Tbe Santals either bury their dead or cremate them. There is

no restriction among them regarding tho number of days within which
they have to perform the Kamar,i (shaving) or tudha ceremony. If

the dead body is cremated, a piece of its bone, preferably of the skull,

is carried to either the Demodar. the Baitarani. tbe Subarnareklia, or

even to tbe Burabalang, to be thrown into tbe water.

There is a ceremony among the 8anUl«, to iuvoke the spirit of the
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dead, wbicb the Santals call Jhumpar. Two persons perform this

ceremony, one of whom call* himself Marang Buru and the other

represents the soul of the deceased. They are fed and confined in a

room, after three aged women bare touched them with their left hands.

A tumbler of water and some cooked rice and foul are also kept in

tbeir room. If rice is found inside the tumbler the next morning,

it is believed that the departed soul visited the house and partook

the food left for it. This ceremony is supposed to secure salvation of

for the deceased. The priests officiating at the ceremony on tho

banks of the Damodar belong to an outcast Brahrnin family, and they

receive present* in cash (dan) on the occasion.

The ordinary occupation of the Santala at present is cultivation

and agricultural labour. They are very good diggers of earth. A few

of them have become literate and are in State employment. Soma

of them have taken to trad# and shop-keeping, but thsir number

is not large.

Tho Santals are great story -tellera; the old folk of tho village

gather the youog people round them in the evening and tell them

stories, and men when watching the crop* on the threshing floor will

often sit up all night telling stories.

The Rev. 0. Boddiog, D. I', of the Scandinavian Mission, the

Rev. Dr. Campbell of Oovmipore. Mr. C.H. Bompass of tbo Indian

Civil Service published some volumes of the stories, legends and

folklore of tho Ssntals.

Theso stories and legends tnay be classified as follows: 1. Stories

of a general character
;

2. Stories relating to animals
;
3. Stories

which are scarcely folklore but are anecdotes relatin'; to Bantsl life ;

4. Stories relating to tb« dealings of bongos and men
;

5.

Legends and traditions, tribal customs, belief in witch craft, etc.

I may be permitted to state here pertinently that it is a matter of

extreme gratification that Maharaja Sir Rratap Chundra Bhanja Deo.

K.C.I.E., the present enlightened Holer of Mavurbhanj State on

assuming the reins of administration has taken up the reform of the

State in various matters and bis attention baa especially been

drawn towards tbe poor aboriginal classes of hia State. In order

to remove tbe illiteracy of tbe Santala His Highness has founded a

good number of Primary Schools in bis State, two of which I bad the

privilege of visiting during this trip ; these are situated very clone to

Baripada. 1 must ‘.bank Rev. Nagendranatli Bauer ji of the
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Naba Bidhan Brahma Samaj, Secretary of these two schools, for

taking me there and showing me a variety of handicrafts made by the

Santal boys aod girls of these two institutions. I shall never forget the

smiling faces of these Santa] boys and girls when they received me

in their midst. They were all fonnd to be willing learners.

In conclusion, I desire to express my sense of deep obligation to

my esteemed friend Mr. K.C. Neogi, late of the Legislative Assembly,

who now worthily oceopiee the exalted position of the Dewan of the

Mayurbhanj State for bis unfailing courtesy and constant readiness

to he of help to me in every thing in which I wanted his assistance.

In this connection I also take an opportunity of sincerely than-

king Maalvi Mohammad Laeeqoddin, the S. D. 0. of Panchpir and

Census Officer, for the valuable information which l have received from

his Census Report of 1931 and which I have utilized in this article.
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NOTION OF TRUTH AND CRITERION
OF FALSITY
Adhar Cha.VDRA Da8

IVTBODt'CTIOX

I N this paper I rliall dbcu-s (he
|
roblem of (ruth and falsity

* a problem which is as old as (lie science of knowledge. It goes

without saying that (he problem is not an isolated one. but is intimately

bound up with those regarding idea or meaning, judgment and

apprehension. But, within the small comps** of this |uper, it is not

possible to bring them all into the discussion, though there is uo

denying that one cannot do justice to the theme without ot least some

reference to the attitudes adopted towards them. It will not then be

out of place here to mention that I have given to them all due

consideration elsewliere. Here, however, I tan do no more than

make reference only to the salient points worked out there, which

will, I think, suffice for the purpose.

Trctd CoNSCiorsjtKS and its Condition a.

To begin with the notion of truth itself, whatever tho theories of

simple apprehension, it i* universally agreed that it is a prejudgmental

stage of our awaronets, wheroin tbe ootioo of truth is licking. I shall

not be courting criticism, I hope, when I say that tho contents of

simple apprehension are immediately given, and that there we have

not yet abstracted ideally the fundamental nature of each from the

concrete embodiments. Tbe notion of truth, in short, emerges in our

consciousness when some sort of severance, though cot absolute

separation, by way of a distinction between tho subjective and the

objective, has been effected through tbe formation of articulate ideas

referring to the relevant things. An idea that functions as an element

in the situation of knowledge is just an intellectual reference which,

referring as it does to ao objective identity, is self-identical. It iB

somewhat of a paradox to say tint an idea as reference 1 is indefinite.

I M As nferrtxe ” is ased lo««|J «»* Sir inKc l«wrcn i3eo. » I lake il to )«,

ami idea us ia.agu
.
and seesaliao.
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If we, however, look into what is exactly meant therein we shall not

come on anything absolotely absurd. An intellectual reference there

can be only if a definite content is ideally fixed on ; so. there is

scarcely anything like iodefinitenesi within an idea. There is none

the less an indefiniteness about it, and that with reference to space

and time element only ; that is to 6ay. an idea as such does not indicate

the where and wheu of the content referred to inasmuch as idea

originates in the freedom from any contextual reference. So the

conception that an idea is indefinite in reference seems to have arisen

out of some loose thinking about ita origin as well §8 its function.

If an idea coaid by virtue of its intrinsic nature conjure up the

relevant fact in its concretenees before os it would doubtless perform a

feat, but any such feat, however important for us, is out of the

question from the nature of the cate
;

for idea qua idea arisen only by

poeitiog a aeverance in being between the subjective and the objectivo.

I must bore refrain from going into detail concerning this question,

tempting as it is, and pass on to consider whether truth attaches to

idea or to judgment.

Truth and I iuu

From the short analysis given above of the nature of idea, it

aeerns to follow that the fall conditions of truth are lodged thorein ;

for, truth, no matter what the theorists might say this way or that, is

always what regards fact or reality, and an idea m reference is always

an ideal function pointing to the relevant fact. But it will not do to

forget that the severance between the subjective and the objective to

which idea owes ita origin waa effected through the initial contact with

fact or reality where and when there was not any such division.

When however the severance was actual it was not all a turning away

from fact
;

it was, on the contrary, indicated as an actuality through a

yearning which is, I may say. quite what is called idea.

Truth by its very notion implies contact with fact, though it is not

itself the contact. An idee, as is shown above, as & yearning on the

part of consciousness for contact with the corresponding fact is not

only indicative, but also reminiscent of the relevant paet experience or

experiences. This reminiscence, however, falls outside the core of

an idea, for an idea is reference to an identity and is in its nature,

though not in its origin, independent of the context or oontexts in
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which the identity in question is found in concrete embodiment.

If it bus anything at all to do with context aoJ concrete fact antici-

pation of possible experience which is to be understood in terms of

past contact only is all that is implied by it. Now it ought to be clear

that, in whatever way we may make an approach to id idea, contact

with reality—the basis of truth, would be found lacking therein
;
there

i* something yet to be fulfilled before it can enter as an element into

the situation of truth. But the condition of this fulfilment can by no

means be furmshoJ by the idea itrelf
;
for that will require an ex-

perience whereiD we stand faco to face with fact. I can, therefore,

conclude that truth canoot be tacked on to an idea which is nothing

more thau a mere mental representation of the relevant fact in its

meet fundamental aspect without any indication whatsoever as to

where and when it exista.

Trcth and Judgment

Where)* then to be found the situation in which truth appears ?

In the prejudgmeotal stage of our experience, which is to be called

simple apprehension, there is, of coorae contact with facia, that forms

itself into an occasion for the foruutho of the relevant ideas within

consciousness : but that contact i« not in the least articulated in

consciousness inasmuch aa any aocb articulation will uocoasitato

the mediation of idea and, for that reason, an element of recognition.

So the contact with fact that is implied by truth as its basis is

altogether of a different order from, or rather far more complex than

the initial contact involved in the situation of simple apprehension.

In other words, truth requires for its very being a form of perceptual

experience in which we ore aware of the contact by way of determining

the given in thought, and this determination entails the use of an

idea and involves tbe subject's attitude that takes shape in claim or

assent. All these are. in point of fact, fulfilled in the situation of

judgment. So it is only in tbe sphere of judgment that truth

is found .
1

In simple appiebension the facts are immediately given without

the mediation of ideas which take their lise in the course of our

7 ob.nl tbit I am
by matting II p»re*pt»»L Bat. all

>»* old aafaswo Mixes Iruib

infaest*. For oy part. I do make
pool. » that bclaeec j«dsn*nl and

I the apherv ol Judgment
a mainly based upon the

y between |odfimenl and
ralidrt e, wh*h eorrea.
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menial development. Even coming down to Uie level of adult

knowledge, we find that it is net through ideas that we come to know

facta. What, on the contrary, happen* there ia this: facts are directly

given and fixed on and tbeo thoaght of. When we know a table,

for instance, in a context it ia not that we reach oat to it through

anything like transparency of the idea * tabic.' We, on the other hand,

apprehend the table in question given as a fact by the suggestion

of which the idea subsequently rise* in our mind, and the judgment

here ia a table " takes place when we claim truth on the basis of

the content presented Judgment then ia not the only avenue through

which we approach facta, bat ia in reality a peculiar mental dealing

with the fact or facta apprehend*!. In adult knowledge, of course,

there ia ordinarily not an appreciable tenpxal gap between apprehen-

aion and judgment in the titaavon of judgment. But this is not to

deny that apprehension i* the b*si* of judgment as a mental act.

An acute analysis of the twofold grada of apprehension in relation to

judgment will provide the cto» to the proper solution of the problem

of truth. To be brief, in a judgment, wo do not pass from idea to

fact at the outset. We. oo the contrary, begin with an apprehended

fact that to ids to the relevant idea and ia then presented as a auggee.

lion to which wo taaent by claiming troth. These proooaae* pass

ao rapidly that they appear synchronous enough to oonstitutc a compact

whole. We, however, cannot claim truth if we do not know what

truth consists in. But there ia no high « priori road along which

truth can trundle down at oor call from a region hanging far above

the experiential world to a context of our experience ; if we claim

truth in a judgment it ia a sufficient argument for the fact that it ia

also known and, for Ihatjeasop, involved therein.

TaOTH AS CORRESPONDENCE

In a particular context, I judge, for instance, "this is an

elephant ;
" obviously there I do not fix on the idea ' elephant * arbi-

trarily: there iB manifestly an objective control in the judgment.

The process of thought involved in a judgment is. so to speak, a

complete circle or a straight line along which we twice travel. What
I intend to convey through the symbol ia this, that, in the situation

of judgment, we first pass from fact to idea and then from idea back

to fact and that truth consists in the second movement of thought.
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In fibort. we claim troth when an idea is found to correspond to the

relevant objective content presented. This correspondence, however,

is not, as some suppose, structural identity. Il would be very

difficult to show that sn idea is a complex structure corresponding

bit by bit to a complex fact given. Further, what sense is there in

speaking of correspondence between two things ? We may at most

say that two or more things resemble. The relation of idea to fact,

however, is not like that which subsists between two things resembling,

and their correspondence is not consequently resemblance. If it is

that truth consists in correspondence it cannot iu anyway belong to

an idea qua idea ; for an idea is only one of the elements that go to

constitute the situation of truth which strictly attaches to what claims

it. U., to judgment. Thus, the fact a judgment fixes on is already a

suggested content which is nothing but the relevant idea and the

fact presented in their reciprocal relation which elicits in ordinary

circumstances assent from tho subject through the recognition, on his

part, of the fact that the idea in question 6ts in with the fact presented.

Thus, I may set forth that truth consists io correspondence which is

but an idea's fitting in with fact apprehended.

If anybody object to what I call idea's fitting-in with-there will

undoubtedly be many to object itwsmacb as there aro objections to

everything speculative-I must in reply make an appeal to experience.

We know what this fitting-in-with is when we burst out laughing

before a person who declare* a table in front of us a quadruped. I

can mnlce it a little more clear by saying that U is just what is

warranted by tho fundamental nature of ides qua idea, indicating

thereby that the fitting-in-with of an idea really means its relevancy to

the objective content in its cancreteneM, that is uoder consideration,

and all this signifies that the fact presented is the meant the idea in

question means.

It may be farther argued that correspondence even in this re-

orientation is not intelligible in the least apart from the solution of tho

problem as to how an idea can fit in with a fact which is not a mere

idea. Here the problem referred to is a vast one ; but I cannot now

take it op for any discussion for reasons stated above. To say the

least regarding it, I do not find anything warrant a strict dualism

between consciousness on the one hand and the objective contents on

the other, though there is no gainsaying the fact that there is a

duality which is intellectually grasped only :n an abstraction. What

9
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oar immediate experience begins with is not a bare consciousness, but

a consciousness with an inarlicolate whole as the content, ani] 43 our

consciousness deepens, the content gradually gets diversified
;
the

development of consciousness renders the contents articulate, while

their articulation determines its development. If there is a problem—

there ia certainly one—&e to tbe exact relation between consciousness

and its objective contents, that should be relegated to metaphysics,

and we should not thereby muddle our * logical ’ theories.

Mr. Wildon Carr pronounce* an indictment upon the correspon-

dence theory, which 1 cannot ignore ; for it has a direct bearing upon

the discussion. “ Tbe theory that truth is corresponden e," says he,

" we found to offer this difficulty ;
to say of an idea that it corres-

ponds with reality supposes a knowledge of reality in addition to sod

distinct from the knowledge ilia* is the idea and yet the knowledge

of reality ia the idea of it.”' I shall b-re only indicate

the confusion Mr. Carr labour- under. In tint first iu-tance, bis

ansuinpUon that the knowledge of reality is the idea of it is gratuitous

and hence arbitrary. Mere idea of a lliiug there may be and is in

fact there in an imagination. There ia, however, a long stage from

mere imagination to knowledge proper. When we know a thing

especially at the perceptual level, it >» by no in* an* (hat we only get

au idea of it, and it ia for this rea»on that reprenanlalioniam fails to

show how we can reach to the factual counterparts of ideas in a

context of perception. It is a traveaty of fact to a*«crt that in the

situation of a judgment we first know a fact and ll*?n turn to the

idea of it existing in our consciousness, compare them ond finally

declare tbe correspondence between them. Secondly, judgment 11

after all a dynamic process which as suc.< cannot be an accretion of

distinct coguit ions. The judgment, for instance, ** lima i* a dog"

does not involve the distinctive cognitions of the fact given qua fact,

of the idea ' dog
1
and of the correspondence between them. Truly

speaking, a judgment ia an integral whole in which we can hardly

separate the process for the product
; from the product there, if we

so call it, ia the process itself. What actually huppens there ia this:

we apprehend a fact not as a bare existence, but as a suggested con-

lent* a content idealized, and there thinking consists in the

I (rooJirj »pf>iebmioo.
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emerge nre of the idea within conariouir.es; in and through the presen-

tation of the fact. But tbe idea U not on that account grafted on the

oootent presented, nor does it intervene between consciousness and

tbe conteut in question. An idea is. in short, n modal activity of

consciousness, which is relevant to the objective content which is the

meant. The suggestion of the fact given reveals that the fact lias

already been determined through the relevant idea, and the relevanry

shows itself up in the idea coalescing with tbe presented through an

objective coutrol. Hence it is not altogether absurd to say that troth

appears before us and is seen, though troth cannot be taken

entirely on the sale of the object so as to make it a feature of it

like colour or shape : for oonwiooaneas has it* own contribution to

make to the very structure of truth. To put the matter shortly,

truth is seen only j. a feature of ao objective content fixed on in a

judgment inasmuch as judgment is es-entially troth-claim. Wo cannot

claim truth unless truth itself falls within the situation of the claim.

Bo strictly a criterion of truth is a misnomer ; for a criterion even

when taken as being involved in experience. bears about it a sense of

exteriority. Bo-anquet maintains that tho criterion of truth is

immanent in experience. I, however, 6nd reason enough to go

further to assort that a criterion is otiose because truth is immanent

in judgment, and hence we are not to look out for it outside any

concrete situation wherein a judgment falls.

Th« Ciutrbioji or Fawitt

Now it msy be pointed oot that correspondence, as T liavo

explained it. precludes the very possibility of falsity ; for if a judgment

is truth-claim and if truth fall within :t there would naturally he no

occasion for rejecting a judgment. All this, of coarse, is plausible
;

it is Done tbe less obvious that au assertion without a claim cannot

in any way come within tbe purview of falsity. Yet, the difficulty

referred to remains all the Mine. There is atill the problem ae to

bow any notion of falsity can be adapted to the theory of truth pro-

pounded.

It is almost customary with logicians to briDg both truth a ad

falsity under one yoke. Their theory of falsity on that account

turns out to be merely a corollary of their tLeorv of troth. There is

indeed au elemeat of truth in tbe position inasmuch as tbe DOtion of
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falsity presupposes that of truth : a judgment which it found to be

false, roust have previously claimed truth. Bat it ia far from the

real state of things to say that in Ibc case of falsity the judgment in

question must have been held to be true ; for it would be indicated

thereby that judgment is what it is all apart from any consideration

of truth in so far as its nature is concerned, and that it may or does

take on the adventitious characteristic truth or falsity after it has been

duly passed, which i*. however, not warranted by our analysis of

judgment as it is in itself. Tl* notion of truth indeed implies that of

falsity, but net in the »aaK way aa tbe latter presupposes tho former.

When we judge, for instance, " this is a bird " it is not that this our

judgment presuppo*;* its falsity
;
the notion of falsity being merely a

logical implication of the notion of truth ia not to be necessarily

present in the subject'* mind when judging. The notion of truth ia,

however, the presupposition of the notion of falsity exactly

in the sense that the former ia present in consciounnesa of tho

latter.

Now I have to discus* and determine whal should be regatded m
the proper criterion of falsity. Truth, aa I hare shown above, con-

sist* in correspondence which ia but the fittin—in of an idea with a

fact. Falsity then being the opposite of troth ia apt to bo taken a*

u negation of truth. But it ougbt to be clear that the abseuce of truth

may point to a sphere where troth and. for the matter of that,

falsity is ruled out. Tho view that falaitr ia nothing but negation of

truth will bo fouod oo aaotiny Co align itself with tho superstition

that contrariety of all aorta is to bo interpreted and understood solely

in terms of tlw relation between affirmation and negatiou. If wo at

all taka falsity as negation of truth it will obviously be non-coms-

pondence which will appear on analysis far more complex than corres-

pondence that ia direct anJ immediate. In a judgment we assent to

the correspondence of idea to fact. Our awareness of falsity will not

on that score be in the shape of a judgment, one among other consi-

derations prevents it from assuming a jadgmenul : character, uud it is

tbi*, that falsity is always directed against judgment.

Besides, noo correapjndence to be anything intelligible must
attach like correspondence 1

to au idea. A judgment being an act of

• H...
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assent cannot be t3ben to correspond to any fact. A judgment, on the

contrary, is true only in claiming troth which consists in the corres-

pondence of idea to fact. Non-correspondence then as lack of corres-

pondence on the part of idea must consist in an ideal suggestion being

repillcd by the fact presented, and this forthwith leads us into tbo

situation of negation. If it were itie fact that the negative form of

statement is the only form wherein to express falsity, which is tanta-

mount to the assertion that l!ie situation of negation and that of

falsity are identical, we could not have the least hesitation in avorring

that negation is always directed against a pre-existing judgment.

There ia, however, reason to leject this view of negation. Here I ain

compelled for lock of space to keep off any discussion on the question.

I may nevertheless indicate my position by saying that falsity and

negation iu reality fall apart from each other, Ihough it ia often the

cose that the situation ol falsity leads to a relevant negation. Leaving

all this out of account for the present purpoee and fixing on the

problem of the exact relation falsity as well as negation bears to

judgment, I do assert that, whereas falsity is dire-'ted again»t judg-

ment, negation baa nothing to do with judgment as such and. in

point of fact, arises iu an ideal suggestion being thwarted by a

factual situation relevant to the interest tint controls the act of

intellection at the mornonr. It is therefore not off the point to assort

that the notion of non ^orrespoudenw, sought to be brought to hear

upon falsity, reacts very unfavourably upoo the very conception of

falsity inasmuch as the the situation of negation is entirely different

from that of falsity ;
in the former tbo relevant attitude is directed

against an ideal element (of course in relation to the given), whereas in

the latter the altitude adopted is towards a pre-existing judgment. A

false judgment than there cannot be, though a judgment may

be falsified. To take a Block example from Indian Philosophy,

I am subject to a snake illusion in a piece of rope ; a sDake

objectively appears (ibis of course I know afterwards when out of

the illusion ;
but in the actoai perception a snake of rope content is

given and fixed on), and I not being aware of the piece that lies

in tbe background make tbe judgment “this is a snake.” My

later perception, however, reveals tbe existence of a rope, and I

forthwith become aware of tbe falsity of my previous judgment

“ this is a snake." I do not here pass—though it seems that I do—

from Che judgment "this i* a snako" to "this is a rope." On the
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contrary, what happens there is simply a turning back from the second

to the first only to see it annulled. So to say that a judgment is false

is to see that it is annulled or conflicted—which is the .ims thing

—

by another, and this annulment is entailed in the corresponding aonul-

in-ntof the fact in question by its contrary.

Prime facie, the two judgments—'“this is a snake" and “ this is a

rope" ore not oppose,! to each other as they rnsy be employed with

reference to differuut prints of sptes aod time. Opp>s tion in any

case arises between them only when in both of them reference is made

lo the selfsame point. Wa cam>t, biwere-, keep this opposition out

of our way by attributing a mysterious power to a piece of rope to give

Hometimes the appearance of a sniks
;

for seen on th : « hypothesis of

an inscrutable power in a rope we are left with the verv opposition

that baffle* us. W «tew its source, th« opposition is brought before

us by the operation of the principle that fan*t ; ms within our ex.

perieoce, that everything is with nst-ire of its own, and that there

cannot bs oonsepiently any nrerlaoping of facts It is duo lo this and

hence due to the opposition between snska anl rope as contents of ex-

pehSDce that the thii which is now known as a r*pe is known so on

the annulment of the appearance of s «*nko th»* was hinging

about it. So in the situation of falsitv thare is a tv »fold annulment.

First, the content of the judgment that is faltifief—<the objective faot

presented disoppeara on the presont.tion of the rope that it fixed on iu

the second judgment, and alon? with the disippearan •# of the snaka-

oontent the corresponding judgment founders for lock of the requisite

factual support To proaoan» a jalgm-nt fslso is then n >t tnoro than

to declare that ita cootent ia contradicted by the content of anothor

and consequently (bat it is contradicted by tbe judgment that is

our immeliate concern at the moment in question. Thus falsity may

be said lo be more directly related to two judgments in relation than

to the facts which constitute respectively the contents of the judgments.

As a matter of fact, the sense of the falsity of a judgment appears in

our awareness in the event of its being contradicted by another, and

this is as immediate as the awar>n«ss of troth, but is not nevertheless

susceptible of beiog put in the form of judgment. * This is false’ is

then on a level with ‘thts is true’ and all that is indicated therein is

this: in the second wc apprehend truth consisting in correspondence,

and in the first falsity which consists in a judgment being contradictad

by its contrary. Truly speaking, * This is true' is meaningless
;

for
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there is no need for a criterion which is by its very nature external

to judgment, or it is a reiteration in different words of the identical

judgment in which a truth-claim is made. Thus when I tay

" this judgment is true” after having passed the judgment "
this

is a bird ” the statement ‘‘this judgment is true” to be anything more

than the judgment in question, would be at most a reflection upon it.

But it will be extremely hard to show that reflective awareness of a

judgment is itself a judgment Ttie situation will not bo a whit better

even if we admit that reflection upon a judgment is itself a judgment.

Ou the cootrary, the matter will be much worse
;
for in that case an

infinite regroas will forthwith be nude* way ioa'inuch as the posilion

adopted would imply that the trJth of a judgment is not only not

known within it, but is also invariably determined by and expressed in

another judgment, which obviously involves an intellectual deadlock that

arises out of an artificiality rooted in an unintelligent use of some foruii

of itaieuicnt.

The form "ibis is falsa’ or “thi# judgment u false” may be allowed,

and is in fact more significant than the form of the ttateoienl "this in

true for in the former I express in artii ulate language my awareness

of a judgment being falsified Now it may be argued that, if judg-

ment is essentially truth-claim and if truth is immanent in judgment

the question of falsity is from the first etunioaied
:

if a judgment, on

the contrary, turn out false it shows that tho truth of a judgment is to

bu determined by an extraneous criterion and it not originally contain-

ed therein. The contention indeed bring* before us the crux of the

problem I am discussing. and in order that I may settle it satis-

factorily, I have to undertake a detailed criticism of other thrones of

truth and falsity to show each of them to be untenable; but this I can-

not accomplish here. There »s, however, one consideration which

when pressed into renrice will go a long way to resolve the difficulty

that liea in my way, and it is this, that the very aituatioD of falsity, far

front going again*! my posilioo, corroborates, in its implications, the

coDtcotion that truth consists in correspondence in the seose I insist

on. If truth like falsity, as some would maintain, were really ex-

traneous to the structure of judgment there could not possibly be any-

thing like opposition between one judgment and another
; further, this

would fail to provide any explanation whatever for tho rejection of one

judgment in prefurence to another. When I pass the judgment *' this

is a rope." as in the instaooe given above, which stands to annul tho
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previous judgment “this is a snake” it would be, of course, against me
to find that I stop to ascertain tbe troth of the jodgmcnt. “ this is a

rope" with tbe help of some other judgment or judgments, or something

else before the judgment “ this is a snake" is cancelled. But the fact

is that no sooner is the judgment “ t is is a rope" made than the judg-

ment "this is a snako" is discarded, and this definitely shows that the

truth of the judgment “this is a rope" falls within it, being determined

by way of the relation of the idea that functions then to the fact pre-

sented ;
otherwise we shall be at a loss to account for what happens

in an actual aituatioa of truth or falsity. Besides, though

we find that this or that judgment that we bapp?n to inako in some

perceptual contexts gets falsifi-d. yet the usual procedure in our think-

ing through experience or rather in judgment- making a nd truth-claim-

ing ia not in the least afeeted
;
in view of the faltifle ation of some of

our judgments previously made, we do not aa a matter of fa ct fumble at

each step of our perceptual koowledgs for truth and da not accept only

tentatively the facts aa they come opan us. If we cling t o the usual

habit of direct Approach to fact* with full coafidoooe iu our grasp of

them inspite of the corrective* propose 1 by logicians, it is evident that

the actualities of the situation of judgmental knowledge adequately

answer to my theory of truth.

There ia nevertheless a stumbling block yet to be removed
: I have

still to show how falsity can be reconciled with truth, and truth-claim

which ia judgment. Really, however, there is no quesliou of recon-

ciliation. Here all that is demsnded ia a criterion of falsity which I

have already set out with tom* details. Wtial then remains to be con

aidered is the fate of truth and truth-claim ia the judgment that has

been falsified. We can cut short all speculation regarding it by the

statement that in some cases it does happ-n that we are deceived by

a truth-oonsciousness and a truth-claim, though this deception does not

react prejudicially upon tbe normal course of our experience We may

assert that occasion for falsity is there, but is unintelligible. There is,

however, no pressing neol for soch aa extreme view. The situation

will, on the contrary, be much simplified if we do not take the question

of falsity as an appendage to the problem of truth, but as a problem

apart and as a special case being an aberration from tbe normal course

of our knowledge judgmental in character.
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fl’HE world has progressed marvellously by leaps and bounds.

J People of tLirty or forty years back have fouod themselves in a

sphere entirely novel and different. Tbe master minds of the scientists

have evolved out of their brains ideas and inventions which our fore-

fathers could never dream of and which to them would prove either

magic or devilry. Yet. it is to the patient and wonderful inventions

and discoveries of these great men that we owe much of our happiness

and comforts. Which of us living in s world of cars, steamships and

aeroplanes, and in the midst of the whirriog of trams, buses and

trains would like to go back to an age when patient plodding on foot

was the only meant of conveyance »nd man had to do without the

luxuries of to-day ? We bare progressed, and this progreta or develop-

ment m due to men like Marconi, Edison. Einstein and others. With

the progress of Science mao has considerably euricbod and improved

bis status. He has learnt bow to apply and use the many wonderful

thing* around him in order to educate hiraaalf and better bit own

conditions.

This century which has given at ao many wonderful inventions

and which baa contributed ao widely to the general well-being of rnun-

kind ha* given to tbe educational world a marvellous invention in tbe

shape of Alma which have served to make education more vivid, vital

and stimulating.

Thero ha* been in recent years a wide change of outlook in modern

theories and methods of education. Tbe entire attitude and mnnners

of the teacher* and the taught have changed. The little child, for

instance, who was made to ait with his Sogers on lips and tread lightly

through corridor* and had to address his teachers in half a whisper

with not an uumixed feeling of awe and fright ha* now given way to

the smiling jolly child who treats his teachers with rather a warm and

genuine feeling of love, hope and confidence. Interest, recreation and

amusement—these are now regarded as tbe prime factors in child edu-

cation. and ia conducting class lessons we are now following what aro

called psychological methods the most characteristic feature of which

10
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irt tbe concretization of the subject-matter of lessons. Of the various

other educational aide and appliances enema films can undoubtedly be

regarded as the most potent and effective in visualizing some of tbe

topics of lessons.

There may, indeed, be people who scoff at the idea of cinema being

used as an instrument of education and may oonaider this to be a now

fangled idea of tbe moment; but the films can unquestionably contri-

bute a great deal to the furtherance of child education. It is a fact

that for the last thirty five or forty years tbe cinema film haa very

largely been left to pursue its own sweet way an a means of cheap

nuns entertainment. It has strikingly attained by now tbe position of

the third or fourth yrestost industry in tbe world, and its significance

and importance, in the opinion of a large number of people, parallels

that of the invention of the printing press. The films entertainment

is the one a-pect of the cinema which has been fully realised by people

at large: but at the same time it must be pointed out that its supreme

value as an educative force and appliance ba» so far been sadly neglect-

ed. Yot, wo can assert that it is educational even when it entertains

and that if a comparable effort had been put into using the film for

education in its widest sense aa has been put into its use for entertain-

meat, nno could aliniet claim that tbe cultural level of all peoples would

he immensely higher to-day than it actually is. Tbe films must be

considered a valuable medium for telling an interesting story about any-

thing with a dynamic quality.

The first great use of films it that they make real, vivid and life-

like the objects they deal w.ih. Nothing is truer than the maxim

'Seeing is believing.' And all modem educators realise tbo utility of

•pictorial education’ and the value of visual aids and illustrations. There

runs also a good proverb—‘Example is better than precept.' Example

is that which is actually done before tbe eye and precept is what is

merely heard. To insttuct a child that man should die for his country

is good indeed but to demonstrate to him an example of a man who

actually dies for his country it better still. This example will no

doubt have a greater value to children than mere theoretical precepts.

The children are naturally much more interested by tbe things actually

presented before their eyes than by the abstract injunctions or preach-

ings.

Education may be made more perfect by cinema, for by it the

children are allowed to sea things for themselves and have first-hand
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impressions of them, and thus they ran increase their knowledge. To

create impressions in the minds of yoang learners—this is the problem

of education. Suppose, we only hear abont a thing—that may not

seem real to as but when we actually haTe a look at it, we have at

once before our eyes the very real and concrete thing : we no longer

have our own views of the object, which are merely sabjective. And

oertainly the visoal impressions are much more effective and appealing

than the auditory. It is said in arithmetical language that we remem-

ber as much as 60 p. c. of what we tee and only 10 p. c. of what we

hear. Hence, by supplementing our lessons by films we can be suro

that children will remember and retain things and facts much more

than ordinarily.

This is what can be done merely by pictures and illustrations and

indeed much more can w« have from the silver screen which throws up

before our vision dear, vivid, life like and realistic pictures which live,

move and talk with us and thus strongly appeal to our imagination and

forcibly draw our pity, sympathy aod admiration, as the cam may be.

When ws cannot have the actual pratenos of an object, (hen such a

clear rision of it is certainly the next bead.

Films bnog an added interest to us in as raoch as the mind is

always appealed to by pictorial means. Look at tbe vast number of

people waiting outside tbe public cinema houses—somo of them tired,

fatigued and exhausted : but 'be moment thoy go into the ball and m»o

picture# fla-h on the magic screen, all their troubles aeora to vanish and

they forget themselves in tbe delight of the hour. Life should bo

made interesting and worth-living to mankind—(bis is ouo of tho

objects aimed at by education : then why not by cinema films ?

Coming, however, to the question of the cultural value of films pro-

vided by producers both in India and abroad, it is depressing to noto

that very few indeed hare any idea of tbe cultural use of tbe film. In

holding this view wo also recognize that it is not wholly their fault.

Tbe producers are there to make money, and naturally they will Beek

to provide any film that will show box office relume. What they have

boon providing, hitherto, shows quite a good return. And henoe they

argue,—"Why give the people what they obviously do not want?" And

they are not far wrong. "The fault, dear Brutus, lies in ourselves."

How few of us do indeed pick up aod choose their film /are? And bow

few just "go to the pictures ?” Film appreciation is therefore tbe first

step towards the provision of films of cultural value. One of tbe
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discussions at the forthcoming League Assembly is, very appropriately,

to be on a report of tbe International Committee on the ways in which

the cinema can be used for the promotion of culture, mutual goodwill

and understanding.

Happily, however, tbe importance of the film in the sphere of

education is being rapidly recognised. The London County Council have

recently pablilhed a report on experiments in tbe use of films for edu-

cational purposes. It should be of considerable interest to education

authorities everywhere. More than two yeara ago tbe Council commenced

an experiment to teat and examine every aspect of tbe use aod value of

films in schools, and the main result of ibis enquiry is a recommendation

that a definitely planned and progressive step forward should be taken

in the provision of projectors and in the equipment of schools with faci-

lities for the projection of films in the class-room. Sound films, it is

held, are of definite value. The report opines that they enlarge the

experience and broaden the outlook of pupils in such a way as to aid

in the training for citiieosbip; they bring a sense of reality into the

class room; and they iucrcnee tbe koowlelge of tbe children in directions

which tend to be noglocted in ordinary lessons. Films, it is pointed out,

also broaden the outlook and knowledge of the teachers, and in the case

of exposition films, they can introduce (be teacher to new methods of

presentation. There is a place for both sound and silent films, and the

version adopted in a particular case should largely depend upon the

nature and possibilities of tbe subject or subjects depicted.

Tbe latest figures show that out of the 361 Local Education

Authorities in England, 157 are using UJ9 projectors in their

schools fur class-room or 'bock-ground’ purposes. Tbe impetus

given by the London County Council report, referred to shove,

is likely to lead to a more oxtensivo use of the film in schools. Some

of tho film companies in England, we are told, are co-operating with

the educational authorities in the making of educational films.

Films made in tho class-room by children themselves are now being

used as a means of instruction in tbe Middlcburg English School

in tbe Transvaal. In many of the schools in America, language, history

and science have been chosen aa the most suitable subjects for

films and the students there have been showing keen enthusiasm

in their production. But where are we io India ?

It is not of course meant by 'cinematic education' (if wc are

allowed the freedom of coining such a term at all) the seeing of trashy
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pictures. Pictures which appeal to tbe sordid type of imagination

are entirely worthless anj far from having an uplifting aDd ennobling

influence. On the contrary, if pupils are *hown clean and educational

pictures then tbey themselves will feel the infl'icnce of the good

over the bad. Any pictnre may be said to have educational value

if it teema with noble ideals and appeals to the good in mao and

society. Young people, especially, children are food of hero-worship-

ping the stars of the silver screen. Tbey may share and imbibe much

of thoir views and feelings from their favourite stars. If the actors

and actresses of the screen act honourably and perform good deeds,

they will thrill their worshippers: bat let them be gangsters, rogues

and criminals gildod over by the glamour and romance of the screen

and their spectators will be tempted to follow them. This is one of

the reasons why gangster pictures are now being done away with

in America.

While it is true that cinema can have a bad influence over men,
its advantages aa an aid to education outweigh tho defects and

disadvantages. Much can be done to nuke school subject! like

History. Geography. Nature Study, etc., interesting and attractive

to children, Dudley Stamp may be useful for geographical knowledge

and theory but it is far from being interesting and captivating. Geog-

raphical studies should preferably he supplemented by the screen To
learn about Africa is quite a different from seeing 'Africa speaks.* We
read in books about the falls of Niagra, tbe great Himalayan ranges,

the people of different countries, their language, nature, customs

and so on, and we also read aboal various kinds of beasts sud birds

of different lands and regioos. It is impossible to go and visit these

places in person. What is possible for ns all is to witness these

sights and scenes depicted in films in order to have a vivid knowledge

of all these things. Book-knowledge may easily be forgotten but

the knowledge and ideas gained by pictorial means last throughout life,

becanse we have aid that things seen have generally a stronger

appeal for us than things beard or read, sod the knowledge rouy be

made perfect by the latter means. Similarly to read about the sky

and its wonders may be dull and boring but to see the myriads of

stars almost liko pearls on tbe surface of tbe satiny-shiny eky it.

much more effective and interesting Travel pictures, jungle pictures,

etc., should play a very great part in the edmation of children. Things

are hereby made vital and life-like by bringing before thoir eyes
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the people of o:her lands—their mode of living, manners and customs,

their dress and all torts of peculiarities—in an interesting way. Is

it not better to see the coal mines of England and also the life around

them in a story form on the screen rather than to read fifteen or

twenty pages on them from Leonard Brookes or Thcrston ?

Much more can be done to make Literature and History lessons

amusing for children by means of cinema. Although History is

supposed to be one of the moat interesting of all school subjects,

still how often do we not come across pupils turning away from

reading historical books in an attitude of dirgust and repulsion ? On

the other hand, many an uninterested student going to cinema to

witness historical plays and sketches have learnt much more of

FI istory through films than by memorising the dates of battles and

events in the reigns of kings and emperors. Facts are hero actually

depicted and we can remember much more of what wo see than

what we get by heart from the dry pages of books. The past and

far-off incidents if kept preserved on tho films can bo rovived in the

saruo order in from of us by means of cinematograph. The battles

and wars, tbe great Durbars, meetings, and the like can bo recalled

back very easily before our eyes and giving than concrete shapes.

Important incidents and moments in world history such as Fronch

Revolution, etc., may very profitably be chosen for historical films.

Likewise, if boys are told to road Shakespeare. Dickens. Thackeray

and tho like they would probably yawn aod exclaim that these are

dull and boring ! They would instead ask yon for *>me cheap

emotional novel*. Tho cinema, on the other hand, can turn children's

interest and direct their curiosity to classics or other pieces of literature

by means of such pictures ae • Romeo and Juliet,’ * As you like it,'

•Queen Christina,’ 'Tale of Tsro Cities,’ ’Crusaders,' and so on.

Many an adult has gone back with old reoollections awakened

and a desire to road once again the old writers, merely by seeing

a picture. They appeal to os because tbe characters hero are human
beings liko ourselves who speak to us, set before us and thus appeal

to our feelings of love and sympathy. The story of Cinderella, for

instance, read in a book cannot be so impressive as shown her in

a film in the midst of a storm with her little boat for rescuing the

ship-wrecked passengers. But we meet with ooe difficulty here.

We do not, in some cases, get a true and accurate depicting of the

reai facts. The works of Dickens or Shakespeare are. for instance.
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mostly seen distorted only because they are generally tinned and

twisted so as to suit tbe special fancy and convenience of their

producers. What is desirable of course is to have the real thing a* fur

as possible But one great advantage here isthia that cinemas serve

the purpose of a short-cut progress in education. For examplo, big

dramas are demonstrated on the screen in abridged and condensed

forma. Students may here easily finish a drama or a novel in the

course of one or two hoars, while without this they would ordinarily

take several day* lo finish them.

Boy* may be taught Science and Nature Study most sncceaafiilly

by mean! of the films. They can see on Ihe screen trains, steamships,

aeroplanes and other miracles of science. Recently iu a school in

America, a seriea of lesson were imparted m Zoology on ‘frog* and

demonstrated by films showing the gradoal development of frog in all

its stage* of growth from tba egg to full grown toad Similar thing*

may be done in a lesson oo 'mosquito.' Scieoce, Nature Study and

Hygiene are aubjert. which lend themaelve* raervclously to be filmed.

And lessons given in this way are more likely to interest the children

and can make them brighter and more intelligent pupils than lesson*

conducted in Ibe old and traditional method. It is a fact that

children always delight in moke-behevt, and that their interest

increase# when they can see themeeives on the screen, which in turn

provides opportunities for self-criticism, espo=ially, in posture,

gesture and action. And as speeches are delivered in connection

with sound films there are also opportunities to correct faulty-speaking

habits.

We gather from a recent report from some of the schools in

South Africa that the children there are taking a very keen interest

and active part in the production of claaa-room films. We learn that

the basis of each film-play is the lew<oo in tbeir class, aud there

the pupils are given the main ootlires of the subject* they are to

film. They are generally sbowo pictures, print* and other illustrations

of the period, which are all put through the school cpisoope. And

when these children become thoroughly soaked in the proper atmom

phere, the play is rehearsed a few times, »od every child in the

class is required to take some share in the proceedings. Then the

filming takes place out in the playground. All the equipment,

dresses and costumes necessary are supplied by the children themselves,

and so great and bouyant has been their enthusiasm that no difficulties
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have been encountered in this matter. And even when horses and

donkeys have been required, the children have been fonnd to bring

them to school. They have nicely fashioned the wooden weapons

necessary for warlike scenes, and they have encouraged their mothers

to make the period costumes so esseotia) for period films. Bat as

no colours are shown on the screen and since every device likely to

stimulate the imagination is need, the costumes and properties are

of the simplest type.

The cinema films can further offer much aid to physical and

moral education. We can hare, for instance, really educative films

dieplaying many great physical feats and gymnastics of the wrestlers

and heroes which will automatically have a strong appeal to our

children and will inspire and induce them to pay greater attention to

their physical development. Our pupils can again draw various

moral lessona from the pieces of plays enacted on the screen. If the

subject-matter is rightly and judiciously chosen, we can help them to

realise the bitter and painful consequences of the wrong-doers and see

the rewards achieved by the honest and the virtuous. From these

vivid pictures, they can ihomseivoe derive ample moral lessons and

find opportunities for ennobling and elevating their minds.

In the field of rural nphft and village and mass education much

can be done by means of the ciMma. Not ouly will it interest the

village ai dicnce for the temporary period but it will truly educate

them by showing them the realities. We are all aware of the

wretched conditions of village sanitation. Most of the village folk

are still gropiog in the dark, and in numbers tliey are dying only out

of their sheer ignorauce. The others fall easy victims to incurable

diseases and epidemics. If such people could only be made somehow

to see end realise the dangers of bad sanitations and the root causes

of these terrible diseases and epidemics which mostly spread out and

tako virnlent form* because of their carelessness, and if they could bo

enlightened of the possible remedies for their prevention and cure, they

would indeed be much benefited and would know how to save

themselves and others. Lantern slides and the use of Epidioscope can

be much effective in this direction. Here, an instructor can talk to

the people and explain things every time a new picture is flashed on

the screen. The Calcutta Corporation is indeed doing a great service

by holding such lectures illustrated with lantern slides in the primary

schools under its jurisdiction, and the Students' Welfare Committee
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of the University of Calcutta also organises from time to time such

illustrated lectures with a view to enlightening the student# and the

general public of various educative things by pictorial means. But

there is yet further scope and ample demand for the extension of such

• cinematographic education ' in rural areas, too, bo that our moffusil

students may reap the advantage of learning maoy things in a

concretized and psychological manner.

In this connection, we might mention that the one great advantage

of public cioemas is this that they can furnish os with the current

nowe of the world with the information of the latest ecieutiflo

discoveries and inventions attsioed and with any other useful pieces

of knowledge and culture, in a brief yet stimulating way. All this can

help our pupils to improve aud add to the stock of their general

knowledge and experirnce. And those who object to their seeing of

cinemas on the ground of its affecting the health of the boys and girls

in crowded atmosphere, will be glsd to know that atlempts are now

being made to improve the physical conditions of the cinema houses

by removing the attendant evils regarding ventilation, etc.

In schools, however, film* as instruments of education have not yet

been practically introduced in India, owing to various difficulties

the foremost of which is that most of our sohojU cannot even

purchase an Kpidioecopo or a magio lantern, and they cannot posses#

educational films of tboir own. 8ecoodly, though their valuo is

inestimable it ha# not been quito realised yet except by a few

progressive and modern educationists and psychologists. Hence there

is the lack of proper organisation owing to the ignorance of the

masses and the want of sufficient culture and education amongst

most of our parents and guardians. But considering the utility of such

a means of practical education, as indicated above, it is sbsotntely

essential that special films should be prepared for educational purposes

and mainly suiting the requirements of our children, as the majority

shown in public cinemas are definitely bad. There must be a huge

organisation carrying cn this scheme of work.

It is a hopeful sign of the times that there is a growing recognition

of the utility of such a constructive programme of work, and lot us

hope that in course of a very short time educational films dealing

with topics on History. Geography, Science, Nature Study and

even Literature will be introduced in our schools aud welcomed

by the authorities for giving them a fair trial, for certainly they

11
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can bo regarded as excellent means for imparling lessons. For

practical purposes the filming may be done with a 16 m.m. motion-

picture camera which does not require any high degree of technical

skill to handle at and it is also fairly economical to maintain.

This equipment, of course, only makes silent pictures which is all

the average school can hope to achieve. But when the children

will be reqaired to learn the various speech part6 the sound films

will serve the purpoee.

The time will come when films will be playing a greater part in

the education of cbildreo, and school life will then be less boring,

school books prove moro interesting and the tescher less important in

the matter of child education. But it is true that we do not, of course,

advocate making the pictures and the visual aids the all important

factor in education. The screen should merely supplement the book-

knowledge : for gold is no: to be sacrificed for the gilt and instruction

for superficiality.*

• !U ill »« lh« ThirMsBlb Coalmen of tW Aillalio H.tn.t-,. 0 f Klocatioail W
< taboo hrld to C.UitU.



ECONOMIC AUTARCHY AS EMBODIED IN

THE GERMAN FOUR-YEAR PLAN
Dr. Besot Komar Sakkab, Docieck ks G&ographir honoris oaosa

Gobrixg's Planked Eoosomt

Centralized rationalization on the one band and economic

"autarchy'\or self-sufficiency oa the oilier together with ihe attempt

to render imports dependent on the volume of e sports constitute tho

fundamental feature* of the Four- Ye*r.Plao as organized by General

Goering, tho Premier of Pruana, for Germany in January 1937,

acoording to the instructions of Adolf Hitler in September 1936.

To a certain extent one may see in this economic planning or

planned economy of Goering for Germany something like a oopy of

tho threo Five.Year-Plans of Soviet Russia. Prom otlior viewpoints

it may be regarded si tho German edition of the British and French

Imperial Preference*.

The technical, economic, financial and social bearings of this

comprehensive and totalitarian planning are regulaily described in the

monthly journal, Der Vierjokresplan, edited by Dr. Erich Gritzbach

(Berlin) aince January 1937. The directions come, of course, from

Goering who ia the BeauJtragU jir den Vier/akresplan (authority for

tho Four- Year- Plan). This monthly journal ia being liberally drawn

upon for tho purpose# of the present paper.

The First Four Years o\ New Germany

At the outset it is proper, however, to get an objective idea of

the ascending corvee of Germao economy aince the establishment of

the Nazi regime in 1933.*

The following statistical survey shows the indices of the economic

development in Germany during the period from 1933 to 1936 (Inslitut

fir Konjunkturforsehung . Berlin, February 10, 1937) :

* U Si -hcrl : Di« om IF*. « Or itrfatAf* (M-4irh 19*),. pp S9.44, *6;

M. Pr» *..4«r'ef ; list »«4 it’ iltaSiKkn \tmtrtmumg lioilio, lto6 pp. 96 !M ;

C.wfKl^ar^. WirUehafishgt 11 Mr JtknnmU D3S-3. iRticbskicdilfeMJb Uf,. Berlin,

1W7>.
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I. 7Tu Control
,

I

UBaapleyM*.

Dak 1«2 1933 1935 1986

Onamptojad A. M1IL *J0 8«A5 1,71 1.64

Ooumplcjed aa.iitod bj fable
•ifire. A. Mill. *05 1.94 0.47 0,94

Worker, tod cmployMa in ftU. A. Mill. l*4« 13.08 16,00 17,U

l>a»lj w,v|iDi hcort la ia4u*nal
hrnnche.. A. Hern 6.91 T.U 741 749

//.
-—

lodua pioducuoo ralua C2» 8. Bill. BM 8*4 874 58.1 65.1

igrxutlatal prcd.*<iao

•da* 8. 8* •4 94 114 194

!Ual propartj. *«*““• A. 1929-100 TO 77 101 •••

lodua. prodactioa *oUma A. 1WM1M 59 ea 96 106

Afrinult'iiU prod»ot.oa rataaa A. 1M9-100 IM no 119 114

Pltooal •ilratffloi 1 Mill (oa* 104.7 1W.9 148 156,4

Stool production 8. Mill. Mi B.TT 741 15.19 19,16

Canuol pmdaclMa 8. Mill. to.. O) 8.W 941 19

P.p« production 3. Him™ 140 XM 8.*l 3.48

Taxtlla ptodurtka A. 1M9-100 n 91 91 09

BcrA aad .boa pndaclteo B. MiU. paua oo n U 75

ghan of aa*lw food

prori.Wo. m ika rooNB^m A. % 75 a 81 84

ID. tnomlmmU-SMKoni'«*

Baal umiUMou 8- BtU. RM. w *4 114 18,8

Inland aitaa <4 nacfcise. A. 1V36-100 85 48 185 189

Newly-built dwelling. 8- 1000 111 138 818 370

Merraotil* ahiaa. cooairncino 8. 1COO OUT e 34 810 498

atartod

Rrich motor road.) 8. UHltoo. 04 384 37,6

daja workad J

8. Ucmmtn
Parrs ito (or motor-lcmn (1) ioar. ifl 114 5040

AinroUnn^porrha*. of (art>li< 8. MUL BM
so 567 728 a a.
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IV. Fa’tl/n Trtdt.

Import* ft moi. RM 4667 4204 4169 4218

Etpnrt* 8. Mill. RM era *871 4270 4768

Import Sorplo* 8. Mill. RM — — ••• •*4

Kipcit Sojplo* 8. Mill. RM 1071 667 111 660

V. TranifettaUan.

Good, dcp.teW on IUuh RMl- 8. Mtn. US 963 361 890

•»j(0

iUkb Rallwoj roclpe 8. Ml RM IJS ft** 3.W 3.98

Raich parcl port fl) 8. Min. p«« m 933 970 993

Trank call. (uU 8. Mill 931 930 963 9'3

Taoriil irafla b *0 pin. (8) ft MUl *34 3.60 4.M 6.1#

Block of motor

••hie*. (9) 8. Mill. 1.0 1.68 946 9.47

V/. fw-wc.

Ktii'h r»c«'pt» fro® Usm. «t«eom. 8. BnlBM. 666 6.36 9.66 11.60

dan., and otter d—U»
Cn« l«i 1VW 1938 (I) 1W

Depot, al lb. 8a»bd» Bank. Oil A. Bill RM. 1M 19.1 13.8 14.6

Daily buknU A. * tx •41 8.7? 348

lUUo od Ixod-iaMMi tearing

wcuriU. 4 1/3 (6» % A. % •M 89.4 98,3 96.8

VII. Into** nd Co***mft~*.

National inecm. ft Bill RM. 47 * «64 574 •8.0

Torn-oiar in retail U»d- 8. •• ffl.7 nj 26.9

Permit. eranMd lo paawng.r
icoter car. 8. 1CCO 414 eftc 1804 213.2

Lkanaea granted lo motor

bicjdea U*1 8. 1000 66.4 *74 1*4 1644

Radio .rtwiber. 03) 8. Mill. 443 14* 7.19 8.17



SOTB. 8—Y«*'lj wo. A-A..-K* <* « 0) e.liaaUd. Tt*

tigurss If* 13* sUo conia* ifce 8s*r Urrivvy UMuUe*. In 1»31 tbs $»tr "(m in only

putly iikan liu vcounl iZ Gross. ce tbs biu of ihc aoolhlj indei Esutss. (8) K.ii-

lD>(*d >1 tXPJXD b> 3 *>0X0 «* tow (II latUJ.sf omaibjM. and Iricyrls. for

bssvy gocd. tr.ffi* os.r tt) ««. (A &*•<*»« y-n. «» Pobl- lr»»r. (Tl Orlinary

r>M>A. W> ApfUss law^oMloite .I»u Mil* (AyrU to Sspu-Url. Of la

acii r»»o aa at July In. tlOl Kieaaaal yssr. <111 !><fo«U H a| lb* rnd of ilia j»ar.

( 9) Op to IB* >odod.B« UUjaUa m.M cal -«<U up I® MO bibs; (ron l«3ft lixjols. spto

•JOOcciD. (181 I’estiioo *t >l ih« aal al tbs year . till Laija prirala .id public IDitirsoce

oooctrnt. InaanbcaaaaaatlhaatdaddatMaBAcr.

In tbo economic donum tbe liitlcr-atste kAa implied A regime

of recovery and expaosiou. For all practical purposes 1937 may be

said to initiate the
'

'second" Four-Ycar-Plan of Germany, because the

6ret Four- Year- Plan commenced in 1933 with tbo d^but of the Kargi

regime.*

Raw Matrruu " Created " nr Bmdkbus and Cnraint

Aa soon as General Goeriog, Prime Minister of Pruaaia, was

entrusted (October, 1936) with tbe organisation of the Four-Year-

Plan, the German Raw Materials Office was set up. The business

of this office ia to see to it that Germany ia enabled as Boon as possible

to achieve duJarfeie, i.r., to be independent, as far as this can be

achieved, of Ihe import of foreign raw materials.

A point of paramount importance is tbe provision of methods by

means of which tbe less valuable of German ores may be brought to

he foundries- The synthetic production of necessary raw materials

tom Germany’s rather unlimited supplies of coal, salt, wood, water

and air is the principal problem. Other possibilities such as the

1 Sartor t Tbs HiVtr Sutt (Cata’ta 133S1. Ploar.inf it D-En d by

Hitler" U*4*n C&mmitttal *<U SWuttd Amur Jo!y. lMll *‘»h»l is Hie

TWfcr PnAls* ofOoijnsoy r (C^»tts towns . 8sf*nabs« IBM). “Hebraic sod 8a»al
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planting of rubber and cotton on German foil bare been abandoned

owing to the unsuitability of tbe climate. Then ibere is the considera-

tion that Germany's land is all needed far agriculture and cannot be

sacrificed to serve the oeeds of industry. For these reaeons,

Germany’s raw materials problems have been left for solution to the

work of engineers and chemists. In Germany to-day raw materials

are no longer the mere gifts of Nature, many of them are swiftly

becoming tbe manufactures or creations of man This is but another

instance of la geographie hun.auie, i.e., geography being transformed

by humau energy and regions being reconstructed to serve the purposes

of man.

Synthetic Phodcotb

Another of the important tasks of the new office is the organising

of tbe ebaoge-over in industry to synthetic materials. This techno-

cratic transformation is being attended to in a careful manner. Every

effort is being made to encourage German manufacturers to try out and

to work with these now materials. Articles and photographs ore

published to show their advantages, sad exhibitions have been organis-

ed with this purpose in no*. The most important of such

exhibitions is tha Scha/JtnJn Volk (Creative People) Exhibition si

Duesseldorf, which was opened by General Goering himself (1937).

General Gocring'a appeal to all classes of the poople to send in

their ideas of how tbe new material* might be employed in everyday

life evoked thousands of answers. A special " Discoveries
**

department of the office shifts all suggestions sent to by amateurs to

the proper quarters and undertakes all work in connection with patents

and the protection of inventors.

The atm of the Four- Year- Plan is Dot to isolate Germany And

restrict ber commercial life to tbe limits of her frontiers. There is the

decision to allow certain quantities of tbe new synthetic products to

be exported. For instance, ten per cent, of tbe cellular wool pro-

duction can now bo sold abroad, and synthetic rubber (bune) is now

being manufactured in such quantities that exports may be expected

shortly. Tbe quality of this new product is believed to bo superior

to that of natural rubber. Many of these new products and even

their methods of production have been demonstrated at some of the

big trade exhibitions.
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Actarcbt ix Raw Materials asd Food Srrrps

According to Colonel Loeb, who ie head of the raw material

supplies department, Germany’* chief problem to-day U her supply of

iron. All efforts are being concentrated on increasing the home out-

put of iron ore and sub dilating non-ferrous metals wherever possible.

In the course of the neat three years the proiirlion of aluminium

is to be doubled, and magnesium, which is plentiful, is to be used

very extensively as a substitute for iron. Wood, the valu&blo raw

material from which cellular goods, sugar, spirits, petrol and artificial

cork are made, is to be saved by burning coal and pest.

No less important is the increase in Germany's sheep breeding

and the cultivation of hemp and flax. Loeb has predicted that

Germany would be in a position to dispense with foreign supplies of

motor spirit in three years. These are some of the specimens of

Autarkit being attempted by the Hitler-State.

Fibri Wool

In accordance with a Government decree of April 10. 1987

ZMioollt, i.s.. cell-wool or German fibre has been placed on the duly

tariff, and haa been statistically included in tbe list of exportable

goods. The section of the Oerman Foreign Tra le Sutistics doaling

with this subject is divided into three sub-sections. *' Fabricated and

Unfabricated Cell Wool.” ** Woven Cell Wool " and " Good* manu-

factured from Cell Wool " The principal buyers of this product are

Switzerland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and Rumania. German imports

of fibre wool are drawn chiefly from Italy (which, until 1936 was the

greatest manufacturer of it in the worlJ and which sent into Germany

93% of her import, of the material). From January to May, 1937,

Germany imported cell wool to tbe value of 2,887 ,000 Reichsmarks.

Bcildino Materials

In connection with the Pour Year-Plan, it ie regarded as extremely

important that tbe buildings needed by the state and by industry shall

be forthcoming. These essential buildings include those required for

the array, for the manufacture of raw materials and for public services

as well as houses and settlements for workers.’ Goering has issued a

• F. Stllu : «. DrUU. Bm* Otertia. 1888). pp. I9-M.
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number of decrees relating to the reasonable distribution of builders’

labourers throughout the country and a rational management of stocks

of building material. Any largo building enterprises to be undertaken

have first to be reported to the local labour office eo that it may be

seen whether they are necessary or not. The introduction of cheap

building processes and methods by which savings of any sort could

be achieved has been left to the discretion of tbe trade.

The present position of Germany with regard to raw materials

has made it essential to take steps to use all building materials as

sparingly as possible and to prevent any waste at all. This is

especially vital with regard to iron and steel, of which there is a

shortage not only in Germany, but also throughout the rest of the

world. In order to ensure that materials are employed only where

they arc really necessary, local building aulhoritiea have been ordered

to take into consideration, when new buildings are projected, the

situation with regard to raw materials and to sanction only the

erection of such buildings aa are really needed. Conditions can be laid

down when permission ia accorded to use building materials that are

regarded as essential.

Ono of the first orders in connection with the decree under

discussion has reference to tbe ways by which iron can be saved by

the employment of certaio new building methods. Tho Minister of

Labour intends to keep the trade informed of all new processes, which

roeearch and experience prove to be satisfactory, and by Lhoso means

to stimulate builders to be as sparing as possible with their materials.

Industrial Building Groups also publish articles and pamphlets,

showing the necessity of saviog materials wherever possible and give

details regarding eounomy methods. Tbe Itaw Materials Office has

laid down certain principles regulating tbe distribution of building

materials, and these must be obeyed by tbe trade

India's Jctb Monopoly threathkhd

India, producing 90% of tbe world’s jute supply, possessed until

a short while ago, as is well known, a virtual world monopoly. Jute,

however, is now being planted in Australia, South America, Siam,

China and Java, although nowhere amongst these is full value material

being produced. Tho fibre obtained is frequently far too woody.

In the Dutch Indies and in the Portugese colony, Angola, therefore,

12
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attempts are being made lo grow rome land of substitute for jute and

to cultivate extensively tbe new fibre plant, Urena. Oobafa In

tome of the South American states cotton fibre is replaciog jute fibre,

because cotton does not have to be imported.

Germany, by the pacing of a series of measures, has also greatly

decreased her jute imports. Between April, 1935 and January, 1936

no less than 132,417 tons of raw jute were imported from India, while

the amount sank during (he same period in 1936-37 to 72,433 tous.

In January, 1936, 15,762 tons of raw jute were imported into

Germany, but in January, 1937 tbe amount was reduced to only

1,366 tons, that is to say. to leas than 10% of the previous year’s

figure.

Thia result has been obtained by a stern supervision of jute

packing, and of replacing pure jate pecking by a mixture of jute, flax

and hemp, of which the two last are raised in Germany. No old jute

Backs ore permitted to be discarded, but after cleaning and repairing,

they are used again. Tbe higher prices were paid for used sacks,

and this led to their being rent immediately to those places where

they were most needed for the purposes of the Pour-Year Plan.

Much research work is being dons in the offort to obtain fibre

from German plants. For this purpose straw and reeds have proved

particularly valuable, while heath and willow here produced fibre of

so fine a quality that it seems wrong to are it for packing. Tbe

more successful Germany is in her hemp and dtx harvest, and if,

in addition, she can successfully cultivate certain oil-yielding fruits,

the sooner will she bo able to free herself entirely from dependence

on the Indian jute monopoly. This is the aun of the efforts now

being made. This aspect of Gerroso "autarchy" sod transformations

in the world-ecooomy will no doubt be carefully noted by Indian

economic statesmen.

Food Sorrur

Sometime ago. Dr. Hilgenfeldt. Leader of tbe National Socialist

People's Welfare, announced that certain measures would bo

adopted to stimulate home food supply, in connection with the

Four-Year-Plso, and that there measures would be effective in all

German towns. By means of using all kitchen waste products, a sories

of piggeries are to be kept going in each town. The aim is to breed
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in extra 1.000.000 pigs. In more than 50% of small and medium

sized town* throughout the country, these manidpally supported

piggeries have already been established.

HilgeoM.lt baa now received authority from Goering to com-

mandeer and use all kitchen waste material, so that he cau further

his plana with the foil weight of the state to support him. This

authority is effective in every district, and it seems likely that home

food supply aud the breeding of animals for food in ibis particular

manner will proceed at a high rate in the future.

Th* ExHiBrrtoss or 19.17 as intbrprhtud by Hitlhb and von

RiBBS.vrnop

The Motor Exhibition in Berlin (1937) demonstrated the purl to

be played by the "new" raw materials in the aotomobilo world.

While opeuing the exhibition. Hitler laid the greatest emphasis upon

the effect ol the Pour-Year- Plan on the automobile industry, and with

no less force he dwelt upon the importance of thia industry in the

sphere of Germany's foreign trade. “It is oOvioua," he doclared,

“that we will leave no stone uaturned in order to develop aod improve

our international relationships and to stimulate trade. I believe that

the increasing export returns shown in tb# automobile industry uro

a proof of tho fact that we. in thta oountry. do oot dream of ooonomic

isolation.”

Other industrial exhibition, have followed one another in quick

succession throughout the summer, all of them giving point to Hitlor’a

speech at the Motor Show. At tho German Textile Exhibition, new

synthetic material* and weaving stuffs were shown to the world. In

May, the great Sehaffendet Volk exhibition waa opened at Dussal-

dorf, and here could be seen a comprehensive display of all the new

materials manufactured to-day in Germany.

Earlier in the year the Leipzig Spring Fair gave foreign visitors

an impressive display of these materials. At its opening von Ribbon-

trop, German Ambassador to Baglaod. delivered a speech on the

sobjoct of National Socialist economic policy, in which he described

the new Poor-Year-Plan as a self-help measure. “ It may be," he

stated. " that a few large oil, rubber or cotton concerns will do loss

business with Germany, bat, taking a broad view of world trade, this

will hardly weigh in the scale. Wnai is of importance is that the
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standard of living of the German people must logically follow upon

(he production of synthetic materials from basic substances found

within onr own borders, and that this increased buying capacity will

find ita satisfaction finally in world market*-'*

Schacht’s Foreiox Trade Pouct or 1934

In 1934, Hjalmar Scbacbt, Minister of Imperial Economy and

President of the Reichsbank, announced tbe new foreign trade plan

at the Leipzig Autumn Pair. Too fundamental purpose of ibis plan

was defined in the following terms:—"not to purchase more than

can be paid for and above all only to buy what is necessary for use.”

Schucht proclaimed thereby that the economic aim in view was, first,

to bring foreign trade into line with tbe requirements of mutual

commercial relations, and secondly, to make the imports of Germauy

dependent on her exports. Account was taken also of the eventual

increase in raw material production of Germany so as to secure a

revival in the sctivity of the German Journal market. The Pour-

yesr-Plun initiated in 1937, tbe object of which is to secure the

independence of German raw material supplies, is therefore but a

contmustion of tbe principles underlying the foreign trade plan as

proclaimed in 1934. In pursuance of this aim, German imports

were brought into line with and made dependent opon German exports,

Aa far as actual figures go, Oerrnau oxporte in 1936 increased by nearly

Rm. 600,000,000, whereby tbe export surplus went up from Rm.
111,000,000 in 1935 to Rm. G50.000.000 in tbe following year. The
corresponding rise in imports was only a very slight one. This in

commercial Autorku in action.

Thb Problem or Forato* Exchange

The counter-value of tbe export surplus, however, can only be

partially used for financing the imports. Hardly more than 25 % of

tbe oxp>rt proceeds were actnally received in the form of foreign

exchange. This was however not available for ordinary purposes, as

numerous payment agreements exist with the purchasing countries,

which means that the foreign exchange in question is earmarked for

certain specific purpoees. A large portion of the foreign exchange
coming into the country has ;to be used for the payment of debts
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contracted oq good* account and lor the transfer of interest, and

what remains over is required for the settlement of incidental expenses

connected with merchandise traffic. Similar obligations exist for the

portion of the export proceeds on clewing credit account, a large

proportion of which is earmarked for settlement of the debt service

aud financing the tourist traffic.

This is clearly evidenced in the German-Swiss agreement. If in

the calculation of the trade-balance the German balance of accounts

is taken into consideration as a basis and not the foreign trade statis-

tica, we arrive at much lower 6gures. That Gramany’a importing

capacity ia exclusively dependent on the amount of the export pro-

ceeds,—such as are not earmarked for deb: redemption and other

obligations,—becomes almost self-evident. Certain figures tell their

own tale. The working-balance in 1935 showed a deficit of Km.

102,000,000. likewise did the tourist traffic in the Olympiado year

(1936) bring no actual foreign exchange into the country, as most of

the visitors had '• Register Marks.”

It is nocewary to point out *n paurmt that " Register Marks ”

represent a factual devaluation of tho German currency. Although

Germany has not legally and formally devalued the entire currency

she has introduced effective devaluation to a certain extent and for

certain purposes. For instance, this devaluation of Reichsmarks is

onjoyed by foreigners travelling in Germany. With thoir foroign

monies they got more Reichsmarks per unit for the purpose* of travel

in Germany than they can obtain abroad on the open market. The

German money that they get for such purpose* by exchanging their

own monies is called " Register Marks.

The extraordinary incroose in the number of foreigners who

visited the Leipzig Spring Fair in 1937 (2,000 more than the highest

level reached before the crisis of 1929-32), and the almost twofold

number of firms who had exhibit* (478 in 1930 and 914 in 1937)

show the great interest displayed by foreign countries in the fair held

in connection with the second Four-Year-Plan. Though foreign

purchasers were able to take delivery of tbeir goods in the customary

form of manufacture, ». made of foreign raw materials, as the

restrictions regarding the use of natural textile raw stuffs and metals

which are lacking (lead and tin) only apply to the interna! market,

export orders were nevertheless passed for deliveries of product* manu-

factured from the ” new ” materials.
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Autarchy Not Ixvoltisg Isolation

Naturally, the autarchic measures of the German Four-Year-Plan

are not calculated to place Germany in splendid isolation,—no more

than are the Imperial Preference measures of England and France

or the ordinary tariff policies of the C. S. A. and other counlries

planned to declare these regions closed to world-trade. In other

words, neither Germany nor aoy of these countries is heading towards

a ijeschlaxtentr Handelsttaat (closed commercial Mate) of Fichte. In

all there endeavours we should rather watch the realization of what

may be called tuo-protrelionum aa contrasted with the 100 per cent,

free trade or 100 per cent, protection of pure theory. *

The reference to the Russian plans must not blind us, however,

to the fact, that the efforts of the Soviets since 1U19 and especially

since 1923 are bat the attempts of an essentially agricultural and

relatively unindustrial region to get industrialized at break-neck speed

and catch up to the techno ratio and capitalistic achievements of

the "industrial adults" of Woetcru Europo and America. But

Germany previous to the advent of the Nazi power in 1033 was

already a hyper-industrialized state. What the Nazi regime has set

before itself is to raise this byper-industrial^ territory to the next

higher flights of technocracy and capitalism adapted to the re-

quirements of the "second iudaslnal revolution."

The universal character of national-socialistic economics has been

well recognized by Wi«kemaoo when bs observes that in the struggle

against lamer fain ilehen ttnr Deultche nichi allein ("we Germane are

not alone"). Ho refers to Keynes the British eooootuist and Boucke

the American as some of those scholars who have in theory promulgated

the disappearance of the free trade period They are described by

Widtemann as having but scientifically recognized a Mate of things

which has been confirmed in practice by the economic policy of all

countries. 4

* 8»rk.r : App.W Kcommk,. Vol I. iCskstls. ISO*Uj Imfgritl hrt1ff<c, t„ . «M
Wfld-Bcanomt lC»lco*.ia, ISM).

* S. VVnkensTO i Dtr if inlstMem FcA.v.<« ( »c/(iJrlir, 'Berlin HMt). p. 9.
Sdurhi', tactw. «o tb. Mm ti c<t:-raih. . eo ibc irterouicnsl Aithxui o<

labour it lha if F;ni, if Tic‘xu'\tn ffc<k<xk*U* M..<*rr 'Munich. lblS).
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The Chances fob India

The expansion of German economic activity is bound to have good

repercussion* on the industrial, commercial and agricultural enterprises

of other lands. The engineers, technical experts and commercial bouses

of foreign countries including India ought to watch the developments

of the Pour Year-Plan under Hitler and Goering with optimism

for themselves as well as for world-ecoDomy. For, in order to foster

German prosperity and make an effective use of it German business

houses, large, medium and small, will find it desirable, nay, necessary

and expedient,—of course under the new direction.* of their govern-

ment, and especially of the Vierjahresplan authority. General Goering,

—to take the help of foreign experts and business beadH as

colleagues, agents and assistant*. far as India is concerned, the

protpect* of hoc oversea* trading house* acting in co-operation with

the oentral commercial authorities of the German people, to the

mutual advantag* of India and Germany, should appear to be ratbur

bright. Tho foreign aTaira deportment of the Indian National

Congree* as well as the Indian Trade Commissioner of tho Govern-

inent of India at Hamburg might investigate these prospects in a

realistic manner.

Principle* of Fi&umiro

The financing of the Plan to difficult not only because of the

magnitude of the schemes envisaged under it, but also beaauee of tbe

special conditions that bare to be taken into consideration. The

Gorman Government desires to lessen tbe country'* dependence on

imporled raw materials at quick a* posable,—at break-node sjwed. so

to say,—so that it necessary to proceed with a maximum of speed.

Moreover, in numerous instance* technical risks have to be taken, the

available time being too short to reduce them by much experiment-

ing on a smaller scale. The rapid pace at which tbe various project*

have to be carried out may not necessarily be due to reasons connected

with "defence economic*." A very important consideration i« tbe fact

that signs of a raw material shortage bave begun to show themselves

in the world'* markets.

The project* contemplated under tbe Plan differ from most of

the "work-creating” schemes carried out by the Government in recent

years io that they rely predominantly open individual initiative and

privato responsibility, even thongb tbeir technical and economic
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consequences cannot yet be foreseen. For this reason, preference is

given—during the early stages—to firms that are able and willing to

invest a considerable amount of (heir own capital in the realization of

the schemes. It is sometimes necessary to subject the initiative

of the entrepreneur to restrictions, e.q., when it lias to he stipulated

in view or the funds invested by the Government itself that the

consent of the Board for Raw Material* must be obtained before the

private firm can enlarge the schope of its activities, etc. On the

other band, it is sometime* provided in the contracts that a premium

is to be paid to the private firm if it is foonl possible to reduce

thocost of production below the figure originslly fixed. Such a

possibility, of comae, baa a stimulating effect upon industrialists.

In all schemes it is necessary. in the joint interest of both

parties, to make sure that the financial status of the entrepreneur

does not suffer. Industrialist* have beeo asked to submit proposals

that will ensure compliance with this need. The suggestions thus

received are mainly concerned with <a) the prioe position and (6)

taxation relief.

The suggested increase in price*, however, is open to the objsc-

tion that it would conflv-t with the regulations by which oomrnodity

prices aro fixed. This applies, more particolarlv, whenever the

private firms' share in financing the scheme is very large. 8imilar

considerations suggest themselves in connection with the proposal

that the firm* should be permitted to write off a larger amount for

depreciation than is normally regarded as adequate. Taxation facili-

ties, on the other hand, are generally held out with a certain liberal-

ity. But in this respect, too, a line must be drawn somewhere, an the

concessions made by the Government must not be alllowed to interfere

with its own financial needs. Besides, it may be assumed in the

majority of cases that the new factories will stand a good chance of

paying their way once they are in working order.

Another problora that emerge* from a study of the financial

position is that of the rate of internet. The Government's policy

aims, for social as well as economic reasons, at an all-round lowering

of the rate, whilst industrialist# wish to earn as much interest on

their invested capital as they possibly can. It may be difficult to

arrive at a mutually satisfactory solution of this problem in all caseB,

but a relatively high rat* of interest is frequently justified in view of

the nature of the projects involved.
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Finally, the financing of the schemes mar be effected by rewrt

to the capital market. There, however, it is necessary for the Plan

to proceed with due moderation and to pay consideration to the

Government’* consolidation policy. Aa regards the private under

takings, the issue of shares usually enable* them to realize a certain

profit, so that this method has a special appeal to them.

October 28th. 1937 was the first anniversary of the day on which

General Goering announced the introduction of the seoond Four-year-

Plan, the aim of which is to lessen the dependence of German

economy upon foreign supplies thereby introducing commercial

Autarkic. In the country itself, two difficulties bad to be overcome

in connection with the Plan. The one was concerned with the belief

expressed here and there that tha newly invented materials were

merely inferior substitute# for others, whilst the other related to

the question of financing their production. A certain distrust of the

new materials was not without foundation. It was a by-product of

the War, when numerous inferior substitutes were offered to the

public, not only in Germany, but elsewhere too. Today, however

,

it may not appear to be justified. Every new material is carefully

tested by tho Raw Materials Board. No now raw material is

released until this office has satisfied itself that it ia at least equal

to. if not superior to the natural raw material concerned. Should it

happou that a certain material, after being released, is found un-

suitable for ita purpose. iU withdrawal from tho market is arranged

for. The " authoritarian " regime of the oountry makes such with-

draw^ possible without difficulty.

The financial aspect proved somewhat more difficult, as it was

desired that nothing should bs dooo to cramp private initiative.

But in this matter, too. National Socialism has refrained from

compulsion and rigid uniformity. Where the object that requires

financing is but small, it is financed out of the undertaking's own

funds. Where larger object* tre concerned to that shares have to be

offered for investment, the ban on new issues is specifically relaxed

by arrangement* made with the Reich Minister of Eoonoroy. A third

method is that of resorting to credits supplied by a bank consortium,

and a fourth, though rarely used, is the granting of Government

credits. Colonel Loeb, the head of the Raw Materials Board cal-

culates that the respective percentages of foods secured by the various

methods in the order named are: 30%, 50%, 8% and 12%. Thus,

13
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the principle of financing the cost privately bas been very largely

applied. Generally .peaking, it may be said that the means supplied

by public funds are used for the scientific work entailed by iho Plan.

The working of the scheme in its entirty is the outcome of a mixed

form of national economy in which both the State and tbe private

capitalists play their parti for the benefit of tbe whole commonwealth



THE URANOS LEGEND AND ITS

INTERPRETATION
P. R. Shn ux, f.r.8.

I

Greek Texts

Hesiod, Theogouy, Verses 126-210:

'* Earth first bare a being equal to herself, capable of covering

her on every aide,—the starry Heaven (Urutoa), who would offer to

the blesaed gods an everlasting place for residence. She brought forth

to the world also the long bills and the nymphs, the i*a, eea-wceds,

etc., without the help of sweet love. But afterwards, from the

embraces of the Heaven, she bare Ocean (Okeanos) with deep whirl-

pool; Koioa and Krios and Hyperion and Iapetoa,—Theia, Khea,

Themis and Mnemosyne.— Phoibe. crowned with gold, and the lovely

Tethya. After them waa boro the youogeit. Kronoe. the wily

god, the most torrible of her children, for Kronos hated his lusty sire.

She bare to the world also the Kjktopes with violent spirit, other eons

were yet born of Earth and Heaven,—three sons, big and strong, who

may he named with difficulty and daring: Kottoa and Briareoa and

Gyce. children full of arrogance : they had each a hundred arms

and fifty heads the powerful vigour in tb*ir large stature was irre-

aisriblo. Their father hated the® since their birth, because they were

the most terrible of all the children boro of Earth and Heaven.

Hardly had they been born when instead of nakmg them w>o the

light he hid them all in the womb of the Birth. This misdeed pleased

Heaven, but the vast Earth, suffocatiog, greened in its depths. She

then thought of a treacherous, croel rose. Swi'tly she created the

white steel meUl; she made a big bill-book and spoke thus to her

children: "Sons born of a wild being and myself, if you trust me.

we will aveoge the criminal outrage of a father who conceived in-

famous deeds for the first time. [All the sons, seised with fear, were

silent, lirooos was entrusted with the operation.] The vast Earth

rejoiced greatly at heart. She hid him. placed him in ambush, thon

put in bis hands the big bill-book with jigged teeth and explained to
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him the whole plot. And the vast Heaven came, bringing on night;

and, covering Earth, all hungry with lore, approached her extended

in all hie limbs. Bat Kronos from his hiding place stretched oat his left

hand, while with the right he seized the big. long bill-hook with

jagged teeth; and he swiftly cut off the limbs of his father that they

might then fall behind him. It was not however a vain wreck that

thus fell from hia hand. The drops of blood gushed forth
; Earth re-

ceived them all, and in course of the years she gave birth to the strong

Erinyes, and the great giants, and the Nymphs also whom they

call Meliai And the members, hardly had he struck them with

the steel and flung them from the earth into the sea ever moving

restlessly, were carried away for a long time over the open expanse,

and round them a white foam spread from the divine flesh. From

this foam was horn a daoghtcr [Aphrodite, who landed at Kythera

next to Cyprus ]. Lore and the comely Desire straight way
made up her train

"

Verana 463-606 [Episode of Kmnoa and Zeua: Kronos learnt from

Earth and Heaven that he would one day succumb under his own eon.

Bo be devoured all hia children. Bat Rbeia saved the last. Zeus,

substituting for him a thick stone. When Zeus had grown up. Kronos

became old and ” vanquished by the skill and strength of bis son”

vomitted the stone and after it, tha children.]: “And from tbo deadly

bonds he set the brothers free, the sons of Heaven, whom their father

had bound in his folly. These did not forget to recognise the henofita ;

they gave him the thunderbolt, the shining light and the flash, which

had previously caught the vast Earth, and on which Zeus in future

resolved to command over mortals and immortals at the same time."

Apollodore, Biblioth., I 1-7:

"Uranoe was the flrst sovereign of the Universe. He married

Gea and had for his first children Hdkatonkbires. Brian**, Gyds,

Kottos, unrivalled for their height sod also for their strength, provided

with a hundred arms and fifty heeds. Next came the Kyklopes, Argus,

Steropd. Brontd, each with an eye on bis rorebcad. Those Uranos
enchained and threw into Tartary, a gloomy place in Hades, as much
removed from the Earth as the Earth is from Heaven; neit be pro-

duced with Gea sons named Titans, Ocesnus. Kok». Hyperion, Krios,

lapdtos and, last of all, Krooos.-as well as daughters named Titamdee
Tethys, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Pboibe, Dhood, Teia.
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" Exasperated by the loss of her children thrown into Tartary’,

Gea persuaded the Titans to attack their father and she gave a scythe

of steel to Kronoe. The Titans, except Oceanua, attacked their father

and Kronos struck him in the genitals and threw them into the sea.

Prom the drops of blood which fell came in Erinyes, Alekto, Tisiphone,

Megaira. Having thrown him down from power, they brought back

their fathers from Tartary, and gave the power to Kronos.
“ Bui he claimed them again and sent them to Tartary, having

married his sister Rhea Next, Gea and Uranus having foretold that

the power would be token away from him by hie own wn, he swallow-

ed all those who were born to him : Hestir at first, then Demetu and

Hera, then Pluto and Poeeidon. Disgusted, Rhea took herself off to

Crete wheu she wob big with Zeus and gave birth to him in the cave

of Dikta. [Next followa the ordinary history of the infancy of Zeus,

the substitution of the stone to his father, etc.]

*' When Zeus had grown up. he secured the help of Metia, daugh-

ter of Ooeanus, who drugged Kronos on which be vomiltcd the atone,

and, along with it. the children whom be had swallowed, Thon

Zeus began the war between Kronoa and Titans. They struggled

for ten years. Gea prophesied victory for Zeus if be oould secure the

alliance of thoae who had been thrown down into Tartary. He killed

Kampo in guard over their fetters, and freed them. Then tbo Kyklo-

pes gave to Zeus the thunder and the lightning, to Pluto the helmet

of hide, to Poseidoo the trident. Thue armed, they vanquished the

Titans and shut them up in Tartary under the guard of the Uckaton-

kbires. They divided the power between themselves ae follows : Zeus

received the sovereignty of Heaven, Poeeidon of the sea, Pluto of

Hades.
•’

Orphica—

Tho Orphic tbeogoniee attested by several authors give to Uranos

an uncertain place in tbe beginnings of the world. The texts are

found collected in tbe Aglaophamua of lx>beck (1829), in the Orphica

of Eug Abel (1686) and in the Orphicorum Fragmcnta of 0. Korn

(19-12). 0. Gruppc baa studied them at length, as well ae the

hesiodic text*, in his book Die qneehuche Culte und Uythcn I (1887).

It is important to observe here that O. Gruppe baa shown that the

theoaapata (Aic's «Wr*) episode in the Iliad contains much matter

taken from a theogony of tbe Orphic type, which is thus found to be
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aore ancient than the fragments collated by Lobeck and Abel seem

to show. As Oranos does not appear in the version retained, after some

manipulation, by Homer, some scholar- have concluded, a little too

hastily, that the god cannot claim authenticity and ho is of an

artificial character. 0. Gruppe had been more wine (op. tit., p. 618):

Uranos and Gaia," says he, have not been mentioned in the

Travesty . and as her name cannot possibly be missed in a detailed

theogony, specially as Gaia cerUiolv, and Draons pwaibly, attained

divine abstraction in Homer, this is another ground to give her

priority to Oceano*. and the work is siteot as to what follows."—

This is quite returnable.

The different texts hating b*en given, the orphie versions would

be cited only here and there, as occasion arises, in the following

discussions.

n

IsnrutArTATioxs of Tit* Legend

Such are the divert form* of the legend of Draooa. Yielding to

a taste common with the philologists, Groppe has multiplied them.

By an analysis which claims to clear ap the *' contradictions " or at

least the incoherences. He declare* he has established that the Hesiodic

account was the result of the fusion of two or three different versions.

Wo shall show later that these contraction* do not exist. And slsn

between the accounts of Hes.od and Apillodorne and the Orphic

fragments, the discrepancies are not so great as to make it perilous

to speak of the legend of Crsnoa. Evolved, exploited differently

in different circles, tbe matter is evidently the same everywhere,

and the exige.is good for one version would be equally good for the

others.

Among the explanations proposed years ago. let ns pot together

what appears to be solid or interesting All the explanation* are

naturalistic: Dranos being at the same time the Sky and tbe

Father of the world, his adventures roav evidently, to a certain degree,

retain or explain some celestial phenomena, real or imaginary, periodic

or cosmogonic. This is certain. Bat according to the degree of

importance attached to such or such a trait of the account, the

Mythologies have taken diverse phenomena as the basiB.
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I. Andrew Lang 1 has collected a series of Polynesian myths

occasionally preserved in moat ancient hymns, of which the Maori *

version is as follows.

In the beginning the Sky, Rangi, and the Earth, Papa, were the

parents of all things. In those day* the Sky was on the Ea»tb and

all was darkne**. Never had they been separated. They had some

children who. living and growing in that thick night, ootid see nothing

and were therefore unhappy. Shut up between their parent's bodies,

they could not catch even a ray of light. The names jf the children

wete Tumatuenga, Tana Mihuta. Tutenganahan, aud io»ny others.

Then they deliberated on what they should do with regard to their

parents, Rangi and Papa: " Shall wo slay them or separate them?—

" No," cried Tane Mahuta, "rather separate them
;
so that one shoots

up and becomes a stranger to us, the other rematos low aud may bo a

parent to us." Only Tawbiri Mates (the wind! had pity on his

parents. Then the gods of fruits, and the god of war, and the god

of the Sou (because all the children of Rangi and of Papa wore gals)

tried to separate their pareuts. At last up rose the god of the Korost,

the cruel Tutenganahau. He struck at the tendons which joined

Heaven and Earth, then he pushed the head and the feet away. Then

Heaven groaned mod Earth cried :
" Why this outrage ? Why this

atrocity ? Why destroy us ? Why separate os ? " But he pushed

and pushed. Rangi wae sent far away in the air. " They were visible,

those who till then had been concealed in tho hollows of

their parent's bowels." Only the god of the Tempest parted from his

brothers ; lie roee, followed his fstber Rangi and lived with him in the

open spaces of the sky.

A very clear cosmogonic mythology is involved here, explaining

the diatanco of Heaven and of Earth, and the distribution of tho god

forces (the wind on high, all the others below) between the two

regions. That Heaven and Earth, primordial and creative couple

in (he most different mythologies, were bound to be "separated,' 'one

day goes without saying, but it was necessary that they should touch

each other for procreating and that, meanwhile, they should not touch

each other any more. Tylor has picked op myths of separation of

« k. Unf . Cftom «'i Vff* (U84) P? w *- : tX.VjU.rf Knmf.
* Hiatirj puilnb.4 bj Sir >>g«Onj, PP 1 * : repnoul. with

ponllcti. b» R TMv. Ym »j 111 *. Cp. W«Li- JerUaJ. AuOuopobgu, VJ.
1W2>. pp 311 tr : A. fUr.il*. Ut Rthfimt if pwpto man WAM (l«0i, II. pp. 37 f„

ottw PoIvomuh «.rU«a< rf a/tk ,n R. B. Diioo. Tki Y»[Aofcf| »/ AU
fU<". IX (Ow.ote), 19!«. pp. M 3. witb ootM.
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Heaven and Earth in China and in India (one may note in passing

that the Rig-Vtda placed the divorce of Heaven and Ranh under

" the law of Varum "—a statement the senBe of which we may grasp

later).

The analogy between the “ myth of Kronos " and the Polynesian

tradition is such that A. Lang has tried to interpret the first, like

the second, as a myth of the separation of Heaven and Earth.

But, on closer study, the assumption seems to be bold.

1. The sure analogies are above all in the framework : Heaven

and Earth form the first procreating conple, and the scene pauses

on to the origins of the world: bat these are very commonplaoe

beliofa which would not constitute an argument:

2. The other analogies, which may serve as arguments, imply

on the contrary grave differences

:

() Assuredly, like Kronos aod his brothers, the Gods issued from

the Polynesian couple are children in revolt who brutally wound their

paren'.s(Tuinatueoga is aim the proverbial type of ungrateful children).

But, in the Polynesian tradition, the revolt of the children ia not

motivod by the fact, wholly material, that the permanent '* adherence "

of Earth and Heaven embarrasses them and they would come out of

the difficulty, their violence results in some sort directly from the

natural fabulous phenomenon which the legend implies ; neither the

personality nor th# will of Hoevoo nor thoae of Earth intervene.

On the oontnry, in the Greek tradition, it ia a drama, pertaining

to the family and to politics : Uraoos is the first sinner, (lea takos

sides with her sons, the sons themselves rise less against (Jranoi the

sky than against Uranoe the king and Father.

() It may be admitted that the Greek drama is of secondary

origin, being grafted on a myth aa little psychological as the Polyne-

sian. But one bocomes involved in other difficulties, these being

of the first importance : in none of the variations, is the Groak

legend in any way a legend of separation of the Sky and the

Earth. Ouranoe and Gea have never been coupled, they do not

moct occasionally (and still relatively, since the blood and the

members of mutilated Uraoos " drop ") except for the sexual act.

The result of Kronos’ attempt is not to remove tbe sky. but to

castrate his father and to deprive him of sovereignty. Tbe version

of Apollodoru* also precisely a tates that before the drama there

was a place Tartary as much below the Earth as tbo sky
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is above it. If then it is supposed that the legend of Uran06 has

been originally a myth of separation, it is necessary to suppose

also that among the Greeks that have related it there was

none who had been aware of thia meaning. Not only would be the

psychological, political and other elements grafted, but these elements

would stifle the ancient matter, eliminate the original meaning,

and would in their turn grow essential. This is something which is im-

probable
;
a cosmogooic myth is by ita nature transparent and remains

indefinitely so, as much as ** myths of the rains ” or those “ of the

Sun." Tbe Chinese and Indian traditions of the separation of the

Earth und Ibo Sky, just like tbe Polynesian tradition, are clear and

do not even require any interpretation. On the contrary, the Greek

tradition may not be interpreted as a myth of separation at the coat of

being an exegesis to hypothecs. It is all the less commendable that

tbe folklore of modern Greece has furnished to oolleolora a large

number of authentic myths of separation of tbe Earth and the Sky, of

different types, of which none reminds us either closely or distantly of

the legend of Ursnoa. To be brief, it is nocemry to be faithful to

facts, and not to believe a prion that a revolt of Gods issued from

the primitive couple Earth-Sky against their parents may not have

for their object, and only effect, their “ separation."

II. Other autlavs, from O. Gruppe to the most recent French

editor of Hesiodic theogooy, have been more attentive to the indications

of the Greek texts and have placed in tbe centre of their exegesis a detail

which is evidently essential: the castrauon of Uranos. Here is

something, through many versions, common to these interpretstione

:

Uranus is the irregular procreator, tbe primordial father who

creates without measure monsters of all forms. In order to put an

end to their anarchic wickednos. to discipline the creative force, his

sou Kronos mutilates him and substitutes himself in his place. Iri

some of tbe accounts, Aphrodite was born of the organs cut off

from Uranos : now Aphrodite is tbe goddess of tbe ordered procreation.

We caunot resist the temptatiou of reading again that argument, in

the brilliant form in wliicb M. Taul Mazon has given it.'

1 Id all lb* forego. Eg. I hi** sha dUrwca m if th® PoljneoUn myth »

rare myth of “ t*[*nlirc cf th- Eailh aed lb* Sly." t> A. tang would M»«* vttxtl il.

ll *pp«r. fnca tf*.stvh«* rsrr^d <a j! lb- «-f Hi.ter 5*u3ic* by V Morrel M»o«*
Cbil lh« d|T-n* peiKtihm non>t, R*B;i •b.-cq* .lb-re. >rr oiherxi** cnnplei.
TV (*or.'.iislon* oI !* pr, net *ork «re Ui|tl tftplxth* to Fo’jBfti*n myth, >btn,
t*bind the eiplacitta) of acini. p*e=»tn*n.i. tbe ut4it.ft.tr. W* paternity, cto.. pUy
» ret* more important this Lars t*!**-'

14
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“ That which the sky give* birth to unceasingly, they are

not beings similar to those who people the earth to-day, they are the

monsters of all forms. The mysterious force which creates life, if

nothing could regulate and control it, creates nothing but confusion and

death : She destroys as soon as she brings it into existence. Heaven

conceals his children, as soon as they are born, in the womb of earth.

But Heaven is mutilated by his »ons, and at last a period is placed to

his odious and sterile fecundity. Aphrodite comes to reign iii the world.

Life will not be perpetuated henceforth indefinitely, at random
;

the power to beget would belong to creatures themselves
: two being*

mating together would be able to make life—two beinga of tbe name

kind, because love ia only conceived wttbin the species. The fixity of

species is the first solid point to which tbe thought of the first human

beings move, while, surveying with an anxious look the immensity of

creation, it tries to discover there a principle of order. That, in the

millions of beings ot the same species, the same organs are always

found similar in the same place for performing the same functions, so

that nature may never be caught in tbe very act of caprico or error,

have we not here a marvellous subject capable of becoming the starting

point of a whole philosophy ? And, in fact, ia not that primitive

iinprcfsion found in the origin of one of tbe most learned and tho most

subtle doctrines of humanity 7 Tbe platonic theory of idea# is possibly

nothing but a refined translation of tbe sentiment which inspires the

unknown inventor of tbe myth of tbe mutilated sky. One sees, odds

M. Mazon. that tbe Thecgonj is interesting still more because it

allows ua to peep into the speculatiooa of tbe first thinker* than

because it roveale the though; of Hesiod himaelf."

Whatever may be the result of our criticism, it is clear that we ought

to retain much of this exigesia of (be bomautsta. It is important also id

the sense that it has been surely, in some degree, the interpretation of

the author of Hesiod's Tbeogooy. Tbe groans of the swollen Earth, the

epithet of fcAspo’l applied to Uratxw at the moment of bis castration,

that ia something which is clear. Aasuredly. the Egyptian and

Phoenician analogues which Gruppe has collected do not prove much,

because they say only—like so many of the races, from the totemirt

Australia to the modern peasants of Caucasus—tint, " at the begin-

iDg," the being* had forms now out of use and they do not consider

tbe form which has passed away as a disorder nor a* a peril which it

is necessary to avert. But India, for example, attests sufficiently that
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philosophies in early aga have faced this do:ion of " perilous procrea-

tion.” of Order menaced by Fecundity, and to express it sensibly in

exploiting old myths. Then the interpretation suggested by tbe

Hesiodic poet is not surprising for as and doeR not go beyond tbe

philosophical possibilities which may be reasonably attributed to tbe

" unknown thinker
”

But it i* one thing to exploit, to interpret a myth already existing

in order to be allowed to symbolise a philosophical thesis, and another

10 create the different pieces into a myth for tbe sauic ends. And it

is just there that our criticism should be directed : as much as we nro

di-posed to admit tbit a myth of God sky of the primitive

Fatlmr-kiog) castrated, lia« been interpreted, and very early, as a

myth of
"

the regularization of the fecundity,” so much do we feel

it disgusting to admit that tbe ca.trat»n of this God has been

invented by a ** thinker ” in order to illustrate that thesis. The

march of the first philosophies is not like that: all the great Ucsiodic

myths—especially Prometheus, the Ago*—are old, popular traditions

u«cd by tbe poet to new enda, generally moral. When philosophical

reflexion wakes up with a people, with an ” intellectual” : it is not

found before a reality unconnected with human interests: it is

found before tbe chaos of mythical notions born with the language

and with the activities of the ancestors, and solidly placed between

the fact" and tbe spirit
;

it is on this mythical notions which it

opcuies upon, snd not on “nature.” Its work consists in co-ordina-

ting them, analysing them, charging them with abstract ideas.

So lias the Hesiodic poet acted : be has neither 'invented' nor found

it in nature, but in tl»e mytha and undoubtedly in tbe rites,

tbe monsters with wliom it peoples tbe growing tmiveise
;

tboy are

still there, it is tbe myatery of their ” disappearance " which baa

croiteJ for him the pr»b lem tint be solves. Why postulate that he

has on the contrary " invented ” the mytb which supplies him

with the solution: the castration of Ouraoos ? Ouranos. his genitula

cut off, Kionos, the monster*, all those may pre-exist, grouped

already in a mythical whole, only in a whole tbe value of which

may not be essentially philosophical, nor moral, but to some extent

useful, in all cases much more real. The humanist* have very often a

tendency to see, in the " inventors ” of tbe myths, of Plato, or simply

of Heradide, of the fleet-footed Plenty. True, the myths were born

and flourished in obscure conditions, but almost always connected with
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the riteB: mytha of “ monsters in gangs" are well likely uj be born

with the mystic rites, a myth of castration with castration rituals.

It is only later, with nations well endowed, that the myth, however

freed from its practical application, supplies matter for the epic poetry,

the philosphical symbol —and with races less gifted, matter for stories

or the " historical " accoont. Now, if any cult of Uranos is not

proved to us, Kronoa, hia reign and the end of his reign (and often

Kronoa seems to have been the
" double " of Uranos) are mate-

rial for the prevalent rites, partly known to us. Is it not imprudent

to interpret the texts relating to the Uranido without examining as

their parallel the rites relating to these same Dranides ? May it not bo

supposed, a priori, that these rites are simply the subsequent acta of

definite representation of the " mythic philosophies " freely invented

by a disinterested poet ? Then one comes to tho absurdities
:
one

might affirm, for example, that if, at Rhodes, a man win every year

immolated to Kronoa,—or if, at Athena, the festivals of Kronoa in the

month of hekatombeion bad the lively ways of " Saturnalia " (masters

fraternizing with the slaves, etc.), all thia waa to “ illubtrute " the

sombre and grotesque history of the Uraoides which the critical thinkers

of the past had " imagined **
to explain the genesis of the eexu&l order

in tbo world.

To be brief, if the aeiual elements (fecundity, procreation, castra-

tion, etc.) are due to play certainly an important r61e in tbo genesis of

tho history of the Uranidee, it is rash to ioterpprt them, to follow

Hesiod blindly on the " philosophical " way where he ia "discreetly M

engaged. The philosophy is oot at the origin of tho myths: it makes

use of it or it goes out.

Moreover, even if one resists these geueral criticisms of the

principle, one would admit this: the history of Uranos and theUrenidos

does not establish the sexosl order only
; it establishes tho political

order, the moral order, the administration also of the world. Uranoe is

not only tho incontinent male, he ia also tbo tyrannical sovereign. The
political coup of his bods not only castrates him but dethrones him.
His successors improve, from generation to generation, not only tho

physiological life but aln tho social life. The evolution is completed

(Apollodorus) by a veritable pect where the folly developed gods distri-

bute to each other the provinces of the world. Wo have to go back
after a long time upon that notion of sovereignty which dominates the

history of tho Uranides in all its versions and which is at least as
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important as the notion of Fecundity,—Sovereignly aod Fecundity-

being however (whoever has turned over the pages of the Golden

Bough does not know it ?) allied powers, and like Iwo aspects of

power. But it is already seen how risky it is to explain all, under the

pretext that Uranos is castrated, by the reflection of a "thinker”
upon the succession of sexual orders.

Gruppe himself seems to have felt the difficulty because, iu the

hesiodtc text, where he sees the emitting fasion of many versions, he

points out (he fallowing contradiction (ibe " contradictions " revealing,

according la him, the medley of two versions): among the children

who revoltej from Uranos, those, like Kronos, deprived him of bis

monstrous fecundity (thus confirming Qnippe'a interpretation), but

others, Kyklope* and Helulonkhires, simply wanted to make him

sutler the ill-treatment to which be had subjected them.

l’he following statement appears to be decisive. Kronos castrate*

the father for his extraordinary procreative power: this appnars

directly from the worJs as well as from the mtuner and the oouaioo

for the performance of the action. As Uranos is a hindrance to lira

bettor order in the world on account of hie unlimited procreative

power, he is overtaken by Pate exactly at the moment bo ie satisfying

bis sexual appelilo by depriving him of the power of further

procreation.. This clear and simple motive is expunged by the chapter

which introduces the Kykiopea aod Hekatons
; acoording to this piece

Uranoe hates bis eons as they are strong, kills (hem in the Up of thoir

mother Gaia, and it ie this tragedy which causes bis downfall. Conse-

quently, the inter chapter which deals with Kykiopes and Hekatons arc

to be excluded from version B in which the action is performed through

Kronos.

.Wo admire the facility with which the great philologists who ask

the imprudent people who compare the texts to have rospoct for the

texts,—who declare that there are. in these texts, contradictions, aud

they are authorised to re-arrange them. And if the contradiction is

nothing but apparent ? And what if the two wrongs, that of Kronos and

tbat of the monsters, the incontinence and the tyranny, the excessive

procreation and the abluice poicer. were nothing but complementary

aspects, inseparable from the same mythic reality ? The explanation

which we may propose would be just sufficiently comprehensive to

maintain tbe unity of the Heeiodic text in spite of its awkwardness, to

reconcile the text with the other versions, and at tbe same time to keep
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alive ia a large measure ihe inlerpetttioo of the humanist. Because,

let us repeat, we remember that the procreative power aud the

castration of (.’raw* are essential elements of the Greek legend.

We will only remind the reader of tbe attempts of Gruppe,

of M. Mayer and of many other authors to derive the history of

Uratio*. like many other Greek legends, from oriental, remitic or

Egyptian prototypes. The Greeks themselves divert themselves already,

more or less wrongly, in assimilating their gods to “ analogous " god*

whom they came acrois at their neighbour’s place. Now the god

castrated and the god who ca»tr*te* are not surely wanting in corres-

ponding being* in Aiiaminor and in Syria : *ome " strokes of the

thumb " increase on the need of analogy,—which is undoubtedly the

case with the Phoenician fragment* used by Gruppe. Still more,

recently, an aothor has tried to establish the oriental origin of the

Uranor legend by an interpretation of the Tyszkiewicz Seal
; M.

Dussaud has shown that the sceue depicted on the seal ha* no chance

whatever of reprceuting • caatratioa of Ute Uranos type, that more-

over Ihe seal it not •• Syro-unatoiiao," and that it would not conse-

cjucntly reinforce th i authority or prove the authenticity of * Mini tic
'

traditions of Ptnloo of Bibloe upon the I ranides.

It goes without saying that the oriental. Semitic or other elements

have not been mixed up in different epochs with the Greek legend (for

example, the preseuce of Aphrodite is evidently doubtful). But the

legend is original in its general outline.

We do not believe that the author* who, since some time past,

have been deriving tbe Greek traditions systematically from Aegian

traditions attested by tbe image*, hare yet proposed to explain

“ Aegian ” of tbe ouraoot legeDd !
1 *
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New RiBihrahM Temple *1 Belur

A new temple of Sri Ramknebna Math io Bclur. C miles from Calcutta

was opened in presence of hundreds of devotees and other*. A marble

•tatue of Sri Ramkruhna «•* installed tbewio. with due oeremuny.

Miss Eleleu Ruble and Mrs- Anna Worea-tcr, American disciples of

the Mission, who attended the Ccreraonv contributed 7 lakh* of rupees to-

wards the con>truction of the new temple.

toother iKempt m Non*. Psrbal

A now attempt by German mountaineer* to a&ocnd l be Nangn Parbat

will be made thi* year, acnounrrd Carl Troll at tbc cuncluaion of a lecture

to the Geographical Society at Madeg burg. The expedition will bo

headed by Paul Bauer, who haa led three German exp.dii.onB to tbo

Himalaya*.

Railway Board Raport*

The Railway Board are working on a aerie* of report* on the action

•Iruudy taken or are about to In- taken in the near future on the recom-
mendations of the Wrdgnwood Report. The'* report- will bo laid at the

table of the Central legislature at tba forthcoming acaaion in accordanco

with the promise made in tbc Councd of State at the Simla Session.

Nail Bengal Bndga*

After four days' sittings under the prwdrocy of I..rd Brnbourne,

the Bengal Couno.l of Mmiatera. it ia under-tuod. hu*o cone tided the

Budget proposal* 8e»eral important scheme* for economic nod industrial

development of the province will be tl.e feature# of this year's budget.

It is also believe-] that the budget will leeve aurplu. to tbc extent of about
one mure.

Huge Navy ter U. S A.

The new Bill to strengthen the United States fleet will authorises
huge construction programme, embracing all type* of naval vet-els,

announced Mr. Carl Vmsoo. Chairman of the Hou»e of Representatives

of Naval Committee. Fie stated th«t legj-iation was ready and would be

introduced in C-ingrws a* *»o as President R > scvclt had s--ut b>s raoasage

to Congress detailing the programme.
Members of the House Ccmm.ttee declared that the plon had been

approved and called for 20 per cant, increase over the tonnage limitations of
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Ac defunct Lenden treaty. One member said that an initial outlay of 125

million dollar* had been foreseen.

Supreme Sorter* Hr*I Souaoa

M. Stalin received an ovatioo lasting eight minuter.. when the firet

Soviet Parliament opened in the former threne r:om of the Crars.

Academician Each, the white-bearded biologist of 81, presided over and

formally opened the first teuton of the Supreme Soviet under the Stalin

Constitution, and afterwards outlined the achievement* of the Soviets since

the revolution.

M. Andreev, Honorary Secretary of the Central Committee of the

8oviet Communist Party and former Commissar for Railway*, was elected

President.

Everv inch of accommodation had been exhausted with the arrival of

the last of the 1' 148 deputiea in Moscow.

Many deputies h»d been rsen* here from distance* up to 6,000 miles

since the moment of election, using reindeer and dog t<-,»tn*. Represen-

tative* of 150 nationalities made a motley array, including slit-eyed Mongols,

swarthy Armsmsa*. turbaned Usbeg*. and Eskimos. Tbo deputies were

mostly Government official*. but included 800 peasants, several milkmaid*,

and two charwomen

Tho agenda incltad«d tha election of a nsw Government, discussion of

tho Third Five-Year Plan tbs budget and foreign affairs.

InssrfsnU Samn*r si T.rosl

The whole of Terue! ha* been occupied by Government troop- follow-

iog the surrender of tho last of the garrison resisting at 8nnt*Clnr>. Convent,

•lutes a Spanish Goverment comuuisiqud issued in Barcelona The Bishop

of Teruel is among Ihoae who have 'urrroderod.

General DslIaBO. in a broadcast, denounce* the insurgent commander
who surrendered Tcruel as a "traitor, scoundrel and criminal

"

An ioaurgent eommuniq uJ at Salamanca admits that one centre of

resistance in Teruel ha* s jecumbod a'ter resisting for several days without

water and that another has been evacauated by the garrison of 500 who
withdrew with arm*, accompanied by 100 peasants and the Mayor of

Terusl.

Hunch Crisis

It was officially stated that the Freoeb Government were not resigning,

and that the political ensi* was temporarily over. Tho Cabinet is con'idering

a suspension of quotation* of the franc in order to prevent speculation. It

has also unanimous!* declared it* intention of energetically defending the

franc and the financial situation generally.

An earlier me*»«ge bad stated that there was great anxiety over

economic and political developments. The Cabinet meeting at which M.
Fournier, Governor of the Bank of France, was present, was concerned with
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She gravo position of the franc. Doubt was felt of the abil.ty of the Ex-

change Fund to hold the spot franc at ita present level.

Rumours were current of the possibility that M Bonnot, the Finance

Minister, might resign, and even that M. Sarraut might become Prime

Minister.

After thr Cabinet meeting, M. Bonnet declare.) that the Government
were unanimous in rejecting exchange control, and regarded a balanced

budget a* more than ever indispen-able.

A laier ines-aye indicates that the Popular Front Government has

been replaced by the Ralcals. who has eaptured 18 out of a) aoata,

supported by the Soc-alista with M. Chautemps as the Premier.

Recognition tor InsurfsMs

Austria and Hungary have decided to recogniee Gen.-ral Frsnoo's

Spanish insurg. nt Gon-rnnient as th.> la .fill Government of Spain, accord-

ing to a joint declaration issued by Italy Austria and Hungary at Budapost

after the conference of these Power*.

The declaration says the Ao*tnao «nd Hungarian represent stives ox-

pro*»cd sympathy wi>h IUIo-0«rtnan c»» .sbora'.i'io. which they considered n

new and important guarantee of p*-ace.

Austria and Hungary reaffirm tbeir opp -ition to Commuoiam and

greet the Italo-O. rtrsr. Anti-Comiotrm Part wfih sympathy and confirm

their derision to fight Communist pro, ;iguula in their rw.pectivo countries

with all their power.

Austria *> d Hungary, noting the grave and juat reasons for Italy’s

withdrawal from the Usgoo of Nation*, dedal* that the League cannot and
should not assume tho characUr of aa ideologies! grouping. In this even-

tuality Austria »nd Hungary n-rrH the nght to subject their rdatiooa with

thn League to further examination.

.Spar. 1st DsssrtHat

In order to prevent dcs-rtions from the rebel army a detachment of

cavalrv, composed of 25 mounted men. has been pltcod on tho noutral

ground between Spanish ary! British unitary.

This move ia a sequel »> the increasing drscitiona of t roops of cara-

bineers from the rebel ranks The coastal guarls have also been rein*

forced at Tarifa, Algecinu, and La Lines, where many machine-guns

have been installed.

Japan Control. the VangUs

All British and other neutral shipping wishing to navigate the Yanutee

must seek " the understanding ” of th- Japan?** Navy, before attempting

ro pass the channel forced in the Chinese defence boom*, according to a

Joppneie Embassy spokesman at Shanghai.

He indicated that free navigati n could net be permitted, os that would

impede Japane-.’ military operations.

He added tb.it this was ma le clear in » Not.- sent by the Japanese
Consul-General to the Senior C>asu'. The Xotc declared that the Japanese

15
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Navy is always ready to give sympathetic consideration to navigation by
foreign vessels as far as permissible from the military point of view and is

willing to offer facilities by supplying convoy*.

The Note expressed the earnest desire that foreign vessels would
scrupulously refrain from sttrmpting to navigate the channel in such a

way as to invite a misunderstanding with the Japanese Navy."

The Japanese statement is interpreted as a claim to open and close the

Yangtse at will. British shippers vigorously dispute the claim. Hitherto

British ships were not allowed to ply betwren Shanghai and Wuhu. No
supplies from the river ports are now bring handled in Shanghai, tho Iasi

unloading having oceurred at the end of December. Thia greatly increase!

Shanghai's econ wnic plight, by cullin' off the Iasi trickle of exports.
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Nat Sei.nc Coagtvss to mM u Uka

Pr. f. J. C. Ghosh. head of tbe D. p.rtment of Chemistry. of Dacca

University, has been appointed G»nero! Pr*aiii.nt of the Indian Science

Congress.' The neit .ess.cn of the i mpress a ill be held !•on. January 2.

1030 to January 9. 1939 al Labor* al the m*iiat od of tb- Punjab University.

The University of Madras alto invited the Cccgre.s to meet there

neat year but l be General Comiriitec of tbe Science Congress hope* that

the Congress will meet at Madras m 1940. Mr. W. D. West of the

Geological Survey of India baa been reappointed General Secretary of the

Congress.

Million* »«*•>•

With regard to the proviaioo of new high schools proposed at n recent

conference, the Bengalee residents of Shillong at a meeting, have expressed

the opinion that owing to the rapidly increasing Bengalee populate in

8billnng, two full hedged L gb schools for Bengali boys are nrccaaary. and

that the Director of Public In.trueton should be required to help id tbe

starting of a fully equipped, aided high school for Bengali boya in a cen-

trally situated position aa soon as poaaibla in ©onvaraion of the present oidod

high school at Jail Road.

Tbe Asaamme maiden!*, at a meeting, decided to accept the proposals

mode by tbe Director of Public Instruction, subject to the condition, that

the high aohool should be called tbe Red High School, that the teaching

should be thoroughly bilingual, that Asumrae literature should be taught

through Aasamoaa teachers, that in the lower four classes Assamese afcould

at far as possible be taught by A.aamrae teachers, and that either the

bend master or the assistant head master should be an Assamese in order to

supervise the study of Assamese literature.

It ia undented that three scbolarahips have been grsnted by the

Government of Assam in tbe Industries Drparta ent for bipbsr B'udiee to

three former students of the Government W.aving Institute at Gsuhati.

Mr. Khsrgeswar SI arms the Proprietor of A**sra Weaving factory,

a former pupil of the Institute, has been granted a scholarship of Ra. 30
per month tenable at Madras for b *b*r study in silk course, wbiie ifce

same amount of scholarships have been granted to Mr. Samir Uddio
Ahmed end Mr. Sulaimaa for higher studies at Calcutta.
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Omu CvlUgca

Mr. Sscbchidananda Sinha. Vice-Chancellor of Patna University
discussed with Mr. Buwanaib Das Premier of Orissa, the question of
jurisdiction of Patna University over the colleges of south Orissa.

Mr Dae is understood to have slated that there was no difficulty
regarding South Orissa col'eges remaining under the jurisdiction of the
Andhra un il Onssa had made arrangements for a university of her own.

Toward* learning of Bengali

To facilitate the learning of Bengali by the domiciled Bengalee
sludnoU m U. P. and also to make Bengali the medium of inatruction for
Bengalee bowla gift of property worth about Its. I lakh has been made
by Mr V. N. Vidy.nla to the boy. of th- Anglo- Bengali school. Luokm.w.
The property will be handed over to • Trust th- prr^nnd of which will bn
announced later. According to the d nor’. wish th.- n..<no of the Institution
will be changed to Vidyanta Aug'.o -Bengali Hindu School.

AdaK Et iicn lion AaxUliae oI Bsagil

A non-official Adult Education Aaauciation hat been organised through
the .Aorta of Mr. B. C. Mukkrrji ol the Baptist Mireiun. The pro-
visional Executive Commute, includes several w.ll-knn.n men interested
m the spread of education with I ,ur sc reuriee. u.muly. Mr. B 0.
Mulchrrji, Prof. Humayun Kabir, Prof Br.;oodran..tb Jian.nVe and
Mr. Aoathnatb Bcwc of the Calcutta University with Dr Tagore at
President.

The work undertaken by the Asaoc.atmn will be oomplemontary to Ibo
Kbcme for «u advanced course of inatruction for adulU who are partly
educated which haa been inaugurated by tbe authorities of the Vi.va-
bharati.

Interest In the adult aducation scheme baa boon considerably stimu-
lated by the paper* read in the adult education section of the All India
Educational Conference recently hold in Calcutta.

Anglo-Indian I

-At a meeting of the Provincial Board of Anglo-Indian and European
Education. Bengal, m Writer.* Building*. Calcutta, tbe Bo.rd, after con

for Anglo-Indian and European Education
for 1038-30. and the schedule of sebem , which had been administratively
approved but which had not been financed, made recommendations with
regard to their inclusion in the budget.

The Board, saya a Pres# note, also roccmmedrd that increased pro-
vision be made m future for the award of stipends to pcor pupils in
secondary and primary schools and that tbe cut in teaching staff grants be
fully aud permanently restored.

The opinion waa expressed that the Ume was ripe for ft review of school
courses and examinations in relation to the present needs of tbe Anglo
Indian community, and the Bo«d decided to form a committee composed
of member, technical experts, and headmasters and headmistresses of
h.gher grade to undertake such a review and to submit its con-
elutions :a the Board.
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The Board requeued toe Teacher* Registration Committee 10 consider

tbe recommendations of the Association of Teachers in European Sobools re-

garding the employment of te uihers and to submit their observations to

the Board.

Sciences IMtHot*

The report for 1937 of the National Institute of Sciences of India

states that the total number of Fellows on the roll at the end of the

year was 151 ordinary and 19 honorary Fellow*. Tho need lor more
aocommodation for the offices of the Institute was continued to be felt

particularly in the matter of storage-room for the stook of the Institute's

publications which are rapidly accumulating and accommodation for the
growing library of tho Institute and a trading room for Fellows. The
Council i* considering the question of approaching the Government of

India for accommodation in one of their buildings. Three hundred ami

seventy booka and parts of oenodicals were added to the library. The
BoyaJ Bilaoical Gardens. Edinburgh, who were placed ou tho exchange

list, sent a complete set of their publications for the last twelve years.

Ttit Council appxntud Dr. C. 8. Fox, Mr. E. R- Gee, Mr. D. N.
Wodia and Prof. B. Sahni a* iu delegates to the 7th International Oeclogi

eal Congress held at Mosoow m July.

At tho annual general meeting of the Institute held at Calcutta tho

following were elected office-bearers and memUre of Council for 1038:

—

President— Professor M. W. Saha; Vioe presidente—Profoasor 8. S.
Uhatnagar and Col. R. N. Chopra; Treasurer—Dr. B. 8. Ouhu; Foreign

Secretary—Profusaor B. Sahni; S-creUriea—Profrsaor S. P. Aghnrknr and
Dr. A. M Heron; Member*—Mr. T B. Bhatkara 8hsstri. Dr. 0. B. Boso.

Mr. H. G Champion Professor J. C. Ghosh. Dr. F H. Gravely. Khan
Bah dur M. Afzal Husain. Profraaor K. 8. Krishna. Dr R. B. Lai,

Professor S. K. Milra. Profosaor J. H. Mukhcrjee, Dr. C. W. B Naran, Sir

Arthur Olver, Col. B. Praahad Profeeaor N. B. Sen, Lt.-Col. S. 8. Sokhev,
Professor V. Subrahmanyan. Col. J. Taylor and Rao Bahadur B.

Venkateuchar.

Ownuo Otognpher

Dr. Wilhelm Filcbner. who arrived in India in September last nftor

extensive scientific work in Turkivtan. told a correspondent that lie bad
carried out his plans and gleaned ib*> fullest knowledge of magnetic
conditions in Central Asia. He intended to proceed to India in autumn
to continuo his obtervationa in Northern India.

Burma OudMUat' EligJbtHtj fw lsi»s Btajaiaaliaos

British subjects domiciled in Burma will be eligible to «:t for com-
petitive examinations held in India up to April 1, 1939, save a Press

comm uniqu/, which runs a* follows:

—

"Before the separation of Burma from India, the rules for admission

to competitive examinations held for certain Central services provided that

the candidates must be Bntirh subjects of Indian domicile. Under this

provision. British subjects domiciled io Burma were eligible.
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"Since the separation c{ Burma from India, persona domiciled in

Burma aro no longer persons of Indian domicile, and the Government of

India have dooided that jjenficat-jo no longer eriita for allowing person*

domiciled in Burma to ait for these examination*.

"Since, however, some person* domiciled in Burma may have under-

gone training for theae examination! in the expectation of being admitted
to them, British aubj'-cta of European or Indian desceot.domiciled in Burma,
will be eligible to sit fur oompetitivc examinai.. ns held in lnd>a for admis-

sion to the undermentioned services up to April 1939 after which date,

only persons of fndian domicile will be eligible to appear

"The services affeet-d by this deci.ion are aa follows:— Indian Audit

and Accouats Service, Imperial Customs Service, Indian Badway Accounts

Service. Military Accounts Central Engineering Service (Cla a 1, I'oetal

Superintendents (CIm* 2). Superior Tel-irr.ph Eormaer Hnd Wireleas

Brunch's of tne Indian Posts and Telegraph Department. Indian Railway

Service of Engineers Transports!! -n Traffic and Commend al department*

of the Superior revenue establishment of State Railways, 8urv«) of India
(Class 2), apecial olasa apprentices for appointment to Mechanical Engineer

ing und Transportation (Power) departmeoU of the Superior revenue ca-

tablistaraent of State Railways, and Urdnanos and Clothing factories, India

and the Ministerial service of the Government of India ScoreUri.t and its

attached offices (I and 2 divitona and typ it and routmo grado.),"



IKtisccUanp

THE CRISIS IN SOCIOLOGY

The present cris s id socioi ogy may be analyzed id a realistic manner as
follows. It may be said that if you study tbe origin* of *o:iety. family,
group caste, etc., you become an historian of primitive conditions and
later development* m institutions. You trill perhaps be described a» «u
anthropologist.

Should you study the ends, object*. •value*,” and goal of diverse
social institution*, domestio. ecooomie, religious, political, etc., whether
individually or in relation to one another you will be functioning as a
researcher into the deatiny of man. People will call you a philosopher,

perhaps a social philosopher or a atudeol of psychology, ethics and meta-
physics.

In case you tahe internal in the social problem* of today with reference

to their uacfulneia for tomorrow and try to devise plans and methods
far action, reform, roc instruction in tbe field, of marriage, poverty, crime,

health, education and other institutions you become virtually an roonomiat
or rather a lawyer and a politician. Mat be, you will be labelled aa a
student of applied politics or cconumic statesmanship.

The problem in oont*mporary social science is to discover a provinco
In which sociology does not have to compete or get mixed up and becoino
virtually identical with (I) culture b<etory or oultursl anthropology, (2) philo-

soph*, ethics, metaphysics or psychology, end (8) economic*, law and
polities.

The kind of new sociology that is being sought is oallod by Leopold
von Wiese of Cologne, the Trading • ipoeeol, ss die Lthre von den tonaim
Reiuhungtn und dtn eomfen Gtbddtn. it the science of social relations

or procets-B (c mpetition boycott, exploitation. cte.) snd social '• forms ”

(sucb aa the group, mass, .tale, people, nation, class, etc.). It it snmetimes
shortly named the Reeiehungilthre or aeieote or rdatconsbtps And the

•pc ial feature of this -ounce of relattouhtpa rondsts in tbe fact lhat it

deals n«t with hi-toncnl or time ronditmned categories but with tho cate-

go' • s such as are ” ob «e
" or indifferent to time tibewillieh

) and aomo-
wh-t eternal iqntii.tvig) The-e categories relate to such relations or

processes of " »o " snd •’ aw-.y " from \Zv und Avttinnnder) ss prevailed,

ore prevailing and will prevail *s lung as there arc men.
The manner in which the topics of population are gen-rally discussed

by .ludcni- «f btol gy. eugenics, medic ne, publio hraltb, anthropology,

statistics coonom’C* and law (cf. the paper* * tbe different volumes of tho

Proceeding* of the International Conger*-* of IVipulation. Rome, lflBl

or m llteolkirvnrjtfreytn. Munch. HOG, edited by Hamum and
Lohie a- the report of the same congre-s held 3t Berlin in 1035) can

hardly have a place in sociology as defined in this the latest manner.

This is a most p-rplexing and paradoxical situation namely, that population

can have no sociology or that sociology eon have nothing to do with popula-

tion as such
But there is a safety valve even io tbe crisis created by the new

concept in artmlogy’s funsUms. Population is the complex that engenders

legion of to iidle lie tiehmjtn and eotn'f G ebtlden. Population movements,
whether natural, i.e.. birth3, deotus. and growths, or artificial, e.g.. emigra-
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lion, imigration. etc., are social relation* or social processes- Urbanization

and colonization can therefore bare a place in the study of tcriale

Reziehumjen. Villar<* citks. states, etc., con likewise be studied in the

science of soetelf Gobildtn And so on. Population’s place in sociology

can thus be assured even under the most formal interpretations.

As against von Wiese's much loo analytical position in regard to aocio-

logy’s function* there is the attitude of Spam (VicnnnJ which goea hack

to Fichte, wbo<« coocept of man in Die Grundlage dee Salmnuhte (1796)

is as follows : Sallen ibcrhai.pt Hemehen arm. tc u,i*ten mehrere ten
( In or>ler that there may at all be men there must be several men). The
concept of man is not si all the concept of a solitary individual but of a
GtUtung (genus, sprei. a or class).

Never, according toimg to Spann* In Vorrang umd Gtitcltuvndcl in der Aus*
glicderungicrdnung der QcuUtchafl, can a whole bo constructed out of its

parts nei'her a house out of bricks »nd atones nor a erciety out of nun,—
unless the gthtige Gantt (spiritual whole) is already present as an
immaterial substnneo. Spann, is, therefore, a b-I.ever in the study of the

synthetic and whole view of the society aa contrasted with the purely

analytical and formal atudy.

An opposition to the von Wiese school comes from tbo Russian-
American sociologist Sorokin of Harvard also, who la careful enough, how-
•ver to mark sociology’* jv.aiiioo out from that of otbrr social sciences

Sociology i. described by him’ aa being Dot an encyclopaedia of all tooial

sciences or " a synthetic hodgepodge.” interested perhaps in vague philo-

eophi-Jng. It U a specialised science addressing .taoiito ” those traits which
are common to all social phenomena.”

Further, them are thr " special " sociologies which deal with the
*' interstitial “ problems. Among mUretitial pfcm >mcna mny be mentioned
the relations between heredity and geniu., race and invention, geography
and economic activity, cl mate acd civilixalion. religion und economic
organization. population ami progress. economic conditions and criminality,
business oyclea and vital processes and aa so forth. fn such a liberal

interpretation of acciology no special pleading Is evidently required in bcbslf
of the sociology of population.

A somewhat dear statement which comprise* on Wleao’s position but
goes beyond it it furui.hcd by Waltbcr* of Hamburg, in whose judgment
sociology is a vier-ilufig or bur storied structure. It ought to deal with (1)
tho social attitude, !»oj»af# Haltungen) of the individual. (2) the social

relations and proces***, i those hearing on the interaction- of individuals
among themselves. (8) the *• group*. ” i.e., collective sv-tems of persons
(Pcrzonenz niammcnK n} s) and (4| other Zunmnienhnnge (colleclive
oystems). t.g., of (a) p-jehological dispositions (for instance, public
opinion, national mind), (b) of n ode* of liviog (cu-tom. moree, folkway*},
(c) of activities (plays, r.tcs). Id) of achievements (press, reonomio life),

(e) of organizations (political and religious institutions). (/) of culture

„ ,
.

V
«J-

1,1 • V *>• '* W. And-ts* :
•' Dss Wetk Othoi.r Hmud. •* in

tr^Kirtscke/r.'iekM lwbs(J«s), ApriLiett. Spico : Gme/Uektfttlik’t 198tl»,
p. 47)^
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(philosophy, art), (g) of ncnna and ideals (ethics, law) and (h)

material transactions aa instruments cf social life (city, library,

railway).

Bejjo* Kumar Sarkar

THE ECONOMIC* OP THE SUKKUR BARRAGE

The essential features of the scheme are a large barrage across the

river Tndus at Sulikur. about three miles down-stream of the Lansdowne
Bridge, with 7 canals—3 on the r gbt and 4 on the left bank taking off

from it and watering crops in all but two districts of tbe Province. In
addition, there are tbe Flood Protection Bund scheme intended, as its name
suggests to protect tbe barrage area oo tbe right bank from Khirtar bill

torrents and the Manchar Drainage scheme designed to draw flood water

from this area and so to prevent waterlogging.

The barrago itself is about five time* the length of London Bridge.

Designed on simple yet tasteful I no and built for tbe most part of creamy
white limestone with arches of eemrn: eonerri* It !*a m aesthetic dignity

across the river and forms a eonspieoou. landmark fer miles around. Its

tid spans, osch 60 feel wide, carry »wo bridges ami permit a maximum of

1,600,000 cubio feet of water a second. 10O times tbe volumo of the Thames
at London Bridge, to pass through From the higher of the bridges the

slu cc gates ore operated osdmarily by electricity. though they can bo

worked by h«nd also—while ths lower bridge takes traffic across

the river. The entire structure is hi by electricity nl

night.

One of the canals on tbe right bank, the Kioe Canal, runs for 6

months in the Kharif season only eoJ irr gates rice cultivation while two
of tboee on tbe left bank are feeder, for tbe canals in tho Khairpur Ftate,

the functioning of which was interfered with by the barrage system.

A third supples the Eastern Sara ti»«. which was almost

entirely dependent oo mundatioo from tho Indus when the river

was comparatively high: some 217 mdes of this river havo now
been canalised.

Words cannot convey an adequate idea of the immensity of this project.

With its 6.647 miles of channel and 47.773 miles of watercourses capable

of drawing 46.000 cubic feet of water a scoood from tbe river, it is by far

the largest canal system in India—possibly in tbe world Its largest

canal is the brosdest ever excavated and exceeds the Panama Canal in width

at bed level.

The scheme command* a gross area of 7J million acres, roughly

equivalent to a quarter cf England and in re than tbe entire irrigated area

in Japan. About 8J million seres of this ares or as much as is actually

Irrigated in Epy'4, are cultivate; and it is estimated that about

million acres, or an area about the sire of Wales, will actually be irrigated

annually when tbe project has been fully developed.

The scheme ha» c*»t slightly under Rs ») crores to build, special tools

and pl .nts a|.»o« being responsible for about Us. ltl 5 crores. an! the barrage

uod head works of the canals for another R*. 4 CH crores. It is expected

to yield a return nf 3 73 per cent, ten years afUr completion, i.e., in 1942-43

snd 7 39 per cent. 10 years inter. It should not be forgotten, however,

that iia ben-fits are not to be measured by revenue alone.

ProOt, indeed, was not the object with which the scheme was under-

taken;—tbe main idea was to replace the old defective and precarious

16
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By&tera o£ irrigation by one more modern, efficient and reliable. Formerly
much o£ the area now eerved by the barrage canal* ueod to be irrigated bv
inundation channel*, which could only function when the level of water
in the river from which they drew their supply rose sufficiently high to flow

into them and the water level was very often not high enough to give flow

supply. The irrigation was therefore uncertain and hardship not
uncommon.

To-day this area prevent* an altogether diflerent picture. An adequate
supply of water i* assured at all time* and can be drawn upon whenever
required. Stark desert* hare oow been converted into smiting field*

doited over with village*, peopled by a busy, oontented peasantry. When
the scheme i« in full operation, the total area under cultivation will be

nearly trebled, that under wheat the principal crop, being increased from
about h.ilf a million to about 2 million acres and those under the two other
import nut crops, cotton and rice, from 300,000 to 622.000 and from 800,000
to U82.0HO acre* respectively. The area under cotton muy oven reach a

million acre*.

The improvement i* not confined to acreage alone, for it ia now possible
to grow crop* of better quality and greater yield Indeed, better strains of

wheal and cotton have already been introduced. All this mean* a higher
income and a happier life for the cultivator.—A Report from Delhi.

Buoy Ki'umi 8MUUR

THE REMAKING OR SIND-AN ACHIEVEMENT OP ENGINEERS

No »tory of this marvellous transformation can be comploto without
some detaila about the stupeodoia nature of thisuedcrUkmg.

Ki i''tiding Government waste land, for which other land waa given in

exchange, no leas than tfl.OOO acre* were acquired for tho projoot.
The Isbour force slono employed on the work* varied from 30.000 to

50 0(XI during the winter and oare topped even the colossal total of 00.000
skilled and unskilled labourers To aaooramodate a part of this huge

Bjlot ion working at Sukkur. two township* had to be built, one on each
< of the river in (be vicinity of Sukkur, equipped with offices, workshope.

store*, locomotive abed*, oil tanks, roads, water-supply arrangements,
olectrio lights, medical and sanitary facilities.

To transport material tod machinery to the bead works some 42 miles
of broad gauge and 24_miles of narrow gauge railway track were laid and
27 locomotives and 1.760 wagon* of ail kinds were used in the work of

construction. Temporary wbarve* had to be built on either bank of the
river for the loading of material used in the centre of the river. Special

plant of various sort* had to be employed and much of it, including 2
dredgers, 2 puddle tugs and •everal mechanical excavator* had to be obtained
from England.

Nearly 752 crorea of cubic f*ct of earthwork waa done, 40 mechanical
excavator* supplemented by hand labour being employed Tor tho purpose.
In one urea in Betuchistan on tb* Kbirtar branch canal the soil was so hard
that it had to b* blasted before tbc mechanics] excavators oould work on
it. Arrangements bad also to be mode for the quarrring of atone. Suitable
quarries were fortunately found at Sukkur. Bohri and Kohistan. not far

from the 6ite of the headworks which produced 434*5 lakh* of cubic feet of

stone of all kinds.
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At ihr livigbt of construction. C2 kilo* were in operation producing
about 7,300 cubic feel of lime a day. Over 23.000 tons of steel piling "ere
driven for both permanent and temporary purposes by 17 sets of pile-driv-

ing machinery. Most of the machinery was electrically opwated and the
electric power plant specially installed for ebe purpose was capable of

developing 2,350 Uowatta at 6.600 volts.

No less than 1,889 bridges, regulators, and syphons had to be built

as part of the scheme. It will be new- to many that each gate of the
barrage weighs as much as 50 tons, and special machines had to be
employed to place them in position. No wonder the workshops In all

did work worth nearly Rs. 16 lakh>.
• To add to the d-fficultias of construction, there was an inherently
and notoriously inhospitable climate to be c mtm led with. The average
rain fall in Sind varies from 8 inches in the North to 9 inches in the
South. This means exceptional dryness throughout he year and extreme
discomfort during the long summer when the temperature frequently risen

about 120 degree* in the shade and often as high as ICO degrees in tbo
sun.

Dual storm occurs constantly between March and August and high
wind Idowa for the first three months of the hot weather. But despite
these very trying condiliooa, waork proceeded night and day throughout the
nine Tear* of construction.

The operation# covered vers va•! area, some 12,000 square miles,

much of which is unmitigated desert notorious for it* inaccessibility

and lack of water supplv. Cam. ! was tbc oolj means of transport for

a time, and water suitable for raising steam for the mechanical excavator*
was di fficult to obtain Ultimately water had to be pumped from tiio river

or ol <1 channels to remote places, at time# 4 to 0 ini.os away.
cueh *«• the nature of the country in tome regions that spociui

tracks bail to be laid across the desert 1o enable inspecting officers to visit

the site of the operations. In acme ca-es too the trncka from tho
operator’s camps to the machines tbe*r.**|vcs bad to bo marked by small
mounds of earth on either side to enable the machines to bo located at
night.

Further, at the site of the berrage, the river occupied tho entire

width of its bed. It could not therefore be diverted for the purpose of

excavating and constructing foundation-, end coffer-dams bad to be built.

Owing to the annual floods, no work was po»sib)v in the river from mid-May
to Mid September, so that these coffer dam* bad to be creeled and
dismantled every year. This was a troublesome trrangernent. never free
from the menace of floods and it oceat onslly broke down But even-
tually the difficulties were overcome, and to-day Sind bas one of tbc finest
irrigation wtrks io the world.

The idea of having an improved irrigation work for 8md originated
soon after British occupation in 1843 Various schemes were prepared
from time to time, but they did not materialize till the early years of the
present century, when certain project* of a restricted type were drawn
up, the ultimate object of all being the substitution of perennial for

inundation canals. Meanwhile in tbe inundation season of 1918, tbo river

remuined abnormally low. tbe old canals getting little or no w ater; there
was very little cultivation and tbe output fell very low. For tbc 6rst
time in its history Sind had to import supplies of gram from other pro-
vinces. and that too at a time of general shortage. Suffering was wide-
spread and serious snd there was considerable local demand for the project
to be started. Conditions threatened to be as bad again in 1920. The
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development of irrigation in tbe Punjab also adversely affected the Sind

Canale. The prepa'anan of the pr ject was «c?ordinpU expedited and

final approval was accord*! to it in 1923. Preliminary work began in July

of that year, actual eonstruetkm in 1925 26. end irrigation iroin the

Canal aturtcd in May. 1932. The barrage area obtained a g iod Khaiif

crop that year and the .ystem bat s*oce l*en functioning quite sato-

factorily—A Report frccn Delhi.

ItUKOV Kcmaii Barxaii

CZECHOSLOVAK FOREIGN POLITICS

Dr. Kamil Krofta, the Czechoslovak Mini.ur of Foreign Affair*, give

in the Foreign Committees of the Chatnl«r of Deputies and of the Senate

one of hia periodical aurreyt of the international aituation and of Ctccho-
•Jovakia’a external policy. After a tribute to the memory of Presidrnt-

Liberator Maiaryk. the Foreign Minister dealt with the general situation

and in discussing the Spanish queation referred to the pa'ient effort of

Franco and England to preserve European peace, and once again empha-
sized Czechoslovakia's firm adherrnce to the po'tcy of non intervention.

In eoonsetmn with eventa in the Far Eaat l>r Krofta emphasised their

reaction on European and world polities, and azprontd hia admiration of

the emphatic words of !'r«a.d*nt Iloo»e»#1t in condemning inlematinnal
Inwlesaneu. The United Slates, he aaid. bad sirengthenrd the inter-

national solidarity of tbs democratic element* of the world by the indirect

support ho had givrn to the League of Nations, and quoting ibe a|ioechea

of Mr. Cordell Hull, the American Secretary of State, Dr Krofta aaid that
Czechoslovakia fully agreed with the w ws of the American Government
and people, and that ah- remained faithful to the democratic Ideals to

which the American nation adhered. Turning to Central Europe the
Foreign Minister smpna.izsd tb' unity nod solidarity of the I.ittle Entente
nnd the progrcM that alliance bad oontinurd to make both in the political

and economic sphere He bad a penally •ympatbrtic referenco to tbe
talks which had takon place w.th M. Kanya. the Hungarian Premier, and
with the Hungarian Minister In Bucharest n tbe matter of better under-
standing between Hungary and tho Little Entente, and especially

Czechoslovakia. With Austria, he said, rvlatkma maintained their tradi-

tional character of friendlineae, and personal contacts between leading
statesmen on both sides bad beso a regular feature for many years past.
Cloae friendship continued to be a feature of the relations with France and
English interest in Czechoslovakia was growing. Dr. Kroftn paid a tribute
to the impartiality shown by tbe British pres* on the occasion of tbe
recent prcaa campaigns launched from certain quarters against tbe Republic.
Relations with 8oviet Russia were based on tbe dcaire of both countries
for peace; the profound difference between the political conceptions of the
two countries was no obstacle to gcod relatione as each acted on tbe
principle of non interference in tbe other's internal affairs. Aa to Italy.

Czechoslovakia recognized that Power's intercut* >n Centra! Europe and was
ready to cooperate with her -n effort* towards appeasement throughout
tho Dsnubian area. Speaking of Germane Dr. Krofta repudiated the
BuggentoM that Cz-cbosF-vakia was anti German, and regretted tbe
repeated outbursts of tbe German pre»* against Czechoslovakia He
reoopiized tho interest Germany had in tbe Oennan minority in Czecbo-
* ovana. but oould not smspt uutsi le nduence or threats in that connection.
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The minorities in Czechoslovakia were 1 rested with complete justice. Dr
Kro'U welcomed tne settlement of ece-Vsiaatcal and property question

between the Republic and tie Vatican. In summing up be said: ‘ The
rosin addition of aucc«* for foreign policy a» a time like the present i* to

be found m the cl^eing of our ranks'—in uailj at home. If we base thin

unity—and we have it—we need not fear to-morrow." The Central European
Observer (Prague).

Beset Kcuab Sabear

THE PHOSPHATES OF MOROCCO

'• The iron, manganese nickel, lead sine, tin. antiniony, cobalt and
graphite prospected respr-sent considerable wealth, but it ia perhaps the

phosphate market which beat reveals both the rffort su-tained and
ihe importance of the Moroccan subsoil." says M. Ramadlar of the

Department of Public Works (Pana) in a report on hta travels in

Morocco.
In 1935 the European market, which it the chief oonmimcr of phos-

phates bad declined bj a* much as 27U.5CO tons, aa compared with the

preceding year, but m 1036 the consumption haa again increased by

440.000 ion*, thus .hawing an advance of 8%. a. compared with tbe
figures for 1984, tha average world cjn.umptita having likewise iooroasod
by 8%.

Franca for a Ion,; time took tbe first place among tho consumer*; her
record consumption vu in 1929. but tb-rc was a dediue. aa from 1030,

followed in 103ft by a .light advance, .how ng an incresa# of OTcr 180,000

tons; the total consumption now being 987,1.00 ion*.

Ocrinany. in .pile of bar mmstary eri»u, is making a big effort to net

the minimum output for land, for which purpose ahn bus considerably

increased her eonsurnptb n of phosphates which baa riaen by 800,000 tons as

1035 to 1930.

Tiy reason of tbe effort sustained by Italy, her consumption of

phosphates, while lower than that of France, ia almost equal to

her consumption in 1930. having advanced by 140,000 ti.n* from 1935

to 1930.

With few exception* it.g Spain and Portugal;. all European countries

have increased tbair consumption, more particularly Belgium, Holland,
Poland and Russia

So far as production i* concerned, it follows from a recent study by
M. A. Divsnis that Northern Afri-a, which in 1935 had supplied 312,000
tons loss than in 1934. shows a recovery of 209.060 tons in 1930, distributed

as follows;

Algeria: an advance of 51,812 tons, over a total of 518,800 tons in

1935;

Tunis: an advance of 157.774 tons, otct a total of 1.461.8B0 tons in

1935

:

Morocco : a decline of 28,000 tons i* reewded ss from a total of
1,175,794 tons in 1935.

Tbe 0£c* Cherihcn ire Photfhafr* issues an Annual Report, the object

of which is not only to make known the results of its exploitation, but alao

to show the progress marked by the phosphate industry during the financial

year under review. Thus in tbe latest report we find a number of data
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relating to the rest of tb* producer countries. It «as n above that since

the depression, the cccsutnptic* of phorphalea haw fallen ofT in several

c luntries. an«l that the output of 1929 inay be considered a* the record.

That year, the total sale* of phosphate* from the Moroccan Protectorate)

amounted to 1 006.000 ton*—a fi.-ure exceeding that of 1928 oy just one

fifth, and that of 1927 by about one quarter

The phosphates of Morocco—a comparatively recent discovery—repre-
sent one of the foremoat source* of wealth of tho Protectorate. The Office

Cherifien dee Photphalet it a State controlled body entrusted w.th the pros-

pecting, development and marketing of the phoapbate. of Morocco. The

Office, which ha. a civil itatua. ra ruo by a General Manager under the super

vision of a Board of Management, which deal, with the technical and finan-

cial programme, with mattera relating to the development and working of

the deposit*, and with aJl questions reterred to it bv the General Manager. It

comprise*, among other*. representatives of the Chenfian Government, and

representatives of Agriculture. Industry and Trade.

Tho Office dee Pkoiphulet it expected to render full account to tbr

Government of ita management and this system baa. on the whole, yielded

g>od result*. Car* ha* been taken to eoaure that it* operation* should be

advantageous for all interested parties. The great importance of the phos-

phate deposits i* evident from a gfaOOO at the economic map of Morocco.

They am more particularly abundant in the cenomian, turonian, aemonmn
and o©c*ne strata between the plain of the Tails *nd tho Western part of

the tietta or Mctfou uplands The latter plateau contains cnormoua

< 1 1

1

»nlilies of phosphate* in bonront a! layer, lying one above the othsr.

The dopoaita compriacd between tho Oiled Zem er-Boucad and El Boroudj,

in the vaat oecone ba*in. 2,000 kilometres aquare, .long with banka ol tho

Oumer Rebia hava been more particularly pro*pcctad. These

examples but these will afford soma idea of the w

phuspbuto dopoaita.

aro bui a f«w
wealth of the Moroccan

or Kumar Saiikaii
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Organic Chemistry, a supplementary Text book and Revision course
:

By A. J. Mm, M.A., B.Se., Publ shrr*. J. M. Dent and Sons, Ltd., Price
4«. 6d.

The book ju.tifiea iu supplementary title. It is an ' aid* tnemoirr * for
students preparing for exam .nations and approximately covers the ground
Indicated iu the syllabus of studies .n organic chemistry for B.Sc., pass
student*. Of coune it cannot lake the place of text books, but it serves
well the purpose for which it is intended. Students will find it useful.

J. N. M.

Illusion and Reality : By Christopher Caudwell (Macmillan. IBs). The
Poetry of the Invisible : By Syed KUbdi Imam (George Allen and Unwin)

It is a curioua phenomenon that men often agree In their judgments
about worlca of art and yet differ violently in the reasons which they
advanou in defence of their Mediate. Mon have, with rare exception*,
found grace and d-gnity in what is traditionally knoanaa gn at art and
yet when they arc aaked to explain their preferences, it ia almost a mirs.de
If any two can agree. In a word while the taste for beauty seoma.
on the whole, uniform or at any rate bjtnigvneou*, the theories of beauty
which we formulate are ae diverse as imagination can make them.

Nowhere is this to true aa in tbc case of lilornlsiro and uarticularly in
that of poetry . For c*e thing, it is ar.-oable that painting and sculpture
nro amenable to certain teste which arc relatively impersonal and objective
while th# forms of literature have no ex»:«noe at all outside t bc medium
of human personality. It la not only from tho oontexl of tho poot'a
experience that word, in pwtry imbibe tbeir significance, tho texture
of the experience of the reader is equally important. Otherwise bow could
ono explain the possibility of two book* ao diverse and ao flagrantly contra-
dictory to one another aa the ones we have uad-r renew?

In a way. this really supports Mr. CaudwcIJ's thesis. He asserts OAtego-
rically that poetry ia the product of aocicty as tba pearl is tho product of

tho oyster. The criticism of art ia therefore essentially s sociological
function, and in our judgment* about art. *• values are ranged and lute-

C*d in a perspective or world view wbeh it a meat general view of art
a outside.” This perspective is largely determined by tho economic

oud political structure of soc ety at any stage and the knowledge in the
physical aod social sciences that has been achieved. A sound aociologv,
which enables tho art critic to employ criteria from all these other fields
is therefore essential in understanding the true meaning and function of art.

For Mr. Caudwell. '* there is only ooe sound sociology which lava bare
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the general active relation of the ideological products of society with

euob other and with concrete living—historical materialism. Historical

materialism is therefore the basis of tail study."

If we leave out the metaphyseal implications of historical materialism

which Mem unintelligible to all except the initiate, a general statement

like tbi* is easy to make and will almost certainly contain an element of

truth
;
therd can be no large generalisation into which a modioum of truth

do-s not enter. The difficulty antes when the general statement is sought

to be applied to particular instances and it is Mr. Caud wall’s great achieve-

ment that he has appLed hu general principle* of criticism to the develop-

ment of English poetry with a skill woich makes them, at the least,

pl iusiala. Individualism. he argue*, is essentially a function of modern
e<n nomio organisation ot society, and h-nc*. he point* out. it ia with t he

Eli -abet ban age in England that a really individual note enters into litera-

ture. The temper of the mod-rns m which each man tenia to regard

himself as the only reasonable excuse for the existence of the uoiveree

has its couotcrpait in the lyne exaltation wh-ch ee- k« to Sod the meaning

of life an I creation ia terms of a tingle humm poraonality and nas

perhaps unknown to the an- ents. It is not without significance that this

tomper drat eme'gas at a time when the old feudal forma of life in Europe

were breaking up and giving nse to the now typo of CooOomic society to

which we sro accustomed to thi* day. Similarly. Mr. Caudwcll argues,

the cxocases of individualism. symbols®, surrealism and other isms in the

history of roccnt literature with utter toss of control of all sooial relation-

ships art directly related to the anarehy of individualism to which the growth

of unhampered capitalism bis led.

Mr. Caudwell’t general survey is illuminating and provocative, and

even if wo cannot agree with many of the part ou I nr judgments hi makes,

i here is no denying the sincerity and aouteneas with which he bat urged

his thesis. H s death in the prime of youth, bo wa* only 28 at the time

of d-ath. is all the more to be regretted, for it was neither chaoco nor fell

iliacase th it cut him off but the brutalities of war which tnen inflict on

one an Aher. He died fighting for the government of Spam against the

forcee of Franco.

Mr. Imam's thesis is hardly ae clear though perhaps equally a*

provocative as Mr. Caudwcll't. To Mr. Caudwcll. poetry is a function of

the material organisation of society as focussed in individual minds of

acute sensitiveness
;
to Mr. Imam it is a foretaste and forecast of the

disposition of spiritual fo*ces which mystics intuit in ifieir trance. The
difficulties of logical interpretation of that which can only be intuitively

grasped are proverbial and Mr. Imam ba« not suocoeded in explaining

wbat is from its nature ooscure. If be wants to prore that there arc passages

in the Eogli h poets which correspond to the different visions of mystics,

spiritualists and theosophists. this b- has certainly done, but that is hardlv

his aim. If on the otb-r hand, he wants to show tb*« the history of English

poetry is a record of devclopm>nt in tbe mystic path, hiethcris .s provocative

but nut out very oonvmciog. As s cunous study in the English poets,

bringing out elements which often p*ss unnoticed tbe book will be of

interest to schi lars, but as an attempt to interpret English poetry, in which
•* at each step, the advance is de. per into tbo invisible.” it will be difficult

to convince an unprejudic--d resder «b*V Byron entered more deeply into

the spiritual sphere than Sorliey or Ke As, or that ‘ Swinburne bears us

beyond tho cycles into the plane of God.”
H. K.
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Armenians In India : By Mesrovb J. Setb-Publiahed by the Author,

pp. 029, price Rs. 10.

This important contribution lo the history of India is the result of

forty-five years' very palb-nt research. The remarkable enthusiasm of the
author is the mu« characteristic feature of ks production. It is as complete

a work n tho Armenians as possible and undoubtedly it will serve a very

useful purpose as a book of reference. The very interesting paper on
• Hindoos in Armen*,' read at tbe ninth meeting of the Indian Historical

Records Commission and incorporated io this work. U an unknown ebaptor

in tho story of Greater India.

In view of the importance of his work, the author might have w»v*-d

the students of Indian history the trouble of reading all his accumulations

including many of the obscure epitaphs from tbe desertod cemetriea and
churchyards. Mirza Zul-Qarnain. Rbojeh Israel Sarhad. Khojah Petrus,

Qorgin KhtO, Shah Nazar Khan Sarenad. were all very important figures

in Indian hi.tory and much of what has been written about them is very

valuable. But for the method which be lias followed, this unwirtdly hook

could have been reduced to half iu sue without in any way affecting Us

quality. To give us an idea of ZulQarusin. an important grand* 1 in tbe

Mughal Court, the author aummarwes the aooounte of Father II. Hoaten,

Thomas Khojabmal and the Jesuits in three successive chapters. Involving

a repetition of tbe same etory in the major portion. In the on#" of

Oorgio Khan, we find extracts from original consultations, quotations from

from *thu* Persian works Tnrikh i-Muxaffari. Heir ul Mutakkharin and extracts

from dentil's Memoirs, sll thi. naturally necessitating much repetition.

A connected critical account would have bean more appreciated.

S. K. Rum*

17
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I. TOT UTS DH. SaRATCHANDRA Chaitfuikr.

The death of Saratchandra Chatterjee, the popular novelist

of Bengal, ia being mourned by all lovers of Bengali literature.

Barutchandra had been entertaining the Bengali public for more than

twenty yearn with abort atone* and novel* which will, for many

year* to come, continue to be cheriahed a* an invaluable heritage.

The noveliat poaeeaaed knowledge of diteree -object* and hia learn-

ing could be known not only from the general background of hi*

„toriei for which is neceaaary an intimate knowledge of the human

mind in the individual and in the race but alao from hia brochure

on the atatua of women in eociety aa well aa from the spirited

utterances on the general principles cf literature which bo ma !o on

some occasions. The University of Calcutta awarded him the Jagat-

tarini Medal for 1928 and the University of Dacca honoured him

with a doctorate. But plain Saralchandra. stripped of the medal

und the doctorate, aoands sweeter to the ordinary man, and will

go down to posterity aa such. Hia abort stories and novel* havo

been justly included in tbe course of studies laid down by this

University aod generations of students will pro6t by them and admire

them. His death has been sudden, but be is with tbe Immortals.

• • •

II. Thb lath Dr. Hbiumba Chandra Maitra.

More intimate was the connection of tbe University with Principal

Heramba Chandra Maitra. who for almost half a century was the

champion of purity in the studeot world in Bengal. Hie love for
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Wordsworth, Carlyle and Emerson wss the wonder of the age ; he

had won distinction in his earlier days by his studies of these authors

and confined hia teaching mainly to them. His benevolence, honesty,

and regard for truth were evident to everybody who had the good

fortune to come in touch with him The tradition which he had

helped to create is still with us and the University has already

recorded its sense of loss caused hy his death.

• • •

III. Poimurr op 8ir H. Schrawardt.

A pleasant function took place at the Senate Hall on Saturday,

the 93ad January, whoo Mr. 9. P. Muokerjee, u.a.. it., 'narrister-

At-uiw, M.L.A., Vice-Chancellor. Calcutta University, unveiled the

portrait of Sir Hasson Subrawardy, a former Vice-Chancellor.

Tho portrait was presented to the Univeraity by some of the

friends and admirers of Sir Hasson.

Mr. Mookurjee in the oourse of his speech referred to the family

of Sir Hannan which has made notable contribution to the progress of

Bengal for the last thirty years.

A message of good wishes and sinoore thank* was oonveyed to

Sir Ilassan.

• • •

IV. Dm. Coarus Myras.

Dr. Charles 8. Myers. c.B.m.. *.D.. sc.D., p.r.b., Principal,

National Institute of Industrial Psychology. London, delivered before

a crowded !»um a oonrse of four lectures in this University, on

" Vocational Guidance ” and " Industrial Psychology."

Mr. S. P. Mookorjee, M.A., m.L., aarnster-At-Law
,

m.l.a., our

Vice-Chancellor, presided.

V. Och Visitor prom Ac&tria

.

Dr. Eugene Ehrmann- Ewart, who has cmne to India a* a special

delegate of the Austrian State Tourist Department, delivered an

address on the " Economic and Cultural Structure of Austria
'

’ on
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Wednesday, the ‘2nd February, 1938, at the ARUtOfh Hall, AbuIoiJi

Building.

Mr. S. P. Moofeerjeo, m.a., b.l., Barrister-At-Law, M.L.A., Vice-

Chancellor, Calcutta University, presided.

VI. Dr. L. Dudley Stamp.

Dr. L. Dudley Stamp, D.ac., Sir Ernest Caned Reader in Economic

Geography at the University of London, delivered a course of twc

Extension lectures on the
4 Ideals of Modern Geography * before a

crowded bouse, at the invitation of this University.

VII. Sir Makmatha Nath Mukehji.

Sir Manmatha Nath Mokerji, rr.. U.A., b.l., who has been

appointed Tagore Law Professor for 1935, will deliver hit lectures

•ome time after June, this year.

Vm. Dn. K. L. Moudoill.

Dr. K. L. Moudgill, m.a., d.sc., rj.O., Director of Research in

the University of Travaooore, who haa been deputed to visit different

inatitutea in India engaged in tbe investigation of problems

oonoecled with the applied sciences, for tbe purpoeo of eetahlialung

a Central Research Inatiiuto in Travancore, haa been invited to visit

this University for which necessary facilities have been oflered.

IX. Ordinary Fellows.

His Excellency tbe Chancellor has been pleased to nominate Mr.
Pulin Beliary Mallick,M.A..B.L.. m.l.a., to bo an Ordinary Fellow of this

University trice the Hoodie Mr. M. B. Mallick. m.a., b.l., m l.a., re-

igned and Col. P. 8. Mills, C.IJ., I.M.S., M.B.B.S., D.T.M.Q.H., M.R.C.8.,

to be an Ordinary Fellow cue Majcc-General D. P. Goil resigned.
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Dr. Pramathanath Banerjea, m.a., D.8C.. Barri?ter-At-Law, u.l.a.,

has been re-elected an Ordinary Fellow of the University.

X. PRS3EXTATIOS OF UxiVEBSlTT PUBLICATIONS.

Tbe University baa decided to present a complete act of ail its

legal publications to the Library of tbe Federal Court of India.

XI. Tdb American Academy ok Political and Social Bounce.

Tbe Forty-second Annual Meeting of tbe American Academy

of Political and Social Science will be held oil the let and 2nd April,

1938, at Philadelphia. The Univeraity of Calcutta haa forwarded its

good wishes to tbe President on tbia happy occasion.

XII. The Poems or toe iatb Me. M. Quoan.

Mrs. Mrinalini Dutt and Misa Latika Ghosh have made an offer

to the Univeraity of the copyright of “ Songs of Love sod >eatli " by

the late Mr. Moomohan Gboah with tbo request that tbe work might

be included ae a text-book by the Univeraity and that out of the

profits from its aale a medal or scholarship might be awarded to

perpetuate the memory of tbe late Mr. Gboah. Tbe donors have also

expressed their willingness to place at the disposal of tbe University,

a large number of unpublished poems by tbe late Mr. Ghosh. Tlio

original mse. of the poema will also be plsced at the disposal of the

University provided it preserves them m its archives.

The offer bae been accepted with thanks.

XIII. Dr. F. W. Thomas.

Dr. F. W. Tbomas, c.i.E.. M.t., ra.D.. has been appointed a

special Header of the Umversi.y to deliver a course of lectures on

"Some Stage* in the Literature of Ind.a and Greatet India."
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XIV. Professor Fisher’s Lectures.

[feb.

Professor R. A. Fieber, d sc., f.r.8.. Gallon Professor of Mathe-

matics in the University of lyrndon, who was appointed a Special

University Reader, delivered a course of lectures on the “ Theory of

Statistical Estimation ” from January 10 to 13.

The lectures were open to tbe public, wl»o gathered in largo

(lumbers. The Vice Chancellor presided.

XV. Aduarchakdea Lecturer in Scihscb for 1937,

Professor Birbal Saham, d.sc., p.b.e., Professor of Botany,

Lucknow University, baa beeo appointed Adharehiuidr* Loclurer id

Science for the year 1937.

• • •

XVI. The Jacatiariki Gold Medal.

Mr. Pramatba Nath Chaudhuri, tbe veteran Bengali writer, has

beeu awarded the Jagatiarini Gold Medal for 1937. The list of his

important contributions in Bengali includes two volumes of poetry,

several volumes of essays and many abort stories.

The medal ia provided out of a gift to tbit University by the

late Sir Asutosb Mookerjee for original contributions to Letters or

Science, written in tbe Bengali Language.

• • •

XVII. Dr. Susil Kumar Mitra.

Dr. Susil Kumar Mitra, D.sc., ph.d., has been nominated by

this University for the foreign Research Scholarship awarded by the

Royal Commissioners for tbe London Exhibition of 1851.

• • •

XVIII. Debendranath-Hbuhta Gold Medal.

On the result of the Health Examination of the candidates for

the Debendr&natb-Hemlala Gold Medal for 1937, it lias been resolved

to award a medal of full value to each of the following :

—

(1) Phaoindra Nath Bandjopadhyay, h.a.

(2) Sailendra Nath Ofcakrabarti, m.a.
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XIX. OB. M. M. BhATTaCHBBJEB.

Dr. Mobinimohan Bbattacherjee. Lecturer in English in our

Univertity, who went to Europe io 1936 as Gboso Travelling Fellow

of the year, ha* returned with a record of multifarious activities

to hu credit. For his work on some aspects of the influence of

the Raniigaauce on Shakespeare, Dr. Bbattacherjee had to spend a

large part of his time in the British Museum in Loudon where he

came in touch with Shakespearean scholars like Professor C. J. Sisson

and Dr. F. S. Bias. At the suggestion of Prof. Siswn, Dr. Bbatta.

cherjee visited Italy in order to study the traces of Italian life and

thought of tho sixteenth century. The libraries and picture-galleries

of Romo, Balog na. Flocooce, Venice anJ Milan interested him greatly.

In Rome he came io contact with Professor Mario Prar. the University

Profester of English, and the well-known author of the most

recent work on Machiaveih, and Gentile, the Philosopher, the

Editor of the Italian Encyclopaedia. He diacussed with them on

the influence of Renaissance on Euglish Literature. In Paris,

Dr. Bbattacherjee met Profesaore Caxamian. Dalsttro. and Chamard,

and also Professor Carre of the Sorboune. who helped him with tbeir

suggest ioni. Hi« work on Shakespeare has beon finished and is now

ready for the prese.

Buie English interested Dr Bbattacherjee, and ho studied the

system in London with the aasuUnoe of Mr. C. Ogden, its inventor,

aud some other members of the Orthologicsl Institute. He revised

a few books in Basic at the request of Mr. Ogden, and the latter, we

are glad to note, has, at the suggestion of Dr. Bhattacherjee, presented

our University with a complete set of publications on Basic,

numbering about eighty volume.

At tho suggestion of our Vice-Chancellor, Dr. Bbattacherjee

familiarised himself with the methods of Teaching English to

foreigners. The University College of London has instituted courses on

tho subject, which are attended by foreign students from all parts

of Europe and sometimes from China, Japan, Turkey, etc. Dr.

Bhattacherjee studied the methods followed there and also attended the

Experimental Phonetics Laboratory of Mr. Stephen Jones. Pronun-

ciation is important for a foreign speaker of English, yet his defects

are seldom evident to himself. Hence at the advioe of a specialist,

Dr. Bhattacherjee had hie own voice recorded.
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XX. ALL-BWGiL LmUUBT CoSFBRBNCe.

The 21st session of the All-Bengal Literary Conference will be

held at Krishnagar on 12th. 13th and 14th February in the historic

hall of the Nadis-Kaj-Nst-Mandir. the use of which has been offered

by the Mabarani of Nadia. It can accommodate a few thousands and

it is said that it id the second of its kind in India. Delegation fee

has been fixed at Rs. 2. Visitor*' tickets of the value of Re. 1

and Annas 3 for the season sre being issued by the Reception

Committee.

Along with the conference the Roception Committee are trying

their utmost to hold a literary exhibition and substantial collections

have already been made. Ti e Committee has appealed to all authors

of the district to send their publication* to the General Secratarv for

exhibition after which these will be returned.

XXI. Pbof. Bksot Kumab SawcAh.

The Academia Asiatics of Teheran, Iran, has conferred on Mr.

Benoy Kumar Sarkar. a member of tba Editorial Board of the

Calcutta Renew, the Hooorary Doctorate Degree of Geography for

his contributions to the Economics. Culture and Sociology of Asia,

published in English, French. German and Italian. This is the first

honorary distinction accorded by the Academia Asiatics to an Indian

scholar.

This degree was formally presented to Mr. 8arkar by Dr.

Ohanian, Vice-President of the Academia Asiatics, at a meeting of

the Bangiya Dhana-Vijnan Pariahat (Bengal Institute of Economics)

on the 26th December last.

We congratulate Dr. Sarkar on the hoooor which he has received.
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strenuous propagandist m favour of individualism, Wyndhatn
Lewi* is aim the artist taking bis stand against all those ten-

dencies, however authoritatiro. which restrict and frustrate the

preative impulse. Art as a way of life, legitimate and complete, with-

out defence or apologies, is wbat be would preserve at all costs. In

the past artists were largely at the merry of theoretical specialists,

credulously borrowing their ideas from professors of philosophy,

science, sociology, otbice and even aesthetic*. They had to believe

what they were taught because there was nothing else to believe and

no way of checking up on the correctness of a theory. Writers were
for the mast pert the willing and helpless dopes of professional philo-

sophers. Statements that had behind them the prestige of science

could not very well be disputed. A theory might be onpalatable
;

nevertheless.it had to be swallowed like a bitter but salutary-

medicine.
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Against U«m nnpositioo. WjihIIwii. l-rari* Uir raised hi* vex*

ia an angry roar. He will hue »«»» ol it. Ho will encounter sny

adversary, however- formidable, iijou hi* own “round and beat hie

with his own weapon*. He will meet blow with blow, epithet with

epithet, satire with more stinging sal.io. An exhibition of learned

talismanic terms fail* to frighten him . lie tear- them njnrt and show t

that they are hollow fraud*, ^notation* from imprrWe authoritw*

do not browbeat him into aiibnihwian : In) ha* rend them ail and

found them false. He i* not afraid to after tbo biggest game.

And so in his book* vre wilimv an epie umiygU*: the spectacle of a

writer laboring to overthrow the chamjwn* of science, philosophy,

and criticism who oppose In* conception of (lie creative life, II#

knows what he wants, ho ha* tenacious convictions, lie knows which

values are fruitful and lasting and which aro ephemeral aud inimical.

Single-handed he would acrumpli>h the defeat of the t iane-oult—Che

relativistic, romantic, imub-tniitijl imiver-e of flux and tbo mythi

it has implanted in the geupr.il conscion* ne«* In it* place he would

put the »lid, clear-enr, actual world of tin- present, which Is a>

congenial and so necessary for the aktist. The world, lie cries, must

be saved from the scientific undertakers. For to his mind the most

important thing io life it neither science nor knowledge but art—an

art " realistic, " rational. firm-bo<licd.

Though his strength reside* primarily in his sensitiveness and

insight as a critic of literature. Iliere is wuroely un aspect of western

culture he has rot touched on wiili some degree ol luminous ponetrs-

tion. He has studied and apparently mastered subjects like sociology,

anthropology, metaphysics, political economy, and his knowledge is »
vaet, so well integrated, that he constantly surprise* n* with the wealth

of his information, the originality of his associations. Yet though he

has dug deeply in various area- of learnm;.', it is hardly as a scholar

that ho comes before us, or even as a a ylist though lie is one of the

most muscular and individualist stylists of his general ion. He comet

before ns as a thinker. He ia |«*ssionatcly preoccupied with the life

of the intellect ; unlike the philosophers who disembody ideas into

abstract essences, he concretizes ideas in then patricularity and indi-

vidual significance. Ideas have for him a vitality aR of flesh and

blood. They pulse, they palpitate, they breathe. They are thing#

which be can handle and touch
; they arc tones which shape the

course of life.
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His function, as he conceives it, is to sund apait from the current

time-philosophies and to interpret the present in the light of his in-

dividual needs and beliefs. Hence bis role is that of a stridcut

non-conformist, a violeul reactionary, in the literal sense of the term.

It is a difficult role to play, but he plays it with gusto and distinction.

Iu an age given over to wholesale doctrines of collectivism, he has

defiantly asserted his rights as an individual. A vigorous oontro-

versialisl, he has not only defended hiuuelf against attack
;
he haB

carried the battle into the enemy's quarter and formulated a challeng-

ing counter-philosopby of his own. Relatively untooched by the

regnant mania for polities, he pour* a scalding stream of satire on the

master dogmas of his time. No idea or system of ideas is sacrosanct
;

he strips them of their false glamor, their veil of modernity Bergson,

.fumes Joyce, Gertrude Stein, the Theory of Relativity, Marxism,

Marinetti, Speiiglemm—he pounds them all to a pulp.

His method of attack ia extremely effective. Focusing a psycho-

logical searchlight on a body of thought, he then tries to discover the

motive, the impulse, the will that informs if. What is the human,

all-too human cause behind this ideological elect? Behind the

dominant ideologies of our age he detects a political bias to which ho is

opposed and which he would like to destroy. He would reaffirm tbo

importance of reason and reality, the solid, three-dimensional world,

the world of sharp outline »,
tbe pagan world of the Greeks.

Our practical life at preset is vitally affected by tho speculative

forces at work. Either we must submit to tbe idea* in circulation or

else we must strive to understand, as Wyodham Lewis is doing,

the nature and validity of the abstract principles controlling the machi-

nery of our intellectual cosmos. Today there is evident a strong

animus against reflection, a disposition to shun analytical thought, an

abdication of the intellectual function. Wyndhtm Lowia, however,

is himself a victim of the modern tendency to escape from the laws

of logic. The facade of reason he erects is only a facade
;

it barely

hides a mass of ego-bridling prejudices. He bates so lustily and so

irrationally at times that his writting becomes interesting. The reason-

ing he pretends to employ is only oil aggressive rationalization of

hydra-headed antagonisms and antipathic'. He lute-- America and

tbe Americans, Karl Marx, Communists, tbe Tews, Soviet Russia,

Bergson, Ezra Pound, democracy, tbe spint of reform, science, cubisiu,

butnanurananisiL, aud what not. What is more, he ie capable of
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venting a fantastic superstition of hLs own aa if it were a truth beyond

argument.

He ia certainly a stimulating, if not a profound, thinker. Force

of circumstances, the terrific pressure of a dogma-riddeu age, have

driven him to cope with the political sab)ect. His approach ia indi-

vidualistic and therefore highly original. Whatever the Marxists

may say about economic determinism, the artist aa artist is a revolu-

tionary. Like Wyndbain Lewis, he accepts no antecedent assump-

tioos, be has little reverence for abstract thought, he paya to titbea to

the modem Church of Science or Industrial Progress. He remains an

embattled protestant because lie will not surrender his individuality.

Now individualism l«*a lately been badly battered and practically put

out of commission. But there ia individualism and individualism.

The individualism which springs from a vital integrity, from a stern

regard for truth at all hazards, ia admirable. In the battle of ideas—

and ideas acquire functional validity only by a prooesa of overcoming

other idea*—still opposition is mdispeusable. The opposition provides

.• perspective, a poiot of view, freeing the mind from the obsessional

influence of the cultural compulsive and breaking up—for the timo

being at least— the monopoly of dogma.

Wyndham Lewie may be sneered at and condomued as u racist,

au obscurantist, but the argument* in bis books must first be

answered. These arguments tbrost at one sharply from all sides. He

is no mere aesthete, no dilettanto. In point of acbolarsbip, compre-

hensive knuwledgo, and dialectic strategy he is the suporior of many

of the Marxist epigones who now occupy the center of the ideological

stage. He has read not only Marx but also Proudhon, Fourier.

Machiavelli, Sore!. Bertrand Itoasell. Locke. II. S. Maine. Wust-

crmarck, Saint-Simon, Nietscbe, and a host of other thinkors. Despite

their lack of sound organization and tbeir surface appearance of

paiadox, his books are heavily documented and must be seriously

reckoned with in any attempt to asseas the cultural forces of our

age.

Id The Doom of Youth, Wyndham Lewis develops a thesis

which will surprise many ardent evangelists of youth movements. He

is frantically opposed to the maudlin idealization of youth—a Benti-

tneulal crusade in which ho detects a sinister motive. What moves

him to fiery protest is the impending doom of youth, which is being

marked out for sacrifice. Youth, he charges, is being rapidly enslaved
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by " Youth-politics," the economic purpose of which is to speed

up and render mote efficient the process of industrial production.

There ten be, he declares, do purely industrial conflict. Politics

have been transformed into economics. But be is fundamentally anti-

Marxiat in his economic outlook. He sees no class war, no sharp

division of the population into labor and capital. On the contrary,

there is a fierce war going on between conservatism and revolutiouary-

isru, between the old • and the new. the individual and the collective,

the personal and the abstract. As far as he is concerned, nothing

outside the individual lotereeta him. Ilia aim is to preserve the best

individuals, the elite, and protect iheiu against harassing inter-

ference by the vasi undifferentiated mob.

Democracy, he argues, has worked to diseiedit the individual.

Man has been moulded in the image of the machine in order that the

spau of life might be shortened. All super-economic technological

programs aie motivated by this aim—to curtail life. An attack is being

made on the standard of life of viitaaity the whole of mankind. As

one fighting in behalf of ‘lire." he doe* not object to (be youth

movement per j« but to tlie pernicious rues to which it is being put.

Hie underlying secret of bis animosity emerges in his hatred of

democracy and the levehug process. If youth is to bo foolishly

encourugod, if everybody is to be considered premising and talented,

tlieu this involve* a dangerous degradation of the true criterion of

excellence. Genius degruerstet into mediocrity—jirecisely the direction

in which Europe if beiug driven by the fanatical doctrine of cotn-

muuisui. He sees quite clearly the threat implicit in communism—a
rigid taboo not only upou social privileges but also upon the aristo-

cracy of the intellect. What Marxism attacks is power, not money.

But genius is power. Hence the determination to stamp out genius

in the perfectly cotnraumzed republic. Thus what arouses him to a

fury of denunciation is the concerted attack on the individual and his

individuality. For genius, he contends, it nothing more than an

excess of individuality. Against communism, a conspiracy to destroy

that excess of life which be identifies with genius, he would set up

a group that is "integrated on behalf of mankind, and not against

mankind—on behalf of exceptional talent."

In 1926 appeared The Art ol Beini HuleA, one of the important

boobs of our time. The political agitation that has been goiug on

among litetary groups, the fermentation of a newly awakened social
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consciousness, the excitement bom of coomci with new ideas and

crucial contemporary issues. these find foil expression in this work.

An insurgent in both politics and art, imbued with an amazing fund

of energy and intellectual skepticism. Wyndhsm Lewis decided to go

to the source of all the popular revolutionary ideas and appraise them

for whai they were worth. In this he revealed himself to be tbe good

European whom Nietzsche had io mind—the unintimidated mind that

insists on thinking for itself, on reaching iu own conclusions.

There is a tide in tbe oceanic flow of thought when all the major

truths of the past are temporarily swept aside. Or, to change the

meiuphor, sn ideological epidemic seizes a country and germs of

belief inoculate multitude*. Few suspect the reason for their adherence

to tbe new system of belief. They defend it on logical or rational

grounds when in reality they have been infected with the virus

floating thickly in the contemporary atmosphere. Now if the theory

of the struggle for survival may be applied to ideas as well as to

sniinal and plant life, then ideological conflict is natural and healthy.

Idea* are, of course, subject to tbe empiiical test of reality. If they

don’t work, they will soon be discarded. There is a normal recalci-

trance to ideas that have no practical or even theoretical validity.

But it often happeus that one idea is accepted which functions with

a fair degree of effectiveness while many other pombili ties of choice

exist, one of which might in tbe long run prove more fruitful and

life-giviug. That is why an idea which triumphantly rides the treat

of the present and encounters no heavy opposition is to be hold

suspect. It cannot prove its mettle until it has beou contested.

The excessive faith paid to-day to emotional cults—the myth of racial

purity, the necesaity of violence, the inherent equality of man— needs

to be punctured, and Wyndham Lewis is the one writer sufficiently

equipped and intrepid to undertake the task.

The one way out for tbe individualist is to demolish Marxism.

That is tbe stumbling-block, tbe hateful enemy. As long as that

colossus stands, the individualist is dwarfed, reduced to collective

anonymity and impotence. For solidarity spells tbe death of heroic

individuals, the aristocratic, talented leaders. If all men arc funda-

mentally equal, theo tbe sodden average is the norm. Mediocrity

becomes ihe ideal. All this WyndLam Lewis angrily sets out to

demonstrate in The A ri of Being Ruled, and in the course of bis

assault he disposes to bis own satisfaction not only of Marx but of
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Sorel and Nietzsche, Bertrand Russell and George Bernard Shaw,

Bent ham, liberalism, the noiions dream of democracy.

Marxism, he insist*, is a fixed idea implanted in the mindB of the

masses for their own liberation. Marx created the class-complex.

Out of this arose the belief in the necessity and inevitability of a

violent revolution. Such a catastrophic conclusion, he maintains,

both distorts and degrades the idea of revolution. He is driven to

dissent by the dull intolerance of the revolutionary mind. Since

revolution has become the fashion it is lime to break it down. In an

uge hopelessly committed to revolution, to be truly revolutionary

involved being onradical. In refuting Marxism, Wyudham Lewis

cleverly steals its thunder. He rejects the catastrophic theory of

revolution, not, as Bertrand Russell would have it, because society

must be shaped and baked a long time before it can be significantly

modified No, he thinks violence is insane because men can be more

effectively changed—and chained—by other method. Why force them

when they can be easily and instantly trained ? Not that life is

intrinsically important, he assures us, no mystical Talue attaches to

life itself. In the matter of violence, the aesthetic principle is more

weighty than the moral. The solution of our social and economic

ills should be sought along aesthetic lines rather than along moral,

political, or humanitarian ones. Tho revolution ho has in mind is a

radical revaluation of the spirit. What he looks forward to is a

discipline, a purification, whereby men will be arranged in s natural

order. Not the vast majority but the competent and intelligent will

rule. The intelligent few, the aristocracy of the spirit, should bo

organized as a counterbalance to the organizations now forming to

exploit the many. His thesis is that the real rulers, for the sake of

the ruled, should be made to rule openly and responsibly. Force may

not be necessary, for in the future education will be a more potent

conditioning factor than physical compulsion. Almost anything, he

thinks, can be achieved by the u»« of suggestion and the powers of

education. It was the blood-saturnalia of the World War, in which

he fought, which revealed to him the vanity of violence.

Throughout the book it is the man of genius speaking, outraged

in every fibre of his being by tbe coarsening and cheapening of life.

The mob is hia foe because the mob means tbe death of art, the doom

of greatness. F<quality does not and cannot exist. The best thing

for the future of society would be a realistic recognition of the fact
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that men are different in ability and in capacity Tor work. Only on

the basis of differentiation can society function fruitfully aud har-

moniously. All this is uttered, not in logical sequence, in an orderly

march of premise and conclusion, but with many a berserker shout,

healed assertion, satiric jibe and jest. Ha hnrls his pot of ink at the

heads of our contemporary devils. He is too impatient to wait for

the slow, cumulative development of an argnment. It is as if he felt

that readers can be best convinced by delivering a eerie* of swift

bludgeoning affirmations. Too often it is the manner rather than

the substance that is impressive. The artist frequently dominates

the thinker.

The book has value, however, aa an ambilioua attempt to

expcee the weakness of Marxism, anarchism, and Western democracy.

Hie demolition of socialism is intended to be complete. The only sen-

sible alternative, he believes, i» fascism. Centralisation on the model

of the present Italian government is the ideal he recommends. That

is bis prescription for the economic ills of Eogland. The state will be

centralized like a smoothly functioning machine. A caste system will

eventually be established which will be accepted aa natural. Ilis

rough outline of a fascist sonely is baied on the [einoplc of spiritual

ascendancy.

It is the lifo of the intellect (hal l«wis oxalts—a life that is free

from dogma and politics and is superior to religion It is the intellec-

tuals who have given the race whatever they possess of valoc. It is

the intellectual and not the political ruler who liolds up before

men an ideal that prevents tliein from sinking into a mechanical

rut. In the interest of art Wyndham Lewis would expel politics. “The

destroyer cannot be at the same time the destroyer. The political

impulse at work constantly distorta the issue. The artist or the thinker

is apt to find himself making something, but cuding it with dynamite,

as it were. The political necessities underneath the surface aro perpe.

tually interfering, magnetically or otherwise . with artistic creation or

scientific research.” Politics, in abort, have corrupted the integrity

and destroyed the detachment of contemporary art and scientific

thought.

Aa if tired of political speculations. Wyndham Lewis turnB his

attention to Shakeapeare in The L\On and the Pox. Genius meets

genius, personality comes to terms with perronality. Even here, how-

ever. his political obsession does not abandon him and he proceeds to
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draw a striking and ingenious politico-historical parallel between

Shakespeare and Machiavelli, Englaud and Italy. The basic conflict

in Shakespeare's plays i» founJ to be similar to the Machiavellian atti-

tude of his contemporaries and bears out the parable of the dramatic

figures, the liou aud the fox. Shakespeare is portrayed as the contem-

plutur. he does not participate in the frenetic whirl of actiou he sets

in operation. Though he portrayed scenes of intense passion, he hint-

self stood apart, opposing the passion and judging it, according to

I-ewis, by a contrary principle. Shkltospearo, however, was

not *j much a philosopher as a supreme, respousive artist who eoutd

adjust himself to the life about him and do without tbe aid of any

congealed beliefs. This leads Lewis to present his thesis that Shakes-

peare's work can be regarded "as a criticism of action and of the

agent-principle." Sliakespare did not attack or criticize contemporary

life. For he was neither the umpire nor combatant in this eternal

warfare between the lion and the fox. tbe good and the evil. He was

neither religious nor democratic, but be did express a personal system

which was a purely aesthetic phenomenon. It is actually impossible,

I-ewis contends, for the artist to be impersonal. There is no such

ihing ss complete detachment. Artistic creation is always a poreonal

creation.

Time and Western iVon. his major work, is unmistakably a perso-

nal creation. It is as if the doctrine he is attacking were a perional

enemy to b» clawed and mauled unmercifully. He is fighting, as ho

sees it. to maintain a way of life, tbe life of art. against all the insidi-

ous. corrupting influences engeudered in this egc. He would preserve

the spatial sense, the preseot in tbe Icvu* of space, the concrete,

against the phantasmagoric flux or the philosophers. For him time is

more abstract than space and, at an artist, he distrusts all abstractions.

The reality of space is substantial, the new time-reality is a uijth.

The trick he is desperately endeavoring to expose is the transformation

of space-reality into time-reality. The material world that we know is

being split apart into psychical atomic ghosts

In his researches he discovered that tbe theoretic foundations

evident in literature and art and social thought exactly paralleled those

to be found in the sphere of philosophic speculation. Hia paramount

objection to the tyrannical time-cult is that it destroys the individua-

lity. In his jrnashitig attack he uncovers the extent to which the

political or religious obsessions of a penod influence its philosophy. All

2
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about him at present he observe* llie invasion of philosophy by mill©,

narian politics, and the lime-concept provided by philosophy is wholly

congenial to the contemporary political mind. There is a militant

alliance, lie charges, between tbe political revolutionaries of our day

and the philosophers of time. In full reaction against these spurious

doctrines, Wyodhaxu Lewis seeks to safeguard the rights of individua-

lity. The self—that is the only firm spot of land in a stormy se* of

change, lie will maintain his identity at all costs and follow, like

Kmcraon, tbe law of his own beings instead of inning with mongrel

breeds and creed*.

Lite may be contradictory and its pittero difficult to follow, but

he can recogniie his essential self, which ia composed of the group of

the strongest, most powerfal impulse*. In any conflict, when faced

with a crucial choice, ho will side with the ino.t powerful Me. and

work in it* interests. HU is, therefore, a specialize I. (rankly partisan

self. His reaction to the philoa >phic follies of hi* tune is that of a

plaetic artist, rather than that of a politician or a scholar. "It is in

the service of things of vision that my ideas are mobilized."

He ha* been sharply criticized—and his assault on current ideo-

logies condemned as narrow—for applying the standards peculiar to

hie craft to all things political, philoaopnical, and literary. His assertion

that the realm* of physics, philosophy, politics, nndartare not separate,

that they interact . does not answer the foroe of this argument. The

artist
,
Lewis insists, unconsciously inject* inlo hit work political or

scientific values, without knowing anything about them. Lewis objects

to having the artist act as a passive filter for alien ideas. It is the

business of the nrt:4 to perfect hit technique, but it is equally his

business, Lewis feels, to know from what source he derive* his ideas

and to include thoee ideas, and none other, which he may require for

his work. He fails to prove, however, that these ideas are either alien

or injurious. Art is not science or politics or philosophy, but there is

no reason under the sun why a clear grasp of the fundamentals of

science, politics, and philosophy should in any wav detract from u

work of art. Indeed, the contrary seems true.

Hia nim is to salvage and redeem tbe mind a* a critical mnlru-

ment. He feels that it is necessary to restate the whole "revolution-

ary" position in literature and art, a position which has been grossly

perverted. Tbe ideas be advance* are supposed to constitute a method

whereby revolutionary counterfeits can be detected. The art that ia
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to-day denominated "revolutionary" is so inferior, bastard art, shallow,

didactic, consciously political. A truly revolutionary impulse in art

emanates from a few exceptional individuals
;
« collective body never

initiates or executes any revolution of any magnitude. Always the in-

dividual ia the creator. In The Art of Being Hided he had already

voiced these views, and in Time and Werteni Man he reiterates that

"no artist can ever love democracy or its doctrinaire and more

primitive relative communism." Life in the rough cannot be made to

conform loan artificially induced rhythm. It should be permitted

freely to express its natural beauty and grace, which it derives from

the cosmos at large. Life must bo saved from the hypnotism of politics,

the curse of the temporal. Art ia IjimIm*.

Though the artist works m 4 dream-life trance, bo is not a

spiritualistic medium. He construct* a world logically definod and

(Hiysical ami concrete. Wyndham L?wi* gives in the key t-o his

method: be approaches all problems with the eye of a pictorial artist,

so that at bottom ho is not concerned with the validity of the time-

philosophy as a system of abstract truth which posits a mochauistic

universe, a adverse essentially dead, but to what extent it helpaor

hinders (he fulfilment of art. Not truth bit the salvation of art

is his supremo concern. Io a period obsoased with polities he proudly

declares bo is that " strange noimal. the individual without any

' politics * at all. * He repudiate* politico bocaoao it would interfere

with Ins deepest creative interest*. He Is honestly convinocd that in

order to get at the vnaU of a movement, art ia a bolter weapon than

politics. In more dirocl and immediate contact with reslity, art

represents a more profound emotional truth.

Time and Wealcm Men is a furious philhpic. Up to the very

last page, Lewis ia setting op sparring partners—passages taken from

philosophers and disciples of the tinic-cult—whom be proceeds to

knock down with savage earnestness. The whole boak is au exhibition

of dialectical fisticuffs, one ideological scuffle after auoilier. He no

sooner disposes of one adversary than another rises to Like his placo,

and it soon dawns 00 the reader that Lewis is confronted with a

herculean task: be will fight the whole contemporary world of thought

single-handed. His strategy, unfortunately, works to his disadvantage.

What he contends for is simple: he want* to defend the solid,

substantial world. of space, the delightful common-sense reality of the

pagans, its colors and shapes and hard outlines, against the dis-
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integrating, shadowy, unconscious flux ol Alexander and Whitehead,

Bergson and Beitrand Rusrfll. They an* the evil proponents of

primitivism ;
they revert to the infantile, the intuitive

: they are

illogical ;
they deny tbe existence of penonality. But his rage is bo

great, bis joy in battle ho intense, that he forgets the primary purport

of a critic, which is to body forth a clear-cot. comprehensive system of

positive values. It may very well be thit Wyodham Lewis is by

nature a controversialist. Satire and indignation and denial are the

breath of his nostrils. Even at that he has oomin.lted a serious

tactical blander. He has overreached himself. In his eagerness to

expose the alarming spread of the modern disease, he hoe filled his

paires to overflowing with alarming clinical symptoms, laudation after

1 1notation u held beneath the nose and eye of the reader while Lewis

exclaims : Is not this monstrous 7 At the end we get more of

Alexander and Whitehead and Bergson and Russell, who are hi* prt

abomination*, than of Lewi*. Though his views emerge, they are

muffled and obscured. He stands forth by negation, by contrast,

not in bis own undimmed light. How much better would it have

been if he bad held m check hi* propensity for combative argument

and refutation and aettled down to straightforward exposition of

bis own beliefs, compelling ua by the force of his logic—introducing

proof wherever neoeerary—to accept the plastic as opposed to the

musical man, the concrete as contrasted with the abstract and the

spectral, the living present again-t the haunted part, the classical

versus the degenerate romantic!

In Palejoce. the Philoiophy 0/ the 1 Melting Pot,' Lewis ha*

written another curious book, agaiu from the point of view of genius.

In the name of genius everything is to be permitted or forbidden.

That i» to be the absolute criterion of value, the crown and consumma-

tion of historical evolution. Social institutions, government, the

machinery of economic*, work and wealth—all these things exist for

the purpose of making genius possible. For the genioa represents

the highest specie®, the apex of human development. Naturally one

who is bold enough to speak up in behalf of a glorious but oppressed

minority, tbe persecuted guild of genius, regards himself as a member

of that body, and so it proves. Much a* Wyodham Lewis may

pretend to a genial modesty, writing now as a man of science and now

as a plastic artist and literary critic, his Ume is distiuctlj Olympian.

This eccentric book ia Ostensibly devoted to the task of defending
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«ho paleface (while civilization) against threatened subjugation.

Economic compeiiiion is destroying the myth of innate white

superiority. The while race has made a terrible mesa of things ; its

civilization is on a low scale, degenerate, materialistic, unconscionably

cruel. Aud democracy lias created a new kind of slavery. The
verbal illusion of fre&lotn has blinded us to out actual rerviie condition.

Few people can be truly free. If sucb statements lun counter io the

dominant religion of democracy, hio reply is that Nature dictated this

plan—Nature which elementally refutes the romantic make-believe

in the absolute equality of all men. Nature is neutral, neither good
nor evil. A subtle fallacy, however, underlies tins reasoning. It

appears iu the statement that Nature dictate, a plan. Perceptible

differences, it is true, emerge iu ll*e composition of the < liruinosoiuoa
;

heredity gives birth to surprising variations. Mcu are different iu

strength, beauty, intelligence, capacity foe woik. creative power. All

•bat, indeed, can be taken for granted. Eveu the most fauatical

democrat would readily concede the point. All the defender of

democracy doairea and is willing to fight for is the elementary right of

human beings to equality of opportunity, socially, politically, and

economically, so that they may make the most of their native talents.

This is precisely tbe usue Wyndham i.ewiB misinterprets, and

ha misinterprets it because be lias such unquestioning faith in the
" supernatural *• powers of genius. If tbe ooorepi of equality is a
myth, that of geuiua is oven more so. It can mean almost anything

and is therefore, flora tbo point of view of logic, meaningless. Accord-

ing to the nightmarish picture he paints, democracy is a vast hopper

into which humun beings, however different in aptitudea, are poured
aud ground to a cement- like uniformity. Cooicive regimentation, he
contends, is at tbe heart of the democratic process. As nationalism

and industry increase, life become* more impersonal, more efficiently

organized, while freedom and personality are sacrificed. From all this

it it easy to sum up hia socual philosophy. Tbe universal law he
formulates is that ooly a person can have a right. All rights are

compulsive tributes paid to merit or personal character. No other

obligations exist. While political independence can be acquired,

independence of character is innate, a gift of Nature. In his rabid

pica for tbe " right* '* of genius, I^wis is forced to declare that rights

are not rcoted in morality, that they are essentially non-moral.

Western civilization, he charges, lias proscribed its uatural leaders.
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tliB elite, who DOW find themselves in an abnormal position. His

rankling personal bitterneai comes to the fore. He knows that he is

uow virtually an outlaw, without political and therefore without public

significance. Instead of making demagogic speeches, he prefers to

write books: " my abilities, aod ray interests, again, do not lie in the

economic or the political field at all, but in tint of the arts of

expression, the library and the theatre.*' Professing, though not with

much conviction, to be tu sympathy with the new political norm now

about to be established, lie declares sadly :
"

I am a man of the

• transition,' we none of us an help being that— I have no organic

function in this society, naturally, since this society has been pretty

thoroughly dismantled and put oat of commission, though, of course,

if you ask me that, I would prefer a society in which I wu beneath

u law, which I could illustrate and interpret."

Wtiat kind of society he prefers tt it not difficult to disoovor. His

hook on //trier, written before liiat dictator's accession to power, suffi-

ciently indicate* that i>*wi* is not only a potential but full- Hedged

Fascist. Setting himself op as a skeptic, ns is, he informs us, far

from believing completely every item iu the National Socialist program,

but when hi* steam is up and his hair*] of democracy and its bastard

progeny, communism, tlauies to a wiuie heal, be preaches ardently

for the Naai* and for Hitler to parti mlar. For his bogboar is com-

munism. l» •» either on# or the other, C » nmuoi-m or National Socia-

lism and between the two he sees hot one choice. His pretence or

being objective aoJ unprejudiced is sheer ant or self-desept ion. His

visit to Germany turn*! his head. He accepts the theory of blood-

solidarity and racial parity with perfect seriousness: it constitutes

the basis of his belief in race a» opposed to clas*. Hiller, we ate told,

is not a sabre-rattler. lod-xd, if Hitler bad his way, he would not

covet territory by war but would remain peacefully at borne "And ns

regards, again, the vexed question of the ‘anti Semitic* policy of his

party, in that also 1 believe Hitler hiraseif—once be Imd obtained power

would show increasing moderation and toleranco." There is no need

to dwell on this lamentable prediction. It speak* fur itself.

In Left Wings Over Europe, Lewis would save western civilisa-

tion from the Nemesis of war. not by propping futile humanitarian re-

solutions or democratic conventions, but by unmasking the total

menace of Communism. For the sake of security. England should

mind its own business. Germany is guiltless. Hitler is the aurcoled
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saint of the armed European scene, the knight without fear or reproach

intent only on bringing the olive of peace to hi* enemies. The beat

thing for the English Government to do is to cease coquetting with

Marxist ideology and to accept this earnest offer of peace from the

German savior. His admiration for Hiller, his impassioned plea in

support of encircled, persecuted Germany, i* complemented by his

hatred of Marxism, his fierce anti Co nm inistic bia* The reasons for

his hysterical denunciation* of Communism he ha* made plain on a

number of occasions. The collective proletarian-dictated State will bo

composed of standardized, mechanized men. servile, slogan-ridden. It

will mark the death of individual initiative, tha right of the prrson; it

will usher in the downfall oo the creative mao. the genius. Lewis

refuses to have hi* private affair* refill tie I by a central body of

authority. Fascism, he confesses. it a more !w>oe*t and desirable alter-

native. If a choice had to be made, he would choose the le*ser evil.

For Faecitm, he contends, allows infinitely more freedom than Russian

rulo. Thi* volume dein>u«trate* 1 1 wbat length, of frothing impotence

and inanity the literary and essentially unpolitical mind is reduced

when it confronts the complex ocooomic problem* of the contemporary

world.

u Jy
What conclusion are we to draw from tbi* farrago exalted non-

sense and brave cotnuionaen»e ? Asa satirist. Wyndharn Lewis i« by

virtue of his varied ami excellent contribution* entitled to high rank,

but then tlie value of satire is alio determined by the validity of it*

content. Wjndbem Lewis too often plays the part of a sulking child,

enraged Ikcbujo it ia out the center of attention. His insistence that

we do not abandon tbs clay of reason, that we refrain from indulging

in the infantile and the primitive, lias proved a salatary influence, but

bow can other writers tru*t his leadeiship. follow his example, when

they observe the corioos direction he ha* taken, his support of Fascism,

his idealization of Hitler and Mus'olioi. hi* distrust of democracy. Ins

hatred of the people, his cult of geoiu>

W\ ud ham Lewis lend* himself admirably to the psychoanalytic

method. He i* anti-dem «r<itic. anti-socialist ic. uncompromisingly

amoral. Tbia beyond-good-and-enl philosophy, this attitude of rebel-

lion, this denial of and contempt foe everything European and esta-
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Wished, the radical and tho humanitarian, stems directly from Nietz-

sche. The two have, it is evideul. a great deal in common
:

princi-

pally the conviction that they are geniuses whom the world does not

accept and recognize a* leaders. Lewis is as pathologically and pathe-

tieally convinced of hi* genius a* is the German philosopher; he in

>aved from the iosane autolatory of tlte Zamhnurian |>o*e by a sturdy

mtellectualiim, a satiric gift, which makes for acme degree of objecti-

vity. But the taint of geo ios is present all the time and conditions

Iiib ideas, hU outlook, his utterances. He ia firet and foremost, not for

individualism, but for the individual: the exceptionally talented indivi-

dual. He it proud to belong to the same da«s ae l’lato and Newton,

Shakespeare and Beethoven the clans of genius. Hence, being unique,

he cannot consent u> amalgamate with any group or party or movement;

he cannot surrender his identity. Being possessed of gemua he i* on-

dowed with power; the greet herd naturally fear him and envy him and

therefore band together in a vile conspiracy the canaille to rob lnm of

bis power. That ia what ha will prevent by every means in his pos-

session, but it 10 happen* that the ooly mean* lie can command is a

fountain pen or a typewriter. He n forced to vent bis aploen, to voico

heresie* by founling magazines and by publishing violent polemic*.

His bates rule him; dll him With a dark. unappeasable rage. He looks

upon this commonising world and find* it a bedlam, which threatens

to imprison the natural aristocracy. the elite. Mediocrity is in the sad-

dle. and it is riding headlong for the bottomless abyss where all distinc-

tions. all standards of excellence, arc dertroyed. Wyndhsm Lewis

thus represents tho last stand of a desperate and obsolescent Indivi-

dualism; the lentiraenial apotheosis of genius. The literary I 'avid i*

hurling his pebble* of satire against the Goliath of Marxism and Indus-

trialism and Scisnre.

It will not do. however, to underestimate his power. He is a

learned and formidable adversary. He can quote a host of authorities;

he can attack and connter-attack and break through many arguments

regarded as impregnable. Yet his system of valoes when viewed with

detachment is chock-fall of incredible solecisms. Defender of the en-

d inhered personality agaiost the insidious assults of communism nnd

democratic reform, what he would put in their place is a society that ia.

for the mass of men, a complete negation of individualism. Of course,

those individuals who are gifted, the geniuses, the brilliant intellects

like Wyndham Lewis, will presumably wax fat and prosper under such
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» regime, while the multitude will find their happiness in servile labor

and automatic obedience. Thai in fact is the social order he would

like to inaugurate : fascism for the purpose of making art and beauty

and greatness possible. The slate is to remain a slave, the worker a

worker. The farce of suffrage, the superstition that the will of majo-

rity should prevail, must be dispensed with. It is enough if the |»eople

ure granted work and wages, bread and seeusity. On the shoulders of

a few strong responsible leaders will rest the burdens and the rewards

of ruling. Lewia would not feel disturbed for a moment at the thought

that to the mass of men the expr«*i«*>n of their individuality is thus

denied. Has lie not proved to his own satisfaction that they do not

possess any personality to speak of. that they tre gregarious, vulgar

stereotypes, without aoy desire for freedom or responsibility ?

Wyndhaiu Lewis is fecund, he is versatile
;
his mind is like a

fox with a torch tied to its tail. It leaps luminously into the bush

hut it soou disappear* m the darkness. lie has ransacked libraries

nnd come out with precious spoil*. And yet he will not bo read. It in a

great pity. His grasp of reality is uncertain
;
compared to a thinker

like Harold J. Laski or Bertrand Russel he is politically illiterate.

He mistakes tiery convictions lor knowledge. He is confuted in bis

views because bo U inwardly divided. Prejudices vitiate many of his

judgments. Affirmation, uot concretely defined lake the place of

critical insight. If remembered at all, he will be remembered as n

creative personality. An the arch-prophet of modernism, his beliefs

and practices have exercised, eveu in their negative (.trains, a marked

influence on the younger men. who evidently swear by him. In The

Artt To-Day, Geoffrey Origsoo bails him at the most remarkable

artist of bis time and defends him strongly against all aspersion.

Mr. Grigson seta him up as a kind of St. Galahad of the intellect,

slaying scores of dragons of conlusion But a critic is finally judged

by his ideas, nnd those of Wyndbam Lewis nro of little value to

humanity. What animates him is hatred of the mass, a snarling

contempt for mankind. Derisive satire is his favorite and most

successful modo of expression. He may go down in literary history

as the man who wrote a bulky, scathing polemic attacking contem-

porary scientific and political thought for the purpose of advancing his

own thesis, in Time and Western Man, that iostead of a disembodied

collective ego. we must cultivate a sharply defined personality, that

individuality is all.

3
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The cult of individualism is not new nor are the arguments Lewis

adduces in its favour at all new. Wlat makes his defence g>

striking and so novel is the fact that it should oorne at this lime when

the cult in in danger of being liquidated. “ Precisely," wc can

imagine Lewis replying in his curt, aggressive manner, "I am a

reactionary. I place myself in sharp opposition to the ruinotiH

tendencies of our civilization." Bat what he fails to solve satisfactorily

i* a problem in logic and psychology. Exactly what ia meant by

individuality 7 The word ia, of course, a stereotype. Current psycho-

logies are relativistic and maintain that individual :a a complex of

selves, a pulsating googlion of ego energy, some working in co^pcra-

tion. other* in vigorous conflict. Most important of all, they demons-

trate conclusively that an ideology ia oat an individual but a collective

product, that we think and judge in terms of value* derived from the

group to which we belong. Though Lewi* concedes that the ego is a

miniature pluralistic universe, he argues, in spite of it, that there is

a dominant, most stable, most powerful Me, which he will cherish

and protect, for better or worse, till death do them pari, fn this way

ho is able to resist the flux of events, to island bitnaelf securely in a

boiling current of change- But this all-powerful, steadfast Mo, this

pagan, immutable Kgo. is in itself involved in the process of change,

of dissociation and rebirth. For Lewis, whenever he is in doubt—

and he as a constitutional akeptic has bad bis difficult moments—

must determine which of bis competing dynamic selves is entitled to

full and indisputable sovereignty. Let us suppose that he is able to

put the matter to a vote, that he counts the ballots and elects the

victorious one. What has happeod 7 Not an all-conquering self has

asserted itself, but one that has been selected by a conceptual divining

rod. If the mind changes, as it must, then the conception of the

self is also bound to change. If Lewie counters by asserting that

the conceiving mind is itself a part of the self, bo must prove that the

function and content of the mind do not change with experience, age.

increased knowlcdgo, economic circumstances, group associations. II

so, then the self too changes and there is no such thing as an adamant,

rock-of-tbe ages self. Finally, even when he clearly decides which

self is reality his roost powerful representative self, which self does

the deciding ?

As for the disintegration of the stable ego (no such entity

exists) by the collective ego. that is a fiction of terror conjured up by
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Hie mind, a conceptual chimera. There it no eoch tiling as a tna&s-

uiind or a mm-s-ego. except as a convenient shorthand symbol for a

phenomenon too complicated to be other wise explained. Many minds

—

for example, during a war—act on a common impulse, are influenced

by the same emotional agency, arc earned away by the same desires,

accept the same ideological premises, bnt there is still no mass-mind,

only a temporary alliance of many otherw.se disparate minds and

selves. All that modern psychology stresses is the euorinoos extent

to which we are indebted to our social heritage for the pulterna of

behavior and the configurations of the self. Biologically and socially

men operate on a common ban*—a basis o / instinct and instinctual

renunciation. They speak one language, they observe the Butne

fetichea and taboos, they subscribe to the same kind of religion and

philosophy and art.

Wyndham I^wis. one is forced to cooclode, has no importance as

a thinker. What Imprsaaei one rather u aiuiting sincerity, the

impmaioned honesty with winch he writes. He may be wrong in

his deductions, aud frequently he is. but tbot cannot dun the force of

conviction that resides in bis utterances. He may sneer, he may

laugh satirically, he may rail at men and mslitutiooa and ideas, but the

redeeming moral paacon is invariably present. He is the protertant

incarnate, the eternal rebel, the individual who refuses to be confined

within any party or creed, the artist m ievoli who regards his work as

more im|Kirtant than truth • r humanity.



PROVINCIAL AUTONOMY AND
PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY

riuc A. P. Patro, K.C.l.E.

rilHB Government of India An. 1935, introduced in India n deroocra-

1 tic constitution, principles of Parliamentary Government in Lite

British Indian Province* based on a wide and democratic franchise.

The relations between Governor* of Provinces and Ministers were

clarified in a statement i-aued by the Hecretary of State.—-'• The

essence of the new constitution ia that the initiative and responsibility

for the whole Government of the Province, though in a form vesting

in the Governor, passes to the Ministry as soon as it take, office. It

will be the Governor * duly to help the Minister* in tltcir taak in

every way, particularly by bia political experience and administrative

knowledge." The Statutory and mandatory character of the Junc-

tions to bo exercised by the Governor in lua discretion or in his

individual judgment nece^anly lead to the inference Unit with refer,

ence to such functions he haa to carry out bia responsibilities indepen-

dently of the Minister* if nec**.ity abac*. The Governor should

not ordinarily set aside the advice of hit Ministers. The Viceroy in

his message to India explained that the concern shown by Parliament

was * to doviso a scheme which woald confer res 1 end substantial

pjwers on popularly elected Ministers sod which would ouablo tboso

Ministers to feel that they could, with confidence framo and i tuple-

moot with the co-operation of Governor* and of the services of a

programme of legislation on broad lines for the benefit of tho Province,

the Government of which was in their bands. Tho Act and the

instrument of Instructions represent the intention of Parliament.

*'lt is my conviction," aid the Viceroy, “ that in the full development

of this Constitution lie* the best hope for that general and lasting

amelioration in the conditions of the rural population and of tbo

bumbler sections of society which all of us so ardently dehire."

provincial Autonomy based on Parliamentary system of Government

connotes the existence of a party system founded on political principles

und political programmes. It is a travesty of facts to claim that

there is only one political party in India and that the struggle
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is between ibal Party anJ the British Government in England.

If this is accepted, the essential basis of domocracy disappears.

Parliamentary democracy lequires a constitutional and an efficient

opposition with one or nue political parlies, having a common
objective but differing in procedure and methods. Wherever the

British system of Government is adopted. Party Government there

must be. The success of democracy in England is the growth and
development of political parties, each striving to do the best for the

uplift and amelioration of the lot of the people and for the mainten-

ance of individual liberty and freedom of expression though subject

to a role of party discipline agreed upon b> mutual discussion and

debate. Such is the democratic Constitution adumbrated in the

Government of India Act.

The Congress solemnly sod repseted.y pledged itself to reject and

to " wreck " the Act and therefore n is a uisller for much gratifies-

t ion that l hose resolutions were not u-iiouaJy pressed uor carried out.

Tho President of the emigrea in J other loading Congressmen admit

that much could be icbiovcd for the good o( the country under the

Act. The Cougress Ministers declare they Lave been doing great

service to the people. Tho general election under tho Government

of India Act added to the strength of tbe Congress in nomo of tho

Provinces. In Madra. out of til 4 member# of the Legislative

Assembly the majority pert) second 149 members. In tho United

Provinces the parly ha* 134 from among 298 members. In Bombay,

out of 174 members they have bC
;

in Behar, they have 98 out

of 152 ; in Central Provinces they have 70 out of a total of 112

scats
.
aud in Orissa they have obtained bfl out of 60 scats. It is

alleged that in the Frontier Province there is a coalition government

as the Congress Majority was not an absolute oue. Tbe Ministries

were formed by the majority parties in tbe Provinces. They began

to give expressiou to their political opinions which fill tho columns

of party newspapers without any adequate attention to the nature

of the subject dealt with it* cajabilities or limitations. There seems

to be very vague reference* or no definite conception of the principles

of democracy They pay lip service to liberty and individual freedom

of expression setting up tiie« idols in one form only to knock them

down in the other. Independent thinkiog has become a sacrilege in

the present day Majority Party Governments. They preach that

the citizenship imeinbersbip in the Congress) is everything and that
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citizen is nothing witliotit realising ita import. The Executive and

the Members appear to be wore responsible, not to their “ Cooatitocn

cies " and “ the people ” but to the Congress and Committees above

them.

The most important item of village aplift is covered under a heap

of incoherent matter, evidently inteoded to cater to the party audience

and the promotion of partisan temperament and party propaganda.

The recent attempts at Legislation for Debt Relief indicate an insuffi-

cient grasp of rural situation, at any rate in the South. The problem

ia variously dealt with in the Provinces. The wipiug out of past

debts or of loans or of rents *oold not help r iral credit. The agri.

culturist wants capital from day to day. Uasty legislation in the

matter ia fraught with serious consequence, both to the cultivator

and to the landlord, yet this is the policy pursued in some Provinces.

It ia the petsonal or party programme winch ia more adhered to rather

than the promotion and the material well-being of the rural papulation.

This reminds me of an apt illustration given iu » hook " Modern

Government as a busy body in other men's matters.” A wooltly

journal wanted to atari a campaign for increased circulation. Au

A mar,can Expert was engaged to conduct the achool for the

•• Travellers
M who were to scour the country for new business to

enlist additional members. It happened Uiat the journal could

bo obtained in two ways. Hither it could be ordered from the

News Agent or it oould be supplied direct from the Publisher on a

postal subscription. There waa a good deal to be Mid for each

method. Prospective customers were kept ao busy discussing which

of the two ways of taking the journal would suit them best and their

minds were diverted from tbo other alternative, with the result that it

seldom occurred to them the most important fact, that perhaps tlioy

need not have the journal at all.
' Por a time the scheme worked

remarkably well, bat its foundations were bad and it came to a bad

end. One Ministry proposes that (be salaries of the government

employees should be cot or reduced to a certain |ierccntage to meet

the deficit iu the budgei caused by voluntary surrender of revcuues

elsewhere by the policy of Prohibition and that (lie people of the

country should practise asceticism and anotlier proposes a voluntary

or honorary medical service in the State hospitals to replace salaried

officers, a third proposes that village paochavats should form the

ageucy for reveoue collections; another argues that the corruption and
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mal-adrainisfration in the city Corporations and rural local bodies

could be removed by scrapping non-official agency altogether and

leave them to the good care of the officials as of old
.
yet another

proclaims that the lawyers' earnings should be minimised and that

thoro should be no redaction of court fees ; still a sixth seems to

encourage the view that the end justifies the means and therefore

Himsa might be explained when increased police force coupled with

the Congress unemployed vigilance committees are imposed on the

ignorant illiterate pcsantry to impress ujon them the law of prohibition

and the drastic rules made tlwreunder. Liberty of the individual is

discounted. Maximum revenue and minimum consomptiou is scorned

as a fooliah idea. It is vain to imagine that social reform oould be

forced on people by Legislation. Social Reforms must begin first in

the higher strata of people. The proposal to levy a licence fee on

shops selling foreign cloth as opposed to kbadt is of a similar class.

It is not the wonder working Legislation that would solve the most

complex problem of •* drink," as mere tomple entry does not aolve

the problem of untouchability. Tbe depressed class men are still

kept apart aa an untouchable dan. Is there a change of mind and

heart among the villages? That is tbe test. Arguments as to the

respective merits of economic methods are put forward with enthu-

siasm. By these devices similar in every way to thoso used by the

American Sales Expert, the public nuod is kept occupied with the

different aspects of one side of the problem now before the country.

Democracy is overshadowed by party cult. They ap|>ear to be so

despondent as to hare no |»wer left even to remember the mam

problems involving the moral and material welfare of tbe people nod

to provide mean* to grow two blades of grass where one is now

grown. The improvement of agricultural industry, mainstay of the

country is not thought of serkmlv. Tbe greatest need of the country is

to take a broad and national view of matters, to rise above party slogans.

The interest of tbe country should be the governing principle of

politic* and public life. The countiy first before community or Party.

The fundamental principle of democratic government is that the

individuals and representatives of the individuals should have an effective

voice in the government of the coontry. Tbe members of the govern-

ment occupy the Treasury Bench at bis choice. However ignorant,

passionate, capricioas and subject to the influence of demagogism the

people may be, the prudent and far-seeing person of the democratic
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government mast possess that fatience, foresight and delebration

which would enable him to know the mind of lbe masses and the

democratic assembly and shape events to the best advantage of the

country as a whole. Crowds havetbeir psychology singularly unforaeeable

and dangerous with fits of anger. This was demonstrated at the last

general election. A |>olilical cyclone has swept the Congress into

Legislatures and into power. Nevertheless the min in the street,

shows sometimes more wisdom than is exhibited by the Executive of

the day. It ia the duty of the Government to reason with him and

to avoid catastrophic policies or sudden changes. The whirl-wind of

public opinion cannot lie ignored. It is the possession of this ability

to work patiently, consistently and decisively amid the conflicting and

incalculable oondition* of democratic politics which makes persons

great and leaders of men. The new Government* have ao Tar contri-

buted not very much towards the success of democracy in ludik.

Perhaps it is too soin to judge.

Reference wn* made lo the fact that democratic government could

bo successfully worked only when there in an offective opposition. It

will be a non-deinocracy in province* where there could be no
organized and an effective opposition. In the absence of such an

opposition the present government ought to plaoe its cards openly on

the tablo and take such opposition as there is and the public into

consultation. The majority become* a machine, an automatic body

to register the vi^ws of the Executive. It (e the Executive Hint

legislates. A herd-mentality is being developed. Independent think-

ing is discredited and even the intelligent and cdocated are being

subjected to this malady. British Parliamentary demo^acy with

reference to the province* seems to become for the present a difficult

experiment. It is therefore inevitable that in the conditions in which

we are placed, one party government is growing towards autocracy

and the provinces with the Congress majority are drifting nearer to

the conditions in Germany. Italy or Russia. They may become a

source of danger to the State as a whole unless public opinion is

educated on proper lines to realise the untoward effects of tbo present

ayBtem of Congress democracy. The law of Reaction will inevitably

set in sooner or later, perhaps sooner than ia imagined. Iu the

meanwhile public should insist on a plan being prepared for every

departmental progress or development, a scheme for the development
of agricultural and rural industries is of foremost importance.
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Elementary education whether for five Tears or seven years Bhnuld

bo based on a definite plan with an aim that within that period

every village should have a bcIkxjI and that no family should

remain with an illeterate member. Thus the one-party govern-

ment may yet be able to do some national aervioe during the

period of its existeuce. Finances must be regulated. The success

of democracy in India depends on the proper control aver the

finances of the Province. This leads me to a suggestion made

in some quarters that for India the British form of democracy

may not be a suitobh plan. Iodia must evolve a democratic system

of ita own auited to its traditions, training and characteristics of

the people. British administration brought in its train ideals of

that country and engrafted them on the people, ft may be noted that

the Government of India Act is a great compromise and introduces

democratic constitution in modern India where democracy if any. is

a long forgotten past.

During the period within which the new Scheme haa been

working in Madras and elsewhere the Ministers and Parliamentary

Secretaries (ten Mmiatars and ten Secretaries) have been each in his

own particular way proceeding to speak matters of the Government.

There seems to be no co-ordination in the policy of programme Any

one could proclaim a programme and policy affecting the poople and

for which he ia not said to be responsible to the legislature but to

carry out the Election Manifesto. There ia such a great confusion in

the public mind as to identify anyone as being responsible for tny

subject or protfolio Tba rovenoc policy is an important ono aa it

offsets the poverty-stricken cultivator. Is there anything like a policy

in the administration of this department ? The last Government in

Madras had been assisting and relieving the ryots of the Presidency

by granting remissions during the last four years in all aroa* afflicted

by tbe failare of crop and consequent loss to the cultivator. For the

last Faali Year with a view to arrive at a more rational basis for the

levy of land revenue sod to avoid periodical re-eettlement a Committee

was appointed which after careful consideration recommended that

rc-settlemcnta might be done away with and that the demand for

land revenue may be determined at the price' prevailing before tbe

Great War. A remission of about 70 lakh* was thus proposed to be

remitted to the ryots. The ryots all over the country have been eagerly

expecting that the Government would bring into operation the beneficial

4
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measure* and there only a belated decision ou this vital ques-

tion, when the due date for enforcement of payment of Government

lasts had approached.

The Ministry's policy is reported to have been explained, tbo

official policy according to which the formation of village units will

reduce revenue expenditure and afford relief to ryots—autonomous

village administrations with powers (I) to collect revenue, (2) to grant

remisaions in suitable cases, (3) with powere in respect of law, regia-

tratioo, etc., (4) powers involving considerable transfer and devolution

of authority from Government department*. The Minister laid down

that the Government was theirs, people*' government, and that when-

ever the ryots ask for remissions of taxes or for reduction of their

burdens they should aim indicate the ways in which the losses result-

ing thereby could be made good and also indicate fresh sources of

taxation and how they should be levied by Government. When they

are running a democratic government, it was said, that it would not

do for them to reduce the laics and sit quietly at home! The people

asked for bread and they got a stone instead 1 Measures for Agri-

cultural Debt Relief are a necessity but the people's oconoinic condi-

tion and village economics should first bo carefully investigated as

economic condition of each village differ from one another and appro-

priate relief based on a system of conciliation should be considered,

Destroying village Credit without replacing it by more efficient organ-

isation is a suicidal policy. The relationship betwocn tho landlord

and the tenant should be made more harmonious and a give-and-take

spirit should be encouraged. The cultivating ryot and the landlord

should be brought togetlier for aettlecncnt of all differences The

Madras Bill is franght with grave daogcr and it should bo thoroughly

recast before acceptance.

It may be rash for any one to state definitely that provincial

autonomy ha* not helped the development of democracy as the

period of work is abort to show definite results but the indica-

tions arc not promising and it is earnestly Imped that with

experience and knowledge of actual working of the Governments

higher ideals will prevail, the country and the people far above the

concerns of the party and the pledges. Nationalism will then mani-

fest itself in a real and abiding form. I hare faith in the future of

our country and practical wisdom and statesmanship may assert them-
selves for the better end of the country.



THE THEORY OF PAKSATA IN INDIAN LOGIC
Dk. Satischandka Chatteeje. U.A., rfl.D.

I N Indian Logic inference is a type of syllogistic reasoning in which

we paw from tho apprehension of some mark or sign as related to

an object, to something else, by virtue of a relation of invariable

concomitance between the two. It follow* from this that inference

is not to be regarded as merely a form of implication in which a certain

relation of implication between two or more propositions is 6tatod

without any assertion of the troth of the propositions. On tho other

hand, it is a form of argument in which some thinker asserts that a

certain proposition is troe because certain other propositions aro

asserted to be true. As it has been pointed out by Dr. Stebbing,'

'tho relation of implication bolds between two given proposition*

independently of any thinker, who may. or may not. apprehend this

relation. In order that there should be inference there moat be a

thiuker who asserts the proposition The form of implication is

this: ‘if A implies B, and if A is; then B is \ In inference we
argoe that because A is related to B. and B is lavariably connected

with X, therefore A is connected with X.
'

It will appear from the above that inference as a form of argu-

ment depends on ryjpfi or a universal relation between the mark or

the middle term and something inferred or the major term. It defends

also on the relation of the middio term to the subject of inference or the

minor term. 80 it has been said : "Jost as inference depends on tydpti

or a universal relation between the middle and major terms, so it

depends on the relation of the middle term with the minor term.”* In

inference the minor term becomes related to the major through it* rela-

tion to the middle term. Every inference proceeds with regard to somo

object about which wc want to establish something oo the gronnd of a

ty<ipU or uuivcrsal proposition. Hence the minor term is ae much neces-

sary for inference as the middle term. The minor term being called

pak<<t in Indian Logic, is treated is a necessary condition of

» UoJf'H /nin.NclMi' l» Lc-ik. p. 7t.\
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inference. If there is to be any inference, there must be a pakm or

minor term. Hence the question i; • Under what conditions do we

get the minor term of an inference ? Or. under wliat conditions do

we draw inferences with regard to anything f While the validity of

inference depends on cydpit, its possibility depends on pakfatf.

Inference takes place when there is a paA\<a or subject of inference, it

becomes valid when based on cyapti or a universal relation between

the middle and the major terms. Hence while ry<ipfi is the logical

ground of inference. pakt4ld is its psychological ground or condition.

From the fact that tbe minor term is an object about which we
want to infer something, it will appear that tbe two obvious conditions

of a minor term are the absence of certainty about something (siddhya-

bliiiva) and the will to infer it (sifddhayift). The old Naiyiyika* ' and

the Vedintista * accept both of theae conditions when they say that

pakfali consist* in the presence of doubt about the todhya or the major
torin (sldhyasotiideba). Wo have a pikyt or minor term when we are in

doubt whether a certain subject ia telated to tbe s&dbya or major

term. Now doubt implies not only the abaonco of curtain know-
ledge about something but also a positive desire or will to know it.

Hence doubt a* a condition of inference involves both the absence of

certainty about something and Use desire to prove it.

The modern Naiyujikas take exception to the above view of

PdkfoU. According to them, neither tbe absence of certainty nor the

will to infer is a necessary condition of inference. There may be in-

forence even in tho presence of certainty. A logician may, if lie so

will, infer the existence of an elephant from its trumpeting voice evon

when he has perceived it and ao acquired certain knowledge about it.

Or, a man may infer the existence of tbe self oven when he has

acquired certain knowledge about it from tho scriptures. Again, there

may be inference even when there is no will to infer as when one
involuntarily iofers the existence of clouds from tbe roar of thunder.

This caw shows also that tbe preeence of doubt is not ao essential

condition of inference, since there is in it no previous doubt a* to

the existence of clouds in the sky. Thus we see that inference takes

place under the following conditions
:

(a) when there are abseuco of

l. Xa ninAs'nh*

2. PaksM
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certainty and presence of the will to infer; (6) when there is absence

of bosh certainty and the will to infer; (c) when there ia presence

of both certainty and the will to infer. But no inference takes place

when there are presence of certainty and absence of the will to infer.

Hence to combine the first three cases and exclude only the last we are

to say that inference takes place tu all cases excepting that in which

there are preseuce of certainly and absence of the will to infer. This

is expressed by the modern Naiyiyikas by saying that pakfatd consists

in the absence of that condition in which there are the presence of

certainly aud absence of the will to infer.'

The conditions of valid inference have of late been discussed by

some Western logicians. All of them, however, do not sufficiently

realise the importance of the psychological condition of inference,

which Indian logicians discuss so thoroughly under the theory of

pakjold. Mr. Ruaaell seems to tbink that all that is necessary fer

inference ia the logical condition of a relation of implication between

propositions. According to him, the psychological element, namely,

our knowledge of the propositions and their relations, is not a uocctt-

•»ary ooudilion of inference. Thus lie says: ‘It is pisin that where vro

validly infer one proportion from another, we do ao in virtuo of a

relation which bolds between the two propositions whether we perceive

it or not : the miud, in fact, is es purely receptive in inference as com-

mon sense supposes it to be io perception of sensible objects*.* Borne

other Western logicians like Mr. Johnson and l)r. Stebbing,* how-

ever, have rccogmwd the importance of both the .logical aud the psycho-

logical conditions of inference. According to them, there are two kinds

of conditions for any valid inference The 6rst kind of conditions

refers to the propositions and t lie relations that bold between them.

Thono conditions are said to be independent of the thinker and are

called by Mr. Johnson the “constitutive conditions. " In order that

the proposition q may be formally inferred from p it is necessary that

/i should logically imply q aud aUa that p should be true. Tbo other

kind of conditions refers to the relation of the propositions to what the

thinker may happen to know. Since in inference a thinker passes

from something known to something inferred, it follows that the

propositions and their relations must be known by us. It follows also

I. cl-iJIuj .-miJbi-w » - Uh;0*41ah lol'ili.tlc. mi. 80Ma
•i. lituicil, Pr ntjf'rr of p. ».
&. F«f Subbing. Sltderu /ulrviaclic* fc Lojrf, pf>. 2IMG.
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that wliat is inferred mast not be already kuown as true or faiae. In

order that q may be validly inferred from p, it is n«*3sary that p most

be known to he true, and also that p must be known to imply q with-

out its being known that q is trne. These conditions are dependent

upou the relation of the thinker to the proposition* involved in inference

and are called the “epistemic conditions" of inference.

Il would appear from the above that there is a consensus of opi.

cion amoDg logicians, both Indian and Western, that a valid inference

must satisfy at least two conditions, namely, that there must be a true

proposition and that it must imply another proposition. There is,

however, aome diflereuce of opinioo among them as to bow these

conditions condition inference. While a realist like Mr. Russell seems

to think that they condition inference evenwhen they are not known,

Indian logicians maintain that they can condition inference only when

they are known by us. According to them, while perception may be

mid to be conditioned by the existence of the sense organs, inference

is conditioned, not by the more fact, but by the knowledge of aoraethiug

as a sign and that of Its invariable relation to something else,

although the reality of these thin** and fbeir relation i» independent of

our mind.' There views seem to be reconciled by Mr. Johnson who

holds that fur inference there must not only be a true proposition and a

relation of implication between propositions, bat that thnae must ho

known by the thinker who it inferring.

With regard to whit we litre celled the psychological condition

of inference there is a sharp difference of opinion among logicians. Tho

question heie is: Under what conditions does infcronco lake place ?

The answer given to this qoeetioo by the old Naiyiika* and the Vcdin-

tius is that inference takes place whsn there is doubt about what is to

be inferred. This is perhaps the most plausible view that would be

readily accepted by common sense. No man takes the trouble to

infer or prove anything unless be is in doubt about it. This view,

however, is contradicted by the inference of clouds from tho sudden

roer of thunder, sinoe it is not preceded by auy doubt in the mind of

the thinker who infer*.

But then it may be said that the want of certainty, if not a posi-

tive state of doubt, is the essential condition of inference. In the

1. Si c» Mtuyi c»kfjMjt»aBi6obUf»ib Ui»|»l« litu jtMWUjri Si'ro.Iar-

»aiitt»«*yrata. ck- L C/. she M; A. II
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Advailasiddhi this view is accepted ao alternative to the first given

above, when it says that paktalA is the absence of proof relating to

what is to be inferred. Among Western logicians. Dr. Stebbing also

supports this view when she save: "Since inference is a process in

which a thinker passes from something known to ajmethiog inferred,

it is clear that we coaid not say we had inferred q if we had already

asserted q. It is, therefore obvious that q must not be known to be

true, aud equally obvious that q must not be known to be false.*

There is a strong presumption in favour of this view. Inference as a

source of knowledge aims at giving us certain knowledge about things.

80 it is obvious that if we want to know anything by inferenoe, it is

because we lack certain knowledge about it.

Now let us consider if the second view can explain all tlie cases of

inference mentioned by the modern KtiyAyikas. There teems to be no

difficulty so far ss the first two cases are concerned. In the first case

(<j), we have inference when there it the absence of certainty together

with the will to infer, e. g., the inference of futore rain from the ap-

pearance of dark clouds in the sky. In the second case (b>, we have

inference when there is the absence of both certainty and tho will to

infer, a. g., the inference of clouds from the roar of thunder. Wbilo

there is the absence of certainty in both these cares, the will to infer

it absent in the second. This seems to suggest (bat tbe absence

of certainty is the eerential condition, and tbe will to infer is only an

accidental conlition of inference. But when we come to tbe third case

we are confronted by an exception to tbe role that every inference is

conditioned by the absence of certainty. Thns 10 care (e). we have

inference when there u certainty together with tbe will to infer. If

this be so. we bare to reject tbe view (bat tbe absence of certainty is

an essential condition of inference and recognise tbe importance of the

will to infer as a condition of inference. But the question is : Is there

really any cose in which inference takes place in spite of certainty and

in virtue of the will to infer ? Tbe examples cited by the Naiyayikas

are lather doubtful esses. Thns it may be said that if a logician infers

the existence of an elephant perceived by him. it must be because

he bas some doubt, however slight, about tbe truth of his perception.

Similarly, we may say that when a person refer* the existence of the

self, known by him through tbe scriptures, it must be because

» Va*r. ZiUnxfwHMi re Uax. p 211.
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lie is not absolutely sure of the truth of his scriptural knowledge. But

there are certaiu cases of inference which may be taken as crucial ins-

tances. The path described by a falling body may be deduced by u

physicist from certain law* of motion, even when he sees it and has no

doubt about the reality of what he sees. ’We might prove to a person

who doubted the correctness of our memory, that it rained yesterday,

by pointing to other fact* with which rain is necessarily connected.'

A lawyer may produce evidences to prove a case of which he lias per-

gonal knowledge. Some theorems of Geometry prove what is other-

wise obvious or clearly perceived. At least, the geometrician who

proves them has no doubt about their truth. It is true that in some

of these cases there i* some doubt in the mind of the person or penons

for whom these inferences are made. But we must frankly admit that

there is no doubt iu the mind of the person who makes the inference.

It cannot lx- said that the presence of doubt in one mind conditions

ehe process of inference occurring in a different mind. Hence we are

to admit that there may be inference in the face of certainty, only If

we hate the will to infer. It may. of coarse, be asked here : What

does the will to infer aim at in sorh a case? To this we reply that it

aims at demonstrating a known fact by showing its nsewwary connec-

tion with other fads. It cannot be said that the demonstrative know

ledge of the fact being absent before, th» inference is really conditioned

•by the absence of certainty. So Tar M the knowledge of the fact is

concerned, its demonstration adds nothing to the certainty with which

it was otherwise known 6ef<*e. Nor can we say thAt what the demons-

trative inference proves is not that there i* aocli-and-Mich a fact, hut

that such-and-such a fact follow* from certain other facts. Tbit a fact

follows from other facts is no part of tho oon.-lusioo of an inference,

but a part of ita grounds of premises. Hence we are to say that the

conclusion of the demonstrative inference states the same fact that was

previously known by perception or memory, only it arrives at the fact

by way of inference. And. as Dr. Smart say*: “It is not ueceasary

for inference that the conclusion reached should be a fact which was

not hitherto known. "* So wo conclude that the modern Naiyayikas aro

justified wbeo they emphasise the function of will in inference ami

define pokfold as tho absence of the condition iu which there is cer-

tainty, but no will to infer.

*I
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THE POETRY OF CHIVALROUS LOVE*
P. N. Ror. M.A., D.Lnr.fRoui)

I N I lie twilight that followed the sunset of the classical civilisation,

* the human spin! in Europe underwent a profound change, tho

effects of which are visible not only iu tire cultural legacies of the time

but also iu the spiritual activity of the generations that followed much
later. Tho period between the decay of the classical culture and the

Renaissance has been labelled by tl* historians as the dark age becauso

of the general loss of learning, superstition and bad taste of tho time.

Hut in nature myslerioua operations goon in the silence of the night, the

results of which we see ooly in tire light of the morning. The
dark age of European history was a period of many such myaterioua

operations. It was the formative period of French, Spanish and Italian

languages and of the new poetical metres. It was the time of the

flowering of the romance- and the legends of lire saint*. It was tho

age which mw the rise of the trade guilds, the birth of the Parlin-

meotary system in England, the uiakiug of paper, and tho foundation

ol the institution of chivalry, all of which bad the nroat far-reaching

consequences.

The classical age was an age of enlightenment and rationalism,

but it was also an age of limited vision and limited foeling. The aun
gives light, but it shuta out the stars and the dialanl hoarena. Tho
Greeks were a superb race and hare left us a beritago of imperishable

glory. But we miss in the Greek culture those tremblings of the

spirit which the sense of mystery and transceodence generate. The
emotional range of the Romans was equally limited. They wore great

masters of material progress, great conquerors, great lew-givers, great

rulers, but tboir soul was nsrer inebriated with the feeling for the

unknown and the unattainable.

The classical mao was a man of clear vision and dear perception.

He saw things in the light of his reason. So he fsw them iu their

' Ao «x'r» »ur*nr«ui* .Mlm€4 ua*r Ike •***» «IlU Faculty ot ArU. Beo.rf.
Hindu OnirersttJ.
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limitation* and hence in their trae proportion*. The strongest feeling

in him about life was nit mystery but morality, a morality which

enjoined the living of one's own life in a |*rfect manner. Bui

the night of tlie Middle Ages brings with it, as it does in our

daily experience, the sense of mystery and awe and opeus up new

springs of feeling. The classical love of the ooncrctc and the well-

defined is replaced by emotions for the vast, the unseen, the in.

tangible, the incommunicable. Imagination expands itself in Ihe

direction of the infinite and the occult and religion becomes the

dominant passion of the age Man begin* to fear and to believe.

Life seems a miracle, a thing of weird suggestiveness like the star-

studded mystery of the sky. In fact, religious sensibility so permeates

every sphere of life that the Middle Ages have been glorified as the

" Ages of Faith." We find its manifestations in the art, literature and

social life of the time. The heavenward aspiration of the soul finds

expression in the Gothic spire, the religious lyrics and the lives of Ihe

saints, Philosophy ia wedded to Theology. New religious orders,

such as the order of the gentle 8t. Francis and that of the sterner 8t.

Dominic, preach and practise a new humanism of great social efficacy

by sharing the sufferings of the people and hr reminding them of the

ultra-mundane ideality. Sentiments of sorrow and suffering, of piety,

humility and resignation, of fidelity and renunciation, of charity and

love, all ending in an ecstatic mysticism, constitute the characteristic

moods of the age.

These new spiritual enthusiasms have yet anothor effect which

diatinguiahea the dark ages from the classical ago. It is tho increased

reverence for woman. Already the Eastern Church of early Christianity

had developed the cult of the Mother of God and prepared the way for

a mystic adoration of woman. But the Church of the later times made

her a taboo as the natural friend of Satan and an enemy of God. This

inimical feeling was deepened during the days of the Crorades when
there was a sharp division between the lore of God and the love of

woman, because monastic chastity of life was considered an essential

qualification for the fighters in the bolv wars. Put when the influence

of the crusades was less powerful. “ Dien et ml dame " blended and

the fruit was a peculiar regard for woman as a visible image of heaven

and a boly link between the man and his maker.

This attitude we miss entirely in the classical age. Woman in

Greek and Boman society was held in high esteem but there wbb no-
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citing mysterious about ber. She was looked upon as a creature of flesh

and blood and the fascination which she exercised upon the masculine

mind was one of physical attraction. Lore as depicted and sung in the

poetry of the Greeks and Romans is always a thing of the senses,

without that wistfulness, that tender spirit of adoration and delicacy of

aeutiinont which we discover in the amorous poetry of the dark ages.

Intensity there is enough in the pagan feeling of love, and we have no

right to doubt its sincerity, bat it was not considered as a spring of

virtue, as a source of an elevating influence for tbe soul, as au opener

of Huprarnuudane mysteries. Pagan love never dreamed. Bros in

Sappho or Anacreon or Ovid waa a fall-blooded, ardent, impotuous and

radiant youth who delighted in life and light and laughter, in dalliance

and wantonness. Tbe vesperal moods of submission, adoration and

melancholy were unknown to him.

The new ideal of love developed first in the south of France to-

ward* the end of the tenth century in the midst of an aristocratic

society and under the influence of chivalry and feudalism.

But before proceeding farther, let u« first of all briefly clarify our

notions of chivalry and feudalism. Chivalry should uot be confounded

with feudalism. The two in-titutwns developed almost about tho same

time, but they differed widely in their coulenU. Chivalry was made up

of new and powerful enthusiasms of the spirit. It wa* a aort of golden

dream which the men and women of the middle ages dreamed, and

though it has it. concrete aspects in eoaie special observance* and codos

or honour prevalent at the time.
1

its quinte~J*oce was a peculiar mental

stute. an aspiration of the soul, which found expression in poetry and

romance, but seldom or never became a social reality.

' li order I* becono • fal-fledged ko,«bt a <«.*!*». tie nobis yoaocats Lid (c go

lbranch Its fatlow mg Mar*. : FlUl <L« it® ©* * to 14 be bad lo ran. beroa m pane.

At tbs "ge 14 be U-«n* »o .lUedau awaits. lbs cMlsJrad and tba oa.lU-

lad; oo horisbatfc. At tbs ip all 7 tbe eaeira ba' to coca: in .earrh of adteatorea after

'•bob be w.i mad* a kalsbt at the ace cl 21. Tbe eemcety •( ktiibthood, which lock

place tirf-.CT a chon* altar .hither the soa-JU .at wodu.lsd by two ap(*<„,d
knight* who tecaroe kit god-fatbsr* is anna. rtsoated <A a pr.liro.oaiy bait of purification

tiler nbirh tho k i. i^lt r»t to ia ascreuaoa a mbd# turoc, tyoibsl ol purity, a red robs,

.yitbcJ of bl«d hr .a. to -died fer : fa.lK aol . laii -. kic, ayrabsl of d«tb wb*b be

wet conetaatly ta f»<e. A pne* ilea aaM Ike nu and tbs nwd. The knigbt'a

tody «a* then .track by the flat port of ib- »wo-d t-y tU «!».. at rto game tiro®

iaii-Tn th« n-iri* of G.-l. . f «i M.liel and S* G« I laakeym knight. • Then*
(reiiotaodaecta of a ko-uht »«rr — I » Faith ••• tU chunk. I2l preUctioa of tbe .lurch. (3i

praectico of tbe weak. Ill palriubo. Ill ae-r to tore c« s l«di asaioat tbe co.my. <C|

fighting the I olidel*. |Ti 4i.cl.arse .1 tojJJ J-t>. wfc.c aU as.iort ibt law of God. (8) Irulb-

fi.ln.ga, |0) genarbsut, tl lybiicf again* ia]>olMW and evil. TUe iiitng; which wet®
engendered by that, eudea were loyalty. I bera <) .

c*..nr j .ad the mow of hoooar. C/. I*
cbevalrl® by Loon Gaatier. Abo Waiter Sect: * «--»y oo tkiialry.
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Feudalism was on tbe contrary a system of social organization

which came into existence after the Germanic invasion of the Roman

provinces of Europe. In pagan times the town was more important

than the country. The Greek culture was a city culture and so also

the culture of Home. But when tbe Germans conquered the Rnrosn

provinces, they removed the centre of social life from the city to the

country by distributing enormous estates among their vassals and thus

creating a landed aristocracy wbo lived in fortified residences, surround-

ed by their own servant* and men. The basis of the new mode of life

woo military and adventure and active life were its chief manifestation.

Each landlord ruled hia estate from his castle like a veritable tyrant and

the constant necessity of falling back on hia own strength for protection

against agression, kindled in him an inordinate love of power and

despotism which not infrequently bordered apon ferocity.

How is it that th# age whieb history paints as dark with corrup.

lion, intrigue treachery, murder and other vicca of the feudal system, is

painted in rosy hues by the literature of chivalry ? ft was the ideal

reaction of man against a loathsome reality. In darkness comes the

longiog for light. In the sombre gloom of the feudal times when the

reality presented a picture of depressing moral condition, tho imagina-

tion dreamt of spiritual altitudes which wore bright with the light of

heaven, ft lias been said that “ in feudal society there perhaps existed

not for several centuries a single individual who showed any symptom

of greatness of soul or virtue." 1 The chivalrous world is, on ti?s

contrary, a world of noble sentiments and excellent virtues. Unselfish-

ness, frankness, fidelity, generosity, parity of character, devotion to the

cause of the poor and the weak—these were the characteristics of the

true knight of chivalry. But when in course of time tho poetical

notions of chivalry acquired greater strenth through the diffusion of the

romances and songs of the poets, the ideal perhaps came closer to

reality and exerted a modifying ioflueoce upon it.

Efforts have been made to discover the aources of the poetical

notions of chivalry. Some have tried to trace tbe birth of chivalry to

the manners and traditions of tbe Germans. Others again have looked

to the Arabian influence as its primary source. Still another source has

been found in the adventurous mode of life led by tbe Normans. It

would be out of place here to take into accoont the evidences put

I

I. Historj U lU LsUraare of tbe SouUli of
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forward for or against these theories. Whai teems probable and what is

now generally accepted as true is that the chivalric spirit is made up of

eloineuls derived from all these source? The almost idolatrous venera-

tion of the woman bj the Germans is supposed to have supplied the

chiralric attitude towards womanhood. The knightly spirit of ven-

geance and notions of honour with the sensibility to insults are consi-

dered to be the gifts of the Arabians, wbo had attained a high degree

of moral development at the time of the rise of chivalry. The normans

contributed the elements of intrepidity, dash, gallantry. Yet another

contributor) factor was Christianity which with its crusades opened the

gates of romance, and with its cult of the Virgin Mary helped in the

development of the sex-occultism of chivalry.

As regards the period of the rise of chivalry, it is difficult to say

anything with precision. The fall, flowering time of the cult was the

twelfth century, but the writers of this century placed the age of

chivalry in the past, and by examining the reoords of each century, the

critics
“ are forced to confess that is necessary to antedate the age of

chivalry at least three oc four centuries before any period or authentic

history." (Sismoodi, Literature of the South of Kurope.)

But whatever the time when the r.se of chivalry took place, its

poetry of love with the peculiar delicacy of aentunent and humhlo

adoption of woman, waa, aa has been mentioned before, elaborated und

perfected in Provence. Thera were several factors which helped this

part of the continent of Europe to be the home and centre of the new

literary and social culture. The south of France l>ad the

advantage of imbibiug and retaining the spirit of the Greek

culture at an early age. on account of its proximity with the early

Greek colonies along the Mediterranean. Later the country was

thoroughly romanised, Inheritors of the traditions of two cultures,

the people of Provence had thus, even in those dark times, a

natural aptitude for elegance of manners aud love of arts which

they did not lose even under tho strong impact of Germanic

invasions, which engraftel the feudal social system upon their Graeco-

Roman heritage. Moreover the land enjoyed relative peace and a

brisk Mediterranean commerce increased the wealth of the already

wealthy lords of the soil. The castles of these lords were often visited

by travelling companies of acrobats and jugglers who amused them by

telling tales and singing songs. Their ladies, who were often dressed

in oriental silks and pearls brought by the maritime commerce, alto
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delighted to break the monotony or their exigence by listening to the*

sales aud sings. The minstrels were welcomed everywhere and they

often vied with one another in winning the applause and favour of their

liearers by introducing delicate flatteries into their stories and lays.

Now, as these vagabond minstrels who were mostly people belong-

ing to the lower classes of society, aaog to these noble lords and ladies,

it often so happened that some of tbera fell under the spell of some

fair and gentle dame. Doe to the difference in social tank, the

minstrel bad often to suppress his passion or to nourish it in silence and

solitude. Prom bis bumble cottage be perhaps dreamed of the caatlo

lady of his heart at a splendid vision. She aeemed all the more

splendid in contrast to the ignorant and uure6ned women of the lover’s

own class and when be sang of her, the sentiment of love became a sort

of vassalage under the stress of the acute sense of tocial difference.

But where the passion was reciprocal, the lady, who was married, had,

in order to avoid scandal, to be addressed in a cryptic mode, understood

by ber alone. Io this way a natural passion waa forced into unnatural

ways of expression and a poetry of love was brought into oxistence in

which the beloved waa sung in terms of an unattainable ideal. It was

the institution of marriage which stood in the way of the union of the

lovers, because, due to tbs freedom winch the woman could acquire

only aftor marriage, the beloved was in almost all cases a marriod lady.

But marriage in the feudal time* was a strict bond in which adulterous

relations wsro both difficult and dangorous. Moreover, marriage in

European axiety at that time was a matter of negotiation rather than

of free choice, and it may be that behind many such arranged marri-

ages no feeling of the heart ever existed at all. Marriago thus came

to be looked upon as a conventional bond into which men and women

entered for social convenience, and extramarital passion was idealised

as true love. And as it was believed that the body of a woman be-

longed to ber husband by right of marriage, true love was considered

to be froe from carnal elements.

Hindered by the institution of marriage, the love-lyrists of Pro-

vence began to move in the rarefied atmosphere of the spirit and

reduced the jiassion of love into certain problems which were earnestly

discussed by men and women at special kinds of social gatherings

known as the courts of love, which were generally presided over by a

chosen lady. Here are some examples or tbe problems discussed at

these courts.
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(1) Which are Ihe greater, the joys or the sorrows of love ?

(2) Two husbands have, one a very homely, the other a very

beautiful wife
;
both guard them with equal care—which is the least

to blauie ?

(8) Which is the most in love, the ODe who cannot resist the

impulse to speak of hia lady everywhere, or tbe one who remembers

her in silence ?

(4) Shall a lover who it favoured by hia lady prefer to be her

lover or her busbaod ?

(6)

Do tbe eyes or the heart contribute more to preserve love in

a faithful lover ?

(6) Which is better, to hate when loved or to be loved when

hated ?

(7) To which does a lady sliow the greater love, to one whom
she gives or to one from whom she takes ?

(8) Which lover shall a married woman choose, one who is the

deadly enemy of her husbaod or one wbo is his bosom friend ?

(9> A lady has three snitors and likes them equally well. All

three once appeared before her at the same time and she gsve each a

token of her love
: to one a loving glance, to the eecond a pressure of

the hand, while she trod gently and with a wnile on the foot of the

third. To which of these three lovers is she most inclined ?

(10) Which is preferable, to win a lady by groat learning or by

holdnote ?

(11) Is it better to die with one’e beloved, or to survive her in

sorrow ? 1

These are some of tbe typiral questions that were discussed by

the Provencal poets. These show how from live sentiment of love they

had arrived at a sort of dialectics of love. The emotion of the heart

was transformed into a diversion of the raiod. Tbe kiDd of poetry in

which such qucstioos were treated by tbe Provencal* is koown as

tomans. Tbe word tenzon implie* a dispute, generally between two

minstrels. The first minstrel put tbe question, and the form given by

him to his strophe was preserved by tbe second in bis reply. The

debate took place, as has already been mentioned, before a court of

love, which sometimes consisted cither of men or women and was

1 TU*e and other oampira cl !<ne-<pjeKk<>a ciled in Uni e«uj are taken Iran The
Italian Serial OjaKena ol the 18th cecicrj by T. P. Cra*. Yale CaKrrsity Pie*. 19i0.
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eomeiirnea a mixed gathering. The judge communicated his deci-

sion in a song consisting of a verse form of the same pattern as the

question and answer strophes.

[ have given some examples of questions. Here are some judg-

ments :

There was a discussion over the question as to whether thero

could be such a thing aa married love. The decision of the judge was

that there could be no love between inan and wife because love was

furtive and jealousy could not exist between the married.

Two suitors who are equal in all respecLs ask for the same lady ;

which is to be preferred ? The judge decide* that he is to !>« preferred

who is first in point of time. If their suit* were proffered at the

same time, then the oue whom the lady roost desires.

A lady who has a suitable lover marries and afterwurJ avoids

her former lover and refuses bun the usual favours. The judge

decides that marriage does not exclude prior love mile** the ludy he

determined to renounce love for ever.

It has been asked as to whether the court * of love were temporary

tribunals or permanent ones deciding actual cases from real life.
' Wo

need not enter into this question. But love not only came tu bu

discussed in the conrts, it wii gradually reduced from a natural

passion to a kind of art and olaboralv rules and regulations were laid

down aa to how it could he acquired, retained, incroaaod. diminished

or coded. These laws of gallantry may be best read in a book written

by a mnn called Andreas Ceppelianns who it said to have flourished

towards the close of the twelfth century. From it we learn that love

could be acquired in five ways: by beauty, probity, eloquence, wealth

and readiness to grant the favours of love, and that the true lover

must avoid avarice, must be faithful and truthful, must have few

confidante of love, must obey the beloved, must not slander, must not

betray the loves of others, and must be courteous and polite to all.

Andreas’s book lay# down several other general principles of love and
love-making, such as:

(1) Marriage is not a just excuse for not loving.

(2) Ho who is not jealous cannot Jove.

• II is uaterf Is a l«k by J.

si Sign*, Plenties. Iiotoioin
endue*. Bui then in n« ikoM teat t
iiediienl allegonat cf tfc* court* cf lots.

reduce that pencifecl room ul loro «»i,|„|
Bel ifae critic* arc dnlorlioed to truat Lie

•ferial Catherine* afterwards aroic the
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(3) A man «n love only when lie ha« reached full man-hood.

(1) Every lover i* wont to tnrn pale at tlie sight of bis beloved.

(fi) He eats and sleeps les> whom the thought of love dietroesee.

(6) He is not wont to love who is tormented by lewdness.

(7) Nothing forbids a woman to be loved by two men, and a man

by two women, etc.1

A poetical exposition of »h© rules of chivalrous love may be found

in a poem by a troubadour of Hie thirteenth century, named Ainerien

dea Bseas. In this poem the author give* instructions to a lady and

a young man in regard to the manners of chivalry. To the lady he

says among other things that slie should seek a lover who ia courteous.

There may bo exchange of presents between her and her lover, but

she should not allow him to make dislionouiable demands of her, so

long as she continues to be unmarried. To the youug man he say* that

he should be elegant in dress, should be disc-root and reserved. He
further advises him, iu regard to his oondoct towards hit mistress,

(hat in cam she should giro him cause for jealouiy and should deny

that, even when he has the [.roof of his awn eyes, he should tell her:

" Lady. I am persuaded that what you tell me is trne. but I did really

believe that I had sean it." (Sismoodi, op. cil.)

This it chivalrous courtesy iu exrelsis !

In place ot the natural individual passion, the Provencals thus

came to possess a particular social altitude and a special general state

of the mind about love. In fact they created a new God of Lovo

whom they worahippoJ not with the warmth of physical passion

but with the virtues of the mind. They somatimaa expressed Ibis

love in the form of allegory. We find an example of this

allegorical representation of love in a poem by the troubadour, Pierre

Vidal. The poet relatca that once in the country ho met a young

kuight of tender look and mien and of a slight and graceful figure,

with a crown of roses. He wa * riding oo a horse which waa

white as snow but was spotted here and there in black and purple.

He approached the poet and said “ Know, Pierre Vidal, that I am
Love ;

this lady is called Mercy. tLat damsel is Modesty, and my
esquire, there, is Loyalty." (Sismoodi. Hist of the Literature of

the South of Europe. Vol. I. p 137.)

< T«k>d from b* ,p til. bj T. F. Crsor.

6
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All students of Etntore know bow this Dew allegory of Love

flooded Europe for several centuriei. Henceforth we meet the catcher

love at every highway and byway of literature. Sometimes we meet

him riding on bis palfrey across a sunlit meadow in the May-morning
;

sometimes wc find him feated on the grass boside the oool waters of

a brook
;
someiimes he appears in the midst of the wondere of a

garden
;
sometimes under the emerald vault of forests. And lie is

always tender and meek ; gentle and virtuous
;
dreamy and contem-

plative. >ow he is in pruccteiou, now all alone. Now wc see btiu

smile, now we hear him sob and sigh. But his smile never becomes a

boisterous laughter, his sob never becomes a wild cry.

Apart from the tendons alrendy mentioned tbe Provencals expressed

their amorous sentiment in another kind of terse composition called

can/aa. The lemon* were poem* of dispute, whereas the cannons

were pure love-dittie*. Bat the reduction of the sexual passion to a

particular state of the mind coders the Provencal love-poems mono-

tonous in character. Tho wntmeuts are almost tbe same in all of

them—the worship of a woman who hae been raised to an abstract

ideal and according to tbe faabion and convention* which regulated the

relation between tlie poet and the woman. The lack or slightness

of personal experience led to a similarity of feeling and even similarity

of ideas and imageries. Goaded by the desire for renown, many poets

simulated passion for an imaginary lady—a trick which waa followed

by many later poets. Sometimes a poet would even fall in love with

n woman, not seeo but only heard about. An example is afforded

by the eelebratod cue of tho troubadour Jaufre Rudol who became

ouumoured of tlie Countess of Tripoli about whom he bad heard much
and sailed for the Levant in order to express his love (or her. On
tho way he fell ill and reached Tripoli almost dyiug. Oo hearing

that a poet was dying of love for her. the Countess visited him on

shipboard. Rudel thanked her for her kindi*** and died. The story

is koowu to all students of Eoglish literature through Robert

Browning’s poem Rudel to tbe Lady of Tripoli.” It would not be

out of place hero to quote the poet's own verses which he wrote before

bis last voyage.

Irat et doleat m’en part rev

S’ieu non v»y cet amour de lueneb.

Et non say qu’oura la veray

Car sont trop noutras terras lueneb.
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Dteo que fez tout quant ran e ray

Et forma aquett amour tuencb.

My don poder al cor car bay

Esper rezer I‘amour de luench.

Segnour. tenea mi pour rcray

1/amour qu'ay ter. ella da luench

Car pour un ben quo m‘en eabay

Hay miile maJa, lanl eoy de luencb.

Ja d'autr* amour non jauzirai

S’ieu non jau dot* amour de luencb

Qu'una plua belle ooo eo aay

En lua* que aia ny pera ny lucoeh.

Angry and tad aball be my way.

If I behold not her afar.

And yet I know not when that day

Shall me. for atill .he dwell, af.r.

God. who beat formed th » fair array

Of world* and placed my love afar,

Strengthen «uy heart, w.lh hope I pray.

Of feeing her I lore afar.

Oh I<onl believe my faithful lay.

For wdl I love her though afar.

Though but ooe bleeeac may repay

The thousand grief. I feel afar.

No other lota .hall *hcd »U ray

On me. if not thia kite afar.

A brighter on. where’er I rtray

I aball not Me. or near or far.

(To be continued.)



THE PACIFIC BASIN-A CULTURAL SURVEY
Kalidas Nag

ll'hile surveying the progress of Art and Archaeology in Fa rope and

»
' the Near East, in the United States and in Latin America (vide

Ait rind Archeology Abrcad, published by the University of Calcutta,

1936-37), I was naturally drawn to the immense and so far inadequately

explored Pacific World. The end of the Middle Ages was significantly

marked by the pioneer explorations of Portugal and Spain leading to

the discovery or rediscovery of the so-called New World already

peopled by the Oriental Mongoloid races. The Atlantic Ocean then

served aa the great highway of Atlantic commerce and culture. Tho

pre-Columbian art and culture of the two Americas were ruthlessly

destroyed in the name of Christianity and the highly gifted xacoa were

drowned in the deluge of blood. A struggliug and demoralised race,

the American Indians, still drag on a miserable existence, occasionally

rousing anthropological ewk*ity or eecletiaatictl charity. But the

prevalence of the American Indians all along the Extern shores of

the Pacific, from Alaska to Mexico and from Peru to Patagonia has

only been indifferently studied to far with reference to tho other crow,

currents of races and culture* in Asu and the vast Pacific Basin.

Columbus, the first of the European navigator* to touch South

America, reached tho Orinoco river in 1490 shortly after his discovery

(1492) of the New World. He was followed by two eminent

Portuguese explorers
;
Balboa discovering the Pacific (1613) at the

Gulf of Panama, and Magalhaes who plunged into the Pacific (1620)

through the Magellan Strait. The adventurers, chiefly Spanish and

Portuguese, were attracted by the silver of the Andes and tho rich

mineral wealth of Potcsi in Bolivia In 1693 gold was found in

Minas Geracs of Brazil. In 1729, diamonds also were discovered in

the gold-bearing districts of Brazil winch was the largest producer of

diamonds until the opening ol the Kimberly fields of Booth Africa.

Individual greed and imperialistic scramble of the Buccaneers nnd

Conquistadores. always from across the Atlantic, superimposed a new

Atlantic Civilisation on tbc dead bones of the Pacific races. With

the growth of anthropological and pre-bUtoric studies id the 19th
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century, 8cience appeared in her new role as tbe mother of Charity

ever so mack more understanding and disinterested than tbe Church-

ridden charity of older days. Tbe vast wreckage of pre-Columbian

art and cnltnre are now being collected and studied mainly by the

American Universities and Museums and especially by the Elaye

Foundation of tbe American Indians and by the Museum of Natoral

History, New York.

Rack Orioixs in ths Niw World.

The American scholars, generally speaking, suffer from the

incubus of a sort of cultural Monroo Doctrine. That is why, till very

recently, there prevailed among American anthropologists and anti-

quarians the idea that “tlie American cultures were of essentially or

even wholly American development." Thanks, however, to tbe

painstaking researches of eminent scientists like the late Frof. Dixon

und specially Dr. Ales Hrdlicka, fresh light has been thrown on tbe

problem, proving almost oonclurively the importation of races and

cultures from Asia. Since 1926 the Smithson an Institution of

Washington carried on explorations and stodie* in Alaska under the

direction of Dr. Hrdlicka and bis colleagues and they have definitely

come to the conclusion that the American I nd/an '* is connected with

tho early neolithic men of Asia and through him with the Magdnlanian

and Aurignacian men of Aria aud Europe." Tbe cultural cv.donee of

the explorations shows, according to Dr. Hrdlicka that the men

from Asia were cuioing over not u i people without a culture hut

already as carriers of well-advanced culture' of, in suhataui-e, tbe

Aimnc.tu typo and from Which further American developments,

according to differing needs and oj>|orluoilic*, could readily have

taken place in different locations.*

• HpUv la ;TI* .<-*.» ./ sis /**. tom ts lit NfAl ./ ,r, r„t dutotihn."
(IMS |

" UB lo \»rj i»si*ttv tl-i* (will u><e« An.ik.a irU>lm Ibr oata that If*
AlMffc*an rabam a«ra td Manual!j <* e>to ilo r A>f«rar.& tmlfivu This scald
imply tb»t if* rou rr* fn.«n A.n t i<*i_ • ailb U«i. I«#i a *r-l of nodiBirrmated irmpla
inlluraoa lb* wlitk It* Ah Okie v'.wl|«fl tat plant; >t 'but if ll«v bioi^l.l

nnj »(»«Uiij.tioB>. tb»« are *adci if* m« 11* ianrai> to trite

frr*i< out •trar.tbio* »r* Itnl ti* anf«4 Kaftl w»«l, in »• f»r * tre cio rc».V >. cullurnllj
rkfi and tarwit: ih.t rh» «a«t td Ut* cottai*. -but '.«r**red. oair-Ij tbt fo«.il-|rory

rultstr <! oactbeia Bern g aad ti :t* t-.rtk caUnc Asiatic coast*. and tbe old rultnrn of
Keditk I*lsn<l. are Ml »l; ri«lr-t «• t)tl ire He m.,*! bt.iit’ful as aril a*
NVnbMtlD'I, bat ibaUio iMt a f«r "*'ri »cd 1L.1 if»ir • ul:t>cding fMltirts any
b* fctlrn*il 4e>p inlo tht Ao**rio»o Casllccnl : rtile ether cail.nl avidfnrr* .re armaiirp
!b»« tvaaret directly to a< b.ef ai-b iv« BMitbir iUiimvi of Aiu .Dd c® If* oifier h.nd
with nuiocro'ii rvemrati :n the cultures ol the aortb sr* <*»rf and faitbex *uth»a;d, in tho
Southwest, tbiin aal area CcstnC Scsth Aooo "
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Ambrica *nd thk Polynesian Worlh

While admitting generally the migration of races and cultures

from the extreme North-East Aria info America by the land route,

occasionally supplemented by coastal navigation in skin boats, the

cultural relations between Polynesia and pre-Columbian America is still

being vigorously disputed. The solitary evidence of the swoot-potato

exchanged between the two peoples appears to bo unconvincing. Yet

a veteran anthropologist like Dixon boldly broke through the barriers

of such a cultural determinism and reopened the possibility of contact*

so long disputed by the •isolationist ” group of scholars. Dixon

pointed out that "among such traila as blow guns, plank conoca,

hammocks, lime-chewing, head-hunting cults, the man's house and

certain masked dances common to the New World and the Pacific

Islands, there appears the teudency to man* upon the Pacific side of

the New World."

The Mid Pacific and the 8outh Pacific cultures alio when

thoroughly studied on a comparaiiva basis, would throw new light on

the development and migration of Pacific cultures. The roost

important work in this field has been done by the devoted works of

the famous Bishop Museum of Honolulu, which I shall discuss in

detail later on. Suffice it to say that this major institute of Polynesian

research has wisely explored a* far as the Easter Island on the one hand

and Fiji in the heart of Melanesia «o the other, in order to explain at

well as to co-ordinate the problems and facta of Pacific life and culture.

Ho the progressive American University of Hawaii recently deputed

Prof. Dr. J. Coulter to study the basic principles of land utiliza-

tion in Hawaii, Somoa, New Zealand. Australia, Fiji, the Dutch East

Indies as far as India. This healthy new development in the scientific

outlook teuds to ba-e I be conclusion of cultural sotbropology on the

fcolid basis of geography opening up new and unsuspected avenues of

research which some day would link up the so-called New aDd the

Old world through Polynesia, Melanesia, Micronesia and Indonesia,

right up to the Indian Ocean. However late may appear to-day the

penetration of the Pacific by the Polynesians they are generally

accepted to have come across the Indian Ocean and over the island

bridges of Indonesia. Mirroneria and Melanesia. This has been very

effectively demonstrated by I)r. E. C. Handy, the learned ethno-

grapbist of the Bishop Museum. Our late lamented colleague Dr.
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Panchanan Milra also came to similar conclusions sifting (he evidences

from the Indian and Indonesian side while working in the Polynesian

field with hia colleagues of the Bishop Museum.

CULTURAL CEJTTRFS OK THR PACIFIC.

Privileged to work for a while in the University of Hawaii, a

motor American cultural organisation in the very heart of the Pacific,

I could gather from my learned colleagues information rarely

available elsewhere. The youngest of the American universities is

the one established in Alaska which, thanks to the exploration* of

American scientist*, now appears to be the main bridge enabling the

Asiatic race* to enter the new world. l’rof. Biuce White of the

Teacher's College, University of Hawaii, worked fur some time as au

exchange professor at the University of Alaska and front him I came

to learn that the University co-operates with archaeologists and

anthropologist* from outside. There are departments of agriculture,

commerce, pedagogy, humanities, etc., and there are special arrange-

ments for mining engineering with two month* of intensive field-work

in the rich mining zones i f Alaska. U. 8. A. got Alaska by purchase

in 1860 from Russia and the Russians did not know tlien that

somo of richest minerals like gold, copper, etc., would fall to the lot of

their American successors.

Hut possibly the most precious treasures of historical value would

be the relics and survivals of primitive mao crossing from tbe Old to

the New world. Already the Smithsonian Institution of Washington

has discovered invaluable cultural links and Dr. Otto Geist of tlio

University of Alaska has made extensive explorations in the St.

Lawrence Islands of the Bering Sea. Several submerged prehistoric

village* have been excavated leading to the discovery of fossil bones,

artifacts and other collections of paleontological and anthropological

value which have been deposited in the Eilson Memorial Museum of

the University of Alaska.

Turning diametrically to tbe opposite direction, from the North

Pacific to the South Pacific, we find numerous important centres of

research in New Zealand and elsewhere, as 1 came to know from tuy

esteemed friends Dr. A. D. Mead, Vice-President of the Brown

University and Prof. Dr. Felix Hearing who comes originally from New

Zealand and is now permanently settled in Hawaii as tbe University
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Professor of Sociology. Two important research journals of the South

Pacific are The Journal of the Potynerian Society, published from

Wellington and Oceania published from the Department of Anthro-

pology, University of Sydney, Australia. The Maori natives of New

Zealand who are cousin* of Ibe Hawaiian*, belonging to the same

Polynesian family although separated by thousands of miles of the

watery waste, are being specially attended to by the New Zealand

Government which has established the Board of Maori Ethnological

Research. It has rendered, to far, signal services to the cause of the

Maori urts and crafts and to the general advancement of the cause of the

Maori people. Detailed information may be had from Mr. H.

Balneavis, Secretary of the Board. Parliamentary Boiidiog, Wellington

N. Z. Rare exhibits of Maori wood carving, architecture, textiles aud

green atoue irnplinienta are stored in the Auckland Museum which has

been presented with the protraiia of " tateoed " Maori chiefa. Tbia

*' Lindaner collection '* ta of great ethnographic value. The Dominion

Museum of Wellington also owns preooo* collections of Maori art,

publishing a hnud-book. The Christ Church Museum baa a huge

collection of Maori materials which for lack of space and funds could

not be adequately displayed or studied. Tbe University of New
Zealand suffers from lack of coqsrdioatiou owing to the situation of its

four components unit' widely separated as at Auckland, .Wellington,

Christ Church and Duneden. The Dominion Museum of Wellington,

the Canterbury Museum of Christ Church, the Auckland Museum,

Auckland and the Otago Museum of Dunedeo are some of the learned

societies of New Zealand. Their experts of the departments of anthro-

pology and natural history will gladly exchange publications, informa-

tion, etc., with the scholars of India and other countries of tbe Middle

East. While attending the World Writer's Congress (P. E. N.) at

Buenos Aires, I met Mr. Johannes Anderwon of tbe Tornbule Library,

Wellington, wbo bas published a valuable book on Maori legends and

who is deeply interested in Indian folklore.

I bad also tbe privilege of meeting in Honolulu Prof. Norman B.

Tindale of the University of Adelaide who demounted keen interest

in Anthropological studies in India for be came into personal touch

with the Afghans wbo euterrd Australia a fow decsdeB ago. Prof.

Tindale bas tbe rare experience of tramping with the migratory primi-

tive races of Central Australia almost on the verge of extinction. The

University of Melbourne, one of the biggest in Australia, has begun
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to take interest in cuitnral relations with India, thanks to the visits of

Rev. C. F. Andrews. I came to know also from Mr. Duncan Halt of

the League of Nations that the University of Sydney may offer several

points of intellectual co-operation with India. Dr. A. P. Elkin,

Professor of Anthropology and editor of the Oceania, would gladly

exchange notes with Indian Scholars. The Mitchell Library and

Museum of Sydney has an immense collection of materials on the

Australian aborigines The Institute of Anatomy in Canberra, Federal

Central Territory, offers a first clau collection of skeletal remains.

The National Museum of Melbourne, Victoria, owns huge specimens

of anthropology and natural history. The Tasmanian aboriginal

culture is well represented in the Hobart Museum. The Museum of

Adelaide is the finest in Australia from the point of view of display.

Dr. Donald Thompson, anthropologist of Melbourne is interested in

tracing the Anatraliau aboriginals to their forebears the Dravidiana

(not African*) who, he thinks, migrated through New Guinea and

Papua. Recently there is a hopeful tendency to develop departments

of Oriental (mainly Japanese and Chinese) studies in the Universities

of Sydney and Melbourne (ride C. F. Andrews India an./ the. Pacific,

1937). Prof. G. 8. Brown of the University of Melbourne and Dr.

A. L. Sadler, Professor of Oriental History, University of Sydney aro

specially sympathetic.

Prof. Felix Keening and Mr*. Keeeing. both pasaionatoly devoted

to sociology, came all the way from Sooth Pacific fo the heart of

Indonesia, in coorae of their scientific mission to the Philippines. On

the way Prof. Keesing stopped in the island of Fiji where ho found

important collections at the Museum of Suva in the very midst of

Melanesia through which rone, according to aomo anthropologists,

the Polynesians came from the Malayan World to Hawaii. In the

island of Formosa, now under Japan, valuable scientific survey of the

aboriginal tribes have been made by Japanese scholars and there is on

important collection in the Taihoku Museum, Formosa.

Lastly, we should notice the valuable anthropological collections

of the University of the Philippine* under Prof. H. Otley Beyer who

is a veritable encyclopaedia of the primitive lore of the Philippine

races. It is now beyond doubt that, for ages, the Philippi ues archi-

pelago had received ethnic and cultural elements from India, and yet,

very unfortunately, no systematic study has been undertaken, from

one side or the other, to reconstruct those forgotten chapters of Asiatic
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history. Privileged to travel in the rauie boat (S. S. President

Hoover) with the enlightened President of the Philippine Common-

wealth, Manuel Luis Quezon, who generously received me, I caoic to

gather valuable information from him and from his learned associates

like Dr. F. Benitz and Prof. Conrado Benin of the National Univer-

sity of the Philippines, who kindly furnished me with valuable infor-

mation in course of our voyage back from Honolulu. The oldest Univer-

sity on an l’. S. A. territory is the University of St. Thomas l’hiieppine

founded in 1611, and therefore several year* aenior to the University

of Harvard. Transformed now into a modern institution, it ha* about

three thousand stialeot*. About 1020, the College of San Juan de

Letran was founded by the JesuUts who founded the Ateneo de Manila.

Temporarily suppressed st the time of the expulsion of the Jesuiats,

the College* revived ever since 1880 when the Jesuiats were permitted

to return and now each of the above two oollege* have over one

thousand atudenls. The National University was established in 1901,

having now about two thousand student*. In 190$, tho University

of Manila was eeiabfobed and allliousb a private corporation,

commands two thousands student*. lu 1016, wa* founded the Far

Eastern University, originally a bonnes* college but now grown into

u real University with all the Faculties and over three thousand

students.

All chase institutions carry oo their work through English and

therefore very conveniently placed for cultural exchange with Indian

and the English-speaking world. The older generation of ecliolars in

the Philippine* uned to write in Spanish a« we find in the works of

Dr. Tavera who showed in hi* Spauish book how the or.giual

Filipino alphabet was borrowed from India and how their most impor-

tant vernacular (near about Manila) the Tagalog (a sort of Filipino

lingua /ru«CU* was influenced by Sanskrit. Dr. Sixlo Orom, an

authority on the Sulu Archepelago showed bow Indian or Indiamsed

races entered the Philippines from Borneo which link* up Indonesia

with the Philippines. Study of the folk culture of the Lanan

Province has revealed survival* of Indian culture in riddles and

folklores, games and festivals, art* and crafts, laws and moral*. In

the Middle Ages, the Moors also entered the Philippines and

and on that subject a book ha* been written by Dr. M. Saleeby, M.D.,

who knew Arabic and was an authority on the Muslima of the

Mindanao. Dr. Beyer of the University of tire Philippines is collecting
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materials for the last 15 years which are now treasured in the

university museum {ride : D. K. Roy, '‘Indian Influence on Filipino

Culture”—Prabh uddha Bharata, MayJune. 1931).

The National Museum of the Philippine Islands was established

in 1901 for the study of ethnology, natural history and commerce

under the department of public instruction. Assuming an indcjwn-

dent status in 1929 it is growing into the central museum of history,

ethnology and art of the the Philippines containing also sculptures,

paintings and other materials from Indonosia, the South Sea Islands

and the Orient. The Government grams amount to over 21,00(1

a year.

The archaeological and ethnographic surveys of the Philippiuea.

however, are still in their infancy. The Filipino* are naturally

sensitive to muaic and art and from many Filipiuo studouta. boys and

girla at the University of Hawaii I gathered that a voritablo revival

of folk-dances and music is taking place. I found President Quezon

deeply interested in the revive! of art- and crafts of the nation.

Aubbioa* Ckvtbku or Oribvtal and PACiric Cultuiik.

While the majority of American anthropologists and archaeologists

are (till, generally speaking, isolationists in their explanation of

American cultural origin*, a few really outstanding scholars, however,

like Dixoo, Hrdlick*. Handy and other* hare produced valuable

evidences demonstrating intrusion from or exchanges with the Asiatic

mainland aud the Pacific islands.* Dr. Clark Winder, Curator of

Anthro(iology in the American Museum of Natural History, New York,

and sometimes Chairman of the Committee OB Pan-American Co-opera-

tion of the American Association of Muwutnt, is equally respected by

both the wings, holding different hypotheses with regard to the

origin and development of American civiliutiou. Iu his authoritative

• Dr Franf Bra*. th« iojen tf Armri-is Anthcp'VjiKt. publialitd •> rnrlj i* l#»68

hii nvincsrapti ee the Crttral Eika*. a•btebH kf IS- Barr.a ol EtSnOJeey. WaaVinetoo.
In 1617, b. pobitehsii Tt* Derail.. Arts.*iU IWk«> cfii. North Pi- iftc u..»»l (BalfcUo.
AmriU-.o U^um of Natural HhMT. Vo!. IX). In 1»). tj, Alula HI.K.rk.l Lil.rirv nnl
MuB.uai*atralaU-«hoIatUi*Capii.i.7»an». and tSs raUrctiaoi ioriode own ind natural
pr«dart*«f Alnta. igriruitari' aod C-kiBj i -;>*«.rerU U«al, wipwi- boifc. clothing,
Uola. b».titrjr tarring! and ii.t«vral ta.ur.. 1 * rt tb. At a*}:* Tediana. Tho QovirOiuent
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Tlio Masson eftb* Sfistdoa Jarkw- >!ed st Stka na» aurIH iu 1657 undeon on
adlinj to id clhncicgirat coBretioc F« ths Ala*. Aene«lt«rtl CVUtfi. of Mint* ollsra

I'.OM rttiDi cf E*m;: oatrnai. for a-aat& ,c-ratig»tia.
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summary of the problems given in the American Indian, be leans more

on the side of conservatism than on that of radicalism; and so ranch

the more significant, therefore, are his admission of the claims or

the Oriental and the Pacific races as direct or indirect progenitors of

American Culture. We recommend to students, in this connection,

his chapters on “ New World Origins," ** Chronology of Cultures,"

" Special Inventions." " Somatic Classification," " Archaeological

Classification,” etc., as of special value. While keeping intact his ecicn-

tific detachment. Dr. Wissler could not help expressing spontaneously

his regrets, towards the end of the book, at the suddeu and ruthless

destruction of the culture of the American Indians: "As to what a

few more thousand years of freedom would have done for the New

World, we can but speculate, for in the 16th century a calamity

befell the New World, the like of which haa no exact parallel in

history. A militant civilisation from without, fired by a zeal not only

to plunder the materiil resources of maokind but to soizo the very

souls of men in the name of Ood. fell upon the two great centres of

aboriginal culture like a tbanderbolt from a dear sky. The blow was

mortal. But tho mau of the New World went down fighting and

though bis feeble survivors still keep op the struggle in a few distant

outposts, the first great onslaught that annihilated the Aztec and tbo

Inca marks the end of our story."

To convey adequately lie significance of the glory and tragedy

of that civilisation one haa got to write independent volumes.

Here, m pasting, we shall give a rough and ready invenlary of the

leadiug museums and learned societies of the two Americas, hoping

that it would help our students sod scholars to establish cultural

exchange with those institutions.

Latie Amebic

While it is easier and more common to divide the cultural insti-

tutions into North American, aud South American, we think it better

to follow the trend of history and linguistics by taking Mexico and

other Central American cultural rones into the main body of the South

American 8tatee, all organically connected and using two Latin

tongues (Spanish and Portuguese) a« against English used in the United

States and Cauada. Unfortunately for us while the archaeological and

museum movements in Mexico are fairly active, those in South
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America are as yet far from satisfactory and it was with some difficulty

that I managed during my trip through Sooth America in 1936, to

collect some information on the subject which I condensed in the last

chapter of my Art and Archaeology Abroad. We are thankful to the

learned directors and tcbolara of the American Association of Museums
for the valuable information which they bare furnished us systema-

tically through their Museum Netcs bulletin and through their

handbook fo Museums in South America. We find therein about

100 museums, II Botanical gardens, 11 Zoological gardens, and 2
Aquariums.

Two third* of all the South American Museums including 26
principal ones, are to be foond in tbe ten capital cities of the

Continent and only one third, including 9 of tbe principal museums
are to be found elsewhere. Out of a total of 103 museums, 22 arc

devoted to natural history, 7 to archaeology or ethnology, JS to history,

14 to art, 6 to commerce or agriculture, 1 to school service, 17 to

natural history and anthropology and abo ;l 12 to general subjects.

The oldest museum in South America is the National Museum at

Rio de Janeiro established in 181* fn 1823, the National Museum
of Natural History was founded at Buenos Aires. The richest state

of Brazil, S.io Paulo gives 94O.U0O to its museum. The grants from

the Government end tbe public range from 5000 to 25,000 dollar* and

nome of the provincial museums attract visitors from 100,000 to

150,000 a year, the highest record being reached 250,000 by the

Colonial and Historical Museum at Lujan (Argentina). The Museums
of tbo Argentine Republic demonstrate keen interest in archuenlogy nnd

ethnology, the richest collection being that of La 1'lnta winch i havo

already described in my Art and Archaeology Abroad—(pp, 114-15).

The Museum of Tucuman located in tbe interior continues to publish

valuable monographs, as I came to learn from Dr. Alfred Metiaux

(now at the Bishop Museum, Honolulu) who *ervcd there for u while.

The Museum of La Piatt growing out of tbe expeditions (1872-1880)

of Dr. F P. Moreno was made over to the government and draws

about 942,000 a year working in clow co-operation with the University

of La Plata. Specially important arc its materials of .South American

anthropology and paleontology. The National Museum of Fine Arts,

Buenos Aires shows the respectable budget of A4b, 1)9. The University

ol Buenos Aires, owns a special ethnographic museum where the classes

meet and I had the satisfaction of observing there uot only the
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collections relating to the ethnography of South America hot that of

North America, Africa and some other Oriental countries.

The National Museum of Brazil at Rio de Janeiro is one of the

mo*t important museums of South America, notably for its research,

explorations, publications and educational works. It was founded by

Emperor Dot Joan VI in 1818 and ts library now contains about

60,000 books and pamphlets. Specially rich as it is in its collections

of the geology, paleontology and ethnography of Brazil, the museum

trie* to supply the compxrative view-point through ita modest

collection from Greece and Egypt a* well as specimens of general

anthropology. The museum ia supported entirely by the fedoral

government which grants about $112,000 annually. The Museum of

Sao Paulo (Musou Ypiranga) is another important museum specialising

in Botany
,
Zoology, History and Ethnology.

The National Museum of Chile was founded iu 1830. It special-

ise* in Natural History, Ethnography and researches are undertaken in

the field of Authrojiology. Peru, that stronghold of loca civiliaation.

has several museum', the most important being the museum of

rorvian archaeology. The buildiug is designed in the *|>irit of pro.

Incnn architecture and although its most precious collection is in the

domain of ceramic (the potteries are carefully arranged like book* in a

library stack* for easy reference), there arc also valuable colie lions of

precious stones, metal, wood, shell objects at well as tsxtile*. Tho

museum gets about $36,000 from th« government. The University

of Cuzco purchased in 1919 a private collection of ceramics and stoue

object* F*y<ug about $12,000. This forms the nucleus of the archaeo-

logical museum of the University. 8o the University of San Marcos

is proud to own its special museum of archaeology with tho cultural

relics of the Incan and pre-Iocau peoples, their potteries, textiles,

mummies, etc., that are used for instruction and research.

The small state of Uruguay grants about $5,000 to its Historical

Museum, $10,000 to its Museum of Fine Aria, and $1,600 to

its pedagogical museum, all located in its capital city, Montevideo

(population 43,00,000). Its museum of natural history *hows a

modest yet a valuable collection.

Of the smaller states, we may notice the National Museum of

Colombia (named after Columbus, the discoverer of America' and the

Moseo Boliviano (with ita section on archaeology and natural history)
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founded in Caracas (Venezuela) in memory of Simon Bolivar, the

liberator of Latin America.

Thus we fee that Latin America from Mexico to Chile is trying

to develop its museom of natnral history and anthropology which, on

cloeer inspection, might yield valuable links in a systematic study of

the Civilisation of the Pacific Basin, specially with regard to the

Western Pacific Zones. Compared with D.S.A ,
her politics is

precarious and her finances slender. Moreover, the greater part of

the United States of Brazil remains so far unexplored. Yet I felt

that South America ia a land of enormous possibilities.

North America—Canada.

Vancouver, with a population of 117,217 only, maintaina its City

Museum (established in 1800) furnishing 7,500 dollars a year from the

City and membership, as operating income. Its special fields aro

ualural history, anthropology and history of Canada.

Victoria with its population of 38,727 establish^ in 1880 its

Museum of Natural History with an operating inoome of $4860 a

year. It specialises in the natural history and ctlmology of British

Columbia.

The New Brunswick Museum of Natural History, 9t. John, which

originated in 1882, was presented with a new building in 1884 coating

over $400,000. The provincial Museum of Nova Scotia derives an

income of about 5,000 dollars a year. It specialises in natural history.

The National Gallery of Canada at Ottawa has a purchase income of

$100,000 a year from the Dominion. The Art Gallery of Toronto

was opened in 1916 and spent in bnildings alone $465,000. It has an

opera l tog income of 56,000 a year. The Royal Ontario Museum waa

opened in 1914. It spent $400,000 on the first unit of the buildings.

Additions and alterations to the boildings since 1932 cost $20,00.000.

$50,000 arc spent annually for purchases and the operating income is

supplied equally by the province and the University of Toronto. The

Museum takes special interest in Natural Science and Archaeology.

It acquired the valuable collection of Chinese art and archaeology

from Bishop White who selected things with the rare judgment of an

expert and so the collection is important both from archaeological and

artistic point of view. The Art Asaodatioo of Montreal, Quebec

(founded in 18G0) was opened in 1912 with $5,33,000 as building
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expenses and its operating income it over $26,030. It has a detent

collection of Chinese and Japauete materials. lastly, we draw the

attention of our readers to one of the most progressive institution* of

Canada, the McGill University. It started the nucleus of a Museum

in 1882 with a collect.on on paleontology, geology and natural sciences.

Tn 1692, it added the Library Museum with valuable documents on

the history of writing sod printing. In 1907, it developed its Archi-

tectural Collection. In 1926, it established its Ethnological Museum

embracing the Eskimos, the Indians of tho Pacific Coast, Plains,

Eastern Woodlands and Middle West, the aborigines of Mexico, of

South America, of Africa and of the South Sea Islands. A specially

rich collection of book* of the Ming period and other Chinese works

numbering about 80,000 is now deposited in the McGill University.

The collection was originally made by G. M. Gest who founded the

G**t Chuese P.mcarch Library now incorporated with the University.

U, 9. A. Collections.

The oldest mu-eum in U. S. A. was established at Charleston,

South Carolina in 1773 which was thoroughly reorganised in 1916 ns

the Charleston Museum. Among its •important collections of natural

history, we find primitive handicarfts. textiles and other materials of

tho South Carolina Indians. There are also casta and originals of

Egygtian, Aasyrian and Greek sculpture*.

In New York, there are several anthropological collections of

outstanding importance. The Brooklyn Institute of Arts and Sciences,

established in 1823, developed its museum in 1889. We find here

ethnological materials of the American Indian. Chinese. Jnpsnese and

Siamese alio Far Eastern as well as Near Eastern ceramics, jewelery

lacquers, textiles, etc. The operating income of the Museum is about

260.000 dollars and the city of Brooklyn was authorised to expend to

the limit of 600.000 dollars for buildings.

The special foundation for the collection and study of the

American Indians originated with the collections, began in 1903 by

Geop'e G. Ileve with the fond* furnished by Archer M. Huntington.

Established in 1916. the Museum of the American Indian <Heye

Foundation) was opened to tbe pnblic in 1922. The cost of bnilding9

alone came to 550.000 dollers and the principal of the endowment

amounted to 785.000 in 1931. Its ethnological specimens include

clothing, textiles, weapons, basketry, pottery, domestic and agricultural
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implements, toys, art-objects. musical instruments, leather work and

miniature groups showing home life and ceremonial observances of

some of the tribes. Its archeological specimens include stone, metal,

wood and pottery material from central America and West Indies

together with burial artifacts and skeletal materials furnishing rich

data for the study of the physical and coitural anthropology of the

American Indians. The publications of tho museum are valuable as

con be judged from the few titles given below: Pre-bi»toric objects

from a shell heap at Erin Bay, Trinidad
;
Monolithic Axes and their

distribu'ion in Ancient America
;
Turquois mosaic arts in Ancient

Mexico
:
Beads and bead works of the American Indians; The wood

carver’s nrt io Ancient Mexico
;
The goldsmith’s Art in Ancient

Mexico
;
Cuba before Colombo* ; Jade in British Columbia ami Alaska

;

the Antiquities of Manabi, Ecuador. Situated in the heart of the city

of New York, the Museum of the American Indian, by virtue of its

excellent arrangements and scientific clarification, iiflorda the best

facility for tlie study of the aboriginal culture of North America
; soma

of tho tcriacotl* head* and facial representations are strongly

reminiscent of the Buddhistic sculptures of Indonesia

The American Museum of Natural History, incorporated in 1S69,

lias com* to bo ono of the moat important and progressive institutions

of the New World. Its learned President, Henry E. Osborn is

renowned in the domain of pre-bisiorte studies. It was due to Prof.

Osborn's energetic drive that Mr. Boy Chapman tndiew* led the now

famous expeditions into desert waste* of Bibcriu and also that

Dr. H. De Terra could come to explore the unb-Himalayan regions

und North Burma in search of tho fossil man. under tho Yolo

Dniversity auspices. This line of Asiatio exploration and resoardi

will let us hope, lead to some epoch-making discoveries. With it*

rare collection of Siberian and Chines* material, as well as those from

the North and South American Indians, Mexican textiles, Mayan

sculptures and ethnological materials from the Pacific Inlands, this

museum serves as the most important centre of study of the evolution

of mao and of the Tarious races. Its principal of endowment (19130)

amounted to 15,061,159 dollars with an annual operating income of

1,647,857.

In 1932, its African wing was opened with I.OOO.OjO and the south

Oceanic wing with 1,500,000 and the Tb. Roosevelt Memorial (1933-84)

addition was erected with 3,500,000. What a valuable work is done

8
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by the Museum woald be clear to anyone from the following lists of

its publications: The Extinct Rhinoceroses, Facial painting of the

Indians of Northern British Columbia; The decorative art and sociology

of the Amur tribes; The Eskimo of Siberia
;
Cranoology of the North

Pacific coast, etc., amongst the museum memories. It publishes alao

volumes of Anthropological papers from renowned scholars. Technique

of some South American Feather work
;

Mythology of the black

foot lodiaua ;
Pre-historic brouze in South America

; Peruvian

textiles ; The sun dance of the Crow Indians ; Kinship in the

Philippines
;
The history of Philippine civilization as reflected to

religious nomenclature. Racial types in the Philippine Islands
; The

Aztec Ruins, Tune Relations of pre-historic pottery types in Southern

Arizona
;
Peoples of Asiatic Russia ; Anthropometry and Blood typaa in

Fiji and the Soloroan Islands. The Physical characteristics of the Ontong

Javanese. Such subjects apart the Museum applies itself to the study of

astronomy, mineralogy, geology, paleontology, comparative and liuinau

anatomy, etc., together with provision for clast room work (begun in

1880) in natural science, geography and history, for high school and

college teachers.

The Metropolitan Manual of Art is another equally grand

institution with rare collections and educational facilities not only

for the teachers and student# of public schools but also for practical

workers in the field of design and decorative art. The museum
arranges radio-talks, concerts, study hours and oven lectures for the

deaf. It has a library of over 70,000 volumes and its Oriental

Collections include China. Japan. Korea, Indii, Persia and Asia Minor,

as I have already discussed m my Art and Archeology Abroad (pp. 86-93).

Incorporated in 1870 the museum constructed its original building roet-

ing $ I 519,090, with additions of a million dollar in 1900 and another

million between 1914-1925. reaching the formidable total of $ 7,577,327

in buildings and equipments. It* badge! for 1930 was as follows:

from the City of New York $ 501.495 ; from memberships $ 143,770

;

from endowment $ 89.958; from admission fees S 15,000; from sale

of publications $ 54,592, in all §804.818.

Miscru-akeous Counction's.

Heaps of American Indian material* are found in the various

museums gmalland big, stretching from Arizona to Mexico. The
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Heard Museum, Phoenix, Arizona shows pre-historic objects from

rrounds and cliff dwellings, ancient and modern pottery from Central

America, Mexico and Sooth America. The Arizona State Museum,

with an operating income of $ 5,435 from Ibe University, has pre-

historic remains from To’.tec and Aztec Mexico.

California is proud of several important collections
;

the Museum

of Anthropology of the University of California was established in 1901

with a special emphasis on Western America, Peru, Kgypt and on

Ancient Mediterranian Civilization. There are also exhibits from

Oceania, Australia, Philippines and Asia The Ijm Angeles Museum

of History, Science and Art was established in 1910 and shows varied

ethnological material, excellently exhibited, from India, Central Asia,

the East Indies, Australia, Melanesia, Polynesia, Africa and the two

Americas. Its operating income from County tnd from the Art

School, in 1930 amounted to nearly 600,000 dollars. So the 8oocb

West Museum shows the principal of endowment in 1930 aa $ 097,351.

Its special field is archeology, ethnology and history of the South

Western States.

The Museum of tlie Cnivereity of Colorado has ethnological

material of American, Indian, Chinese. Japanese and Philippines

peoples. tU operating income from the University is 8600 dollars.

Similar materials are found in the Colorado Museum of Natural

History with an endowment of over 3 200,000. New Mexico,

really ao integral part of old Mexico, baa many important collections

ou pre-Columbian antiquities ; the Aztec Kuins National Monument

Museum established io 1916 and the Museum started in 19J8 by

the University of New Mexico. But the biggest research centre is the

Laboratory of Anthropology started in 1927. John D. Rockefeller

Jr. donated over $300,000. and tbe Rockefeller Foundation

authorised grants totalling sixty thousand dollars for six years for

graduate instruction* in anthropological field motbod. Fifteen MjlecU?d

students aro granted annual aU-txpnut tekoUriMpt and they worked

in co-operation with the University of New Mexico and the Govern-

me nt Bureau of Indian Affairs. Tbe School of American Research is

developing field museums at tbe cities of excavations in co-operation

with the local authorities.

From the modern collections of Arizona and New Mexico to the

extensive archaeological remains of Mexico, Guatemala and other zones

of Centeral America, we find a natural connection and extension. The
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oldest traces, so far found, of human culture, are in New Mexico and

Minnesota. Some ditch-diggers discovered the skeleton of a young girl

wbo is supposed to have lived same 20,000 years ago. She iH the

ancestress of the American Indian whether be is Navajo or Peruvian
;

and when Prof. Albert E. Janks of the University of Minnesota finished

hia examination of the skeleton of the yonog girl, he declared her as

belonging to the Mongoloid family, corroborating thereby the indepen-

dent findings of Ilrdlicka and other anthropologists, establishing the

Asiatic origin of the earliest races of America. Ornaments of clam

shells and a bone dagger was found with this paleolithic girl. The
first Pleistocene finds were made at Kolsom, New Mexico, where

were discovered excellent arrow heads buried in the bones of extinct

bisons which penslied some 13,000 years ago. The gaps between this

dim pre-hiatoric past and the historic civilizations of the Mayas and the

Incas have not yet been filled. But there is do doubt to-day that the

Peubki and the Navajo Indian* are connected culturally with the Mexi-

cans and Peruvians. The Maya civilization was highly developed

before the birth of Christ. The first recorded Maya dato. as ascertained

from the deciphering of the Maya hieroglyphs, goes to the third century

l». C. While astronomers helped in determining the Maya calendrical

cycles (the Mayans were intelligent enough to invent the zero indepen-

dontly), their remits were happily corroborated by the researches of a

meteorologist Dr. A. 7 . Douglass : *'U0 disoovered that the firs and

pinoa of Now Mexico and Arizona record droughts and rains with

minute accuracy in the suo and quality of their annual rings." Thus
ho managed to bridge gaps in chronology back to 700 A . D. The inten-

sive study of the pottery which was going on side by side also beipod

to cover the five centuriea of culture from 700 to 1200 A.D. Alfauso
Caso, the Mexican archaeologist excavated the tombs in Monte Alban
discovering rich ornaments for nose. lips and ear. Jade, alabaster and

polished crystals; human bones with hieroglyphs, gold filigree, bandful
of pearls and one as big as a pigeon's egg and acred paintings "more
precious than rubies" such are the first archaeological offerings of the

sacred city ol Monte Alban in the Mexican state of Oaxaca. Equally
amazing discoveries come to the credit of Earl Morris who excavated
the Temple of the Warriors in Cbiehen-Itz*. Amidst extraordinary
diversity of styles and patterns the Central American archaeological finds

ueverthlew sliow a sort of a genetic relation with those of 8outb
America. Mummies have been found in New Mexioo and elaborately
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wrapped mummies are also found in the museum at Lima showing how

the two peoples are connected. Vera Cruz, Guatemala and Honduras

are also gradually yielding their treasures as described by Gann, Joyce

and other archaeologists. Their researches are slowly unfolding the

history of America’s "Valley of Kings." The work was started near-

ly a century ago by the American diplomat-explorer, John L. Stephens

who re-discovered some 41 rained cities, publishing bis report in 1841.

Catberwood, the Euglish artist who accompanied Stephens made excel-

lent drawings of several important rains and the English explorer

Alfred P. Maudslay was the first to apply scientific methods to the

study of ruins. But nothing was done to prevent the disintegration of

the remains until 1925 when the Mexican Government organised

its department of monuments. The Mexican Bureau of pre-Hispanic

Monuments is headed by Sefior Marquina who fortunately discovered in

1936 El Castillo, the most impressive of all pyramid-temples at Cbioben

It/.a, which like many other ancient temples, "embraced within itself an
older tomplo that has been completely concealed for couturies." A study

of the outer structure of the temple demonstrates its calendrical signi-

fications, the Maya Toltoc cycle consisting of 53 years of 365 days each.

Superb examples of Mayan pottery have been found by the archaeo-

logists of tho Carnegie Institution, Washington. \ splendid moral

painting of Mayan village-life at the sea shore vrus recently discovered

at tho temple of warriors, Cbicben Itza.

Thus the materials for the study of pre-Columbian art and culture,

in North, Central and South America, are increasing so enormously

that several volumes would be necessary to give a fairly adequate survey.

Souio of the leading American Museums and Universities and research

institutions like the Universities of Harvard. Yale, and California, the

Field Museum of Chicago, Peabody Museum of American Archaoology

and Ethnology, Archaeological Institute ofAmerica, Bureau of Ethnology,

Washington, American Anthropological Association, American Anti-

quarian Society, the Carnegio Institution, the Smithsonian Institution

uud the United States National Museum, Washington, amongst others

are making notable contributions. But one ha* pot to establish cor-

respondence also directly with the museums of Central and South

America which publish most of their report* and monographs in Spanish

and Portuguese. In many cases these [le-Coluiubian relics ate remi-

niscent of Chinese culture and pos- blv, ou closet analysis, other ele-

ments of oriental culture may gradually be discovered. The history of
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human civilization in America cannot therefore, be written without

reference to tome of the races of Asia, especially of the Mongoloid

family, who are now known definitely to have negotiated with the land-

bridge of the North Pacific. The Harvard Yen-ching Foundation may

gradually turn its resources to thit fascinating line of investigation. So

the racial and cultural cross-curcente of the Middle and the South Pacific

ore being closely studied by tlie bishop Museum of Honolulu, closely

co-operating with the Yale University. Aaia and America thus stand

to-day, on the threshold of new historical revelations, independent in

cultural evolution, yet interrelated and interdependent in tho field of

oulturai origins. Tho vast expanse of the Pacific seems appropriately

to embrace thus the Old and the New World, and wo uow pass on to

the survey of mid-Pacific culture with special reference to Polynesia.



THE JOB OF A UNIVERSITY: NOT
SO MUCH TO TEACH AS TO LEARN

William B. Bottom
Vx+Pttnd**l, Canarulf o/ Clkajo

rpHE till© of my paper is "The Education of a Business Man."
*- Now please do not misunderstand me. One of the many things

I do not kuow about education ia how to train a young man or

woman for business. However, in the past month or two I have

begun to discover how much a busineaa man has to learn if he is to

understand education.

My own formal education was like that of many business men,

I took an A.B. degree at the unireraity. I was a student in on

eastern college. If my classmate* aod I had analysed ourselves

honestly, moat of ua were there to pot in our four pleasant years «t

our parent* expenie. Our ambition wae to become " college men."

It deemed important to us then that oar AUna Mater should hove a

winning fuotball team, aven if footboll had littlo to do with our

education. We wanted good gradoa :n our courses, providing il did'nl

take too much of our time. The professors were doubtless fine men.

We never got to know any of them. In fact wo avoided them

whenever possible.

George Santoyana, the philosopher, oooe described the relation

between my classmates and the profe«~jr« as like that between a

milkmaid and a cow. " Mutual contributions may pass between

them," Santayana remarked, "but not conversation." The professors'

job was to conduct classes, to keep ua awake in them and at the end

of the semester to engage us in a battle for grades

That was the picture which I carried with ine into wh.it we called

"life." Pew of my classmates even considered the merits of further

education once we were entitled to call ourselves " lia.-hulor* of Art*,"

unless we wanted to become highpriced lawyers or doctors und had

to Btay on. It seldom occurred to os that a life of scholarship or

University research might be a career for a man. To us, the graduate

atudeut, to quote Dr. George E. Vincent, was a fellow who didn’t

know enough to go borne when tbe party was over.

My father was a Professor of a well-known American University

and 1 was raised near its campus. I received a degree from another
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well-known University. Now I am on the stall of a third. I am now

for the first time, trying to understand Ik>w a great University contri-

butes to civilization. I am learning fast by seeing one of America s

groat Universities in action, and by seeing it from the inside. The

effort to define a University to yon. however, feems almost as difficult

as defining life, or love, or religion.

In the writings of Dr. Eliot, former President of Harvard, I found

one definition. “A University," Dr. Eliot wrote, "is a society of

learned men, each a master in his own fiold.each acquainted with

what has been achieved in all past time in a special subject, each pro-

pared to push forward a little the present limits of knowledge. Hence,

Universities are places of research, of diligent inquiry for new or for-

gotten truths. This incessant aingleinmdcd research for new truth is

the condition eisential for both the material and the intellectual pro-

gress of the nation aud the race."

This definition will holp yon to understand the University of

Chicago. It will help yoo to reaUze why there are a great many stu-

dimls hero who are *carcely aware that their University has a football

team. Professors do meet classes; yet there are some Chicago Profes-

sors who do a large part of their work thousands of miles from the

campus. Some of the most famous teach ooly a few students, and not

in class rooms at all, but in office* and laboratories.

The longer I am here, the more I learn of this major phase of

University work, the phase emphasized in Dr. Eliot's definition :

Ileicarcli. One day last week I beard of four widely different examples.

One University of Chicago Profeasor, an expert on South Ainorican

geography, had been Hying over the wide country at the headwaters of

tlio Amazon River, developing new methods of geographical observa-

tion from the air; another, a biochemist who is trying to discover uew

knowledge about the pituitary gland had just returned from a whaling

expedition off the coast of British Columbia, where he hud secured

samples of the unusual pituitary glands of whales: a third, a scholar of

English literature, was back from London. where he and several stu-

dents had been at work in the Public Records Office, seeking to check

the sources used by Geoffrey Chancer in writing the Canterbury Tales

;

a fourth, a graduate student in sociology, bad turned in a report of his

interviews with narcotic addicted, and his conilnsions as to why people

become addicted to drags.

I asked, "How many m here of tho University of Chicago
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Facility devote most of their working time to research ?" The answer

was “At least five hundred." I learned, too, that more than fifteen

hundred advanced students, "graduate students'' as they ate called,

are engaged in research work, aad that more than half the University's

budget goes into research.

How can this scene of intense, varied intellectual activity be

reconciled with the average man's picture of bright college days, a pic-

ture which grows brighter through the miat of year* and which is

heightened by alumni re-unions, by the movies, and by the thousands

of columns the newspapers give to college athletics ? How can it be

matched against recollections of football and chrysanthemums, frater-

nities and dances, the rush to make the 9 .CO o'clock bell ?

The answer is simple. It lies in the difference between

a College and a Uniceriity. This difference is far greater than most

Americana appreciate. A college ie chiefly concerned with teaching.

Its main job is to acquaint young citizens with the essential parts of

mankind's accumulated learning. Its purport should be to train them

to think—to think clearly and to think for themselves. That is an

important job.

A University's job. on the other hand, is not so ranch to traeh as

to learn. In other words, it is concerned with discovering new knowl-

<slge. Aud that is an even more important job. If civilization is to

advance. A University might do no formal ctasarwui teaching aud

still be the greeted University in the world. It would need no stu-

dents in the accepted sense, no seekers sfter degrees, but it would

need the greatest stall of scholars and investigators, and the best eqip-

rnent, that could be assembled. Of course Universities nhould also

engage in teaching. They must educate those wlio are to be the

scholars, scientists, and professional raon of the next generation. To

take the highest degree at an institution like the University of Chicago

tbo student must himself make an original contribution to human

knowledge. He must discover something that has never beeu known

before.

There are more than a thousand colleges in tbo United States.

At a maximum there are not more than thirty real Universities. Eight

or too of these Universities are privately endowed and finanoed. Harvard,

Yale, Columbia and the University of Chicago are the beat known of

these. The rest are state institutions, supported by public taxes.

Part of the confusion in the public mind between colleges and Univer-
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allies is that Universities maintain coder-graduate colleges. Some of

them, like the University of Chicago with its new plan, do a brilliant

job of undergraduate teaching. These colleges give the Universities

the flavor of college life.

What is it Universities try to learn ? What good does University

research do? A business min certainly sliould be the first to applaud

the idea of research. The greatest ad v antes of modern business and

industry reel upon scientific and technological experimentation. But

here again the business man baa something to learn about Universities.

Moat of us have confused science with the invention of new gadgets.

Recently I talked with Profeasor Artlur H. Compton, the Univer-

sity of Chicago's great physicist, who has won the Nobel Prize in

science. He is not interested in perfecting articles for the market.

Fie spends most of his time trying t > learn tbe nature of cosmic rays,

those mysterious radiations whieh come from outer apace and strike the

earth with tremendous onergy 1 asked him a business man's question

"What practical benefits cau we secure from cosmic rays ?" He didn't

smile. He said, "Tbe first thing they will do is help us understand

tbe universe in which we live. As for practical oonsequenoes. we can-

not tell surely. It may be that research into cosmic rays will lie one

link in a chain of investigation, undertaken by many men over many
deludes, which will lead some day to the release of atomic energy."

I might have told Dr. Compton that if hit experiment* led to that

result, to providing mankind with unlimited, cheap energy—power st

everyone's band—lie would influence the course of history more pro-

foundly than any dictator now living.

To those of us who ask. "What good is a oosioic ray?" the answer

was given long ago by a great scientist, who was asked a similar

question hy a politician and replied. "Sir, some day yon may be

taxing it." He was Michael Faraday, and he had discovered

something interesting, but apparently useless It was tbo principle

of electro-magnetic induction, which is tbe basis r-f our electrical

industry.

The ultimate aim of a University's work is to oontributc to the

welfare of mankind—to the happiness of man's mind and the health

of his body. But it must take many paths to arrive at this long-term

goal. For example, many years ago a group of Wisconsin carnation

growers asked the Department of Botany at the University of Chicago

to find out why their flowers corled up and died in Chicago green-
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houses. The botanists discovered (hat ethylene, a component of

Chicago’s illuminating gas. was killing the carnations. They men-

tioned thia to Dr Arno Luckhardt, a University physiologist. Dr.

Luckhardt wondered what ethylene would do to rats. That wsb the

start of his discovery of ethylene as an anaesthetic. Since then it has

been used in millions of op*ralionc in hospitals, aa an improvement

over chloroform or ether. Dr. Luckhardt, of oourse, might have

mado a fortune by patenting bis discovery, but he didn't.

Thus the nltimate conquest of cancer may come not from a

medical laboratory but from tho laboratory of some obscure University

investigator who is trying to discover new knowledge about the nature

of living tissue. Adolph Oebs, the late publisher of the Ktto York

Times, raid that if tbe cure for cancer were ever discovered he would

devote the first seven pages of hit newspaper to it. That makes it

news more important than the outbreak of a European war.

Politicians like to talk about the more abundant life. The Uni-

versities are doing more than tbe potilidans ultimately to produce it.

The Universities, through their research, may aave or enrich thousands

of lives six months from now. Moch of their work, however, will

come to fruition decade*, perhaps ceoturies. from now. when those

who are doing it are dead and succeeding generations hsro carried it

forward. Business-men have to think in terms of today, tomorrow,

next month, or next year. They should try to understand, and appre-

ciate, the men whose gaie h also turned toward tho centuries to

come.

Thus a University is made great by having great scholars aud

investigators on its staff, by providing them with equipment, and by

giving them freedom to search for the truth. If we deny them free-

dom, we are claiming that we already know all tbe answer* to our

problems. Some of the European countries now deny freedom to

their Universities. The Universities of America arc welcoming the

exiled scholars of these countries The time may shortly arrive, if

indeed it ia not already here, when the United States will bo tho

chief renter of the world’s learning, tbe home of man’s eternal search

for truth.
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!. The Old and New Geographies.

Al the present t me, when the University of Calcutta has under

active consideration the granting of full university status to tbo

Bubject of geography, it is of more than paasinp interest to examine

the claims of the subject and such recognition. In the first place it

may be said that few subjects, if any. Iiave changed more radically

in concept and outlook within the Iasi few decades. Many of us,

perhaps the majority, have recollections of our school days when we

suffered from wbat may be called the * Old Geography.* My own

earliest memory of the subject iaof standing up and res iting in chorus

a creed which embraced the capes and hays of England, an exercise

which was followed in due comae by a list of the counties of England,

the county towoa and the rrera on which the latter were situated.

At » more advanced stage we did * commercial * geography, which

consisted mainly of countries and what lliey were ** noted for " and

of towns and wbat they were ** noted for." Woe betido Uie hoy or

girl who got tho town concerned * noted for * the wrong product !

Yet wo were rarely, if ever, given adequate rtatont for tha facts wo

learnt parrot fashion, * how * and * why 1

scarcely entered into

consideration. The old geography only claimed to bo " a description

of the eartb and its inhabitant* " and indeed it really consisted of

endless catalogue* of dull facia—useful in aome cases tbore is little

doubt, but scarcely interesting and certainly not inspiring.

We certainly were not led to the knowledge that so many of the

facts we learnt were the result of a few simple or fundamental

underlying causes. The new geography first seeks to distinguish or

understand these causes or influences. For this reason the new

geography is sometimes called * causal geography ’—not, perhaps, a

• [B«iD3 thr aoaiaarv4 •Mm feh.aiti tfc* Aa»u**> Hall. Uuinrulr of Calcutta,

on J.uu.r. 9IM, IMS, anJ-i Ha «faa -m.atbi? of Mr. 8 P. Mo*<r>** U.A.. B L . Barmlcr-

•i-Iaw. UXA. Vlc*Chan«llof, U^wnitj 4 CaWtAta, bj Dr. L. Dadlty Sump.l
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happy term because of the easy confuskm with
1

casual.' Let as hope

that in any case the modern geography is doi casual. Its subject-

matter is, indeed, the happenings which affect our every-day lives

aud many of the events or information conveyed to U6 by our daily

papers
;
but its handling of aubject-mattcr is essentially a systematic

and rational one.

The new approach has been worked out almost entirely sinoe

the dawn of the present century. It U associated especially with the

names of Professor J. F. Herbertson and Sir Halford Mackinder in

England, Mias E. C. Semple in America, Ratxel in Germany and

Vidal de la Blache in France. Their work belongs to the pened

before the Great War
; the great development of the subject is a

poet-war phenomenon.

Perhaps for the first time during the Great War we realized the

inter- dependence of all parts of the world Despite nationalistic

developments the telephone, wireless, improvement in communications

by air, sea and land and the growing demands of modern civilised

life all teud to link the world together as a a.ngle unit. We are

forced to realise that the prognwa and prosperity of any one part

depends upon the prograa* and prosperity of the whole and that, as

citizens of any ono country, we are alro citizens of the world and

requiro the organised knowledge of geography io guide us in formu-

latiug opinions and determining our actions.

It ia important at the outlet to emphasize tliese fundamental

differences belwoen tbe old and new geographies if only became so

many of those today in authority recall only the * geography " of their

school-days and cairoot be expected to regard with favour the intro-

ductions of such a subject in our Universities. The change of method

and matter needs to be emphasized.

II. Tbr Position or GEocurar in Modesn Stvuibs.

If we attempt to analyse tbe reasons for the present position of

importance of a counlry—or it may be of a city such as Calcutta or a

mere village—we shall find that the present state of affairs is the result

of the action and interaction of three sets of factors. In the first

place there are the natural or geographical factors— the fundamental

advantage* ox disadvantages of position, natural resources, eic In the
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second place there are the historical factors with which we mav
•

include ihe political, for the politics of today will be history tomorrow.

In the third place there are the economic, including the social,

factors. If, in our attempt to interpret the posit iou, we consider

only one or two of there sets of factors and neglect the others wa are

liable, indeed we are almost certain, to fall into serious errors. Thus
geographical studies take their natural place by the side of historical

and economic studies in the interpretation of rurrent events. They

should serve, by keeping our feet firmly upon the earth, to supply

the ueceasary balance. A *hort whilo ago in au examination for adult

students—there were over 4,000 examinees, mil over 21 years of age—
I set a question concerning the former German colonies. Whilst

everyone who attempted the qocniion had quite made up his mind

on the political or economic issues, apparently not a single one knew

where the colonies were. This is a typical example of the danger

of considering the political and economic factors without the

geographical.

The economists sometimes say that progress in I heir subject is

rendered difficult because everyone imagines lie it a born economist.

In somewhat the same way there seems to be an idea that anyone

cau be a geographer and anyone is oompotant to examine school

children in the subject. Let us therefore try and negative this idea

by examining the theory underlying the modem concepts.

III. SOMB Fl’XOAMBXTAL PlIMlMSB.

Perhaps the most fertile of the concepts of Ihe geographer is

that of the environment. Modem geography may, indeed, be defined

“ *he study of the earth as the home of man and it involves the

analysis of the environment, of tbe action and interaction of the

geographical factors on the life of man and of the reciprocal reaction

of man on his environment. We each of us live, whether as

individuals or as nations, witbin an environment or environments

which whilst influencing our life as a whole, can also bo resolved into

constituent parts. These are the geographical factors. When the

influence of these was first fully realized the term * geographical

control ' was introduced, suggesting that man was controlled by his

environment. Whilst this may be practically true for certain primi-
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live peoples, ' influence’ is a belter word than ' ooutrol ’ (or most

circumstances. What are these geographical (actors which influence

the life of man ?

The first is position—the unalterable factor of the position of our

homes, our workplaces, our country on the face of the earth. Tlie

hour at which we rise, the time we spend travelling, indeed the

ordering of a large part of our daily lives is determined by this factor of

position. Similarly with a city—let u« contract Calcutta and Bombay—

or with a country its position is an unalterable fact. Man may seek to

overcome difficulties or disadvantages of position by his attempts to

improve transport and communications but the influence remains.

Some places are marked by positiou to be centres of huiuau life and

activities ; others can icarecely be more than backwaters.

The second factor ia that of physiography or physical features. If

a country is mouutainoui by nature nolbiug that mau can do can

make it a plain. However much the activities of man may havo

done to make Calcutta the greet city it is, it could scarcely have risen

to the position of a premier port without the physical feature of the

Hugh; on the other hand the very difficulties of communication (an

between Calcutta and Howrah) are themselves the result of this

physical feature. By building bndgea and digging tunnels, by draining

swamps ami embanking river* man may fight against physical features

but his efforts are, after all. small. Thus the teacher of goography

doe* well to start with the fundamentally important physical map.

The third factor is that of geological structure which mukes

its influence felt especially in the location of minerals and its in-

direct effect through soil. Man cannot find a coalfield where a ooalfield

has not already been provided by nature. Geological structure thus

plays a large part in determining the nstaral rcoouices of a country.

The fourth factor that of leeather and climate. The clothes

which we wear from day to dor refl* t largely our personal reactions

to weather condition* :
the differences in house construction between

England and India reflect particularly differences in ci.inate. UnbreDas

and irrigation, artificial heating and refregeration are just some of

man's attempts to counter climatic influences.

The fifth factor

—

vegetation—is really dependant on or closely

connected with the last. Not only docs clim-te determine the type of

natural vegetation of a country but also the character of the crops
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which can be grown by man—the agriculture. Though tome heed-

lessly may try, the world's most powerful dictators cannot force the

production of commodities which climatic conditions make impossible.

The United States, in the temperate rone, depends on overseas

supplies of rubber, cocoa and coffee. The great stretch of the Russian

Republics is in the same position.

The sixth factor—animal Ji/e—has been partly overcome by man

but the man is against the smaller creatures—the mosquito, the

tsetse fly and even smaller creature*.

Within the circle made by this complex environment stands man-

himself an animal but being distinguished from the other animals by

his ability not only to take thought but. having thought, to take action

against the environmental factors.

Another important geographical conception is that of the natural

region—an area over the whole of which the environment ia in a

number of important particular# the same. It ia now customary to

regard the world as divided into about a doxen major natural or environ-

mental regions. This concept has the practical importance that lessons

learnt in one part of a region may be readily applied in other parts.

This may be illustrated by the transference of rubber production from

Brazil to India, Ceylon, Malaya and the Dutch East Indies—to other

purts of the same great environmental region. The Canadian farmer

is seeking to perfect varieties of wheat which will ripen in (be brief

northern summer of the Peace River region
; if auooeMful the results

can immediately be applied to tboee parts of Siberia where similar

conditions prevail.

Geography is not a study of static but of dynamio conditions.

There is the constant uecd of recording facts as they are at a given

time and in the recording of facia an essential tool is tbe map. It is

not difficult to write an account of a country or industry which, whilst

substantially accurate, may be too generalised or too vague to be of

real value. It becomes of a different order of usefulness where

description is supported on tbe one band by statistics and on tho other

hand by facta recorded on maps. It is difficult to record vague

ideas on a map and the map discipline of the geographer is often

a severe one.

It may be urged that each of tbe geographical factors is already

Ibe subject of study of another science. But geography is the only

one which considers tbe action or interaction of the whole.
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IV. THB APPLICATION OF THK PRINCIPLES.

We do well to apply the {*iociple« just enunciated in the first

place to our own lives and oor own homes. Hence the insistence on

“local geography" at an early stage in educational programmes. If

geography is divorced from immediate surroundings and happenings

it is failing in its task. With the home area as a standard of com-

parison we are in a portion to understand and appreciate conditions

of life in other environments. Such balanced knowledge most lead

to better international understanding. Further knowledge gained in

such comparative studies eaablea a return to the consideration of the

home area with a greater understanding.

So geography by focussing the light of well-reasoned knowledge

on the interpretation of current affairs baa an important part to play

in the work of ‘national pUnning* which is so much to the fore at

present. It is significant that lb* State Planning authorities in the

United States start inevitably with a geographical survey and draw

their staffs «> largely from the geographical ecbools of the Universities;

it ia interesting to record that the Royal Commission on the Geogra-

phical Location of Industry recently appointed in Britain includes

the President of the Geographical AaaocialioD amongst the Commis-

sioner* ar>d called on the Royal Geographical Society for evidence.

Amongst other tasks of a similar sort may be mentioned the Land

Utilisation Survey of Britain, in which the present use of every acre

of England. Wales and Scotland has been recorded for the first time.

Detailed regional surreys are greatly needed in India and the

university geographer* have a great field open before them. It is

gratifying to Record the important pioneer work in this respect of

Dr. 8. P. Chalterjee who ia to play such an important part in geogra-

phical studies in tit* University of Calcutta.

V. Thr Position of Geograpbt in the Universities.

Geography baa not yet attained in India the position which it

occupies in the other great countries of the world. One might cite the

United State* or France or Germany but it may suffice to refer to the

position in Britain. There are full department* of Geography in

practically every British University with full pas* and honours and

post-graduate courges. This is true of Oxford, Cambridge, Wales,

10
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Liverpool, Manchester, Birmingham, Leeds, Sheffield. Durham,

Newcastle, Reading, Glasgow. Edinburgh and Aberdeen and applies

also to the University college* of Hull, Leicester, Nottingham,

Exeter and Southampton. In the University of London there are

Honours schools at university and King'* colleges, the london School

of Economics. Birkbeck, Bedford and Queen Mary college*. Yet the

growth is a recent one—coincident with the post war realization of

the importance of the study of international affairs. The first Honours

examination in geography was held in I/mdon in 1931. The mere

handful of student* entered that year included my wife and myself.

Today the number examined for honour* alone run* into hundreds.

No students can enter for the B.Sc. (Econ.) or the B.Cotn.

without a modicum of geography. The student must have his training

in economic*, history, geography and constitution side by aide as an

esrcnlial basis. Student* from India often complain of the difficulty

of obtaining entry to such college* as the School of Economics. There

at loast is one answer—the neglect of a subject which from the

British point of view is regarded a* fundamental.

In conclusion a passing reference may be made to the position

in the schools. There, in the absence of upaeial university degros

in geography •* anybody *'
is regarded a» fit to teach geography.

What wonder if the teaching id the Primary achool is poor, if the

children are ill-prepared for the work of the middle and high schools.

It is a vicious circle, with the nniveraity the weak or absent link.

The recent delegation of the British Association for the advance-

ment of science to the Jubilee meeting of the Indian Science Congress

gave point to the importance with which the university study of

geography is regarded in Britain. The subject wo* represented by
no less than eight delegate*—Mr. McParlane the grand*old man of

Geography from Aberdeen. Professor Ogilrie (Edinburgh), Professor

Fleure, F.R.S. (Manchester), Mr, Kinvig (Birmingham). Professor

Fawcett and L. D. Stamp (Loudon-l'niveraity College and London
School of Economic*), Professor Gordon (Physical Geography, King's

College, London) and Dr. Howartb. the General Secretary of the

British Association.



THE INDIAN CONSTITUTION : FLEXIBLE
OR RIGID ?

Tjupuraki Chakravakti. u.a.

(

have lead with great interest Lord Lothian's recent statement

ou the Government of India Act, 11135. He has taken consider-

able pains to show that the Pedetal structure as adumbrated in the

Act of Parliament tf, m spite of iu admitted defects, acceptable,

and he has further observed that tl»e new constitution "far from being

rigid and unalterable except by Paihament is in fact very floxiblo and

fluid." Lord Lothian has characterized any opinion as to the rigidity

of the constitution as "a very general misapprehenxioo in India.”

Hut what are the facts on which he seeks to build up bis ikoory ?

Thu Simon Commission plainly staled :
" The first principle which

we would lay down is thst the new constitution should, as for as

possible, contain wilbm itsslf provision for its own development.

It should uot lay down too rigid and uniform a plan, but should

allow for natural growth and diversity it haa boeu a cbaraoloiialic

of (lie evolution of responsible government in other pari# of tbo

British Umpire that the details of ihe constitution have not boon

exhaustively defined in statutory language. On Ihe contrary, the

constitutions of the self-governing parts of the British Empire have

dovcloped as the result of natural growth" (Simon Report, Vol. 11,

jura. 7) But in the Proposals for Indian Constitutional Reform which

were issued by the Conservative Government m 1U33. we do not find

aoy mention of this doctrine so eloquently expressed by (be Simon

Commission. Mr. C. K. Attlee in his sficech on these pro|K*sala in the

House of Commons on the ‘.17th March. 1933, said : "The whole idea of

Domioioua Status entirely disappears from the White Paper even as

the ultimate goal. The second thing which entirely disappear# is any

idea of a progressive advance to full responsible government. The

Simon Commission, among other things, definitely laid it down that

the constitution should contain within it the seeds of growth

In the whole of rlie proposals tbere is no suggestion of growth.

There is no suggestion that at any lime, or ou any occasiou, will the
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powers of the Governor-General be relaxed. There is no suggestion

that at any time the power of the Secretary of State and of this House

through the Secretary of State will be relaxed. There is no hint

of time.” (House of Commons Debate*. 27th March, 1933, p. 723.)

On tho other hand. Sir Samuel Hoare, the Secretary of State, was

anxious on that day to allay ue appreliennons of the conservative

members of the House of Commons by giving them the assurance

that the " extremists ” would not be able to obtain a dominating

influence in the new Indian constitution. Let me quote his words:
”

I do not wish to make prophecies about the fature, least of all the

Indian future. But I would ask bon. Members to look reiy carefully

at the proposals which we have made in the White Paper for the

constitution of the FeJeral Legislature and of the Provincial Legis-

latures. and if they analyse those proposals. 1 think they will agree

with me that it will be almost impossible, abort of a landslide, for the

extremists to get control of the federal centre. I believe tlat, to put

it at the lowest, it w ill be extremely diicall for them to gel a majority

in a Province like Bengal.” Vet, in tho fane of this pronouncement of

Sir Samuel Hoare. Lord Lothiin in bis recent statement asks us

to bnlieve that the “Congress will gain a majority of tho British Indian

seats, which will give it a leading place in the Ministry” at tho

Federal Ccutre. Now, whom are we to believe more—Sir Samuel

Hoare, the architect of the new constitution, or Lord Lothian,

the well-meaning aod optimistic liberal alalo-imm ?

The Report of the Joint Par larocntary Committee in 1934 in its

introductory chapter discureod certain excellent principle* of constitu-

tional settlement aod even stressed the need for flexibility in the

new Indian constitution (para 22). But in the body of the Report we
find no vestige of this idea. Mr. F. 8. Cocks in moving the labour

amendment to the Government motion on the J. P. C. Report in the

House of Commons on the 12tb December, 1934. made it perfectly clear

in bis speech that the constitution which was actually sought to be

introduced was not a flexible but a rigid constitution. He said:
” The Scheme is a static plan, a rigid plan. a rather cast-iron plan,

even perhaps almost a final plan. It does not contain within itself

provision for its own development.” (House of Commons Debates,
12th December, 1934, p. 407) Mr C R. Attlee also in his draft

report laid before the Joint Parliamentary Committee on the l&h June.
1034, plea-led ** that the constituiioo itself should contain possibilities
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of expansion and development, which may. without further Act of

Parliament, realize this objective." Bot his draft report wu Dot a(

all considered by the Committee. Even the Statutory Commission's

recommendation that the Indian constitution should " contain some

element of elasticity enabling adjustments to be made in accordance

with the conditions actually obtaining in any given province at any

particular time " to which Mr. Attlee tried to draw pointed attention,

failed to carry weight with the majority of the members of the Com-
mittee. (J. P. C. Report, Vol. I, Part II, pp. -25647)

But although the Indian Statutory Commission stressed the neod

for making " very full provision in the constitution for growth and

development without the necessity of seeking new powers from the

British Parliament," yet Sir 8amue! Hoare in bis Bill for the Govern-

ment of India made no provision for the method of internal adjust-

ment and growth. On the other hand, in his speech on the second

reading of the Bill in the Hou« of Commons, on the 6th February,

1936, Sir 8amuel Hoare made it abundantly dear that the Indian

constitution would be a rigid constitution. He Mid as follows: " This

constitution is a rigid constitution and it ran only be amended by

future Acts of Parliament, ft is rigid because of the peculiar rondi-

lions prevalent in India and because Parliament hare would not be

prepared to abandon its overnight of future changes." (House of Com-

mons Debates, 6th Fehruvry, 1935, p. 1167) Thua it is manifest from

the language of the sponsor of the Bill himsejf that the constitution

was meant to be rigid and mela«tic and in its final -haps it has

remained rigid and inelastic. The author of the Bill was so very anxious

to ensure the rigidity of the c>n«(ituti>n that he introdu-ed

into the provisions of the Bill quite a new method of framing the

Instruments of Instructions to the Governor-General and Provincial

Governors. Hitherto such I netraicents were refolded ss the executive

acts of the British Cabinet. They were issued as prerogative docu-

ments, but for the first time in the constitutional history of England,

as Sir Samuel Hoare himself admitted in the House of Commons on

the 6th February, 1935. the Draft Instructions wete made to "receive

the Parliamentary sanction of both Houses.” Thus they became

Parliamentary Documents, or rather definite matters of quasi-legisla-

tion. On a point of further information Sir Herbeit Samnel asked :

"Would any future Government be able to i6sue amended Instructions

without the sanction of the House Y ” Sir Samuel Hoare replied:
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“No, it Mould be necessary to have the sanction of both Houses.
1"

Mr. Churchill'* interrentioD with the words—"Not for every Amend-

ment?"—elicited the farther reply of Sir Samuel Ho&re: “Yes, for

every future change.'’

This is a constitutional innovation of tremendous significance.

The House of Lords op to this time was not permitted to have any

control over administration. The Parliament Act, 1911, rendered the

Lords impotent in matters of legislation. But Sections 13 and 53 of

the Government of India Act, 1935, relating to the Instruments of

Instruction* have entrusted, as Mr. Winston Churchill pointed out very

forcibly in his speech in the Heart of Commons on the 5th March,

1935, “a first rate function, one of the roost responsible decisions, to

the House of Lords without even the Parliamentary time limitation

which was enforced by the Parliament Act thus reverting to the pre-

Parli.vnent A<*t situation." This was setting up the old unlimited veto

of the House of fjord* in a real form. Kven Sir Samuel lloare was

forced to admit that a Resolution of the House of Commons seeking

to make some changes in the Instructions was not subject to the

Parliament Ac*. The Lords, therefore, would be perfectly al liberty to

veto the proposals of the House of Common* again and again.

Mr. Morgan Jones was for dropp ng tlu« revolutionary proposal

in the British constitutional system. In moving his amendment to

clause 13 of the Bill on the 3th March. 1935. he was perfectly

frank when be said that. the previsions with regard to the Instruments

of Infraction* would prevent any future Labour Government from

making any alteration m the Indian constitution through amended

Instructions. Proposals for change would be certainly and indefinitely

held up by a majority in tbe House of Lords who would remain

entirely unaffected by the electoral decision which might bare placed

the labour Government itself in office. Tbe statutory provisions

regarding the Instruments of Instructions are, therefore, very signi-

ficant and they raise very far-reaching constitutional issues.

It is also worthy of note that tbe Constitutions of the Dominions

in the past have becu developed from time to time by amending the

prerogative Instruments of Infractions—uot by altering the letter.* of

the statutes. Those changes have been effected on the authority of

tbe Government alone. No separate consent of Parliament has been

thought to be necessary. But under the present Act, changes in the

Letteis of Instruction can only be made if they are laid before both
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Hoaaes of Parliament and passed by both Houses of Parliament by

means of an Address. The future growth and development of the

Indian constitution thus lies entirely in the bands of the Hou-e of

Lords.

Lastly, it should be pointed out that with the passing of the

Government of India Act 1935, the Government of India Act 1919,

was repealed, bnt the Preamble of that Act remained. It is not very

difficult to understand the real reason for making this specific exception

from the repeal of the Act of 1919. The Preamble asserts in unquali-

fied terms the powers of both Houses of Parliament to determine every

step of Indian constitutional development, and therefore, the Govern-

ment of 1935 was very anxious to pat emphasis on the terms of the

Preamble. But Indian political opinion has never Income reconciled

to the claims put forward in the Preamble on behalf of Parliament,

and the '* terminology is. of course," as the Right Hon. Wedgwood
Benn has shown in an article in the Political Quarterly (July, 1930',

"in contradiction of the idea that the new constitution should have

some inherent power of growth, whit* was plainly stated by the Simon
Commission." Further, it is neceassry to point out thet the words of

the Preamble of the Act of 1919 are inconsistent with Dominion Btntua

promisod so solemoly by Lord Irwin on behalf of His Majesty's Gov-

ernment on the 31sl October. 1929. They are entirely ont of place in

modern constitutional phraseology. They fonod place in the Act of

1919 seven years before the Imperial Conference of 1920 which for the

first time made an attempt to define Dominion Staias. It thus becomes

abundantly clear that tbo new constitution does not "contain within

itself provision for its own development."

Lord Lothian has observed that the now constitution of India is

not rigid. On the other hsnd. he has said that "it is in fact very flexible

and fluid." Now the chief merit of a flexible constitution. as Vis-

count Bryce pointed out in bis classical essay on "Flexible and Rigid

Constitutions." is that it "affords a mean* of preventing orminimiz'ng
revolutions by meeting them half-way A Flexible Constitution,

however, being mare easily and promptly alterable, and being usually

a less firmly welded and cohesive structure, can bend without break-

ing, can be modified in such a way as to satisfy popular demands, can

©scape revolution by the practical submission of one of the contending

forces in the particular dispute The knowledge that a constitution

can be changed without any tremendous effort helps to make a party of
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revolution less violent and a party of resistance leas stubborn, disposing

both to some compromise The constitution permits small reforms to

be easily effected. The party of change, which woukl be a party of

revolution if it was obliged to have large changes or none, is apt to bo

divided, and its more moderate section is, or ooou passes into, a party

only of reform." (Bryco: Studies in History and Jurisprudence,

Vol. r. pp. 173-75) One may feel inclined to enquire whether any of the

above-mentioned merits of a flexible constitution can be said to belong

to the new Indian Cou.il it ut on which Iaxd laotbian lias characterized

o* flexible and fluid.



THE EUGENIC POTENTIALITIES OF THE
ALLEGED INFERIOR RACES AND CLASSES

Dr. Besov Ki-iub Sahkab
Doetr— n O+ynpA* b>oin isui.

D
EMOGRAPHIES and engenicisU are asm rule obsessed by the

records of ibe races that have already contributed to the civiliza-

tion of maukind. It is time for the quantitative and qualitative

students of population to direct attention to the signs of new life such

as are being exhibited by tho«e peoples, groups or classes that have no

tradition and no history The wore* aud ideologies of the communities

deserve to be examined in the furluristic no lew than in the antiquarian

and historical manner. Evidences of race-betterment and the rejuve-

nation of mankind are forthcoming from the exploits of many unknown

clans, tribes, classes and societies So study of population or progress

with reference to the Indian and world conditions can be adequate

which happens to remain blind to the intellectual, moral, aesthetic

and social transformations going oo among tho rising racot. In the

slow but steady ascendancy of the onknown or ill- known classes, tribes,

castes or groups tbe objectivo Rludaol of sociology may detect the dis-

charge of many eugenic currents and agencies soch as are well calculated

to raise the physical, intellectual and spiritual values of the entire

human race. 1

Many of tbe good or desirable biological slocks and strains re-

mained unsuspected in tbe submerged and inconspicuous races and

classes of the world. Tbe humanitarian, philanthropic, social reform

and etatistic activities of the nineteenth and twentioth centuries have

enabled some of them to display their mettle and " fitness " in Eur-

America. The evocation of eugenic forces by social means nnd methods

is continuing its work still. The emergence of Japan as tbe parent of

Young Asia, tbe rise of new nationalities in Eastern and Central

Europe, as well as the birth of a regenerated l.'ussia under Soviet

auspices are some of tbe processes through which the depressed, re-
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pressed and inferior of yesterday Have been proving themselves to bo

the culture-bearere. civilizer* and world-remakers of today. - The same

proce&a has been going oo in India since tlie Mobenjo-Daro times
; and

at the present moment as in the past the culture-creating strains such

as have remained hidden or unobserved in the biological make-up of the

alleged lower classes, inferior castes and worthless communities aro

being provided with fresh opportunities by aortal, legal and political

methods for getting themselves recognised in the eugenic planning of

the Indian population.

During the present century the Bengali people ha* been witnessing

a slow but steady transformation of a far retching character. It is

poaaiMe to notice the beginnings of what may be described as a tremen-

dous social resolution. In I90J when we used to think of Bengal, we
used as a rule to notice the literary, educational and political activities

of the Hindus. In those days the Musoalman element was, generally

•peaking, very inconspicuous in public life. Today the Mussulman as

a political factor is one of the most important constituents in Bengali

society. In the great events of national importance a very significant

part is played by ths Mussulman msn and women of Bengal. It may-

be said therefore that Bengali life today bat been enormously enriched

by the introduction of the Moteaimau element in politic*. Then,

again, if we examine the schools and colleges not only of Calcutta hut

of the different districts and rural oentres in our province it is patent

that tbo academic life of Bengal baa become M usualmamzed in consi-

derable proportion*. The Hindu is not today the monopolizing factor in

primary, secondary, collegiate, medical, technical and other prefesiional

institutions. In Bengali literature also the contributions of the Museal-
rnaus have of late been acquiring an importance whose value cannot bo

uuder-estimated. Among the moil powerful poets, essayists, editors

and journaliits of Bengal a large number comes from the Mussulman
side. It is well-known, beanies. that in export and import, in retail

trade and in some of the factories and other industrial concerns the

Mussulman business organizer* and directors are prominent personali-

ties. Altogether, the Madman has socoredod in the course of the

last generation to assert bis claims to tbe development of tbe Bengali
people along modern lines. The establishment of this fact should be
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regarded in the estimation of publicists, patriots, social workers as well

as economists, eugenicist* and sociologists as a great social event.

We may uow turn our eyes to some other corners of Bengali

society. There was a tune, even thirty years ago, and of course, half a

century ago by all means, when the leading men of Bengal were known

as Bauerjees, Chatterjees, Ghoses, Sen-Guptas and bo on. In the

coarse of the last few decades it is very interesting to watch how tbe

mry family titles of prominent pertuos have become multiform

and diverse. If we analyze the list of member# in any public organiza-

tion in any -ubiivision of the dislrirU of Bengal we notice that it ii

very often difficult to guess from the family titles the oxact caste or

social grade of the persons. The **ine diversity and heterogeneity of

family titles will be detected in the registers of elementary, secondary,

collegiate and other educational institutions. In one word, the self-

conscious and expremive eectioa of the Bengali people of today is not a

community primarily of Brahmans, Kayasthas and Vaidyas. These

castes are not monopolising tbe cult.iral, political and economic func-

tions of Bengal . The •* thousand and one " castes of the Bengali

Hindu society hare risen into prominence and the values of thoir contri-

butions in every sphere are no great that there it hardly anybody who

cares at all to enquire into tbe covte ol Ibe parent) to whom Bengal

owes one or other form and ooe or other item of her greatness. We
might analyze the situation deeper aod toe how tbe sociol structure of

Bengal has been on the way to a radical change owing to the introduc-

tion of some distinctively new features.

The contributions to the wealth aod eocial economy of Bengal

may be examined from tbe side of wbat for want of a bettor term can

be described as the “ aboriginal " tnbes or raewa. Thoro are reasons

to boliove that in virtually every district of Bengal and especially in

the border districts the non Hindu and to a certain extent. non-Bengali

races are becoming absorbed iu tbe general mass of the Bengali commu-

nity. The Santals are well-known. This race is today occupying

many of the productive agricultural regions in the districts of West and

North Bengal. For the present tiiey are engaged chiefly in the work of

cultivation but some of the more modest arts and handicrafts are also

being cultivated by them. The Rajbanshis of North Bengal, although

not of the same category, may l>c described as another race that has

been slowly but steadily entering the Bengali Hindu society at the

thin end of tbe wedge.
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It ib not necessary to enumerate all the different ethnic stocks

which, whether 100 p. c. non-Bengali or partially uon-Bcogali, have

been more or leas gaining a solid footing in the nooks and corners

and even in the highways of Bengali life. Their activities we

not confined to agricultural and primitive industries as well as

manual labour, cultivation, mining or factory. There are some

cases of trading aud shop-keeping functions being discharged by these

heterogeneous “ non-Beugali ” races. The intrusiou of these new racial

elements is a very stupendous fact in the social economy of Bengal. It

is to be understood, besides, that the participation of these different

races in the economic life of the Bengali people is helping them by

degrees, first, to acquire mastery over tl>e Bengali language, and

aeojudly, to assimilate domestic rites aud ceremonies, manners and

customs, social etiquettes, etc., of the Beugali people. Many of them

are getting Hinduired. But on the other hand, the genera! mass of

the Bengali people also is being powerfully influenced in diverse items

by the introduction of these uew racial factors. One can nay that

Bengal has really been experiencing an expansion in her economic and

cultural activities. We bave today a veritable ” Greater Bengal "

within the geographical boundaries of Bengal.

When we consider the actual developments of the ImI throe

decades from the standpoint of the men and women who have been

actually functioning as creators of economic, social and political values,

we are surprised to discover to wbat a great extent the populations!

structure of the Bengali people has become democratized. The
Bengali people of to-day is not what it was in lft05 and certainly not

what it was at the time when the Indian National Congress was

founded in 1865. A rather radical and extreme statement may he

hazarded in this connection. The very flesh and blood of the men
and women, that is, the physical and physiognomical features of the

Beugali people who are playing an active part in contemporary life are

perhaps to a certain extent tending to be different from those of the

fathers and grand-father» of the nationalist and progressist movements.

The phrases such as " the wealth of nationalist Bengal,” " the

contributions of Bengal,” " Bengali public life," ** Bengali culture,"

•* Bengali economic activities," “ economic and political Bengal,"

etc., mean today far different things from the same categories

as used by some distinguished lawyer or publicist in the early

years of the present century. In those days, from his own private
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office room in a certain district town be used to wire to a leader

or to a leading daily of Calcntta. “ The entire district is with you

or behind you.” In those days the self-cou&cious and creative sections

of the Bengali people were indeed so homogeneous in character or

rather microscopic in dimension a* to be pxtriarchically represented or

bossed in this rnanucr.

Today there is no individual and of course no institution anywhere

iii any district of Bengal that would dare make statement* like the

above in regard to some question* of public iinportanco. Tlio situation

is today quite heterogeneous, multiform and pluralistic. Those of our

countrymen who have discovered for lb*m*elves that, populationally

speaking, in ita very physical make-up Bengal is a thoroughly now

phenomenon not to be comprehended iu terms of the demographic

basis of a generation ago, will be in a poMtmu to comprehend the

problems of young Bengal during the next dwade. The next three,

hve, seven or ten years of the Bengali people can be uiauiiged only by

those of our publicist* and scholar* who posses* no vagueness about

tho fact of a racial, casta! or religious expansion of the Bengali people.

Once this societal transformation of the Bengali people ha* been re-

cogaired a* the foundation of our national policy for today and to-

morrow, shall wo be in a position to eschew many of the conventional

doctriuee of social aervke and patriotism. Tho now orientations in

our economic policy and, what is more importaul, in political philo-

sophy can be acquired only by those who are tliorongbly oonvinoed of

the radical transformation that has been going on in the populations!

structure of our country. The Mundas, Orsons and Santala, today are

as good Hindus as the conventional Hindus of yesterday. Today the

Bagdia, Bauria and the other alleged lower caste* have been exerting

an influence on the societal economy no less striking than do the

alleged superior castes. Last but not least, the Moaaalmtm* on

account of their cultural ae well as other activities have been growing

into good and valuable Bengalis like the Hindus who but a short

time ago happened almost to be exclusively responsible for the creative

achievements and other forms of cnergisin iu the public and cultural

life of Bengal.

These discoveries in the domain of Bengal’s populalional structure

should induce aa to get prepared for certain discoveries in other

domains. It is time for us to examine objectively .-ome of the experi-

ences that the Bengalis have picked up during the last generation in
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the course of contacts with the different racial, linguistic and religious

element* in the population. Those nationalists who have been serving

the working classes as promoters or organizers of trade-unions can

certainly help os with the results of some of their discoveries in this

regard. The inspectors who are officially connected with the co-

operative credit movement among the peasant classes are also in a

position to enrich us with reports about what they have discovered

in the character and aptitude of the families with which they have had

to come into contact. The activities of the Hindu Mission workers as

well as of the Kamlcruhna-Vivekananda Mission and other social

sorvico propugauduta who m one way or other are connected with the

untouchables or other classes will also serve to throw light on the

personal qualifies- twn» of iIhm* men and worneu whose lives as a

rule have lain beyond the grasp and imagination of literary men,

artists, educators, journtliit* and patriots. It should appear that the

railway coolies, plantation labourers, mine- workers, factory labourers,

pcasauts, in other words, thovs occupational classes which constitute

the majority of the " gainfully employed *’ population,—ibe " Masses,

••—who have ao long remained* obmorged in the Bengali society

do not necessarily possess* n intelligence and moral character in-

ferior to those of the persons who academically, professionally and

economically belong to the upperten thousand.

Prom the standpoints of " Isnthmica '* and eugenics this ia one of

the greatest discoveries in regard to the social make up of the Bengali

people. Let us be perfectly clear. We are speaking liero of those

men and women who happen to be " unlettered.”—i.e.. of the 89% of

the entire population. It is to be Doted that wo are not using tho

word "uneducated." By the cafegory, ''unlettered," is to be understood

a persou who cannot read and write. The distinction we make hero is

of profound significance in regard to the apprai&il of human " values.”

A mau who is unible to read aod write is not necessarily uneducated

or uncultured. Literacy is ao esseotiallv modern phenomenon, but

culture and education have beeo going oo in the human race for

thousands of years. There ware millions of culture J and educated

men and women during the primitive, ancient anl medieval epochs of

history even in those regions and sroong those races where reading and

writing were unknown. Iu oth»*r words, human intelligence is not as

a rule dependcut very much oo_book-learning and school-going. The
natural intelligence as well as practical experience of the looming
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millions among the illiterates of Bengal are, therefore, very valuable

intellectual assets. The cultivator*, the blacksmith.*!, the spinners,

the weavers, the potters, the basket makers, the mistrti (mechani-

cians), the gharamii (cottage-builders), the boatmen and sailor*,

etc., of Bengal possess an intelligence which has been sharpened bj the

practice and traditional experience of ages, and in this iotelligcuce

and exertcucc they are equal to the Japanese, Italians, Frenchmen,

Germans, English, and Americans. Class for class, the Bengali

mistri/i, carpenters and other haod-wnrkers as well aa the cultivarors

of Bengal can challenge competition with their comrades of any

nationality on the surface of the earth in regard to natural intelligence

and mother-wit independent of machinery and tools.

We may now institute a comparison of theae illiterates with those

who have acquired “education" in achools and colleges. In other

words, let us compare the peasants and worfianicians of Bengal with

the schoolmasters, lawyers, deputy-magistrates, doctors, journalists

and polilicul leaders. There is hardly anybody among the so-called

educated clauses who would venture to asaeri that as intelligent per-

sons, tbal is, as mao and wonn of oommofl sense, the cultivators

and wutns do not understand the problems of their daily life, their

family requirements, their village sjrrouuJmgs in the sarao way as do

the schoolmasters, lawyers, SirudrsAi-preacIicrs. and ao on. Those

who know the illiterates intimately admit, ae a rule, that the fact of

being ignorant iu regard to reading and writing does not render them

incapable of comprehending the interests of thomsilvos, their families

as well as their neighbours. On the other litud, it is also necessary to

observe that a schoolmaster, a lawyer or a doctor is after all an expert

in one, two or three things of life. Those alleged “educated" persona

can claim proficiency ouly in a very limited sphere of iutorMtl. The

doctor is not ao authority in problems connected with engineering, the

engineer in questions involving a knowledge of bot ioy, tho chemist in

question* of astronomy, and so on. The highest that one can possibly

claim for these intellectual chutes it that some one is a specialist in a

particular line and a certain person in another.

Now. agriculture i® also a profession of very great importance. 3

The men and women therefore wl»o aie exj,er(4 in agriculture, that is,

• Wah ih» p«iioa uken her.- ny U rx«a1.*i*i (Uiioiiec raf.rUlog jgricnl-

lun lumiuiriic I bj ScRfcio, Ziaunrnua tvl G-lpso 11 I 5yifr*i.r(,c So«r<*‘ IlciJt In
Rdf ii Soculcgj, VoL I lUicaesots, M80>,pp. lBlli
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the illiterate cultivator*, therefore, deserve the same consideration

from the other members of the community as a lawyer does from the

engineer and an astronomer from the chemist. Professions are to bo

respected as professions. The agricultural profession does not demand

less intelligence, less dexterity, less shrewdness, less commonsense,

less organizing ability than do the so-called learned professions. The

same remarks hold good in regard to the profession of the blacksmith,

weaver, potter and so on. The mitiri. the cultivator and others in Hie

so-called manual professions are a* educated and cultured, although

unable to read and write, as are the lawyera, doctors and the professors.

We are prepared'to go * step beyond and assert that as a "moral person,"

that is, as one who a* a free agent discharges the duty of hia life in

regard to himaelf, his family and hu neighbours, the lawyer, the doctor

or Iho professor is not necessarily superior to the chtuhi, coolie, major,

mistri and all other manual workera. Let the member* of the ao called

"educated class" plsce their hands on their breasts sad compare their

character aa sons and daughters, aa parents, aa uncles or aunts, as

guardians, as nephew* and niece* with those of the cultivators, factory

workers, and handicraftsmen. It ia impossible to demonstrate that

the peasant as a class in his moral obligations and seme of duly

towards relative* and kinsfolk at well as to the neighbour*, lives on a

lower plane than member* of the *o-c»llod educated clan*. In regard

to other functions of moral hfe aleo we can institute a comparison and

the conclusion will be forced on us that in re 'trd to the activities in-

volving money matters, the factory director and others do not ns a rule

enjoy an enviable position such a* might give points to tho members

of the unlettered churn**. We cao take other items of private and pub-

lic morality and we shall find that io criminal statistics, the chathi,

the nirsfri and the mjjiir do not figure oftener and in larger numbers,

proportionally speaking, than do the men and women of the bo called

superior classes.

These discoveries, based on the experience of a very largo number

of public workers and scholars, lead inevitably to the proposition that

the illiterate is not a person who deserves to be differentiated from the

so-called educated as an intellectual and moral being. And on the

strength of this discovery we arc prepared to formulate a doctrine

which should counteract the superstition that has been propagated in

Eur-America and later in Asia as well aa, of coarse, in India to the

effect that literacy should be the basis of political suffrage. Our obser-
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rations eutitle us to the creed that political suffrage should have nothing

io do with literacy. The illiterate has a right to political life and

privilege simply because of the sheer fact that as a normal human being

he has factually demonstrated his intellectual strength and moral or civic

sense. The rights of the illiterate ought to constitute in social psychol-

ogy the foundation of a new democracy. A universal suffrage inde-

pendent of all considerations as to school-going, ability to read and

write, or other testa should be the very first postulate of social econo-

mics. Thoee of our countrymen who are equipping thcmwlves for the

task of conducting the movements of the Bengali people have been

somewhat disabusing their minds of the pretentions of schools and

colleges in regard to their contributions to political preparedness. It ia

because the claims of the intellectual ability as well as of the moral

worth of the millions of unlettered men and women of Bengal are

being objectively considered and appraised io a proper manner that the

Bengali people has been successful,—to a certain extent unconsciously

perhaps,—in opeuing a new creative chapter—although as yet not

prominent—in the history of its societal enorgisin. Slowly but steadily

them new orientations and evaluations are embodying themselves in

unprecedented metabolmic urge*.

For the time being it is not easy to contribute to the solution of

tlio legal questions bearing on the definition of tbe “scheduled

castes." Nor is it alir.vys possible to suggest to the perty leader- (he

ways and means of bringing about eolidarity between the clussos,

castes, creeds and commumtiee. Tbe thought that is uppermost in a

scientific study of population questions with reference to qualitative

improvement is of a uon-iegal, uon-political and non-party character.

Our observation* may be offered as hints for further and intensive

investigation to the students of economic and cultural expansion as

well as to all those inquirers who are interested in the facts and theo-

riea of progress.

The non-higher castes, scheduled or uuachcduled, subject, as they

are, to varying doses of repression, have begun to rise. It is time for

the alleged higher castes,—the Brahman-K.iyastba-Vaidya-coraplex,

—

to approach the problems of Ibis rise with new beads and new hearts.

The Brah monocracy of today will have to get oriented to a new order

of social facts and developments and prepare the way for a new

Brahmanocracy «.«., a new regime of social, cultural 3nd socio-political

elites.
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There is a tendency in certain quarters of Bengal to real assured

that there are no “depressed chaw" in Bengali society. It iB neces-

sary, therefore, to observe at the outset that every human being who

for one reason or other feels that be >6 being discriminated against

because of birth is a depressed creature. Whatever bo the law, what-

ever be the schedule, whatever be the tradition, and whoever be the

makers of the law, the schedule and the tradition, the

fact of discrimination is a rnjral and spiritual grievance of the highest

order. And everybody who feels aggrieved belongs to the depressed.

The anthropological verdict of worli-caltare is positive. The

lower race or class of today has turned out to be the superior race or

class of tomorrow. The decline and fall of the high has not implied

the decline and fall of civilization.

Even if all the Hind i setts m the Canoe- 1 an! the Assembly, then,

wore made over to or indepeo lently captured by those who belong

to Cbo non-higher ca««s, nay. to be very extreme and ultra-radical,

oven if the few millions bsloegiug lathe alleged higher caston were

to bs physically extiaJl,— so i-Mir optno, of course, which it ia im-

passible to realise except pxtiepi through discriminative and differen-

tial geological catastrophes,—the culture and wealth of Bengal would

not be endangered but continue to flourish. Our position in regard

to race or class extinction* is the exact antipodes to the uttidude

embodied in I»pouge'a L« 8/lM»ru Socu/les and Ammon's Ocictl-

*ehafttonlHung mid Hire natMkke Gntndlagen (Social Order and its

Natural Foundations). In a reasonable way of looking at tilings there

ahould be no room for economic, political, tocial or cultural scares of

any sort as regards tbe consequences of an ovcntual predominance

of the " scheduled " and other " depressed " classes. It is utterly

unscientific to assume a cejogenic or dytgenic predominance in tbe

upheaval of the alleged lower castes or classes.

The '* communal award” of Manu, Yajnavatkya, Raghunandana

and others hod sanctionel the disfranchisement of the teeming

millions of the population. Tbe culture-beariug stocks and strains

of the hydra-headed multitude mere generally overlooked by those

lawgivers, as they ore being overlooked even today by the radical

eugeuicists of contemporary Bur-America. « But under tbe regime of

new legal institutions and economic transformations in recent limes

• tbe «ctka .a paeoJc-Kigi-ical tpyaZJ ia fH.
CrtiribateN. Voi II USaw YoA twsi. p«. 963-MS.

E. Suae, : Ifittorf »/ tVerUin
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certain individuals belonging to those disfranchised classes of centuries

have succeeded in demonstrating to the world that they are capable

of being at a par with individuals of tbe privileged classes in brain,

character and self-sacrifice. The eugenic postulates, hypotheses,

axioms an 1 foundations of the new social order may therefore not

turn out to be less fruitful and creative than those of the old.

Literacy has been spreading and i* going to spread if not ado-

q mtely, at any rate, to some oxtent a nong all the castes and classes

in the near future. This expansi-oo is sure to influence the college

and the University atmosphere. The achievements of the " non-

higher " cas'es in the arta and science* are tending to aoquire larger

and larger proportions. Their impact on tbe Government services,

legal profession and clerical joba in mercantile firms and railways and

otbor offices is also to be taken for granted .
These traditional avenue*

to cultural, political and social adraoce belong to every system of

reconstruction as a matter of coarse.

Among tbe eocial prnceaaea such as are likely to call forth the

play of eugenic force* aoi the assertion of good biological stocks

and straina among tbe poorer and lower classes or castes in tho

next gener ition may be mentioned likewise the eoonomio betterment

and tho elevation of tbe standard of living which the Government

oxpen liturc of Its. 1.600,000 on rural reconstruction (Its. 10,000,000

for AHTnlia) is expected to promote. The eitabli illmen t of Union

Board dmpensariee, the improvement of rural water supply, drainage

and flushing schemes, the establishment of seed and crop domoostra-

tion centres, tbe introduction of agricultural tra ning in cortam second-

ary nchools. the provision for village libraries, and plans Tor the market-

ing of jute and paddy,-*ll these aocioeoonomio. " socialistic " and

etatistic measures envisaged in the programme of 1936 affoctmg as

they do the physique and morale as well as aurrouodings of tho

unknown or ill-koowD races and classes should not be treated by socio-

logists a* exclusively " environmental" or
•* social " in their bearings.

It is through tbe settiog up of such environmental conditions and social

institutions and machineries that the biologico-genetic forces are going

to be generated for tbe pro -re* • of the termini millions. In regard

to In lit a«to other countries the student of social science is called

up»a to a I nit oice more tba grest reality that faituat socialism and

positive or c mutilation »l democracy are two of the most profound

eugenic agencies in the destiny of maukiud.
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The Brahmanocr3ry of old, as established by Manu and his

predecessors and successors, was based on twofold fouudations: Jatuna

or birth was only one of the foundations of that social polity. The

other foundation was tamskam," initiation," education, nurture, etc.

It ia erroneou* to ascribe a birth-rooni3in or deterministic heredity-

cult to Manu and bis peers, coming aa they did down from the aociol.

ogists of the Taittiriya Satuhito and the .iiloteya Hrahmam, The

theory n( that social philosophy and socetial organization was essentially

right. That theory has worked woll not only in India but virtually

in entire Asia and Eur-America as well.* Today aleo that philosophy

and that organization are pragmatically found to be working well,

on the whole. Only, Manu reqaire* to be modified and expanded.

Tho facts of military and economic history as well as migrations from

district to district and province to province at well aa continent

to continent have gone oo modifying and expanding Manu
through the ages, often unconsciously, of course, both in the East

and the West. At the present moment what is urgently needed is

a conscious and deliberate modification and expansion of Manu lo

suit the incorporation and assimilation of myriads of untried and

half-tried groups of men and women. It is tills enlargement of Manu
that ia being consummated through aoeial idealism, poht cal franchise,

educational expansion and economic planning soch aa arc embodied

in the diverse efforts of what any be called the " new Brailmano-

cracry.” Eugenics has found powerful allies in the Sioadetlic move-

ment, notionalistic activity, socialism and, curiously enough, even

communal award. The detection of sound eogenistic forces in these

and allied measures ought to be appraised as a great achievement of

contemjiorary sociology and demography.

1 C. H.CWUf ibos'lW. OWw To*. !«». pp. 19T-U.



POLITICS AND MUSLIM STUDENTS
Hcuaycs Kabir

I should at (he outset like to convey to iho organisers of this

* All India Muslim Students Conference iny very deep and

sincere appreciation of the lionour they have done me by asking

me to preside over their deliberations at this critical juncture

iu the history of the country. [ am fully aware that there are many
whose claims to tbia distinction are far greater than mine, aud no-

body can be more acutely conscious than myself that it was not and

could not be persona! considarations alone that are responsible for my
being in the poeitiou in which I find myself today. I take it that your

selection is in a sense symbolic and in conferring upon me this honour,

you have sought to express your recognition of certain forces and

ideals that are silently working for the transformation of our economic,

political and social outlook.

This is emeutint If a problem of the young, of those whose life is

still before them to make of it what they tan, and I accepted your

invitation to preside over the deliberations bore in that spirit. It is

as a representative of the youth of the community and the country

and not in my more personal capacity that I am here today, and it

shall be my earnest aim and endeavour to voice in tuy words your

hopes and aspirations, your problems and difficulties, and your solutions

and your faith.

I want therefore to apeak to you as one of you, as one who not

so very long ago woe a student like all of you aud has not yet had the

time—aud I hope sboll never have tho desire—to forget what it in to

be a student. ' If therefore some of the things thst I soy may seem

unwelcome or unacceptable, I would only urge upou you :o accept them

iu Iho spirit in which they are offered and I shall oousidor my task

completed if I can induce in a: least *vn? jf you same of the ques-

tionings which have so often troubled an own equanimity.

The problem which dwarfs to relative insignificance ail other

problems in India is the problem of Independence. The more I think

about it, the more acutely I feel that th: settlement of all our diffi-

culties is concentrated in the solution of tb/s one stupendous problem.

Poverty can be fought only if the machinery of the State is controlled
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in the interests of tbe community and the development of trades and

industries is best achieved through the employment of political |iower

for the purposes of national reconstruction of society. But this a]*®

makes it dear that the problem it not one of political freedom alone,

it is one of economic and social freedom as well. If the British should

decide to transfer the administrative machinery of the country to the

control of a handful of tbe Indian intelligentsia, would it be freedom

in the true sente of the term ? Some—specially of the privileged

classes, would probably hail it as the dawn of a new political era. but

would it necessarily aolre the problem of our hungry millions, of the

masses who have lived in degradation and deprivation even in the

age* when political power was wielded by rnen of our own race

or nationality ? If tbe history of Europe during the last hundred yean

has taught ua anything, it has taught us that political liberty apart

from economic justico has little or no meaning, and that is why in

Europe of today, tbe cult of unrestricted individualism and pcrsonnl

liberty is seeking its fulfilment io the concept of social oontrol nod

economic justice. That is why today in all countries of the West,

t bo State claims and exorcises influence in every sphere of social life,

determine* the conditions that shall govern the relation of capital and

labour and evon prescribe# the law under which wealth can be pro-

duced and utilised.

Without economic and aocial freedom, political liborty thorofote

baa little content and yet on tbe other hand, political liberty is the

basis of economic and social freedom. Political liberty seeks its ful-

filment in economic equality and theae jointly lead to tbe realisation

of social justice and freedom. That is wby our first objective must bo

the achievement of political liberty
;
that objective realised

. a series of

new possibilities will be revealed to us, but till that has been achieved,

all our visions must remain the idle dreams of a mere visionary.

Political freedom is therefore the first objective of all our

endeavours and yet some may suggest that oven if it be so, a student

conference is hardly the occaskm for formulating it. But ] would put

only one or two questions to such doubters. Are discussions about the

system of education obtaining in our country a proper question for a

student conference ? If it is, can we talk of educational reform with-

out the idea of carrying out such reforms at !oa=t in the background

of our minds ? And can we think of reforms except in reference* to

political power through which they may be realised ?
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Take again the spectre of unemployment which is sapping the

vitality and uudcrinining the confidence of so many of oar young

men. Shall that question be taken up iu a student conference ? Can

we raise the question of social utilisation and service of young men

without bringing in iU train hundreds of questions about the structure

of the State or of the organisation of tbe social framework ? And

suppose we take up the question of edu.ratad unemployment. Cuu we

rest concent there without bringing in questions of the unemployment

among the masses, in a word, without bringing in the problem of

poverty and hunger, and whit is that if not a political question ?

Politics cun not therefore be avoided by students even if we
would, ami perhaps on deeper considerations, we should not even if

we oould. Politics is tha redaction of the organised life of aociety,

nod without some political training, our education remain* one-sided

and incomplete. May we not see* the reasons for aur polities!

immaturity and ficlcltiM<* in the Uol that as students—within the

narrower confine, of Undent life—wo Itcksd the opportunity or the

inclination or both of acquiring political experience ?

What I have so for said applies generally to all atudonU, but it ha.

special application in the case of Musaalinan stuJeots in India. There

is no denying that the history of the lint 100 or 150 years is for Indian

Musoalruans history of degradation and deterioration. Loss of

political power was followed by the loss of spiritual rosilienoe. and for

almost a century, Muslim India contented itself in dreaming of tho

glories or the past without any attempt to analyse the cmws of its

ducomfituro, or acquire the new technique which enabled others lo

triumph over it. Tbe policy of utter noo-cocperstion which Muslim

India followed was no doobt natural, and perhaps even unavoidable,

but it was not wise. For. the heritage ol self-centredness and defeatism

which it left behind has been fraosht with tbe gravest consequences

for the political fate of not only Indian Muslims, hut of I n I la a. a

whole.

Lsoders who were brought up in that atmosphere could not

perhaps help reflecting the mentality of that age. They loikel at tho

world with defeatist eyes, without confidence in their o.vn po wer to

defend themselves. That is why almost all our older leaders tqx'ak

only in terms of safeguards and reservation, of special treatment and

concessions, of pacts and guarantees, of careful avoidance of oil risk,

and frantically endeavour to cling to the little that has been saved from
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the general min. That is whj, it seems to me. a political leader of

the .undoubted capacity and individual courage of Mr. Jinnah

dare not accept for the community the rough and tumble of free

competition, but must for ever advice it to avoid the risks of political

struggle till vre hive first become strong. It is on this point that 1

should like to offer a few Comments and contend that, even if we

accept tl.eir general premises arvi d«-ire the protection of the »|>ecial

interests of the communite, the methods which they advocate are

not suited to those ends—in fact, are bound to lead to the defeat of

the very purposes which lliey profess.

We are told that Muslims must have aeparate organisations in

order to become strong, but we are oat told bow separate organisations

of tbemselve* can make a community strong. Can we acquire strength

if we remain outaide the political struggle and enjoy the privileges

which a ImriSKcd Imperialism may offer u* iu nn attempt to buy us

off ? Can we acquire strength unless we pull our weight in the

national struggle, and through -a.rifle**, through the power of suffer-

ing. regenerate the community ? Power without the power of sacrifice

is a vain delusion, and Indian Mmwalmaus must realise that there is

no other short cut to political resurrection.

Can even poet* or proim-es guarantee us our security, though I

don't deny that for K>*ne time. s»?h pacts may under certain conditions

ho artful iu creating a better atmosphere. Bo * what uf,er nI1 '* n
l
>acl

or treaty worth ? Have we not seen time and a^ain in the history

of the world that treaties have been treated like the merest scrap of

paper by those who could violate it with impunity ? Shall not those

who still hunger for a pact with Hindus or others realise that such

pacts are of use only so long as a third party is there fo guarantee

their observance? Let the third party go and who shall compel the

observance of the pact ? And if on the contrary, the Munalmans

are strong enough to enforce such pacts, do they need them at all?

Therefore tbo« who think of pact* are really’ thinking in terms

of the indefinite continuation of British diminution over India.

This may be natural to men who were brought up in the atmosphere

of defeatism of the last century, but ihall the youug men of this

century, shall the present generation who were born in the midst of

the struggle for national emancipation allow the dead weight of the

past to crush their new awakening to lifo ? And to those who say

that we should not join in the national straggle without a settlement
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with the Hindu*, I woold pat only one question—Is the freedom of

India the objective of Hindus alone ? Have we no! an equal claim

and an equal yearning for it ? Shall it oot be our privilege to bring

Indian freedom nearer than it has been ?

When the British came to India, we Muslims, non-co operated

with the education and the science tl»ey brought. The result is wo

are today at loaat half a century behind the others in prosperity and

power. Shall we commit tlie same blunder again and again non-oo-

operate with this national druggie only 10 wake up belatedly and find

that wu aro again lialf a century behind in the (tower of sacrifice, in

endurance and in courage of suffering ?

Oue thing I have never understood is the failure ol so many of

our Muslim leaders lo realise that power is entirely a question of

mental outlook and spiritual integrity. They often oumplnin that wo

are u minority community, and must obtain the »pfi :al considerations

to which minorities ate entitled. But is it really proper for a com.

m unity of 80 millions lo sap its own strength by oontinual disbelief

in it* own power ? I.et alono 80 million*,—even 8 millions of men,

provided they have eoarage and determination, constitute a proposi-

lion before which the mightest power shall quail. Why d»ould wo

forget that the day* of Muslim glory were the days when Mussulmans

were everywhere in a minority t Why do w« forget that tbo British

who dominate us today are in number insignificant when compared

to us ? Why do wo forget that even under British domination, the

influence of the Hindus in Bengal is tbo influence of a minority

over a majority ?

You who aro the symbol of the youth of Muslim India must

therefore forgot that you are a minority, must forget what hua been

continually drilled into your ears and repudiate (lie idea that you are

weak or incapable. You iuu.it today regain your own rdf-confidence, and

declare in unmistakable terms that weak we are not, on others we shall

not depend, but shall carve our own destinies by our own endeavours.

I would once again bare you reiterate that wc arc not afraid, wo

ore not incapable : it is only weak and short-ghlcd leadership that

has weakened us, blinded a.- and made uf diffident and be*ituting

before the play of world forces.

I bare tried to argue that there elder lenders were for historic

reason* bound to look at tbiDgs from the point of view of a defeatist

mentality—their outlook was the outlook of the last century with its

13
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discouragements, its failures and its despair, bat yon who have been

b rn into a new India of a new century, it is for yon to declare that

the defeats and distresses of the past bare no meaning for you—for

yon the reality is the expansion of the Indian mind, of its continual

endeavour after freedom and light
;
already you have in your hearts the

foretaste of victory and achievement. From this vantage ground of

national regeneration, you most declare that those who label as weak

the youth of the community are doing the greatest possible disservice

to the community and the country.

Nor is this all. Those leaders who look at things from the

defeatist point of view of the last century and urge that we must get

strong before we should stand slioulder to slmulder with others in the

fight for freedom, forget that even if this were possible, where is the

time ? We have already seen that it is impossible to become strong

hy standing aloof, we have already seen that the source of power is in

the mind's freedom and courage, in its ability to defy overwhelming

might with its solitary strength. But even if pacts and safeguards

could make us strong, where is the time for it ? How can we forget

that India forms only a part of a world system and must therefore

roact to every movement of the world. Is it not clear that tbo world

is heading towards a crisis with irresistible might, and any moment

I hero may be an explosion that will rock our political structures to

their very depths ? How can one. in U»»m world gone mad , oven for

a moment dream that we shall be allowed the leisure to gain strength

through pacts and partitions with other communities under tho common
protection of a foreign power ?

Those of our leaders who droara that undor the protection of a

third party they will come to terms with the other communities of

India, seem to exhibit an amazing lack of sense of realities, for if the

crisis in Europe becomes acute, will the British think for a moment
about Muslim interests ? Shall we forget what bspp-ned to Britain

when the Romans abandoned them to their fate ? Cannot our

leaders wake to the con.-ciou n*»i that the force of events may compel

the British to abandon India, aud much sooner than any of us imagine

today ? Ajy moment there may be a conflagration in the East or the

West : where shall the British turn in the moment of stress ? To
those who dream of achieving strength in the fature, or to those who
through sacrifice and struggle, through conflict and suffering have won
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confidence in themselves and are ready to face the might of British

Imperialiiri ?

Where is the place for a commuual organisation in this picture ?

And least of all for a communal organisation of the students ?

Communal interest is a term that U freely bandied about, but if wo

pause to consider it coolly, whose interest are we thinking of ? The

vast majority of India's toiling masses—irrespective of their religious

or oinmunal loyalties—suffer from hunger and poverty. Their solo

cry is for more food and cloth, for the barest necessities of life, for

the recognition of their claim to the minimum human standards. Is

there any conflict of interest among them ? If agricultural prices go

up. they rejoice equally—a slump is equally disa-trous for both the

Muslim and the Hindu peasants. Better sanitation and belter irriga-

tion are their common demands. The oonflict of interest is therefore

only among the aristocracy, the middle classes and the intelligentsia,

for those who share the good things of life. That is why there is tulk

ot sharing the posts and office* in the Stale, that is why there is such

clamour on both side* for weigh tag# in representation and political

power. Shall we a* young men make this realisation of our selfish

ends the sole objective of sll our activity ? The student community

of the country are therefore faced with two alternatives the satisfac-

tion of the self interest of a few individual* through communal

organisations and |«*cU, or the endeavour to realise our common

humanity in an attempt to reconstruct society in the iuterest or the

masses who have till now in history been always deluded and oppres-wd.

Shall we choose our personal ends, or shall we choose the impereonnl

good which will enrich oor life through the creation of new social

values and uew social standards ?

Ouu fact we must not forget. How far can communal organiaa-

tious and pacts carry us? Is it possible to find jobs for every

individual without thorough revision of the principles on which society

is based? Would there have beeu unemployment in England or

Germany if the present sorial structure oould find employment for

every member of society? And if England and Germany fail, what

chance is there of success in India ? How many jobs can the State

create ? For every min who gets a job. ninety-nine must suffer

disappointment. Shall the student comm mity of In lia hanker after

personal gains that are at best uncertain and elusive, aud sacrifice the

interests of the sufferin gmillions of the land ?
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This is the crux of the problem about a communal organisation

for students. Our national life is tom by a hundred dissension—

a

hundred conflicts of personal interests obscure our vision, but among

the youth of the country, among the students of India, there must be

the idealism and the courage (hat can rise above the petty personal

point of view and encompass a vision that comprehends the interests

of all. The studenta of India must rise above tbeir personal or their

clara interests and work for the emancipation of their motherland.

They theuiselvea come largely from the middle classes, and perhaps

for some of them, the communal condicU may mean personal gain,

but we have already seen the futility to which such personal self-aoelang

is bound to lead. It ia the youth of U* world that has always

responded to the challenge of an ideal and the youth of India—parti-

cularly the Muslim young men of India—must today accept that

challenge of history.

Muslim students of today must therefore stand shoulder to

shoulder with their brother* of othir counlriea and communities iu

solving the common problem of tbe world. Tbay must examine tbo

shortcoming* and failures of our hi.tory and work in the clear light

of reason, as a disciplined force, for tbo ioalii«tion of our India of

dreams. Evan today, the civilisation of India i« neither Hindu nor

Muslim, for the two strands of their contribution arc mixed up

inextricably together. It ia therefore foolish for Hindus to boast of

it us only theira: it ia stupid for Muslims to try to shun it os

something alien. But what tlra students of today— Hindus and

Muslima—must realise ia that the construction of that civili-ation lias

hardly begun— it is thoir duty and their jwivilege to bring it to a

completer fruition. The struggle for political liberty is only tbe first

stop in that endeavour.—and that first step shall not be taken (ill the

students of India, irrespective of creed, community or province, pledgo

themselves to one common solidarity and oue common brotherhood. 1

1 pKsxJtBlial Aidrew it tbe All loJu Maduc Slo-iesii CooteeeoM, CstculU, lT7lh

•il 28<h December, l'XIX.



V1NERIAN PROFESSOR OF LAW
IN CALCUTTA

Dn. S. C. Baocbi's Sfhiu.u at the Astrrosu Hall

N proposing a vole of thanks to Sir Willuuo Holdsworth, U»a

1 Tagore Professor of Law. Dr. Bsgchi said, “Sir William

Holdiworth, gentlemen, my colleagues and students of the Univar-

sity—The othor day Sir Maurice lawyer wrole lo me, * You will, I am
sure, have been delighted to welcome my friond Sir William Holds

worth among you.' Yet, we are gUd, we are delightod, we are much

teo delightod in having the occupaul of Blackstone's chair amongst

u* this evening. Some tune back Sir A»uU»h Mookerje>e, the prince

of Vioe-Chancellor*. was instrumental in bringing over another Oxford

Professor— Profeasor VinagradolT, to Calcutta aa a Header in Law,
uod thia time Sir Aeutosh'a gifted aon the promt Vice Chuucollor

ia reaponaible for the presence of Sir William Holdaworth here.

Oxford’* temporary loo baa reaulted in a permanent gain to

Calcutta.

While I was listening to the delightful lectures just completed

thia evening my mind travelled back lo tho tims whsn I was attend-

mg Professor Maitland'* lecture* at Cambridge. Hud Professor

Maitland not been alive when Sir William waa lecturing at Oxford

f, a believer in the Hindu doctrine of metempsychosis, would havo

quoted with a little variation the dedicatory lines of Tennyson in

Demeter and Persephone where addressing Sir Richard Jclib tho

famous Cambridge Grecian. Tenoyton wtilca

—

*' Fair things are alow to fade away,

Bear witness you that yesterday

Out of the soul of Pindar in you

There rolled an Olympic."

Tho variation* are obvious, for Pindar read Maitland, for Olympic read

a discount on Makere of English Law, for Professor Htildsworlli has

the magic touch of Maitland that cau make dry boues live. The
course that we have attended is after the inanuet of Salute Ueaiive’s,

Causmics* and Selden’a Table Talk. There lectures demonstrate how
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history humanises law. For. in the words of a great French jurist.

Prof. Saleilles of Sorboooe' Le lois n’est pas an musee d’art, c'est

une representation de la vie—law is not a museum of art. it is a

representation of life.

Sir William could easily hare extended the lectures from twelve

to twelve times twelve But that is not neces&ary as with Ids noble

array of volumes on the History of English Law. which, as I under-

stand, will total up to one dozen. S.r William can justly Bay like

Horace, ‘ Exegi monimentom acre perennius *—I have raised a monu-

ment more lasting than brass.

I call for a hearty rote of thanks expressing oar gratitude to Sir

William Holdsworth, the Yinerian Professor of Law at Oxford and the

Tagore Professor of Law at Calcutta.



MALLA-SARUL COPPERPLATE INSCRIPTION

OF GOPAJCANDRA] AND VIJAYASENA
Suruuah Sen, U.4., PH.D.

I
N the latest issue of Che Jouroil of Vangiya-Sahilya-Parisad

Patrika (Vol. 44. No. 1. pp. 17-21) Mr. Nani Gopal Majumdar

hua published the text of a copperplate inscription found in 1929 by

Babu Sureswar Ray while excavating an ancient tank at Mallas&rul, a

village lying about 16 mile* to the west of Burdwao. The inscription

is remarkable in more than one respect. Barring ihe very short

inscription of Condravarman on Susunia hill in Bankura this is the

oldest inscription, so far discovered. in West Bengal. On epigraphiial

evidence Mr. Majumdar assigns it to the sixth century. The donor

was Mabftrija Vijayasena who wa* apparently a vassal of Mahftr&jft-

dbirftja Sri Gofo-[candra] whom Mr. Majomdar identifies with tho

Gopacandra of a copperplate inscription found in Flaridpur. He

also identifies Mabftrija Vijayasena with the Mahftrftja Mah»s&manta

Vijayasena in the copperplate inacripUoo or Vaiyyagupta (dated 182

Gupta Kra-507 A. C ) found in Camilla.

The inscription eoouins (11.5-5) Ihe following titles of officials

of Yardhamfti a Pkukli which. a, ti e grant saye, was occupied by holy

northern Janapadat and was ever prosperous by incessant acta of piety

(punyotlarajanapadddhyitUiyim •alatodkarmakriydran/haimndydtp

tardhatirtnabhuktau)

:

1. KMMkrtika.

2. ffnrwdnJMiiifpa;

3 .
Cauroddharanikf,

I. Uparikt;

5.

A udrufigika—concerned with ydniga “ police station " (?)

6.

Jgrahdrika—concerned with djrsMm;

7.

A Mrrwsthiimie—obviously a supervisor in the wool- or silk-

producing areas ;

8.

Bhogapattka;

9.

Vifnyapati;

10.

Taddyuktaka;

11

.

Hiranyas&mud&yika;
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12. Patfahikti—concerned with registration of documental?)

;

of, paltoli in the Vangiya Sahitja rnri>ad Copperplate Inscription

of Visvarupascca, II. 52. 53-51, 55 [Majurodar, Inscription* nj Unujal,

HI, pp. 141), 117];

13. Jrojaf/rifcd—supervisor of residences: c/. VAstig-lriko in the

Hamganj Copperplate Inscription of T&varagho$a, II. 17-18 [Majumdar

ap.cit.,p. 153]:

II. Deeatlronisiiiubatldha—concerned with Dtralra lands.

Besides King Gopa-[candr»], fie donor Yijayasena and the donen

Vatso-svimin th* following proper names occur: Mahi-Datta, Kjjya-

Duttu, Hima-Datla, SaHthi-Dalta, &r(-I)at(a ; Suvaroa-Yah** (surname

Yusa it still current among tie Agurie of Burdwan); DhaiUMvimin,

0/j«{fa V5manas»:imin; IfAu^t-Hari. Khudgi-Gmkx, /Guli/yiBhadra-

Nandiu <ili the last three mines KIkiJji is obviously an official

title, and not part of the |*oper name* x* Mr. Majumdar thinks; r/.

Khatfi/agriiha in the Ksinganj Copperplate of Tsvaragboso. I. 18);

l'>J/i4iMr(y<jf.-iJ Han (heir also I’dAo qdyaJru is an oflicial title); Subha-

Datta (who was the Oitaks), Satulhieiyraliikii Bhoga-Candra (who

was the /.rkhaka); 1‘uttopdfo JaynTVi-t, by whom the inscription

was engraved (fdptfeiwj on the copperplate.

The following village name* occur in the inscription : Bakkattaka,

Ardbakaraka Nirvyiavl^ka, Kapi»thavi|aka. Va|avallaka, Kodijavha.

Godhagraina, SAInialivjuka
:
MadhavnUka, Khaydujofik i (Khuntlojoli-

krya), Vindhya-pum ( ViRHhyapurcyi), and Vetragarttf. XinrsgarttikS

may bo the name of a Tillage or of a pond with mango trees around.

Mr. Majumdar has identified three village*: Bakkattaka is now

Bilcta, (not Bakti as Mr. Majumdar tskee it), Godhagritna now Golia-

grima or Gogi, and Khaddajotiki—now Kbirajuli (not Kharfijuli as Mr.

Majumdar writes it).

Three other villages are also easily identifiable—Arddhakaraka is

Adrii (about two miles to tl»e north of Gobagrnm), Kapisthavataka is

Ivaitar& user Adrii; Madliuva^aka is now Mahari or Maori.* Mr.

Majumdar suggests that Salma'igraina bas now turned into Mollasarul,

which ib quite untenable. Modern Simukjauga may represent the old

Salroaligrama. Some of the villages that cannot now be identified may

have been destroyed by erosion of the Damodar.

• This Tilliga Sdjou. Kittirt. In .J*Eu/paZ d*»> nllreri I b.re rewired betp froa
t popii Mr. Soohitionur M-li*.**, U A-, S*ktt9cat’*.
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There are tome obvious mistakes of the engraver, most of which

Mr. Majumdar has duly noticed, yathesteca (1. 23) should be

ijathesthyeco, and inartt/dtulut (I, 23) is metrically defective. Vafta-

sv&inino in bihcreaoatsasrimino pincanuikdyajnam fretipavayitum

( = jntipndayitum I. 101 , and tijayatenasya in astau kulyavdpd mahiri-

javi]ayasenatya (gen. for dal ) JallAL (test dal /oh. I. 13) are apparently

Prakritiema. iadui in cram worn krhuimdhkdmni <uya brnhmonarya...

u/Mibhutjdnaiya na kenacid..avalpdpydbddhd haslapraksepo vn kdryah

(II. 16 17) is either objective or partitive genitive.

Positive solecisnia are : ddJcfi*>9<i»< (1. 15) for dakfinaty^tn and

paicimatydtM (I. 16) for piJeiwdydt*.

14
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lodUn RiOanl Ccogrsw

Th® 51st session of the Indian National Congress ws* held at Haripurn

la,t mcnth. Mr. Subbat Chandre Bore pressed over this session He
is Ibe youngest president of tie Congress.

Mir.lrtsrul CHMv

Following a difference between tbo Hon'ble Premier of U. P. and

Hil Excellency the Governor on the queaticc of the release of Political

prin< ners the uinutert submitted their resignation and a mim.terial Crisis

wire apprehended. However, go<d will at last prevailed on both sides end

tin ministers have resumed their offers at the request of the Governor. A

s milar incident took place in Bihar but tha Crisis fortunately beeu avorted.

Usrmar) Put alb Austria

Sir John Simon replying for Ifce Foreign Office, in the Bouse of

Commons ctaud that hr had been informed by Austrian sources that i ho

mam points cl the Ilercbtesgsd«o agreement were that the Austrian Chan-

cellor was to take far reselling conciliatory measures with a view to

furthering internal pacification in Austria while, on the other hand. Germany
bail re-affirmed the continuance of tba Austro Oerman Agreement of July,

H 30 and had renewed her assurance of non intervention in Austrian

domcrt-c affairs.

7h- following measure# had also been taken by Ibe Austrian Chancellor:

firstly u general amanasty declared oovering all political offences committed

before February 16. providing ibe offender remained in Aoatria ; secondly,

the Government had been reconstructed and Herr von Sevas Inquart,

Minuter for ilu Inter: r Security, was to be the only represi ntstivc of

National Socialism in the new Cabinet apart from Herr 8cbmidt who was
ft member of the last administration.

lhirdly. ihacassof public official. who would be deprived of their

petisions were to be re-examined and fourthly. Austrsn National Socialists

acre to be legally permitted to indulge id political activity within tbc
framework of the patriotic front.

Sir John S mon pointed out that the Austrian constitution of 1P34

remained unchanged und announced that rocasurea were to be taken in

Germany designed to exclude the interference of German Port officers in

Austrian affair*.

Hill.. • N.w Step

The Scrippa-Howard chain of newspapers in the United State* aay that
sooner or later it seem* inevitcble that Cxechcalovakia Memel and even
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the polish Corridor will go the way of Austria, and Mr. Eden's resignation

indicates that it may be sooner.

0«n H*U Por Chin.

General Mateui is be ;ng recalled to Tchio. according to a reliable source.

Lieut-General Hats, until last year Commander of the army in Formosa
is arming it is lepmted, to replace General Malsui.

It is suggested that Lieut.-General Hat* is more diplomatic and the
Cabinet intend to adopt a more conciliatory altitude towards foreign interests,

the Yangtze Customs question and the Shanghai municipal problem.

BrlUia sod AbjuInU

The Ab)tsinian Association of Great Britain, which claims a large

Conservative membership in a telegram addressed to the Premier, demands
u free vole of Parliament on the question of the recognition of the I tali un

annexation of Abysainia.

Church la Oarasay

Unexpected concetaiooa to the churcbea in Germany auggrat, saye t/is

Tim sa' Berlin correspondent. that Herr Hitler baa given Dr. Scbuschnigg an
unden skinr for the religjous iasue.

Herr Hitler has issued an order that it is not eonsiderod advisable

for 8. B. men to give up their membership of the Churches—a remarkable

change in policy.

Aothosy Eden Raslfsa

The Foreign Secretary, Mr. Anthony Eden, and the Ui>dar8eoreUry

for Foreign Affairs, Lord Cranborne. have resigned.

Mr. Eden's resignation follows differences between him and the Premier

on the methoda and date of an apprewch to Italy. Mr. Eden is strongly of

the opinion that a settlement of the Spanish problem should precede talks

between Britain and Italy.

No announcement with regard to Mr. Eden’s auoceasor has been made
though the Premier fas* seen the King The choice is believed to lie

between Lord Halifax and tbc Premier himself. •

Anxiety is fell in acme quarters with regard to the consequences of Mr.

Edm’s resignation and it is suggested that apart from causing n rift in the

Cabinet it may even precipitate a general election.

The resignation has been webxmcd in Rome and Berlin "hero Mr.

Eden has long been accused of being prejudged against Germany and Italy.

That Lord Halifax might succeed Mr. Eden receives favourable comment
in Berlin. [Halifax has accepted tbc offer—Ed- C.R.j.

French circle* sre disappointed at the resignation of a Minister

who was regarded as a geed friend ol France and of peace but responsible

quarters feel that bis successor will be bound to follow bia policy towards

France.
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In the United States, where Mr. Chamberlain’- recent approaches

to Italy and Germany have had a bad Press generally. Mr. Eden’s

departure is regarded a* a serious weakening c.f the democratic front in

No surprise baa been caused at Geneva. It ia. however, feared there

that though Britain may now pursue a stronger foreign policy the Govern-

ment may itself be weakened by the crisis

Situation ia Spain

The Rebels have, after great preparations and herculean attrmpU,

succeeded in capturing some ground around Tsroel. This consist# of the

small atrip of region around Sierra Palomarn. But the price they paid for

it is immensely h*avy. ainoe they have lost over men in the attempt, not

to speak of the loss m ammunit on and war material. Tha Republican

admit regression from th*> Sierra Paloment section, but claim that it docs

not in the tease impair their hold oo T.ruel. which is being fortified by

them on an impressive scale.

General Franco ia nearing extinction, and his recent victory seems to bo

the precursor of the groat collapse that is soon going to occur. From
reliable source* it is gathered that Mussolini issued a private " commu-
nique ” last week withdrawing his Italian troop- from Spain for mobilisation

in ebc Brenner Paw. The recent Army purge auggrat# an intention ou

Hitler's part to stir up trouble in Austria, a country of vital importance to

Italy. To thwart any aueh S’axi intention Musaoln. is keeping his troops

ready on the northern frontiers. The withdrawal from Spam of Italians is

telling upon «bc strength as well a« the morel of the Rebel enny who gave

thoir complete confidence to the Fascist* from Iho beginning of their adven-

ture The Republican Spain, conscious of this state of affairs in Rebel

territory are, therefore, simply biding for time.

British Mistrial Ovtpst

Britain's greatest industrial output was attained in tho last <]uart«r of

’87. The index number for the quarter both for manufacturing industries

and for all groups represented the greatest volume of production in any
quarter for which information is available.

Taking the year as a whole, the Board of Trado Journal states, there
was an increase of nearly 7 per cent in the volume of industrial production*
as compared with the preceding year. This followed so increase in 1(W> and
Itf85 of about nine and a half and 7 per cent, respectively. The rate of

expansion lari year was the greatest in the eecood quarter, namely, 9| per
cent, and the smallest in the fourth quarter 4 per cent. In the first and
third quarters the increase was about 7 per cent

The Amount of Saleable coal raised in Deoember quarter was the
largest since March quarter. 1930.

French Curat

Tho population of France ha- increased by only 81.003 persons in tho
last five years, according to the last census of March. 1886. figurea for which
have just been published.
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There were, however, 500,000 fewer fireigners in 1935 aa compared
with 1901, there having been a genersl exodus owing to the eooaomio criaifl,

so that it can be stated that the French population proper has increased by
about 580,000.

The total population at the last census amounted to 41,506,118 persons,
13,1*15, 184 families, occupying 9.109,66? bouses. In .931 the figures were
41.427, OUO persons. 12.990.0W) familio*. occupying 8.080,000 houses. '1 bus
the number of families has increased by about 155,000 and the number of

houses occupied by 230.000.

Paris, according to the last census, has 2.782.938 persons; Maraeillca
013,520; Lyons 561,525; Nice 2f

Jap MllllUry Bulgt'.

Tbo extraordinary military budget for the year beginning April 1
provides for 283 millions sterling of which ICO millions is for war ollloe,
60 millions for admir-lty and tbc rmiandrr to rcarrve. The expenditure
on the China incident up to 1st March, 1938 toUla 149 million* and the
t©tu I by 31st March, 1H38, is estimated at 432 millions.

Holiday. .Mil P„

The now agreements for increased wages and holidays with par for

workers in the ship- building and ship repairing industry wore accepted by
tbu Confederation of ship building and engine, ring unions at a mooting
in York.

The meeting expressed greet satisfaction with tbc Urma and particularly
with the arrangement for holidays with the pay which are to be introduced
this year.

Burns sad Ottawa Agrssnsat

The draft Government of India (Adaptation of Acte of Parliament
(Amendment) Order, 1938). which has been laid before Parliament, is

published for General information.

The date March 31. 1938. mentioned in the draft Order is the date up
to which the preference accorded to Burma by tbc Ottawa agreement
arc oontinuod in force. The effect of the amendment it to extend this
date up to November 30, 1938 and the purpose is to provide ugainat the
contingency that a new Agreement wiil not have been concluded by
March 31.

Ths British Silaslko

Tho political situation is full of dramatic possibilities. Conserva-
tive Whip, are certain of full Conservative backing though political obser-
vers opine that Mr. Chamberlam ha* staked his fate on this throw which
moy be the beginning of the end of a National Government.
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Effort* are being msde for the formation of a National Centre with

Mr. Lloyd George. Mr. Churchill and National I-abour leaders. Mr. C. R.

Atlee and other Labour leaders are considering their attitude towards such

a group. They are unwilling to commit themselves for they feci that if

they can force a general election there will be a landslide in favour of

Labour. On the other hand the League of Nations and other organisations

are planti ng a national campaign the results of which may be fur-

reaching

Quite a lot depends on Mr. Eden who is strongly advised io go for a

split in the Conservative party, in which case an appcul to the onuntry is

inevitable with poaaible defeat for Mr. CharabeHam.



?Uu>5 and Micros

[ A moothly rrcorJ of Scu, *r.J Vis** MsUb* lo Cultural sod Andante Institutions.

Bvsatl MovwmbU in Iadia »rJ Abrted)

Tachlng it Duf tnW Dumb

The Convention of the Teachers of the Deaf in Indin bold a
demonstration of itn method* of teaching deaf-mutes at the silver jubilee

celebration of tha Bangiya Sabitja Par*had, at Midnapore, and for tbi*
purpose two member* of the Convention and throe deaf-mutes proceeded

to Midnapore.
The object of the demonstration was to acquaint the general public with

the aims and object# of thi CoovcoUoo. because it .* felt that knowledge
of the existence of the Convention 11 not widely enough spread.

In Bengal alone them are ftft.OW deaf-mute*, for whom there are ionic
eight institution:!, with a total number of studenta of 825. The Convention
feela that thia low figure (a entirely due to ignorance, and with the objeot

of bringing home to the many thousands concerned the purport of

their activities, this demonstration has been arranged.

More demonstration* are also under consideration one perhaps at the

Bengal Tanchera Conference, to be held at Khulna, during the East.r
holiday#, and one in Madras in December this year.

Calcutta Behoof, Work.

The Calcutta Deaf and Dumb School. in 1'pper Circulur Hoad, is by
fur the biggest organization of its kind in Bengal. Here boys and girls,

druwn both locally and from the mofuttl area, are Lakeo in nod trained

in Buck a manner as to place them on a par with lho*e more fortunate.

When they are firat admitted they can very rarely speak, a* being unable

to hoar. Their vocal organa have never been eserciwd. Consequently it ia

necewary first to touch them lip reading, and then reading and writing and
other elementary branches of education.

There ia n lorgc industrial section at the school in which tho boyn are

taught such trades as tailoring, book-binding, printing and composition,

woodwork, smith) -work and turning. Tbo girl* aro also taught sowing and
embroidery.

In regard to tbe suggestion put forward in a recent letter to the
Stateiman, that facilities for deaf mutrs be introduced in cinemas, such
aa text# shown beside or under tbo film ond seats fitted with special

listening apparatus, the Principal of tbe Calcutta Dc-af and Dumb School

said that auch an innovation in Calcutta would be of great, service to tbo
deaf.

Before sound pictures were introduced it was possible for such people
to enjoy the cinema, and an innovation of that nature would establish

conditions almost identical with those of previous years.
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EniploftatM Bomn In Dare* Uatreniiy.

In pursuance of a resolution adopted by the Executive Council of the

Dacca University, an Employment Bureau has been established with Dr.

M. I- Borah as Secretary.
, .

, ,

It ii contemplated by the Bureau to provide for practical training to

select atudenta from the University in different branches of trade, industry

UD
I’he'Bu^u alao aims at the establishment of a closer connection

between tho University and the employers wbo are likely to require the

sorvioea of graduates or under-graduatea, and thus hopca to aolve tho

problem of unemployment to some extent among the youths.

Vartlij TraJuiag In temMia

The military authoritiee have auggeated to the Calcutta University to

institute an Aeronautic* course at tho University in connection with which

they are prepared to render all possible help and facility to tbo Univereity.

The military aulhoritiea have further suggested to tho Univereity to

form a Second Battalion of the Calcutta Univereity Training Corps aa thoy

appear to be aotufled with tho work of tho First Battalion.

Colls* hr Qmiu

British Uaiuchiatao will abortly have aa Intermediate Collego at

Quetta. The Oovernm-nl of India have approved of the propoeal und

it is hoped construction will oommsnee early in the next ttnanoint year.

Proposal for tho overhauling of rural education in Baluchistan arc

alao. it is understood, under consideration and important development* are

expocted.

Prims'? MesaUsa la Bma

A Burma Oaxette Extraordinary publishes a bill to provide facililiea

for tho introduction of compulsory primary education in Briliab Burma.

The sponsor of the bill is th* Education Minister, U Tharrawaddy

Maung, wbo ia expected to ralreduoe the measure in tho current session of

the Burma Legislature.

The statement of objects and reason* of the bill Bays that it ia univer-

sally recognised in Borma that free compulsory primary education ia a

necemity and it* progressive in’ reduction according to a definite programme

must therefore be an integral part of the policy of the Education Depart-

ment. This bill is intended to orej^re the way for tbo part of the new
educational policy by providing the necessary facilities for it wherever

possible and suitable.

Nation*! Education

The Congress Workiog Committee adopted the following resolution on
national education:
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* It emphasises the need for introducing free snd compulsory education

for seven yean on a notion-wide scale through the medium of the mother

tongue with some form of manual and productive work. It suggests the

constitution of an All India Education Hoard for which Dr. Zukir Hoaaain

and Sbri Aryanamin have been authorised to take immediate steps under

the advice and guidance of Gandhji to bring the Board into existence to

work a consolidated programme of basio natiooal education and recom-

mends iU acceptance to tl»se in charge of the control of state or private

education
'

Training In Agrkultare

A scheme for a certificate course in agriculture has been prepared by

Mr. A. E. MalknaJ, Sf.Sc. It provides for a certificate course in agri-

culture lasting for flfintc month*. This period i* necessary on account of

the geographical, olimatological and irrigauonal conditions prevalent in

Smd. The course would provide for practical training in the cultivation of

both the Summer and the Winter cropa.

The subjects proposed for study include agriculture, chemistry, bio-

logy of agriculture, farm ecooomica. elementary surveying snd levelling

and olemenftary hydraulic* a. applied to land irrigation and drainage,

English composition and oorrespuweooc, practical work in chemistry, dairy

and crops rwi»iug

Practical work in crop raising toU provided on blocks of five acres

for n batch of four students. The admission will bo by a preliminary

examination, minimum qualifications boing sixth standard pass. The
establishment will include a dairy expert and a f«rm manager. About 100

a trea of land will bo required for forty students.

Bov 1st U> pay Sstsriss U CsUsfs TtasSars

With a view to acoelorating the advancement of Soviet university

.duoatioo the Council of Peoples Commissars have decided to abolish the

present system of paying profeaaora. teachers and assistants of uuivorsitieh

and ooiieges wages by thohour, but will aubsUtute in its atead fixed salaries.

Bightr atipcnds will also be given to university students.

Commenting upon tbc n*w order, the * Prsvda * declares t hat the

educational sUtus has shown marked improvement during the 20 year* of

the Stalin regime, addin.- that the number of universities has increased

from 91 in 1911 to 709 in 193fi and the number of students from 112,000

to 512.000.

North AltonOr Rewardi

At the beginning of January. Germany's famous research ship
*' Meteor " set ofl on her second voyage of exploration to the North

Atlantio Ocean. The ship’s former trip took place from the beginning

of February to the middle of May. 1937, covered the ocean between the

Cape Verde Island and the Canary Islands, making oceanographical trod

meteorolocieal charts. The present trip, which will last until the middle

of July. 1938. is designed to carry out similar researches of the ocean

15
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between the Cepe Verde Island end the Canary I.land in the east and the
West Indies in the west.

Germany end America Etching* Academic Taws

The unnuul exchanges between German and American schools and
colleges is to be continued tbi* year.

KInven German boya and a master hare ju.t arrived in Xaw York, on
board the rmtorahip. St. Louis. These lads will spend a period of

six months in the Lnited States, and, in exchange, a gioup of young
American* will be able to spend a year in Germany.

The first German group will be replaced by a second at the end of

six months.

Bihar EdautlM C«4*

A meeting of the Executive Commit!** of the Hihar nod Oriasn

Secondary School Teacbere' Association wa. held at the Shyom-under
Institution, Bhognlpur. The deliberations continued for more thau six

hour*.

The following alterations in the Bihar nod Orissa Education Code were

strongly recommended.—
11} All the existing Government schools should be dcprovinoialiscd nod

secondary education should be run by »bu 8tal* on Not oral line* and with

n view to bring this into effect. Andes 10. 2«0 (.ub section 4). 850. Clsss If

(Sun lor brunch}, ail and 252 should be deleted.

<2/ A new sca'o of pay for the teachers of .i-»i lory schools rad In-

specting officers (below the rank of DivfoionaJ Inspector of Schools) be

brought into foroe, as early a* possible.

faiptctien Rifotm.

To make inspection mors useful the Inspecting officers be required to

give practicsl helpful «uggest»ons regarding actual teaching by giving

demonstration lostons as far at pcasibfe.

Ptra for Sanskrit

Presiding over a Pamdilka pariikad (Conference of Sanskrit scholars).

Sir C. P. litmsswsmi Ayysr. Dcwao of Travanccre, appealed to his audi-

ence to resuscitate Sanskrit by writing books which would be easily undex-

stood by the public.

lie said :
'• Your Cr*t duty is to print in aooeasible and cheap form

the great classics in Sanskrit literature There must be also a new kind

of commentary, not the kind of commentary in wh'cb the commentator

want* to outshine the original and make, thing* much more difficult than

the author bad intended them to be. but the kind of commentary winch

should merely act os a lamp held in your hand in order to behold the

picture jus*, for the purpose of lightening the shadows.
•' S>dc by aide with that, jou may bring out a new ,dea of poetry and

4

rdcae written for the purpose of inspiration and not admiration. V\ ha
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should be done is to make those writings real portrait i>{ our daily life.

If you do that the place of Sanskrit is assured."

Emp.ra Exhibition

A doscn exhibit* have been fioaily selected for the British Empire
Exhibition nt Glasgow. The selection was made by Lady Haig, with the
assistance of Mr. Khareghat. Mr*. Gupta and Mr. D. B. Burra

The exhibits aeleoted are a pair of panels, oonsisting of two gmoful
figures of Kadha and Krishna in dancing poses, exquisitely embroidered in

needlework hy Mrs. Rajoshwar Bali ; basket werk sod embroidered cap*
by Mrs Mason; an embroidery by Miss Barits Dutl ; an embroidery by
Lucknow purdak women; so embroidery by Mrs. Swamo Dutt

; a cloth

tlowor garland by Mrs. D B. Burro; * clay figure of a woman by Miss
Indu Ooloy; two eroa-os. a cor net, a necklace end two pairs of nrmloti,

especially mnde of gold thread embroidery, received through Mr. S. P.

Shah.



raised lann

INTERNATIONAL TRADE BY BARTER SYSTEM

The opportunity to trade by the “ bxrtrr system *' baa proved a

%

beneficial ro Italy and Germany m to General Franco of Nationalist

Spain. In spite of Italy’s effort* to be “autarchic,” i.e., self-supporting. sb«

is largely dependent on foreign suppliea for many essential minerals. Her

shortage of iron became acute in the latter months of 1930 when navul

order* and oil cootracta made large demands on tbe iwo and steel industry.

This boa been eased somewhat by her imports of iron ore from

8pain, which have risen from 33.0» tons in 1936 to nearly 180,000 last

year, and by scraps from Spain which have increased from 327,000 tons

to over 300,000.

Italy i« also dependent on impirta for adequate supplies of ferrous

metals. For imports of manganese ore and ferro- manganese ore from

Spain increased from 29,000 too* m 193 to 73,000 in 1937, while

pyritea—mostly from tl«« Rio Tinto—jumped from tern to nearly 10,000

tons.

Germany u aa badly in need of barter auppliea from Spain as Italy.

On account of the moral indueoce of tbu Nai.s in FraooVa territory and

tbe preseu re of large numbers of Germans in admin .tritivo and bureau-

cratic jobe Oertnany has been reaping benefit, in tbs commercial line.

Ae *<»n as Southern Spain cams under Franco’s oontrol, a German
organisation known ae Jftfmn was ssUbiiebod with its counterpart,
Iionak, in Oermsny. This company wse given lfa» full monopoly of the

exports of the Spanish Moroccan mines, with tbe iron snd manganese
ore resources of tbe Riff at ita disposal.

In comparing tbe latest available German import figures, namely,
those for the first hulf of 1GOT. with tho- of the first half of 198®, German
import, from Spain show a decline of nsarly 50 par cent.

This haa caused certain observers to declare that German inter-

vention has proved a costly failure, but there •• more to those reporta
than meets tbe eye.

First, tbe 1937 list carefully omit. figures of import from
Spanish Morocco ; recondly, the rich iron or* deposits in tho north
of Spuio w»ro not under Franco's control until tbe second half of 1937

;

thirdly, tho German import that decreased tbe mist was fruit, duo to

the fact that in 1937 the fruit district# were in the hsnds of tho Valencia
Government, who sold their crop# almost exclusively to Russia.

On tho trade which Franco oontrols such as Rio Tinto pyrites,
however. Gorman import* increased from £ 417.000 to over £ 580,000.

It is not unreasonable on the other hand, to take tbe view that in the
event of n complete victory for Franco the Spanish Nationalist Government
will be fcrced to turn to England for a Ivan. fbe British capital
market ha* m tho long run to be tapped by everybody, nationalist or
communist. This may enable the United Kingdom to a certain extent
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to deprive Germany and Italy of the hundred per cent exclusive exploita-

tion of the Spanish resources. In every picture of world-economy the

natual position of the U. K as the financial centre virtually of the two
Hemispheres cocno*. but exercise its inevitable influence.

During 1937 Great Britain has been able to aril Spain only 40

per cent, of the goods which she sold her in 1935, the last year before

the civil war. One of the most significant drop* occurred in goods listed

under motor can*, locomotives, ships and air-crr.fr I? Franco can continue

to induco British companies to supply him with the necessary sterling

for foreign credits, it is not unlikely that be will continue to develop his

trade with ftnly and Germany along the barter lines.

Bbxoy Ki:uar Sarear.

IMPERIAL PREFERENCE AND THE BRITISH COMMONWEALTH.

Mr. Neville Chamberlain m-aa enthusiastically received when he

addressed an audience of nearly three thousand in tandem la connection

with thn Empire Unity campaign.

Mr. Chamberlain aaid that und.r the Ottawa agrreni*nl. British

imports from the countries represented there had increased by 41 prr
rent, while export to tboae Countries Lad m -rented by 40 per cent, between
1932 ond 1936. and there had hem a great mrreavo in impart* and exports

durng the first nioe months of 1937. He added.

" 8o wo eao that the policy of Imperial Preference in practice has

bean twice bletawd. II has benefited the Dominions and also tbia

country.”

During the asma period British exports to foreign countries greatly

increased. Thasa figures have proved that an increase in Imptnol trade,

instead of diminishing the foreign tredo. Iind sdded to the economic
stability of the world sod. therefore proved to be a stimulus to internatio-

nal exchange of goods.

Referring to the Imperial Confm-cuc alter the ('urination. Mr.
Neville Chamberlsin said. -Never in ali the history of the Imperial

Conference waa the sense of kinship, or better, of fundamental unity

between us on all essential issues more clearly demonUrated. There
were further efforts that they could make to bring thun nearer to their

goal, uamely tbo collaboration of other partn-r* ;n the British Common-
wealth in means of defence, in their attitude and relations with foreign

powers and in the development of means ol communication and the

building up of scanty populations with fresh UooJ."

Referring to the change in the rclstioas between Britain ond the

Dominions, Mr. Chamberlain said. ”1 would seek to show tbo Dominions
that we real iso their equality and that we are gomg on every occasion and
in all respects to treat them as equal partners with ourselves. We must
always be careful not to seem to be pressing upon tbe Dominions a policy

which does not receive their wbole-beartel assent and eo operation."

Speaking of the rival system* of government Mr. C'hnmberlain said,

“It is no wish of our* to prescribe to other nations the sort of Government

I hat they should have. For ourselves we prefer and mean to maintain that
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form of democracy which we bare built up for huodreds of years and which
is be.-t suited to the hsbits and waya and tbo ughta of our people.

"We rejoice to find that in these great Dominions there, too. are the
same forms of democracy, untouched by fascism or communism, standing
for the same ideas of peace. liberty and justice that we do ourselvta. Wo
realise that by our partnership with these other democracies wo a>e raised
from the status of fourth rate Power to be the h. art of au Empire which
stands in the front rank of all the powers of the world."

Benov Kuuab Sa nuait

THB CABINET AND THE ANTI CABINET IN THE BRITISH CONSTITUTIONAL
STNTHESI8

I urn inclined to think that in England there is a sort of dyarchy or

joint government of the Cabinet on the one aide and the leodera of I be
Opposition on the other. In En|lond betides havinu a Cabinet we always
have an anti-Cabinet. f abould say Ibat English ParlUmentariain moms
a aystem m which tbs Cabinrt m being the active Cabinet ia confronted,
criticised and checked by the anti-Oabinot which hepea to be and ia doing
all it can in order to be the Cabinet one day. That a the English aornt, if

we have any secret.

What does it moan ? It mcaoa in the first plaoo, a spirit of compro-
mise. a spirit of give-and-take that surely is in tbo logic of discussion.
You disousa and discus* with the other aide sod end in oompromiso which
is the natural fruit of dtreuaeion

Our English merit, if we have any merit, is that wo bavo a aystem
which is nicely adjusted to ths mat ag of compromises And that is whom
the Houso of Common* comes in sod rmmn the throne nf sovereignty
between the Cabinet and the aoU-CaMuH and both are reconciled in com
promise. What ts the recoocilor ? The good eense of tbo House of

Commons, the cominoosense of tho Boom of Commons. So long na

there is the anti-Cabinet aa well as the Cabin, t, so long there as ie

the Opposition as well a. the Government, the House of Commons will

always come by its own. and we shall not only have compromise, but we
ahull also not have unqualifitd leadership of one party or rather of one eel

of party leader* as you find in single party states called totalitarian states

in Central Europe loJay. In tbo House of Commons we esenpo
that result and we escape the tyranny of the majority which is the
tyranny we fear. We gel a compromise between the 'majority and tho
minority, a compromise in which the msjority get* more of the spoila

and the minority gets something And out of what may be called the
majority-niinoriiy compromise we also get a continuity. The minority
which get* something when it was in opposition will not wish to totally

reverse ibc legislation of its predecessor when it gels into power and will

honour the action of it* predecessor.

This is our system. We get after all on our system tho Cabinet
and the anti-Cabinet. and we get after all the sovereignty of the House of

Commons and aloog with that and through that we also get two words and
two qualities which also begin with the word *«.' the word and tho quality
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of compromise ami the word and the quality of continuity.—Prof. Ernest
Barker of Iho University of Cambridge at the Calcutta University Institute.

7th January. 1036.

Basov Kmnh Sarkis

MEAT CONSUMPTION PER CAPITA

The following table (in kilograms* per bead of population) furnishes

the data on the consumption of meat per head in a certain cumber ol Euro-

pean and extra- European countries, calculated on the basis of the Statistics

of exports, imports and production —
ComtrlM. 1K5-29 ItttM (tier

Arfiflotint IMS IMS

Ms Zsst.al IOC'S 10SS

Awtrsli* WTS 01 '4

Csatda Ml 6»'4

Uulted Kiifdi>m «4 6*7

Desairfc «7V «'4

United Slat** Bl •It

K.tliocu •Si

Osman/ <9) •El

SixInrlead Ml 473

Natkarlaad IM MS

Frame 417 IBS

MbU.hi «*-! 307

Sm-fdrr. »T Ml

ClWho.l«.ak IS Ml Bl

Norway MO Ml

Piataad STS ai-7

Rumia • aa

Room tain — 220

Poland ISA 18'7

Italy irs wi

On* Ic*. -spfwaimstoly 3 tba.

In passing in oar review from the peoples that ate large consumers of

meat to those who consume little, there will be found—as may be easily

understood—at the bead of the first group 1 primitive tribes living in the

• Por iotarpreutiooa of diettry frua the •ta-dp-ent of health tad efleinoev are die

chapter ou the tiled neg-Utaiir! cl Asia'* it B K. S»ri&r : The Sw-aVyy of Popuhllttn

tCs»mtUl«>.
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most northern regions of Asia, Europe and America, as well as the inhabi-
tants of Tierra del Fuego and Patagonia—by now. however. u!mo6t extir-
pated—although the majority of these race* are not so exclusively camivor-
oua as is generally believed. Very carnivorous races are found also in other
parts of the world

; for example, the K'rghix in Central Asia who according
to the investigation* of the physioJogist Kuczyxtki ccn&ume every day—
unless they are living m great poverty—cne kg. (2 lbs.) of meat at least,

but more often from 2 to 2J kg. bc*:dea some litre* of koumit. without
mentioning the much larger quantities of these two food# which they suc-
ceed in consuming at the time of celebrations of any kind.

A consumption of meat not much lower will be found also among o
certain number of Humite tribes, pure or mixed with Negro blood, who
are engaged in livestock fsrmiog in the steppe region* of North-East
Africa. Among these special mention should be made of the Masai, much
discussed during recent years m the literature on the phyaiology of alimen-
tation. Tbo essential components of their food are raw meat, blood am!
milk. According to the investigation of Ott and Qilks, tbo young men of
the "moran" or warrior class, consume every day at least over a kg. of
moat (1.135 gm ), 2 litre# of milk and a certain quantity of blood.

Among the peoples of western civilisation, the largest consumption of
meat is found in the countries where the population is originally from
Europe Argentina. New Zealand and Australis, i.#„ countries with a
superabundance of lire stock and s comparatively small population. From
tho above Table it appears that the meat cesumption per hood ami per
annum, was in Argentina 121 kg., in X.w Zealand 104 kg. and in Australia
02 kg. It appoara also that, for meat conaumptic* as shown by other
countries at, for instance, from enquiries into family budgets the workman
of the Argentine capital stands first in th • respect (01 kg. per onnum aud
p«r unit of consumption . There can be little doubt that f budget enquiries
were available, quite as high a consumption could be noted among tbo urban
workers of Australia and Now Zealand.

A smaller consumption figure but still a high one is to bo found in
Europe. For the majority of tbe European oountric. as shown above the
average consumption per head and per annum, was from 80 to 00 kg. ; in
Denmark and in England it exoeeded CO kg. and fell in Russia, Roumnnia,
Poland and Italy respectively to 23. 22. 10 and 10 kg. In other words, the
figures of the table prove wbat might have been expected taking into
account differences in climate, distribution of population according to occu-
pations, stnodsrd of living, etc

,
ri*.. that in the nwtbcrn and central part*

of Europo the conaumption is relatively high, while it a low in the East
and in the South.—Monthly B*tUti* of djncidfnrel Economici.

Besot Kuxak 8abkar

THE NEW LAND LAW OP OBRMANY •

It would
Socialist Gov

difficult to find any other law enacted by tho National-
ent which baa aroused such wide spread interest at home

- 1*W. Chapter, «, Land Hefcm,
MeAsraiare in L,cd Lsgu^iao iGekatu Brnrm, Deremtcr. 19871.
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and abroad as the Reichierbhafgeiets (National Peasants’ EaUte Succession

Act). The creation of thro* hereditary estate* is not entirely novel, for, in

many parts of the Reich at least it has only meant the codification of an ape-

old German custom in estate and succesak* praaice. which has proved its

value and necessity for ceotunes These estates may not lie sold, thus

sealing nnd safeguarding the ties which exist between blood and soil, the

preservation of which tbo Reichennkretand Rational Pood Corporation) con-

siders one of its principal duties. It is for this reason that the Xationul

Food Corporation has inscribed on its seal the motto, Blut nnd Baden (Blood

and Soil)

The Peasants’ Estates (Succession) Aet came into force on October 1.

1033. The preamble to the Act runs aa follow*: ’1. The German
Government Intend to preserve tho German peasants' estates na the

source of the life-blood of the German nation by safeguarding nnoirnt.

German customs of succession. 2. Peasants’ estates are to be protected

against indebtedness and partition among the heirs, to the end that they

mu? always ba held by free peasants as a family heritage. 3. A sound

dispersion of agricultural estate* of different aises must be aimed at. because

it is only a large number of prosperous small and middle-aired ostales,

spread all over the country as evenly aa possible, (bat can guarantee the

welfare of people and State.

"

Some other provisions of the Act may be described as follows :

" 1. Agricultural or forest estates, of a sice not less than one Aekt'na-

Am no (t.e., sustaining a man. hb wife, and two children), and not exceeding

l’ifi hectares (roughly 300 acres) shall constitute a hereditary estate within

the meaning of the Act. provided it is owned by a person eligible aa a

peasant.

2. The owner of a hereditary estate aball be known os a peasant

(Bauer).

8. No one can be a peasant, unless he is a Oertnan citircn, of Ocnnan

nr kindred stock, and of unblemished ehsracter The hereditary estate shall

paM on to the actual heir (<4u4<) and shall remain undivided. Tho right*

of tho oo-hoira are restrioted to the peasant’s personal property Descen-

dant* not nominated aa actual bcir* shall be provided, aooord-ng to tbo

capacity of the property, with a training that will enable them to earn their

own living or with a dowry ; should they, through no fault of their own.

fall into want, they shall be entitled to shelter at the homestead.

4. The rights of the actual heir cannot be modified and must remain

unburdened.”

The number of such hereditary estates in Germany is about 700.000.

The law ia not absolutely rigid, and it is possible for ins'aDCc. for a

property which exceeds the prescribed tire to be declared a hereditary estate

within the meaning of the Aet. In such a case, however, special candition*

mu »t warrant such a procedure. Tho condition* for such exceptions vary

and mav be based either on soil or dirostc or on the length of tenure, when,

for instance, a Urge estate has been ini the possession of one nnd tbe same

family for more than ooe hundred and fifty years. Moreover, m recognition

of meritorious services, German citizen* may have their rotate* proclaimed

hereditary estates even where the agricultural property involved exceeds the

sire laid down by tbe Act. In this way a family and their Isnd.-d property

are bound blether as they always have Uen in Getmauy.

But not every one can become a peasant in the new aense of the word.

Certain eonditions’must be fulfilled, including tho following

:

16
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1. The owner ol such an estate must be of German nationality and

come from German or kindred stock

2. The peasant must be of unblemished character. Serioua crimes

may have the effect of excluding tbc heir or even deprive him of the

property. Neither may any person violating the honour of hia class bear

the name of peasant

3. The peasant must be capable of working hia estate successfully.

This does not necessarily imply that be must, under all circumstances,

work with h:a own hanaa, nor that the estate must be hia permanent
residence. He is. however, required to arrange for its proper management.

He alone will be held responsible, and may. if occasion arises, bo called to

aocount in virtue of the Act. A careless peasant maj bo deprived of hia

estate <n favour of a better suited heir, a procedure described technically

aa being nbgrmrierl (dispossessed)

In certain quarters anxiety has been expressed that, as a result of

the Peasants' Estates (Succession) Act, the actual heir would i« more
favoured than hia brothers and sisters, or that, in other words, the other

children would be at a disadvantage. This opinion, however, is wrong.

The peasant who takes peases*ion of such an estate la endowed not only

with rights but also with duties. Hia brothers and a sters, aa the retiring

heirs, have a claim to sustenance sod education They are further entitlrd

to demand to be trained in a calling oomap ndiog to the status of the

estate. Tn case they should be 'em* iodrpendoct. aa for instanoo whon
a son goes into buainea*. or tbc daughters rn.rry, they have a claim to

equipment or dowry corresponding to the capacity of tho rotate. They have
also a right to return home whenever, through no fault of their own. they

are in need.

It ia in aceordanoa with tha traditional aanaa of justice of tho pea-

aantry that separate tribunals have been provided for the administration

of the Peasants’ Estate (Succession: Ant. nod there the peasants tbomselvoa
exercise the decisive influence

Bntor Komar Sarkar
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Creative India: By Prof. Benoykumar Sarkar. MaUlal Banarei Dai,

Satdmuha Street. Lahore. 1937. Price R*. 15. Pp. x 714.

Prof. Sarkar ho* come forward a* oc^ appraiser of Indian glory and

ehievcmrnt and hi« range * wide extending frr-m the days of Mobeejo
Daro to modem times. It is indeed a commanding sweep from tbo

earliest civilisation to the days of Ramkhslma-Vivikananda, and he

undertake the »trk to correct the wrong imprrari^n; generally entertained

about the peculiar temper and tbc pirticuiar achiev. meats of Hindu
aivilinauon. lor tbs self clou- n task he baa made preparations on an
ont.-n.ive scale in articles and journal* of all sort* and condiiii-na ; and ho

bus at hi* command a mass of material. almost benddering which he may
well utilise in a new orientation of Indotogy. It is oot a faot (aa is even

now supposed in
,,en!ight«aed" quartern) that tbo Hindu* were unworldly

and wore indifferent to wbat happ.ned in this life ; it i* not a fact that

they bad Le.n victim* of superstition ; it i* not a fact that scicnoe or

special scientific llUrature had not found in Iodia a congenial soil ; it is not

a faot that Hindu intellect ha* keen .by of objective truth those are *ot»r

of the data or postulatae with which the writer >*U out :n thin realutio

study of India and ber people, and his invest garion* bear him out in hi*

defence of Hindu culture sod ;te comprehensive .oopo

It is not correct to *oy that mysticism or pasauamu is a privilege or the

monopoly ol the omnt. and there hate hern many other misinterpretation,

of many other ideas and thoughts of the East There is always the danger

that the importance of numerous doctnnea will be mrised in view of one

or two dootriues »b'ch may have survived. by preaent chance, the ravage,

of time. Thu. the fsolc explanation that Ahinto doctrine may have

enervated the people of i he country booty a result of 1*"®^' T '«w » on

Indian history.

But our learned author M not mtisfled with user, refutations of current

heraaiea. He take* rapid Uridea from K.mtalya to IWiam.h.r, and be

attempts to point out tbc growth of sdeaUuc and anti-idoa list io .y.tems

aide by ride. He has »hown. and .uccc»«fully. bow India was never afraid

of outride oulturc ;
international culture-contacts • err rather in ber line.

India received them from Iran and Greece. Kusao. and Scythians, and

Indians moved from place to plaoe U> human « the diverse races, not only

of this •ub-contico ,
s Iiklim bttl alto of Iho outtxle worid in all direction*—

north, east, west soutb-and mixed her own .tream of culture with that of

Tibet. Arabia and other countries. Similarly, m nwaern time., throughout

Europe nnd America. India’s SakmtM and Gita. Xnu and the Upanuhuda.

are receiving spprec ative ircotmeot aa the Centro of Indian culture. Thu

interest felt in India is strong even to-day when the superiority complex of

a particular civi!i»at.oo i* more likely to blind tbc eye of scholar, to the

true perspective of things and relations. We in modern times are apt to

forget that ideas of orgam-ai ion or organised activity were not unknown to

Indiana in fears gone fcv. Literary a*>oc aliens, hospital work*, research

academies, political club*, trade or carte guild* -nd other examples of

corporate activity hare been found in the history of India by competent

scholars.
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Why fclioo did India succumb *o to foreign xva.iou*. and western

powers ? Our critic* never hc-iUfe to declare that our political downfall

is to be attributed sometimes to our Vaishnsriom. sometimes to our

Buddhism, somet-mts even to our Yedantism. This is hsrdly fair. Our

states were never theocracies, urn dominated by religion. But India is

almost a continent like Europe through! it* vast extent and assemblage of

different cultures. The interdiction of the different states has been ns

complex as their parallels in Europe, and just as we cannot speak of a

political unity of Europe, so in the past we had not the alightost idea of

one Indian n«t.on. Toe result has been that different groups of men
hurled themselves against other end equally powerful groups, sod though

flakfi or power had been extolled, unity had not been evolved in the process.

Prof. Sarkar then dives .cto the regie® of tinance. and shows that the

financial arrangements in ancient and mediaeval India specially in the

Southern diatricta. were by no mean, primitive, but they had in thorn the

rudiments of a complex and aciaarifie achievement. The all-round develop-

ment of India has convinced the learned author that India's creative powers

have not jet been exhausted. That is the ray of hope which boar* us up

in all circumstances.

A few examples of inadvertence may be noUd in passing. The Gujrati

founder of a literary age was Gotonlbandes Msdbabrsm Tripathl, not

Oobardhanrom Madhabram ,
nor wa* ho the foundor of tbo (Jujrati

Snhityn Parishat (as stated on p 67.V. In an account of prntingaof

Modern Bengal, the name cl Jarnlm Kay baa not been mentioned stall,

though the author note* OOiufullv (hat pa<ntcr* are trying to stick to ancient

art and iU technique. It will mA U out of piece |o mention here that

Jnraini Kay occupiee a unique position. unique in hit austere pureult of the

ideal of Bengal art which ho baa set before bun. Agn n. tbo first Greek

influence in modern Bengali writers is not through Aurobmdo but through

Jyotinndransth Tagoro whose play. bed b . o influenced by Grek idea*.

Aurobindo’s critical output. bri cr«tW»m of English lit.rutur, and the

fundamental* of his criticism arc liable to !•*• overlooks in the onus for his

spiritual ideas, and therefore that require tabs specifically mentioned In

tbo list of distinguished rootr> uto-s in researches in Hindu Math*malice
the Dime* of two professors bate beeu omitted but thoy daarrvo to bo

included, |( not by lbs quantity of tbe.r aork tb.n by its quality. One of

them is deed and the other rvtirsd from servioo a few years *&. The
names arc Saradakecta Oanguli and Prabodhchandrw SeogupU. One
expected tbeir inclusion 10 « work like this

Prof. Sarkar a bcok is an encyclopaedia of information on India, ancient

and modern, and bis solid aebievemvat is an effective counterblast to cheap

handbooks of Indian culture that seem to spring from time to time according

to the fashion of tbe day. It deserves to find a reedy welcome with all

book-lovors. and as a reference book A will prove simply invaluable.

PuiYARANJAK SEN
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I. Thb Lath Rev. Fr. F. X. Cbohax, S.J.

Tbe Syndicate at its meeting of the 14tb February last placed on
record ita deep sense of aorrow and lo« at the death of (he Rev.

F. X. Crohao, 8.J., who had been associated with the University as

a Fellow for a period of 25 year* and had rendered valuable services

to the cause of education in tbe province in various capacities, parti-

cularly as Professor iu ooe of the most important institutions affiliated

to tho University.

II Mr. S. P. Mookerjek

Our Vice-Chancellor. Mr. S. T. Mooktrjee, b.l., Barrister-

at-Law, m.l.a., has been elected by tho North-Eastern Group of

Universities to ropteient them on the Council of the Indian Institute

of Science. Bangalore.

Mr. S. P. Mookerjee who represeoU this University on the Inter-

University Board, India, has been rc appointed for a term of 3 years

to represent this University on the same Board with effort from the

1st April, 1938, when his present term of office will expire.

• • •

III. Thb Uihdi'sthasi Academy

The sixth literary conference of this Academy will bo held at

Allahabad on the 19th 3nd the 20th March, 1938. It will endeavour

to promote the interests of the Hindi and Urdu languages through the

help of scholars and literary msn who hare been invited to attend it.

Our University has forwarded its good wishes to the organizers.
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IV. Convocation Address by the Ret. C. P. Andrews

Rer. C. F. Andrews was invited lo deliver ihc Convocation

Address at the Annual Convocation of the Calculi* University this

year.

V. DELEGATES TO TUB BaSCIYA SaIIITTA SaMMHIAN

Professor Suniti Kumar Cbatterji, U.A., d i.rrr., and Rai Bahadur

Professor Kbagendranath Mitra, ua., were appointed delegates to

represent our University at the twenty-first anniversary of the Bangiya

Sobitya Sammelao. held at Knshnagar last February.

VI. Mokshada Si-ndabi Goid Mbdai. i-or 1937

The award of this medal for 1937 haa beeu made to Srimali

Kamala Debi who submitted an eesay on the " Life of Sir Surendra-

nath Banorji
'•

• • •

VII. Mr. HoaiATix Kabir

Mr. Humayon Kabir, u.a.. m.l.c., Declarer in the Department

of Philosophy, Calcutta University, haa been elected a Member of tbe

Court of Aligarh Muslim University from among tbe meuibors of the

Central and Provincial Legislatures for a term of five years

commencing from January, this year.

• • •

VIII. Chnthnsial Crlbbratjon by the Dike University, Durham

The Duke University, Durham, which will soon complete a

hundred years of its existence, will begin its Centennial Celebrations

in October next which will culminate in the formal celebration of the

anniversary on April 21, 22 and 23, 19d9. It will iDvito learned

societies to send delegates on the occasion. Our University has con-

veyed its good wishes to the Committee authorised to conduct the

celebration.
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IX. All-India Popplation and Family Hygiene Conferkncr

The All-India Population Conferei.ee> will bold its second session

during Easter this year in Bombay where the First Family Hygiene

Conference will also be held during the nmt period. Our University

has responded to the invitation to send delegates by conveying its

good wishes.

• • •

X. Indian History Congress

The next session of this Congress will be held at Allahabad during

the Raster holidays, commencing on the 15tb April, and terminal ing on

the 18th. Profe* sor Hemchandra Raycbaudhnri, m.a., mo., has heen

appointed to represent thia University on the Congress.

XI. Rai Bahadur Prof. N. Mmu

Rai Bahadur Professor Kbagcndranath Mitra has been elected n

member of the Senatu by tho Faculty of Arts wiib effect from the 21st

January. 1938.

BOMNBSS NOTE.

Urn Hruoi *** Turn. K*nns>.

Easier is the b'iabUM hoUJsy M >be 6fr.ot S*sm in De-*al sail is best suited for

outings sad sigh' seeing Tbs shg.a " Tissol is " .ppir. nv,,. to teller Ibsn
soy wher holidays. Al ibis lima thsrs is as Kdliy wind of ths winter nm (hr psripnog best

As In prssioas years. Ulsysir loo. tbs Eastern Bsogsl Railway have corns forward.

Kill Id advance of r.uUr. wfcb tho ibm-ksU cf tboir Ksotsr Holidays CcBrtm.cn
Return Tickets rooesl.«d 00 liberal botvs of fares for Kent. Grand snd lour Class-s n»l«,8
single fires sod fer Third CU.s opto Bits., si Ity* single fares sod st ityl siogl* fare s for

disliocs ovrr YOU mils*. This ' »hwb wtB bs Itiued froe, *tb April lo I8lb April

1m, will he srsiUHs for ounffstioo of rature jouroey -plo midnight of 8»d May 183*.

Tho* carry with tlwor lbs osssl concession of br.ih joars.ji st toy iDt.rinedials slitioo

provided no port of lbs lion •* im.i ol over «<*• than oex* in ths s.m. direct ion.

With s view to sford oitsosivw trs.ol fiUliliro to tho public. Ibe K. B Railway hi if also

innouivsil their widely pstronistd •• TRAVBL-AS-TOD-DEB *• Sr.sao Tirke). wbkta

hive brooms a
n Spc il fsiure ’• of Ibeir bolshy rsawww si ths minimum po.aiblo

.xnt of Hi. 60 fee Fin*. Ks. *’ for Screed. B«- IJ for Inter iod Its 10 for ThtM Clssi.

The." ticks!, will alto bs !..•_•! fw»n 8lh Apr*1 «« 1*» Apr,; I m aB d mil bo available for

onreilrictsd tni.fl o»r tbs sotirr system for IS days. BaiiDssi idso. tourist., rdiirnticeiigla

soil students "ill fil'd those tickets specially avfai fer thru trips towilrt. of Iradr. plsor.

cf histone lof.rest, arebaecfogieal rains. n»«s of rank btsoly snd bill suixiOs of bracing
•od healthy climate.

East Bewcu. Socmr

Ths Em Betgal Society the big Bscgsli reccera dealirg with DAcofir and Santa are
.Icing fairly w*U under the sbl* osBsgemnt of Mr. K. C. Show*. 8.A- Records show that

their bwinses bss increased lo s toosideraKSe octant and otter dej.-rXB.eDtt bare scroediogly

been opened. The ee»’-ioero«BDg prosperity «rf tbs Am mdiealsa -hat su ed oratod Bengali
can do in the domain of basinsia.




